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Ansrnacr
This thesis examines horv ne's
media practices and cliscourses have
depicted
structural changes in the New Zearancr
poritical economy. For this purpose
c-hapter one cievelops two
critical perspectives. It is first expJained
how the
capitalist political economy
shapes the institutional ancl rhetorical
character
of the public sphere. Deploying
the insights of Jiirgen Habermas,
claus offe
and various media sociologists
the public sphere is defined according
to its
constituent pans. These are
the ownership and management of
media
institutions, newswork and news
source reratio'ships, mediated imagery
and
patterns of language. This chapter
also construcm :r merhocl for analysing
economic discourse in a capitalist
sclciety. The ideoiogy of such djscourse
is
codified in terms of technocratic
ratjonality; a nrocle of reasoning which
uses
objective necessity to obscitre
the interests of crasses wrrich actualry
determine
the function, direction ancJ pace
of capitarist developme't. This process is
observed through Ra1'moncr
wilriams' kepvord analysis anc1 Mike
Emmison,s
delineation of 'the economy' as
a serf crescription of modern capitalism.
To
examine the d1'namics of economic
rJiscr.,ur.se my approach crraws
Lrpon
Habermas' earry attempt to reconstruct
repressecJ social meanings.
He sought
to mediate the objectivity of historical
processes with rhe motives of
those
acting in it' through normative
critique. In this regard the supposecl
neutrarity
of economic news journarism is tested against
normativeiy grouncred
principles of rhetoric. It is argued
that the pubric sphere and icreologicar
discourse approaches can
be brought together to exprain how
economic news
is encoded and disseminated at
given points in time. To this encl
subsequent
chapters focus upon shifts and
tensions in the kepvorcr patterns
wrrich
surround 'the economy'. l'riis is
done by isorating the crranging semantic
features of means-end ratiortality,
assessing gracjatiorrs of rhetorical
openness
and logical closwre and by irighrighting
unspoken rures of tertzporarity.
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chapter Two refines this theoretical
frameu,ork to explore the history
of New
zeaiand capitalism' The origins
of economic cliscourse are relatecl to nascenr
capital formation ancl the early-rloclern
public sphere. It is argued that .the
economy' as an abstract locution
emergecl as a serf-description of
I(eynesian
capitalism in the 1g30s. chapter
Three exprains how news about .the
economy' in the 1960s became
less imbued by traciitional motifs
and more
technocratic in form' This ideological
expression was communicated thro,gh
a nationally constituted public
sphere which rvers, irl turn, shaped
by prevaling
structures of capitar accumuratjon.
From thjs c]ual peispectir,,e the languages
of indicative planning and Keynesian econonric
management are critically
analysed. It is concludecr that pranning
and managing capitarism were
irreconcilable and that media representations
of .the eco,'om':, became
disunified as a result. chapter Four
covers the periocl 1.976-84 and details
a
fragmenting political economy'
a commerc ializecJ,television dominated
public
sphere, and officiaily contested
,rhe
depictions of
economy,. By late 1984 the
constituent parts of the public
sphere, and pre.vaiiing lteyword parterns
had
objectified the transition from a Kel,nesian
to a ,free nrarket, economy.
chapter Five outlines the beginnings
of a simultaneous transformation of
capital accumuration, the poriticar
economy of rhe pubiic sphere anrJ
economic disc'urse itserf. From 19g4-86
the serf-operating, ,free market,
economy became a taken-for-grantecl
conception of New zealandcapitalism.
Finally the self undermining features
of this new orthodory are briefly
outlined.
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fg.rm the eritiqal method ne€essary
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is irnpossible to locate anrJ map

out

an intellectual terrain called media

studies. Unlike the natural sciences, economics anci the major
branches of
sociology, media studies cannot be iclentifiecl with any cenffal
orthodory or a
superceding structure of scientific revolution.r What has happened insteacj
is

that historically related but increasingly specialised debates rvithin Marxism,
philosophy, aesthetics, literary stuclies ancl mainstream sclcial science have
been thrown together by a common focus of concern
- the extraordinary
growth of mass communications since the early twenrierh century. From
the
multiplicity of approaches one can draw a basic ciistinction between critical
and limited effect models of what the meclia does.z This thesis unequivocally
Sec Thomas Kuhn, T/te Structure

of ScicntiJic Revolutiotr.s, University of Chicago press,
1970' Kuhn's arguments_arc clrawn pritnaiily from his study
of paradigm shifis in rhe
natural
_sciences (i-e', ph1'sics, astronomv, mathcmaticsl. ilis insights have obvious

irnport for all patterns of intcllectual inquiry whcrc rcvisionisnr supcrscdes
orthodory.
An interacting trend, reflccting thc cpisterniological rcconstruction
oi thc cnlightenment
through rnodcrnity, has been Lhc suicessivc frlcturing of knowledge into philosophig
natural sciencc, social scicnce, ancl hi.storical-lrcrmc-ncutic disciplincs.
Un6cr thcsc
circumstances any now collcctive fclcus of incluiry sccks to incorpor-atc
various internal

disputes into its rcsearch programrnrr.
!*4lqt"
See Elihu

Katz, 'Communications Rcsea.ch sincc Lazars fiald', Public opinion
euarterty,
2, Winter 1g87, pp 525-515.
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belongs

in the former category. In this chapter I
w'r

propose, refine and
defend the general notion that news
media cliscourses are the end result of
a
social process of procluctiou whjch
simultaneously inforrns ancl obscures.3 In
the pages which foilorv a number
of such approacrres wiil be analysed and
criticaily evaluated. The conceptual framework
w,hich evolves will then focus
on tle following question: how have
ne's meclia practices

and discourses
depicted the structurar transformations
of the New Zealand poritical
economy? More specifically, rvhat
are the critical tensions within the news
discourses and how have the,v
deveropeci? A comprehensive
question requires

answer

to this

a textual' contextual and intertextual

anal.vsis of media
content.4 This, in turn, depends
upon some schematic uncrerstanding of
how
the news media operates as material
circumstances change.

This

is a

rudimentary distinction.

communications literatur e Katzproposcs

In his survey of the Angro-American

]ou.-fola distinc[ion.
rnthe linited effects ttrodel '. . . tlne effccts
of th.c mcclia arc mitigated by the proccsses
of selcctivit'y in attention,.pc.ccption unJ-r".utt.
... rhesc in turn are a function of
predispositional and situational viriablcs
iu.t * age history, political afl'iliation
a

and so

The citicat lratlitiott sees lhe limitecl
cffects. nro<Jcl as prcdisposcd against iclcntillng
powerful media

It

i'fluences.
emphasises hegcmonic, o, i!.otogi.al
elfects upon
subordinate groups and classes.
T\e institutional paradign secs thc mcclia
as providcrs of in-formaLion rathc,r tha' as
potential agents of mass pe rsuasion.
Thc mainsri.um lir..oiur" e"mpirically examines
the
consfuction, transmission and/or social
reccption of (poriti.url inil.*ution. The
anall'5s5

;ffiXillllth5nuPPtouth

rtn*

*tiir

insritutions

"ia

irr.i,

critical

sources

pr"r"t".t

The technotogical paradign (Innis, McCluhan, postman
et al-) looks at how
technological innovationr
.rrgoni.nti"" ..r., * piinting press and early
"liup".ro.iui
'protestant comnrunitics', the
,ui,l.o
riotion
of a

culturc, etc.

cutting acros's these traditions Katz rnakes
a clistinction bctwecn encoding textual and
social rcception studics of medja ,n"rrug"..
M,v thcsis d.aws upon the criticar and
institutional traditions to analyl,c the relartiJnship
betwcen encocling and tcrtuality.
Bcyond the Anglo-American literature
such a thcme cliaricterises the specific
paradigms of symbolic -intcractionism,
phcnomcnolcig,v,
structural linguistics, FrancoItaliansemiotics-ancl (nco) Marxist
tt cory.
lextual studics focus upon thc pall.erns
of lungurg* ancl inragery which
individual mcdia
-prcssures
produce. conte)cual anaryses ieck
to a"t"tniin" tir" .,*ogJn"ous
upon the
production of media te:rts. Intertextuality
rettrs to thJ relarionship betrvccn and
collective identity of differcnt n
t"*i.. '
"dia

My theoretical argument

-

the subject of this chapter

- begins by addressing

a central problematic of western Marxism,
namely the nature, role

and

constitution of ideology rvithin advanced
capitalist society. on this basis I shall
seek to clarify, internally, the main
formulations of ,,vhat meclia researchers
call 'the dominant ideology' thesis. The
singularity of the locution ,dominant
ideology' misleadingJy conflates
different elaborations of what it is and how it
operates. such confusion can be appreciated
and avclidecr by comparing
incommensurate definidons of ideorogy.
I' this respect the insights of
A'merican sociologist Alvin Goulclner
are especially helpful.s In his last work
published in 1980 Gourdner explored
what he saw as being a fundamental
distinction between scientific and criticar
Marxism.6 His purpose was to
reconstruct the basic tensions within
Marx's own rvritings and to explain their
consequences for contemporary
socialism.T couldner begins by pointing
out

5

see' Nicholas Abcrcrombic,. stephcn Hill,
Bryan s rurncr, Tlte Donittattt ldeologt
George Allen Unwin, Lon,lon, 19g0. In
ltesis,
rhc -ro
lorcworrJ to this book Tom
Bottomore describes the dominant idcoiogy
..f.rr.J
to
ln" aurhors as ,thar which
successfull-v incorporatcs the worki'g
clais into trre e*istirrg social svste'r thercby
perperuating its subordinal.ion' (p
ix).-abcrcro*rri., rriii-,,n.J Tr.n", argue that to
a
grcater or lesser degrel such a conccprion
is hcld dy ;;';r"rse l,farxist thinl<crs as
Gramsci, Habcrmas, pourantzfls *j
arrhur.".. r" *y- vicw this is a misleading
categorisation,
for. the purposcs of cxploring common
thcmes
literature' Later"u."n,
in his introduction gotto,norc proposes a weakcned in the Marxist
vcrsion of the
dominant ideoloqy thesis. Such an ideology
opcratcs negativcly to inhibit and confuse
the
development of i counte' idcology
1p *1, C"n.ua Lodziik inlrecent arricle proposes his
own version of a weakcnea, dom-inant
itleology thesis. Latcr i' iis ir,t.oaucdon he
makes
a distinction bctrvecn fhe incorporation
of riorking .tu*.r-.onr.iuusnoss and thc partial
(ideological) structuring of socio cultural
necds. c:onrad tariur, Dull compulsion
of
the Economic, The^Dominant Ideology
and social n"rrJ".ii"n, Radical philosophy',

no 49, Summer 19gg, pp 10_17.
These latter versions are so far romovcd
from .the cil:minitnt ideology, thesis criticised
by Abercrombie, Hili and rurner nut
it'," Iocation rJ;"li
co'[u.sing. lronically,
Bottomorc and Lodziaks'gcneral position
(rvhich is sinrilar"-pr"rs
io
ry
o*o;
can be defcnded
by recourse to Haberrna.- *lro
1;n contradistilction to other Marxists ancl the early
school)
:TloY the aisorganising eftccrs or.rpii"itrt itreologry. rn light of this
It seems to me

IllStu{

6

7

that Gouldncr's 'TwJMarxiims' thcsi.s prir,-ia.,
, clearer framework for
comparing dilferent conceptions of iclcology.
Alvin W. Gouldnet The
Manis,,rrs, Seabury press, Ncw york, L980.
.Two
My intention here is to draw
on coulcn*'s rcconstruction of Mancism
so i,.s to illustrate
differcnt conccptiors of idcolog,. Til
i-r a prclacc

[o unclerstanding meclia-theorctjcal

debatcs about idc.ological infl uclnce.

-J-

that Marx's

anarysis

deveiopment

is in

of the objective conditions

contradistinction

to his

underlying capitalist

for changing the
(objective) world through human
agency. It was the sharecl convicrion
of all
subsequent Mandsts thar this contradiction
,cieterminism,
(betrveen
and
'voluntarism') could be renclered politically
and theoretically coherent.8 The
result was a plethora of internally relatecl
schools of Marxism which helped to
shape modern inteilectual debate and
poiiticar conflict,
arguments

In

Goutdner's view the comprex and interweaving
pattems of twentieth
century socialism are, in part, the legary
of rwo self-consistent interpretations
of what Marx in generalwas saying.
Accorcling to one interpretation Marxism
is a science which elaborates the exploitative
structures ancl laws of motion
specific to capitarism. This in turn provides
an account of the objective
determinants for working ciass consciousness
and political action. According
to the other intelpretation Marxism expresses
a philosophy of praxis whose
concrete manifestations are not pre-given
but rnoulclecl by changing historjcal
circumstances' This includes the intentions
of historical actors, conceived of
as undetermined by objective conditions.e

one example can be foun<i in Lucio Colleti Fronr
Rousseau to Lenitt, stutlies itt ldeotogt
,
so.ci:Iy' Monthly Revicw, New York
rizz.
cnil"tti
::d
makcs a distinction between rhe
'factorial' materialism of thc second intcrnational
ancl historical nraterialism. In thc first
instance material production condilions
ih, forr of all human activity and social
institutions. In the iattcr case the naterial
conditi<lns of .apitafis* atso bringinto being
causal process; the idea of man as a rransforme,
of hi. materiai enviion-ent

(i

;a;:-

Of course the extent.to which rnan can adjust condiLions
which are not of his choosing
is a mattcr of some debate. In this .*p"-.',
thc reccnt **"rg"n." o[ .rational choice,
Marxism challenges teleologicai 'rotut;on'*iio
this problcm. uni". tr," new paradigm the
relation between 'voluntarisL'and 'dctcrmioi.,'
within historical materialism, is

not theoretically prcdctcrminecr but coilccrivcry "l*,n"nr.c
rcvicwccr by;;rk; thcmserves.
Gouldner does not dcny the importance of
matcrial/poliiical factor.s in explaining the
course of Marxism' Howcver, these arc
not exclusivs ,"uaona for thc origins and legacy
of lvfarx's writings. They must the mselvcs
be the objcct of crir.iquc, For an opposing view
Anderson, consirJeratiotts orr wsrem Mancisttt,
New Left Books, London,
il;;.t*"
Anderson collapses the distinction between
scicntillc ancl critical Marxism by focusing

upon generations

of Marxist thought. His nrajor thcmes arc the political
dcfcat of

-1-

From the viewpoint of scientific sociarism
Marx,s theory was a founding
science of society and history crearry
separable from ,ideorogical, forms of

thought such as phirosophy, religion,
myth ancr so on. This reading of Marx
accords fundamental status to the
'iron laws' of capital accumulation and the

exploitation

of

rabour.

At the rime of the Second Iniernationare,

revolutionaries ancl reformists alike
unclerstood this founding science to be an
empirically grounded analysis of capital
unclerwritten by the class polemics of

the communist Manifest anct Engel,s later
writings.ro In this framework
Marx's famous base-superstructure model
is seen as a layered structure of

determinations which is co-ordinated
by the prevailing mode of production.
For scientific Marxists the capitalist mocle production
of
is comprised of
operative laws1l whose explication forms
the basis for analysing political

institutions and social structures. This reliance
upon the objective formu-lae of
capital accumulation and class relations produces
a characteristic view of
ideoiory:

i)

The exercise of ideology is seen in instrumentarist
terms; ruring ideas
are the consequences of ruiing crass i'terests.
This is a major theme
of orthodox, scientitic Manism. sociarist economists, for
exampre,

regard neo-liberal market theory as the icleological
refiection of a
material shift in the composition of capital rather
an ideolosical
process in itself.

ii)

The domain of icreorory in any given insrance
is constituted by the
objective relationship between state, capital,
and class formation. By

Western Marxism

10
11

and thc. estrangement of westcrn lvfarxisnr from
working ciass politics.
For criticisms of this position seetouldnc
r, o1t cir,pp 159_163.
The writings I refer io ur. la are Sociqlisnt.: (Jtopiatt

attd scietttiftc and Artti-Duldrry,
although Marx collaboratcd in the latrcr pubti.ution.
The bcst known examples are boom-buri-tru*in".,
cycles, rhc failing rate of profir, the
Iabour theory of value, the conccntralion
oi*p;tot ownership. Modern up-dates include,
core - periphery relations, an<l regimes
of accumulation.

-5-

contrast, social institutions, cultural
practices and interpersonal
relations are seen as results of this
ideological process.

iii)

The

ffect of capitalist ideolory is to clistort working class awareness

of material reality so that workers suffer
from a farse consciousness
of *'hat it is that cretermines their circumstances.
Thus the
ideological assumptions of absiract individualism
and economic

equilibrium which are contained within
market transactions
obfuscates tbe fact that markets
are formed ancr reproduced by
capitalist relations of production.
when workers become coilectively
aware of their objective class position
the illusions of the market are
dissolved.lz

critical Manrism, by contrast, is cautious
about the scientific authority
accorded to Marx's writings. Followers
of this tradition recognise the

systematic nature of Marxist thought.
However the insights which the central
texts provide are seen to be contingent
upon unfolcling historical processes
which may potentially alter tire relationship
between accepted categories of
analysis' one early example was the
departure of the Frankfurt school from
the orthodox, positivist view that
technology was an instrument of capitalism.
The new argument was that science itself
in its abstract form ancl technical

applications had become an autonomous
i<leorogicar force. subsequent
controversies concerning the origins
and implications of this development
stemmed from the common rearisation
that under contemporary capitarism
the forces of production notab Iy science
ancr technorogt were not a priori
separable from or determined by
the rerations of production.l3 From this
L2
13

ilffrttr*:d

these categories from Gouldner's wirings
as a means

see David Heltl, Introdttcliott To
and Co, London, 1990.

citical

of clarifying

his

rlteory; Horklrcitttu to Habcntws, Hutchinson

According to Held thc departurc of lhc
Frankfurt school from positivist materiirlist
of Marxism can be rraced back ; d; r;rd,"..;,*,trr;
ii".,;, carr Gruenburg.
Although he saw Marxism as a theory
or
he directed
views

froau.tion
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rescarch touard the

perspecdve the base-superstructure
model as outlined by Marx was not to be
seen as a formulation of simple causality
or any other principle of explication;
it was, rather, a metaphor for the unfolding, totality
of capitalism.ra A.s history
progresses the task of critique is to formally
lay out the structural elements
opposing one another (within texts, institutions
and class relations) and to
explore the political results of that opposition.
This basic schema

of critical

Marxism produces its own characteristic
view of ideologr.

i)

Ideology is seen to have its own fielcls of operation
subject to the
final determining influence of economic structures and processes.
This means that the exercise of ideology is
diffuse and multi-layered
rather than reducible to single causes.

ii)

The substantive d.ontain of ideology includes institutions
and social
structures not directly involved in the mocie of production
(family,

church, parliament, broadcast mecria, etc.). This entails
the
deployment of analytical categories capable of exploring
the complex
changing forms of cconomic lifc rathcr than
the imnrutablc iarvs of capital (p 31). This
provided theoretical space for thc subsequent
cmpirical focus upon the expancling role of
science and technology within modern capitalism.
The bcst known Frankfurt scholars in
this. arca (Horkheimcr, Adorno and later
Marcusc) cventuall"v took the position thar
capitalist, class antagonisms had bccn supcrscaci
uy induitriat and tcchnological
rationality' (e.g., Horkheimcr ancl Adorno's Dl
alectic oi Erttightennrcrrt Marcus e,s otrc
Dituensional Man). contrary [o this Habcrmas
argued ihat industrial and technological
rationality was thc contemporary iclcological
reprcscntation of capital. class antagonisms
had not disappcared but had bcen latlely displacccl
into the statc/administrativo and
sociocultural sphcre.
See Jurgen Habermas, Toward a Rariona.r
socict1,, Hcincmann, London,
g11921, pp

122.
L4

critical Marxism rejects a clecontextualiscd notiorr of
science. From this perspcctive the
base-supcrstructure model is ahistorical. The
unfolding totality is a Luckacsian notion
suggesting that thcre
no objcctive reality that soiial rheorists can reflect upon.
-is
However, the Marxist thcoretician
pcnetrates capiralisr ;acofogy
1tr,l social reification of
commodity forms) from.thc standp;int of thc prolcrariat.
Thelim of Marxist theory and
political strugglc (praxis) is to bring the working
class to a sclf awareness of its own role
in history' This would bc rcflectcdln the self a\varcncss
of societv as a wbolc. The carly
Frankfurt theoreticians.-d.cvcroryf. this cririquc
of bo;;-;";;;;;;r" duarity and rhe
crude historical dcterminisrn which complcmenrecl
ir, but ihcir standpoint was not that
of
the proletariat.
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intermediations between state, capital, ancl everyday life
categories
like hegemony, civil society, the public spriere, system/rifeworlcr,
etc.).

iii)

Ideologieal effects are understood to be diverse, unstable
and
politically contestable. There is no inviolate distinction between
true

and false consciousness.

Various aspects of ideological thought may reveal emancipatory
potential
during particular conjunctures of capitalist development.is Thus,
clivisions

within the ruling class may generate icleological resources for those
contesting
the political leadership of established institutions such as churclres,

schools
and elected assemblies. conversely, en:ancipatory rhetoric
may strengthen the
ideological status quo by propouncling illusions freedom
of
ancl progress.l6

The demarcation between critical and scjentific appropriations of Marx,s
writings was first revealed in the 1920s. At that time Karl
Korsch and Georg
Lukacs proposed a coherent account of Marxism which
directly contravened
the official scientific teachings.u From today's vantage point the
simpre
juxtaposition of science and critique may
seen as anachronistic. After all, the
intellectual terrain of rvestern Marxism has been minutery plotted
by two

generations

of

scholars. Traclitional boundaries

of inquiry have been

transformed by an expanding network

of disciplines proclucing their own
intricate contours of argument. Nonetheless there is a recurring tension
15

16

17

Within Marxism and among socialist scholars more gcnerally
thcre is a strain of thought
which explores how the professed idcals and insiitutionaj
claims of clemocracy te
structurally limited by capitalism. Writers in this rradition pcrceivc
socialism to bc an

extension of the emancipal'ory clements of bourgcois
revolutions. The line up includes
Jurgen r{abermas, claus o[fc, Agncs Hcilcr and
thc yugoslav praxis school and, from
the Anglo American universitici, c.B. N{acph"r.nn, iho*as
Mccartrrv, Raynrond
Keane and Richard Bernstein.
Such a view characterised thc 'Ncw Lc,ft' sociology of
the 1960s. Represcntative figures
include Herbcrt Marcuse, Guy Dcrrord and (the ."rry;
l"on Braudillarcr.

Karl Korsch cxplicitly challcngcd thc authcnticiry oi scicnrific Marxism
in
ard Philosoplty, sec Gouldncr, pp i55_56.
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between the two perspectives which can erupt in other forms.
The difficulty of
establishing and sustaining a radical, interdisciplinary research
programme

within the university is a case in point. Beyond the famjliar obstacles
of
academic parochialism there is an underll,ing tenclenry for lr,Iamists
to
extrapolate different methorJs from the same analytical problems.rs
These general considerations upon Marxism, capitalism
and ideology are of
crucial importance for understanding the media research literature.
There are
fwo reasons for this.

Firstly, the notion that sructural tensions within Marxism reformulate
themselves elsewhere helps to clarify points of theoretical
argument among
media scholars without resorting to simple taxcnomies.

secondly, the 'two Marxisms' thesis cloes not presume a simple either-or
distinction. The strengths of each perspective can be fruitfully combined for
the pulposes of media analysis.

II:

Scmucr, Cnrrteur,

AND THE

MAss MEDrA

The propositions above will be expancled in order to adrlress the major
theoretical concern of this chapter, namely, how the news media operate in
ideological terrns as material circumstances change. As I have intimated,
contemporary answers to this question are informed by long-standing Marxist
disputes. In this respect it is important to realise that critjcal Marxism
arose

in

1.8

The Birmingham Centre of Cultural Stuclies undcr Sruart Hall's
directorship was a good
example. The media studies scction produced culturalist (Gramsci)
and structulalist
(Althusser) versions of an interdisciplinary rcsearch programmc.
A good overview of culturalist/structuralist/post structuralist disputcs and the British
intellectual left can be found in Antonl,Easthopc, Bitish Post Srnicnralisnt
sirtcc 1g6g,
Routlcdge, New York, 1988.
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response to the expianatory weaknesses of
scientific Marxism. The aftermath
of the great depression had paradoxically demonstrated
the inner paralysis of

both capitalism and revolutionary socialism. The conviction
that economic
crisis and working class militancy would mutually
evolve so as to bring the
socialist future closer to hanrj was at odds with evidence
pointing to the long
term erpansion of the state apparatus and the spread
of mass
consumerism.le

It was clear that each of these developments was in some way
connected with
the rapid and unprecedentecl grorvth in mass communications. New
technological forms such as film, radio ancl hpeset nervspapers
spawned new
industries (advertising, music and other popular entertainments)
and new
institutions (broacicasting ancl film distribution networks) which
transformed

traditional patterns of social life. summary impressions of
the contemporary
world such as 'the loneiy crowd', 'the metropolis,, ,mass society,
ald the ,mass
media' inspired detailecl explorations of culture, aesthetics
ancl social being.zo

Within critical Marxism, the early Frankfurt School founclecl the notion
of the
'culture industry.' In the writings of Aclorno ancl Florkheimer
rhis concept was

devised

to examine two social

processes. Tliese \vere, firstly, the growing

corporate standardisation of products, promotion ancl distribution
techniques
for the purposes of commodity exchange and, secondlv, the propensity
for the
integrative methodologies of market research (advertising, governmental
social statistics) and behaviourist social science to treat people
as objects of
calculation. The general effect was to refashion the conscious
needs of
citizens to fit the systemic requirements of rnoclern organisecl capitalism.2r
L9

20

27

These were Lhe conditions faccd by Frankfurt critical thcorists
of rhc 1930s. It should
also be Doted that thc long .cccssion of rhc 1"880s and j.890s
also failed to meet
revolutionary expectations. Thi.s gave rise to Marxist attacks
on orthodoxy (Lukics,

Korsch) and reformist critiques of Marx (Bernstcin).
I refer h-erg t9 the philosophic, litcrary and scicntific annual of 'modcrnity,. This
can bc
negatively defined as thc fracturing of ihc 19[h ccntury world
vir:ws: qprccccles a list); the
Newtonian physical universe, linear timc, rcprcsentaiional truth
in art, und unitary
forms (thc novel the poem erc).
lterary
For an outline of Adorno and Horkheimer's conccption of
the culture industry see op cit,
Held, pp 89-96.

t0-

This was a controversial view of ideological
effectivity because early scientific
readings of Marx suggested that capitalist
ideology was not deeply embeclded

within society' The canzera obscura effect whereby
market transactions
'naturalised' the capitalist economy was seen
as vulnerable to collective
decodings

by an

organised working class.

But according to

Adorno,
Horkheimer and Marcuse, these grouncls of icleological
contestation hacl been
effaced by the culture industry. The standard
Marxian distinctions between
base and superstructure, forces and relations
of production, social

experience
and objective reality were no longer tenable.z2
Extreme as the1, were, these
judgments nonetheless pointed to
a major concern of critical-theoreticai

media

analysis the potential for mass communicati<lns to alter the

epistemiological bases

of

knowledge anc action.

Alr

in this
continuing debate start from the realisation that
the moclern mass media has
brought about new forms of icleologicar control in
capitalist sociefy.
participant.s

In a different context, ihe writings of Antonio Gramsci can
also be viewed as
a response to the political and analytical shortcomings
of orthodox Marxism.
He observed that traditional institutions of church, school
and military were
able to adapt to the icJeological requirements of industrial
capitalism.
Although Gramsci crid not deal with the rise of .mass sociery,
or media
institutions as such, he was alert to the characteristic

socio-cultural
complexities of capitalist growth. The spreacl of western
capitalism required a
more sober assessment of revolutionary possibilities than
that provicleci by the
Soviet experience- For Gramsci the ideas of the ruling
class were refracted

through the processes of hegemony rather than deliberateJy
inculcated into
the minds of workers. The war of movement was redefined
iu; the war of
position and the Pronouncements of Leninist revoluti<lnaries
were tempered
by the insights of the organic intellectual.:3 In subsequent ciecarles,
neo-

These were the general conclusions reachctj

by thc latc

1930s

Ettlightenntent.
These categories are erpounded by cramsci in
thc pnsorr Notebooks,
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in

Diatecric of

Gramscian scholars have reconstructed these original categories
and concepm
so as to examine the ideological processes inherent within the culrurai

practices of the mass media
1960s onward

it

in

advanced capitalist society. From the late

was arguecl that broaclcast media networks ancl the

journalistic professions were the means by which
the governing classes were
abie to sefllre a social consensus. Such a process was seen as analytically
separable from economic exploitation and state coeicion.2{

Although not as pessimistic in political outlook as the culrure critique of the
early Frankfurt School, neo-Gramscian anaiyses of the mass media directly
challenged orthodox Marxist accounts of capitaiist icieology. Thus,
the early
Birniingham School theorists maintained that the content of ideology was not
pre-given on grounds discernible to po.sitivi.st Mar.xist science, but contingenr

upon historical factors such as the internal coherence of ruling groups
(fractions of capital), the relative mix of coercion and consent within
the state
apparatus, and the ability of subordinated classes to contest dorninant views

of reality. To analyse the construction

articulation of hegemony withil
advanced capitalism required an investigatjon into horv joumalistic practices
and media representations assembleci ideological views of reality.zs The
ancJ

ideological control which was exerteci through rlie me,Jia rested. upon the
apparent coherence of prograrnnle genres, news fornats and narrative
conventions. The themes and issues thus presented meshecl with the concerns
and insecurities felt by working class audiences. Binningham school research

was able to show how meclia depictions

of crime,

deviance and official

responses generated moral panics conducive to authoritarian '.scllutions'.26

1\
26

The origins of this kind of analysis can trc sccn in Stuart Flall, Dorothv Hobson, Andrew
Loure and Paul Willis, Cuilure, Metlia, Langrcge, l|lorking Papers itt Cttltural Sndies
1972-79, Hutchinson, London, 19S0, pp LL7-63.
Ibid.
see S. HalJ, c. crichtcr, T. .Ieffcrson, J. crarkc, B. Roberts, policittg the crisis: Mugrng
tlrc State and Law and Order, \{acmillan, Lonclon, 197g.
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Despite considerable differences between
them, neo-Gramscian ancl criticaltheoretical approaches together spawned
sub-genres

of media

research

committed to the exploration of icleological
control rather than materially
determined false consciousness. Each
of

these approaches has beel subjected

to sustained counter argument ttom within
the Marxist traclition. For our
purposes the orthodox response
io the notion that ideologies
are

autonomously powerful can be summarisecl
as fbllows:

It is true that the growth <lf mass communications
ancr their pivotal
role in co-ordinating state power and consumerist

values was
unforeseen by Marx. I{owever, this has
not changed the way in which
ideology is exercised. The ruring ideas
are stil in a fundamental
sense traceable to the economic priorities
of the ruling class. Ivledia
networks have been absorbed into transnational
congromerates. A
clearly definable media bourgeoisie are
major owners of capital
and,

key disseminators of ideorogy. Trre modern mass
media thereby
shape and conform ro the shifting requirernents

of capital
accumulation. This process can be traced
back to trre earry years of
this century. The recent decline of pubric
broadcasting networks and
the growing power of corporate communications
media reflects new
transnational patterns of capital circulation
ancl investment.zz In this
context the aggressive promotion of market
freedonr and possessive
individualism by the corporate meclia correlates
*,ith their economic
goals of global capital mobility, free
tracle ancl the dissolution of
working class solidarity.

n

Threc basic periods of capitalist expansion
sugge.st (hemservc.s.

firstly

the early cinema
industry and its cultural lnflu.encc'lHottlwooJ;
conform to rhc carly impcratives of
American Impcrialism, secondly, th" *."rg*nce
of a trans-mcdia bourgeoisie rcflcctcd
the globalisation of capirar accun:uration il
trre 1970s and r9g0s. Thirdly, the rccent
explosion in new comrnunications I'echnology
rcllcclerJ thc rapid loi"rnational circulatiou
of (financc) capital.

lJ-

ii)

The domain of capitalist icteology hars certainly rvidenecl in recent
times (to incorporate an ethics of consumption as rvell as work)
but

the stultifying influence of the meclia upon social beliefs

and

behaviour has been exaggeratecl. Empirical studies of working class
culture challenge the thesis that the mass media manipulates social
consciousness-* Dominant explanations of the social orcler generate
scepticism as well as compliance. More fundamentally, clefenclers

of

the orthodox position nraintain that jt is the 'clull compulsion' of
economic forces and state coercion which largely secures the
compliance of subordinate classe:;.2t

In fact, traditional patterns of

ideological coherence have been weakened by the spreacl of ethical
and crrltural relativism. The mass media along lvith other dominant
institutions have contributed to a value dissensus among the working
class.

All of these arguments point to the fact that orthodo.x Marxism

emphasises

the recmring patterns of class-state domination rvhereas critical Marxism and
associated traditions of media analysis highlight the specificity of forms
and
stages of capitalism. These rival assumptions resurface in the clebates

surrounding

the

technologies.

For some writers the wiclening interface between

material-icleological significance

of the silicon-based
hi-tech

information processing, video technologli anci global commodity capitalism
has reduced or even erased the capacity for social remembrance.3o For
others

the same developments are representative of a new wave of

capital

accumulation. The new technologies have accelerated the global circulation

28
29
30

Abercrombie, Hill, Turnet, op cit.
I-odziak, op cit.
Jnilviey is most popularly disseminatcd by Jean Baudiilarcl in Minor of prod.uction and
In The Shadow of thc Sitent Majoitie,r.

1tl

of (finance) capital, further concentrated monopoly
ownership of the means
of production, and intensified the erploitation
of third worlcl labour.3r

Having reached this impasse we now turn
to the second crucial aspect of
Gouldaer's argument: the interdependence
of critical and scientjfic Marxism.
Each approach opens a space tbr the
by reason of their

own
characteristic limitations. scientific Marxism 'ther
focuses on rhe .what is, nature of
capitalism (the structural inevitabilities
and recurring contraclictions of the
capitalist econorny), ancl this tends to close
off opportunities for considering
the relationship between intellectual inquiry and political
intervention.3z

critical Marxism seeks to correct this shortcoming
by interpreting

the

material realities of capitalism from the stan<ipoint
of what ought to be. This
means that what is ideological and what
is not in given circumstances is
decidable through a set of values which
can be utilizecl for pcllitical purposes.
The following section will argue that a combination
of tire two approaches is
analytically productive. To put my case simply
in acrvance: the mass meclia, in
ideological tenns, is the confluence of pressures
forgecl berween the recurring
logics of capitalism on the one hand ancl
socio-political constructions of
reality on the other.
The complex workings of capitalist ideology
in relation to the mass meclia can
be derived from seconcl generation critical theory
as fashioned by Jurgen
Habermas, Claus offe ancl their many English
langrrage interlocutors.33

Their

vivid insights can be analytically tocused by studying
the sociolory of
construction and the (inter)textuality of disseminated

nervs

messages. My own
conceptual framework derives from the complementarity
between these
domains of inquiry. In the pages which folloiv
I shall drarv from the sociology,
3L

see Keith^ cowling, Rogcr sugden, Trartsnationar
Monoporl, capitarisnt, wheatsheaf,

Sussex, 1987.

32
JJ

Gouldner, op cit, pp 54 -55.
The authors I refer to are John Keane, Davicr
Flerd and Thomas Mccarthv.
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outline a critical theory of capitalist development
and explore the mediation
of textual meanings.

III:

Nrws, OsJncrnrrryAND fnporocy

A critical-theoretical understancling of ideological
processes can be built from
newswork case studies carried out by
sociologists. A central strand within
American research examines how news is
assernbled through the schedules,
ratings and authority systems characteristic
of media grganisations.
Subsequent research has explored the interorganisational

connections
between news stories and their sources.
One stucly of the practical workings of
a country newspaper (using crime reporting
as a case study) identifiecl the
following stages of construction.s Firstly the reporter
on the ,newsbeat,

(court, police headquarters) collects recorded
clescriptions

of

.raw

occurrences' (criminal acts). Secondl_y, these
are filterecl then interpreted as
'meaningful' events by intlividualjclurnalists.
Finally, if the prevailing criteria
of factuality iue met, the -reporter and subeclitor rnay
assemble a news story.
The central argument of this and other studies
is tlrat the social milieu from
which the journalist chooses 'meaningful events'
is bureaucratically defined
through pre-existing arrangements behveen
media organisations and official
news sources'3s In the ca-se of television
neu,s these bureaucratic interactions

v

The American media sociology Lradition
began rvith early ,gatekeeper, stuclies. These
investigated how raw evcnts werc filtcrcJ
through the "diffcrent stagcs of story
constructioq' Subsequent rcsearch cmphasiscd
tIie, trcgoriatio, pro."rr", between
.
professionals in media organisations. From
this devclopea"trt" im;grrt *rat there was no
necessary connection bctween raw e'rcnts
and thc news storics"being create6. Thc

organisational logic of,media organisal.ions (scherJulc.s
costs ctc.) set ncws agendas. The
contribution of lvfolotcrr, Lcster, Fishman,
Tuchma n ct ar. *u, ,o ro.o,
riZ-i,rrri"r,i^

35

befween news and nctvs source organisations.

"r-

Y' .Hfu*, Manufacturing thi New.r: TIte scciur oryatisatiort
Productiort, unpublishcd phD, thcsis, V.C.,
Santa Barbara,
1977.
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]r,Icciia News

are accelerated and transformecl by communications
technologr. Nightly news
bulletins are the consequellce of how satellite feeds,
video link-ups and local
film footage are packagecl within stuclio schedules.
Television news journalism

is thus characterised by the interdependence among various news
bureaucracies (nationar, internationar and in-house)
and by the dependence
upon officially sanctioned source bureaucracies for .hard,
news (cabinet,

government departments, business organisations,
etc.). The speed of
television production and transmission enhances
the t'actual authority of nervs
presentations' The sheer immediacy
of nightiy teievision news implies that
there has been little time to prepare a story ancl
that events are reportecl as

they happen. some researchers point our that hi-tech newsgathering,
newsworthiness criteria and recurring news
formats together project a world
of the present cut adrift from the historical past. From this
perspective the

future is the raw material for what wiil happen next.i6 Although
such
tendencies are open to challenge they mask from public
view the inter_
bureaucratic processes of news production. The general
notion of news as an
outcome of interlocking bureaucracies is outrinecr berorv.

36

A

readable account of how news events excluclc social
processcs can bc found in p
Gofding and Elliot, Making tttcNcrus, Longman, London,
1i79.
'Ncwsworthiness' describes a set of criteiia which cletermine whcthcr
or not events are
deemed rcportablc to nervs consurners. Thcse havc
been lisrcd as - frequettcy, tltreshole
wrcnftigttity, nrcaningfitlness, cotrsonance, unc-rpededness,
corttittuity, conrpositiott, elite
natiorts, elite persons, persortalisatiort, tlegativity. Thesc
tenns are' cxplaincrl in J. Galtung
and M' Ruge, 'Thc structure of foreign nels', ?7rc
rottntal of peace Re.rearch, yol z,
L965.

of this criteria t'he notion of frequency is arguably of ccrrtral importance. It rcfers
to
the priority of media patterned
over various social economic or demographic
"u"nt. sociid rellcction
trends' The argument that news precludcs
on the rclationship b"ctJeen
past' present and future can be found in P. Dahlgren,
Nctwork W News a,cl thc
Corporate State: The Subordinate Cotzsciou;;ness oj
nu l4ewer Citizett, phD, City

UniversitS New york, 1977;

see

cspccially pp tg_6?.
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The imer'bureaucratic slodel of news producrion
as def-ined by Tuchnran,
Fishman, Molotch' I*ster and others is complex
a
division of labour whose
so-hesioll depeuds upoa shared asslmptions
about the nat,,,," of social
knowledge.3r These 'meaningfiIl events' are comprehended

and

then

trardlsted into news by professional routines which separatc *f&etjcity'
from,
values and opinions- Whether or no,t a news evcxrt
assumes factual

statxs is
Imgeirr deteru,rined by a verifiicatio.n proces.s
in which media [rofessionals
make judgrrents about, the credibility of news
sources.3s Journalis:ts then
publiel:r dis'tance thetnselves from the news
ttories whicJr result by aplpearing
as pr'esenters, Eommentators, reporters,
and so on. In this $tsy news a:E a form
of ooeial know{edge aFpears relev,ant ancl objective w,hile
obscuring its ovnr
setrective construction
37

9{T*-g*,
York,1978.

38

Ihid, pp82-104

39

+* th}

of realiw.re

}utakilryN*vs;.,4 sady

h the constntction af Realrry Mamrilraa,

Nes,

stage-tn
ar$ument I refer to ideolory in the genieral sense as
a proc-ess which
-my
simultaneously informs and sbscures. I have not
taken oa board Tuchrnan,s views on
fdeolggiclt effectivity- In her viqft ne\ils is-derrnitive of a rcacriye uncrifieal uay of
tnowing the world which has beeome the naiural
attitude of everyday life. rn r:bis rospect
nemr is the rnyrhical egui$egt of the supJisdrions
and fotk *iian** of pne.industrinl
cuhure sincc it constitlttes thc bouodaribs and
reifies thc subsrtance of sociof ;"#;g:G.
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Blow-by-blow accounts of how the news gets assembled and presented adds
empiricai weight to the idea that the mass media works ideologically. The
best

of the media sociologl' literature

methcldically explains

how

media

professionals construct the ideology

of objectivity. The plausibility of such
accounts raises theoretical and practical questions about the contextual
determinants of media messages. If journalists collude with their sources ro
what extent is news a consequence of the external pressure exerted upon
media organisations? To answer this question we need to recount the
historical origins of news journalism

an,C

the icleal of media objectivity within

the context of capitalist cleveiopment. J'his brings us back to a familiar
problem: if news works to obfuscate the circumstances of its own production,
how effective is this process? Are counter discourses to objectivity possible
and under what conditions are they likely to be articuiatecl? Drawing upon the

insights of modern critical theory tlre following section provides a historical
and theoretical outline for answering such questions.

lv:

caprrer,tsMANDlonolocv: A TunonarrcAlAppnoacn

In the nineteenth century, the proclucion, circulation and accumulation of
capital became uncoupled from kinship relations and central state authority.
As Marx noticed at the time, early industrial capitalism was an unstable, self-

operating system, characterised by volatile business cycles, sharpening class
conflict and appalling social depreclations. Subsequently, in the tace of

working class militancy ancl related campaigns for civil rights and political
representation, the capitalist state was obligecl to minimally compensate for
Tuchman, il[yh and rhe consciousness Ind,usiry, pp 83-101, from E. Katz, T. szecsko,
(eds) Sage, London 1982. This in my vicw is a ciudc analysis of how idcologi works.
However her account of the obfuscal.ory components of news construction remain valid
and useful.
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social dislocations and material inequalities arising from the decisions
of
capitalist enterprises. In this respect the emergence of representative political
parties and the growth of tax-funded aclministration of health, education
and
social welfare systems were the institutional outcomes of political struggles

for universal rights and entitlements.ao

As these demands were being met unreguiatecl laissez-faire competition gave
way to oligopoly capitalism. By the 1900s in Western Europe and the United
States large cartels became price setters as well as price takers across range
a

of markets. This was first the case in primary industry where the cost of
processed raw materials (coal, iron and steel) reflected both collusion
and

competition among the major players.ar In the modern era, oligopclly has
become most highly developed in rnanufacturing which has a strategic
position within the economy since primary inclustries must sell their products
to it and those in tertiary industries are dependent on it for their source of
goods.

The changing dynamics of capital accumulationa2 requirecl that the state
provide the physical and institutional infrastructure fclr corporate profitability.
Increasing applications of science and technoiogy were therefore necessary to

expand productive capacity, maximise profits and manage the complex
interdependence of the capitalist social system. From the late nineteenth
century, for example, science and the labour process became systematically

integrated. Scientific research became bureaucratically organised and
subjected to a division of labour appropriate to state institutions and capitalist
40

This is of course a generic rathr:r than comparativc argument. PoliLical party and welfare
systcms emerged at differcnt times within dilferent countries. There are also diffcrent
kinds of party representation and wclfare infrastrucLure. In my view comparative
analysis
is contingent upon somc theoretical unclcrstanding oi how politics,'cconornics an<i
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See L. Colletri, op cit, pp 56-62.
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Anthony Giddens, The class strucrure of Advanced socicties,Hutchinson, London, 19g1,
p 160.

ideologl are connccted.
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industry. As a consequence of this, research became directed toward the goal
of producing technical kuowledge that could be directly applied to the labour
process.a3

After the

1930s western governments everywhere instituted fiscal and
monetary planning to moderate the capitalist business
rycle. This necessitated
a range of measures designed to manipulate aggregate levels of investment
and demand

-

the fixing of interest rates, the subsidisation of oligopoly and
competitive capital, the use of government contracts to stimulate rates of
investment and so on.

In the post-war period

intervention was connected

to the goals of

countercyclical Keynesian

intersectoral and national

planning. To this end government and industry were linked by statutory and
consultative committees. There were considerable riational clifferences in the

formal position of the relevant agencies anct in the scope of the macroeconomic projections but the general objective was the same
- the coordination of private units of capitalist production with various organisational
units of the state sector.44 This was in no sense a final achievement. Planning

could never erase the freeclom
organisational strength

of private investment or

clissoive the

of rhe working class. Business, labour and

governmerts were fighting on new terrain but capitalism remained extant.

These long term trends nevertheless rransformed the capitalist political
economy. The institutionalisation of class pclirics, the spreacl of oligopolistic

market structures, the bureaucratic integratiorr of science, technolory and
industry, Keynesian demand rnanagement and intersectoral planning,
together signalled the demise of undifferentiaiecl laissez-faire capitalism. In
the modern era competitive markets were circumscribed by oligopolistic
business practices while the state became enmeshed within the general
economic system and the socio-cultural sphere. Neither the one way causality
43
44

Keanc, Public Life and Late capitalisn, cambridgc university press, 19s5, p 19g.
Op cit, Giddens, pp 163J_ohn
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of the base-superstructure model or the Luckacsian notion of an unfolcling
totality encapsulates the complexity of these developments. What has evolved
can be described as a deep interpenetration between state and capital such
that explanations of economic crises are inseparable from political processes
and dynamics. It is the general political economy rather than economics ancl
politics by themselves which must be examinecl. For example, according to an
early theory detailing the fiscal crisis of the state, economic crisis tendencies
have been displaced into (or find their e:ipression in) the state finances of
modern capitalism. Such a process illustrates the endemic system crises of

capitalist society.'ts

As Claus offe

explains

the cyclic and structural

imperatives of the economic system, the bureaucratising tendencies of the
political-administrative system ancJ the normative principles of the sociocultural sphere are in irreducible tension rvith each other.
The foilowing diagram is a modifiecl illustration of Oi'fe's central insights.+o
The volatility of capital along with the cornplex inrerdependence of capitalist
society could only be understood through abstract, scientific reasoning and

their technical and managerial applications. This requisite knowledge has
become the preserve of a highly educated 'new middle class'. Within the
modern corporation

it

formecl a network of executives ancl senior nanagers

who directed investment floivs and enhanced the proctuctivity of capital in
consultation with professional infrastructures of scientists, engineers,
technicians, designers ancl sales executives.
45
46

At the interstices of state and

James o'conuor, The Fiscat cisis of the state, st Martins press, Nerv york, 1973.

This diagrammatic represcntation of aclvancod cnpiralism is adaptcd from, Claus Offe,
'Clises of Crisis Managemcnt: Elemcnts of a Political Crisis Theory', from John Keane
ed.-,-contradictions of the wctfare Sratc, Hutchinson, London. 1984, p 52. otfe places the
political-administrativc system at the centre of his rnodel and cnrphasizcs the conflicting
pressures of the cconomic systcm and socio-cull.ural sphcre. In my view such a

representation reprcscnts

the systcmic contradictions spccific to

Keynesian,

interventionist capitalism. The modcl I have proviclod bctter explains the coruplexity and
volatility of advanced capitalism in gcncral. Thc burcaucratic .structures of West Germal
Federalism also tend to colour Offe's analvsis.
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capital, elite administrators, technocratic planners, senior public sewants and
academic advisors collectively sought to steer the macro economy in tandem

with social poliry goals. The decisions taken by capitalist enterprises

ancl

government and corporate elites (often indistinguishable) set the legal, fiscal

and normative/political parameters

for the poliry behaviour of

the

professionalised public bureaucracies of justice, health, education and social
welfare.

Taken together, these new workers have been variously clesignated as a
'professional/managerial class',a7 a 'technocracyf technostructure'48 or, more
abstractly, as occupying a 'contradictory class location'.ae From a range of
social scientific perspectives these occupational groupings are an agency of
fundamental social change. This is encapsulated in such notions as the
'managerial revolution'S0 and the post industrial/inforniation society.sl The
theoretical debates which surround these kepvords are not central to this
chapter. However for future analytical purposes, my own position concerning
the class nature of modern capitalism can lre summarised thus.
Class antagonisms between capital ancl labour have not been superseded by

history but they have been intersected by other zones of conflict. For example,
ecological politics radically questions the inclustrial paraclign of pro<luction

which produces class relations and class consciousness. Gay, feminist and
ethnic struggles focus upon state-bureaucratic denials of identiry rather than

the exploitative nature of capital. In contrast to trade union and social
democratic politics the radically inclined new midrJle class do not necessarily
47

for an articulation of this tcrrn, Ehrcnrcich, B & Elrrenrcich J, 'The Professional
Managerial class', in P. walkcr (ed), Betwecn Labour and capiral, south End press,
See

Boston, pp 5-45.
48
49
50
51

K. Galbraith, The New hulustial S/a/c, pcnguin, Lon<lon, 1974.
For a discussion of the literature on this tcrrn sso Stewart Clegg, Paul Boreham, Geoff
Dow, c/ass Polilics and the Econ{tnty, Routledgc & Kegan, London, 1986, pp 170-90.
Ralf Dahrcndorf, c/ass and Cla.rs Conflict itt [tttrustria! sociers,, stanford, 1959.
D. Bell, The Cotning of Post-Induslrial Socictl', Hcincmann, London, L974.
See J.
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or often seek representation in

(class bound) institutions. The priority is

rattrer cultural, personal and territorial autononry from institutional power. At

the same time the technocratic outlook of the professional/managerial
occupations seeks

to

depoliticise class oppositions- Thus colporate and
government elites in modern capitaiism have sought to reduce those poliry
areas subject to adversarial debate, in particular questions of macro-economic

direction, wage determination and the priorities of state budgets. To the
extent that these are depicted as technical problems rather than class
contested concerns, the private and exclusive nature of capital accumulation
is obscured from public view.

The degree to which class relations are attenuated or obscured cliffers across
political cultures. However the theoretical point is that the class principle per

se is not predeterminecl. It may be undermined or strengthened by the
indeterminate conjunctures of capitalist development.sz It is a crucle Marxism
which assumes either strict unity within classes or unfetterecl conUict between
them. My analysis of the New Zealand political economy will insteacl wgrk on
the basis that the unfolding contradictions of capiral and capitalist sociery
render class cohesion and class conflict politically problematic.s3

The preceding historical outline returns us to our central concern. What has
been the role of ideologry within the conte.xt of capitalist development?
Deploying the categories suggesred at the beginning of the chapter we can
begin by saying that the exercise of ideology has become cliffuse and
multiiayered. Under laissez-faire conclitions competirive markets cleterminecl
the allocation of goods ancl labour power via the money mechanism. This was

the rationale which enable capitalists to extract surplus value trom social
52
53

See my discussion of 'crisis', p 34.

My diagram of advanced capitalism docs not rule out thc possibiliry of a full scale
fracturing of the political-administrativc system rcsulting in a collapsc of wcllare
infrastructures (due to a gcncral dcprussion) and a resurgcncc of unattenuatsd class
conflict.
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labour for private ends. Horvever, the combiiieti
effects of periodic economic
crises shattered the ideological efficacy
of Jusr' exchange. As outlined earlier,
worker militancy and relatecl campaigns for
civil rights and political
representation radically altered the structures
of capitalism. consequently,
ideological processes became no longer
a sinrple instrument of class rule.
Under advanced capitalism ideology and class relations

reflected the
contradictions behveen system imperatives;
the freedom of capital, the
bureaucratising tendencies of the state ancl (normative)
legitimation demands
from the socio-cultural sphere. This rneant, for
example, that the intervening
state had to ideoiogically clefend its changed
economic role. Instead of simply
securing the means of procluction, the moclern
capitalist state hacl to obscure
its own class bias by appearing a$ a neutral arbiter
among competing interests.
The interactive effects of business cJecisions
and a.ssociated state policies were
experienced in the intersecting socio-cultural
clomains of work, family and
civic life' These are not in themselves icJeological
categories but their rigid
separation under modern capitalism engenders
cleferential patterns of social

belief and behaviour, In this regarcl Habermas identifies
a general orientation
toward career' leisure and consumption which he cails
familial/vocational
privatism' This is contplementecl by civic privatisnr,
a passive acceptance of
bourgeois legal for'rs and routine democratic
obligaticns (i.e., voting)..N 1o

this we can add the commercially clriven trend toward
inner directed
constructions of identity via theosophy, mysticism,
psychotherapy, selftransformation ancl assorted fitness regimes.

The various interweaving strands of traditionar berief
and contemporary
ideology; market freedom, state neutrality, religior.rs
authority, the protestant
work ethic, 'new age' narcissism ancl civic and vocational
privatism fturction

together

to delimit coJlective poiitical action. To rhis end, advancecl

Jurgen Habermas, Legitinntiorr Cn.rr.i; trans. Thonras
McCarlhy, Iilcincnrann, London,
1976,

pp 87-84.
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capitalism as

a

co-orclinated whole legitimates itseif by means of a deep
background ideology, that of instrumental rationality. Corporate
executives,
govefirment bureaucrats, technocratic party leaderships
and rheir respective
followers assume a world in which economic, political, aclministrative

and

social issues can only be resolved through scientific knowledge and
empirical/analytic reasoning.ss The obfuscatory features of instrumental
rationality can be summarisecl as follows.

Firstly,

it conceals behind a facade of objective necessity the interests of

classes which actually determine

the function, direction ancl pace of
technological and social development. Thus, in the 1960s and 1970s
intersectoral planning appeareci as a logical attempt to co-orctinate
economic
regional and social neecls. Retnoved from view was the convergence between

technically defined national objectives and the infrastructural, investment,
wage fixing priorities of large corporations. The decline of intersectoral
planning in favour of competitive efficiency (the 'free allocation of investment
resources') conformed to the new corporate objectives of global capital

circulation. Secondly, the internal logic of instrumental rationality is self
justifying- The availability of technical means in a given circumstance predetermines the range of deciclable objectives. Thus the policy instruments of
Keynesianism confined economic cliscussion to the interrelationship between
exchange rates, financial liquidity, public expenditure, aggregate demand,
sector productivity and economic growth. Under monetarist regimes the logic
was tightened so that the divestiture of technical means appearecl as the only

rational way to improve economic performance. These examples also attest to
the fact that the means directed strucrure of instrumental rationality delimits
55

There is a crucial distinction bctwccn Habcrmas' und,erstancling of this and that of

Marcuse. Marcuse argues that scicncc and technolo*ey ideologicaiiy incorporates social
consciousness. Habermas maintains thal thc empirical,lanalytical ,tiu.tu."i
of rcasoning
expressed through science and tcchnok)gy arc not inhercnrly idcological. Thc problem
i!
that, intersubjectivc, normative social kntiwlcdgc is rerrdcrcd margTnal by the apparcnt
objectivity of cmpirical-anaiyric discourscs.
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normative goals- Sociocultural values as such are not brought to bear
on
socio-economic problems but are filtered through rational decision
making
procedures. From this viewpoint it is conceivable that
teehnical means may be
extended to values themselves, so that they are pragmatically assessed,

rather

than socially and politicalll' articulated.sc Thirdly, instrumental rationality is
hostile to historical-hermeneutic unclerstanding. Technically determined
objectives are the result of present choices directed toward an open ended
future. How the present depends on the past is exclucled from consideration.

On this basis governments and their technocratic advisors may actively plan
for, or predict the likelihood of economic prosperity. In periods of economic
austerity the present becomes inescapable iis government leaders are forced

into operational modes of crisis management. These rules of temporality
marginalise historically intormed socio-cultural perspectives.
circumstances

In

extreme

it

is conceivable that instrumental rationality will reject the
past and celebrate only those values rvhich appear contemporary. As
subsequent chapters will show structural changes in the political economy of
capitalism are typically accompanied by officiat reassessments of instrumental
and normative priorities.sz

It will be argued presently that capitalist ideologies are clisseminated by the
mass media. For the moment it is sufficient to record that, other channels of
influence notwithstanding, dominant ideologies camot circumvent the public
domain. For the purposes of its own legitimation capital strives to appropriate

the implicit, universalist claims of bourgeois civii law and representative
institutions. This is not an analytic truth; it is contingenr on contemporary
56

57

The cxamples provided herc are my o'*rl. Habcrmas' spcculative outline of the
progressive rationalisation of technical contnrl can be ibund in Jurgcn Habermas,
'Dogmatism, reason and decision: on thcory and praxis in cur scicntific civilization,
!p27,0, from Jurgcn Habcrmas (trans. J. vierti),- Theory and pruclice, Heinemann,
London,1974.
For a discussion on the official uses of tcmporality sec David Cross, 'Tcmporality and
the Modern State', Theory and Socicty, Vol. i+, 1985, pp 53-g2.
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conditions. Neo-fascist belief systems may be quite consistent with prevailing
corporate structures of economic exploitation. But to the extent that liberal

democratic forms and practices are problematic for capital they cannot be
undermined (by economic forces and state coercion) without major shifts

within the dominant ideology. In advanced capitalist societies at

least,

ideological restructuring must be orchestrated in the public domain.

Among Marxists and media scholars the effectiviry of icleolory remains
controversial. Although this is not my primary concern, we need for the
pulposes of later argument a general picture of how ideological messages are
socially received.
The first point to note is that dominant ideologies work to impose patterns of

intellectual conformity throughout ruling classes ancl institutions. To the
extent that this is succe.ssful there are fewer internal cliscrepancies within
ruling ideas and a more convincing case can be made for their arJoption by the
unconverted. If discrepancies arjse as a result of paradigmatic changes within
ruling ideologies, potentially powerful effects upon ruling groups and classes
and those immediately below them may be obsen,ecl. After the micl 1970s, for
example, the received orthodory of Keynesian economic nanagement was

fundamentally challenged. The degree to which old thinking was abandonecl
differed across national economies and the nerv theoretical positions were not
always clearly understood

or articulatecl. Nevertheless, anti-Keynesian, pro

market, sentiment became rapidly acceptecl among corporate executives,
upper and middle managers, government leaclers, senior public servants and
the wealthier professions. This was compiemented b1, a new administrative
culture of commercially driven, managerial efficie nry which filtered down into

the lower salariecl professions, parry organisations and the public sector
bureaucracies

of capital works, health, eclucation and social welfare. of

course the process of ideological incorporation was not necessarily successful.

29-

In all advanced capitalist

the new orthodory ofren met stiff
resistance among businessmen, politicians, public officials and civic
societies

organisations. But the momentum of change coulcl ofren isolate or intimidate
free market opponents. If social ostracism and stigmatisation are the costs

implicit in rejecting prevailing views of reality then capitalist icleolory need
not envelop the consciousness of subordinate classes to have powerful social
effects. Ideological discourse contains rhetorical devices through which
the
rich and powerful can justifo the marginalisation of opposition, for instance
accusations

of

anachronism, subjectivity

or irrationaiity. open

polemical

contests or deliberate brainwashing may not even be necessary. Ideologies
may prevail within institutions through staff attrition, strategic appointments

or generational change. The net resuit is that capitalist ideolory as a whole
effectively co-ordinates the changing attitudes of rulers and those who defer
to them.
secondly,

it

has been convincingly shorvn by

Hill, Turner, Abercrombie,

Indziak and others that the consciousness of the working class ancl of other
oppressed groups is not enveloped by a dominant ideology. Its beliet-s and
behaviour are largely detennined by the dull compulsion of economic forces
(wages, prices, housing) along with rhe anticipared and real effects of

institutional-bureaucratic coercion. However,

by promoting intellectual

cohesion among the socially and occupationally differentiated ruling classes,
dominant ideologies help to orchestrate the suborclination of the powerless.
These arguments certainly call into question the relevance of 'consciousness'
as a category for determining ideological effects. In my view the complexity of
social experience is best conceptualised in terms of socio-cultural needs and
motivations (e.g., civic, familial-vocational privatism). Under these headings

one can ethnographically explore the relative levels of

resistance,

indiffe.rence, deference, ancl active acceptance of clomjnant vallles. I-ndziak
maintains that the findings of such research refutes 'the clominant icieology
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thesis'. Those needs and motivations which capitalism requires are

determined

by

economic and institutional pressures,

not

ideology.

Furthermore there is little empirical evidence to suggest that subordinated
groups and classes would be otherwise committed to hegemonic values.ss

It is

clear from this, that capitalist ideolory does not make the difference between

social acquiescence and militant revolt. However, as
I-odziak's position

is not

inconsistent

I

have suggested,

with the fact that ideologies are

powerful. The plausibility and coherence of establishment discourses helps to

by disrupting the spread of counterthe implausibility and incoherence of

marginalise political opponents

ideological views. Conversely

establishment discourses may provide rhetorical opportunities for radical and
socialist political organisations.

All of this suggests that ideological effectivity cannot be finally ascertained

by

social theory, social psychology or attitudinal research. The historical-material

conditions

in which dominant ideologies are contested and the

changing

structure of the discourses themselves provide (unevenly distributed) political

opportunities for the mlers and the ruled. Still,
classes have superior rhetorical re.sources

to the extent that ruling

at hand, powerful ideological

effects are theoreticallv conceivable and their workinss are observable.

V:

Ceprrnr,rsM. IDEoLocl'AND TI{E MnorarBD PutrLIc Spnrnr

At given stages of developrnent, the contlicting logics of capital accumuiation
and state-bureaucratic rule interact rvith rival socio-political constructions of
reality. This produces a complex ideological field; the rnediated public sphere
whose central features are inseparable from the prevailing norms, institutions

58

Op cit, Lodziak, p 14-15.
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and channels of communication.

A number of social critics, media scholars

and contemporary Mamists have announced either the (irreversible) decline

of the public sphere or else its conceptual and institutional non existence.se
Drawing initially on Habermas' well known cleiineation of the (bourgeois)
public sphere I shall argue that the concept can be deployed to illustrate the
changing relationships between capitalism, ideolory ancl the mass media.
Howeyer, before proceeding some important clarifications need to be made.

Analytical problems arise tiom the fact that Habermas himself introduces the
concept at different levels of argumentation. At various points in his writings
the public sphere is an ethic of communication, an institutional space between

the state and civil society and a realm of sociai life free from coerciou and
ideological domination.60 This is a confusing picture for media scholars but

one keeps

in mind the preceding sumnraries of capitalism, ideolory

if

and

interbureaucratic news construction then the abstract notion of the public
sphere can be rendered intelligible and operational for research purposes.

The term itself can be initially defined as a space in which citizens confer
without restriction on matters of general interest. This is made pclssible by the
guaranteed freedoms

of

\\
I

zssociation, expression and publication. Debate

proceeds independently of state prerogatives and religior-rs authority and the
supposition of free argument is the basis on which opinions are justified. In

Europe during the late seventeenth and early eighteentl'r century, forums for

public discussion developed in consonance with the growing separation of
state and civil society. Literary salons, coffee houses, scientific groups and
discussion circles were formed

by private individuals independentiy of

59

For a sunmary o[ thc critical positions scc Pctcr Owc Hohendahl, 'Critical Thcory
Public Sphere and Culture: Jurgen Habcrmas and his Critics', New Gennan Citique, L6,

60

Habernras in his rccent writings has tendcd to ju.ltapose thc concepts of 'systcm' and
'lifeworld' to eluciclate thc contradiction bctwccn sy.str:mic and social intcgration in
advauced capitalism. Tho 'public spherc' is not dcployed as an anahrical category
although he refcrs to the possibility clf counter-ideological proccsscs of communication

1979, pp 89-118.

among the nerv social n'rovements.
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prevailing institutions (church, nobility, divine right monarchies).61 In the
latter half of the 18th century these forums were extended and interconnecterl
by the distribution of typeset newspapers. The L,ondon Gazette appeared in
'J'665, and

by 1774 there were several l.ondon daiiies. Between 1700 and 1789
some 85 journals were started in France.62 One need not feel nostalgic about
such developments. The first newspapers were financed, distributed and read

by men of education, property andf or commercial means. The extension

of

the public sphere served the requirements of all rvho were connected with the
spread of national and international market capitalism. The first metropolitan

dailies provided merchants, professional men, men

of letters and public

affairs with commercial information, political news and elevated literary
discussion. This nascent bourgeoisie saw itself as the bearer of public opinion.,,

As mercantile capitalism entered the first industrial revolution
'publics' were introduced

dissonant

to each other. Working class newspapers

and

of limited circulation) began appearing in l-ondon and
Paris from about 1830.63 American newspapers of the l8th and early 19th
readerships (albeit

century were backed financially by parties and politicians who took partisan
stands on public issues. Papers were small, numerous and relatively cheap to
establish. With the diffusion of literary and the invention of print technolory

American papers of the period were unashamedly populist in their concerns.
Nevertheless American and European newspapers

of the early

1800s were

read primarily by commercial and political elites. The public sphere of early

industrial times was collectively defined by the bourgeoisie.tr

61

62
63

&

The main thcmes of Habermas public sphere argument are in Sara Lenuox, Franls
Lennox (trans.), 'Thc Public Sphcre, an Encyclopedia Article', New Gennan Cilique, No
3, Fall 1974, pp 49-53.
See Alvin Gouldner, Tlrc Dialcctic ol Ideologt and Tcclmologr; Seabury, 1976, p 94.
Ibid, p 95.
Daniel Hallin, 'The American Nerv.s N{cdia: A Critical Theory Pcrspectivc', from T.
Forester, ed, Citical Theory and Public Life, Cambridge, M.l.T., 1985, pp L27-?8.
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The introduction of neu'ly developecl steam powered cylinder

presses

combined with the birth of modern advertising launched the American penny
press of the 1830s. For the first time newspapers were put

in the hands of

ordinary people on a regular basis. However popularization was driven by I

commercial rather than public imperatives. These early papers were
forerunners to the modern mass circulation daily.es According to Habermas,

the 19th century transposition of the enlightenment public sphere brought to

notice two developments which were mutually contradictory. Unfolding
natural laws of class dominated market exchange rvere confronted by the
growth of a political sphere which promoted civil rights, equality of social

rank and uncoerced communication among citizens. These

latter,

generalisable interests were at odds with the specific class interests of the
bourgeoisie. This discrepancy was rvidened by growing econornic volatility and

the growth of political revolts (such as English Chartism).

Consequent

revelations of urban squalor, wage slavery and massive property inequalities

forced public life to become less class exclusive. In Victorian England, for
example, legal and social reform was brought about by popular agitation

through print and oratory rather than by reasoned discussion among private
individuals.tr

The transition from /ausez-faire to advanced capitalism suppressed the
emancipatory potential of the bourgeois public sphere. Economic, political
and ideological shifts in the structure of communication circumvented open
challenges to bourgeois class interests. To srart with, the public interchange of

ideas involved fewer participants. Only large corporations could undertake

the substantial capital investment necessary to finance and maintain a mass

circulation daily. By introducing advertisers to mass audiences, newspaper
owners were eventually able to realise large protits independently of political

65
66

lbid.
Op cit, Kcane, pp 93-96.
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subsidies and patronage. The formats and inner workings of the newspaper

were courmercially determined and this served to restrict the flow of public
discussion.

A paper intent on maximising circulation couki not afford to

divide its audience by regularly identifying with political points of view. The

new tendency often equated public interests with civic virtues rather than
open debate.67

The development of public and private sector broadcasting also contributed

to the restructuring of the public sphere. Meclia institutions were formally
regulated through the political-administrative system and given commercial

profile by the corporate economy. The mass media in general had to publicly
reconcile the often discrepant objectives

of large corporations, incumbent

governments, party leaderships and trade union organisations. This required

formative public opinion to be icleologically redefined within aclministered
channels

of publicity. To this end, organised political activity in

advanced

capitalism became fabricated for audience consumption by means of market

research, electoral and consumer advertising. The ritualised coverage of

summit meetings, party conferences, budget announcements and official
appointments along with the sensationalisation

of political

personalities

combined to proclaim apparent openness at the same time as the
participatory ideals of democracy were reduced to acts of consumption.
Citizens

in

these circumstances have markedly recluced opportunities to

reflect and deliberate upon generalisable interests.6s

This decline of the bourgeois public sphere appears analogous to the
repressive tendencies of the culture industry as elaborated by the early
Frankfurt School. However

67

68

in Habermas'

formulation the contemporary

Hallin explains how HEarst papers ran public crusadcs on issues of morality and
American national destiny. This hc calls the muck-raking e ra of American journali sm, op

cil p 729.
Loc cil, Keanc.
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attenuations of the bourgeois public sphere have probiematic consequences

for capitalism as a whole. Repression tenrls not to succeed for three sets of
reasons.

Firstly, there

is an epistemiological

problem. The deep structure of

instrumental rationality which underlies media representations of expertise at

work is unable to integrate historically-formed socially held value dispositions.

It contradicts

what people actually happen to think and the way they think.

The circular logic of instrumental rationality publicly separares itself for
instance from contractual traditions of representative assembly, trade union
membership and civic organisations.
Secondly, despite its inherent obfuscatory tendencies, the mediated public
sphere cannot conceal the systemic contraclictions and structural inequalities

of

capitalism.

In particular the mass media indirectly

acknowledges the

contradiction inherent in the fact that the state socialises the cost of capitalist

production (through tax and fiscal poliry) while ensuring the private
appropriation of wealth.
Thirdly, when these things are seen citizens may withclraw from the mediated

public sphere. Depending on material conditions and the associated
configurations of political conflict, counter icleological public spheres of
communication may transpire along class, race, gender

or regional lines.

Whether there is such a response is of course contingent upon historical
circumstances;

in any event the possibility remains that the repressive and

marginalising effects of mass communications may fragment the public realm.

This delineation of the bourgeois, mecliated public sphere is open to
accusatiotts of nostalgia and idealism. To orthodox Marxist critics it appears
idealistic to suggest that the bourgeois public sphere could withstand the
material pressures exerted on it. One cannot reconstruct rvhat is long lost; to
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do so suggests unregenerate conservatism. These claims while not altogether
unjustified,6e mistakenly conflate methodological insights with the historical

findings. The model of the public sphere which

function.

It

senring as

I

have outlinecl has a double

provides a paradigm for analysing historical change while also

a

for political critique. The discrepanry
claims for itself and what it can structurally deliver

normative catego{y

between what capitalism

seerN to me worthy of analysis. Still, the way Habermas deploys the term is
excessiveiy abstract for the purposes of media research. In what follows his

central insights will be reworked for analytical purposes.

In the context of modern capitalist development the mediated version of the
public sphere can be examined under four headings. on thjs basis the
following chapters will trace the degree to which ideological discourse in New
Zealand has been normatively grounded in the public realm.

Ownership and Management of Media Institutions

Under this heading one can firstly sketch the evolution

of

national

broadcasting models in the context of capitalist development. The pertinent

questions are these. Have private
determined the structures

or public

sector institutions mostly

of ownership anrl management? How clid the

transition from early to modern capitalism contribute to the state of affairs?

Have the changing configurations of contemporary capitalism altered the
formal-legal, financial anci administrative patterns of accountability across
broadcast institutions?

Secondly, these questions can

be considered alongside family,

regional,

national, and international patterns of newspaper ownership. From this the
The most pertinent criticism of Habermas' argument pointed to by Keane, is that it is
not clear whethcr the bourgeois public sphere ought to bc retricvcd or supcrseded by
counter ideological public sphcres.
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of collusion and/or competition among the major players can be
ascertained. It is crucial in this respect to examine the wider co{porate
levels

portfolios of newspaper owners. If media investments are not central for the
realisation of profits then circulation Iosses may be sustained for reasons of
corporate manoeuvre. There may be no necessary connection benreen the
divestiture and financial viabili8 of media assers.

Thirdly, the above findings will also ascertain the existence or otherwise of
decentralised media forms. The degree to which corporate players clominate

circulation and advertising rnarkets helps

to

determine whether the

commercial environment is conducive to the entry of new papers, journals,
magazines, radio and television stations.

By pulling all this research together we can trace the corporate governmental

and institutional pressures which are being exerted on the mediatecl public

sphere. More specifically we can examine the extent

of

comnrodification

and/or state regulation of public space ancl determine whether counterideological resistance is emerging.

It{ewswork and News Sources

The interaction between capitalist development and

the

ownership f management patterns of media institutions provides a framework

for outlining a history of journalism. The research shouicl focus on the kinds
of social knowledge that journalism is thought by the constructions of news to

require. We can observe that the interbureaucratic construction of news

as

objective reality (Molotch, l-ester, Tuchman, Fishman et al.) develops out of

earlier traditions of partisan journalism. Daniel Flallin argues that

in

the

United States this new approach ro news gathering and reporting was
intimately associated with botir the professionalisation of journalism and the
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rise of a commercial mass media. Journalists began to disseminate the ideal

of objectivity in the

1,920s.

By the 1950s and early 1960s it had become the

defining feature of their job.ro This parallelied the spread of instrumental
rationality as a paradigm against which all other forms of knowledge came to
be measured. This was the 'deep structure' of fact-value duality. Meanwhile,

the commercial media, by altering the institutional structure of political
communication, transformed the process of discourse itself. The rvriter shifted

from being a fraternal advocate for readers to being a detached observer of
public issues and concerns. The social proximiry between writer and reader
had dissolved.Tl

of

course this was not the only conception and method of news reporting,

though it was the dominant one. Interpretive, crusading and activist traditions

of journalism persisted and came to challenge the conventional respect for
facts and objectivity. However, as Tuchman observes most journalists derive

their understanding of facts from powerful news sources so that 'objectivity'
acts to legitimate dominant views of reality. Unconventional journalists either

lead a precarious professional life or else obtain their credibiiity from outside

of large media organisations. The level of

coverage accorded different

journalisms usually depends on how unanimous

in outlook dominant

news

sources are. This in turn is contingent upon the degree of ideological cohesion

among capitaiists and within the political-administrative system. This
contingency is an important guide as to the level of rhetorical flexibility across

the mediated public sphere.

70
71

Op cit, Hallin, p 129-30.

Ibid.
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Imagery of the Mediated Public Sphere
Haberma.s's first monitored the arrival of the mediatecl public sphere in the
1960s.

At that time

communicated imagery (television, cinema, magazines)

was relatively static and circumscribed by language. This is no longer the case.

With the widening interface between vicleo and computer technology, images
communicate across media forms, media genres and territorial space. This
has not dissolved the coherence of written discourses, but words and images

have evolved a more fluid relationship witir each other. This means that the
interweaving ideologies of instrumental rationaliry, possessive individualism,
narcissism, civic and familial-vocational privatism are marketed by corporate

advertising. This al.so serv'es

to

reprocluce self images

of the capitalist

economy. Unstable discursive formations surrounding irnportant news issues

are manufactured by capitalist media technologies, disseminated by
journalists and other media workers and 'played out' across the mediated
public sphere. Depending on the complexity of the issue, and the cohesion of

outlook among dominant nelvs sources ideological projections may be
fragmented, indistinct and cognitivell' clisorienting. Whether criticalinterpretive forms

of public communiciltion can contest the

nerv terrain

depends partly on whether opposition political groups can exploit and
decentralise a range of media technologies. In this respect one important task

of critical media research is to draw out the hisrorical connections between
the evolving logics of capital accumulation, the changes in ownership and
management

of communications industries and the emergent circulation of

technological imagery.

Patterns in the Language

As mentioned earlier, the mediated public sphere has not dissolved the
coherence of witten discourse. However this coherence is not internaliy
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constituted by media technologies, genres or formats.

It

instead derives from

the intertextualityz of the mediated public sphere. claims of

media

objectivity for example are announcecl by raclio, television and newspapers
alike. The deep stnrcture of instrumental rationaliry which underpins news
discourses has different media manifestatjons

but its central ideological

features are dependent not on a particular channel of communication but on
the general distortion of socially grouncled communicative practice.

Ideological discourses are layerecl according to the core system imperatives of
modern capitalism. Conservative social outlooks ancl competing mythologies

of the national past are typically surface forms of ideological activity. By
contrast

the

discourses

of

possessive individualism

and

instrumental

rationality work unannounced behind the scenes to circumscribe the
democratic-normative parameters of the mediatecl public sphere.
Paradigmatic shifts

in the underlying structure of these discourses have

displacing effects upon other patterns of language. Thus the cont'lation of
consumer sovereignty with democratic rights further marginalises the
language

of collective political activity. But not only socialist ideals are

marginalised. Even participatory ideals of democracy (other than socialism)

may start to appear as disruptive of technocratic priorities. Sirnilarly, the
restructuring of technocratic priorities within official discourses encroaches
upon normatively grounded language domains. Conflicts between bureaucrats

and ecologists reflect this tension in the language. The restructuring of
planning discourses expedites resource development and renders planning
objectives themselves beyond dispute. This diminishes the rhetorical and
political opportunities for environmental groups.

AII of these layers and patterns of language are dynamically constituted and
contingent upon historical circumstances. Thus a fundamental change in the

72 I

use the term 'intcrtextuality' as a way o[ explaining how nows rnessages are

disscminated.I make no (epistemiological) claims about intcrtextual meaning.
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relationship between state and capital will initially have disorganising
effects
throughout all major structures of ideologicar discourse.

I

am aware that the prececling pages have stressed the uninterrupted and
smooth development of capitalism, icleolory ancl the mediated public
sphere,

and drawn less attention to moments of rupture and discontinuity. The
theoretical framework I have constructed needs to be informed by the
notion
of crisis. In his book Public Life and Late Capitalism JohnKeane suggests two
interrelated conceptions of the term.73 Firstly, a crisis-riclden process signifies
a fateful turning point in which the reprocluctive capacities of a system and
peoples understanding of it are imperiled. The crisis-ridden process
appears

to unfold

ruthlessly ancl objectively behind the backs of its constituenrs.
Secondly, crisis refers to the (possible) renewal of free choice against
the
power of fate. The system reveals its indeterminacy as new courses
of action
suggest themselves.Ta

This dual conception of crisis illustrates the bourgeois anci inclustrial
revolutions as well as the arrival of modern organised capitalism. Most
pointedly

for my analysis,

Keane's insights can be used

to uncover the

extended structural crises of post Keynesian welfare state capitalism. Since

the mid 1970s, radical change in the structure of capital accunrulation has
bought intolerable pressures to bear on the political-administrative system. In
particular the convergent functions of the welfare state (as an infrastructure
for growth, redistribution of procluct, aggregate demand, and normative
integration) now appear irreconcilable. The socio cultural sphere is racked by
resultant shifts in the impact of economic forces and by new forms of stateinstitutional coercion. To this we can add the disorienting effects of divisive
ideological messages. This general historical conjuncture is being negoriated
differently across national economies. For our purpclses, the systemic contours

73
74

Op cit, Keane, pp 1,1-12.

lbid.
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of crisis (and possible regeneradons) point to major shifts in the running
of
media institutions ancl in the connection between newswork
and news sources.
Most crucially, all such clevelopments are refracted through the language
and
imagery of the mediated public sphere.

How then is one to separate the immediacy of events from the long term
changes taking place? Beneath the ephemeral noise and confusion

it seems to

me that there are two central processes at work. Firstly, official
discourses (or
important elements within them) are nrptured and disorganised. As I have

mentioned, this draws into sharp relief the boundary conditions separating
technocratic and normative elements of discourse. Words are intersected

by a

cacophony

of images with no central reifying force. secondly the public

sphere reveals the language and imagery of crisis itself. These are not
entirely

uncontrollable representations. Things are renclered manageable by official
displays of crisis management. Old discourses and pictures of reality
are
repaired or dispensecl with and new ones introducecl but this damages the
interrelation between underlying ideologies, Competing visions of ideological

cohesion may undermine discourse and imagery projecting official
rationalisations of crisis.

The following section proposes a research strategy for determining the
mom.ents of continuity and crisis within advanced capitalist systems.
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IDEoLocIcAL REPRESENTATIONS oF ,THE ECoNoMy'

Thus far

I

have outlined the historical and structural relationships
between
capitalism, ideology and the rnedicated pubiic sphere. This
has providecl

a

theoretical answer to the question as to how the news media
operates as
material circumstances change. we now return to the question posed
by the
thesis as a whole: How have news media practices and
discourses depicted
structural transformations in the New Zealand political economy?
To answer
this we need to find an intelligible way of introducing
abstract concepts to the
research problem at hand.
How should this be done? Textual readings in subsequent chapters
will build
upon Raymond Williams' keyword analysis.zs The original methodology

set

out to record the

developing meanings

formations. The idea

of

individual words ancl word

of a cluster was used to describe habitual sets of

interreiated words and meanings. Williams sought to mark out a theoretical
middle ground between semiotic inquiries into the structure of language
and
semantic studies of referential meaning.

.... the area of signification is not confined to the systcm itsclf but in one
dimension necessarily cxtends [o the uscrs of languagc and to the
objects and
relationships about which language speaks and thaf no-nc of these can
be limited
to thc formal systcm but exist primariiy in material and historical ways.z6
On this basis keyworcls achieve their status in two connectecl senses. They
are
significant binding words in certain activities and their interpretations
and

they are pivotal indicative words within patterns of signification. In given
economic and political circumstances keyrvord combinations perform
ideologically.

75

76

williams, R., Kcywords: A
of curture and society, william and colrins,
-vocaburary
Glasgovr, 1965. I have. not the
spacc hlre to analysc thc virtues of William's app.oach,
Readers can make thei' own assessments from thc readings providcd.

IbidppN.
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Writing on the British miners strike Williams revealed
how the keywords of
management, economics, community and law
and ctrder were deployed to
prevent social reflection on the class interests
at stake.77 In his original book
keywords are assembled separately and alphabetically.
Each listing sets out
the evolving interconnections of meaning within and
between word
clusters.

From this, one can assess the irnportance of certain keywords
ancl clusters
against historical-material change.

From this perspective 'the economy'is a keyworcl which
circumscribes its own
field of meaning as well as those available to other discourses.
It enables us to
explain media clepictions of structural change in the political
economy as
follows.

To begin with ideologicai patterns of economic discourse can
be iclentified.
'The economy' as an abstract locution emergecl to describe
the arrival of state
intervening capitalism. Mike Emmison in a recent article
located the point of
arrival from The Lonclon Tintes, The New statesntan, The New york
rimes,

Time Magazine and

rlrc Econonzist along with comparative checks from
Australian periodicals.?s up to 1930 the term was used in the
formal sense of
economizing viz-i-viz a particular state of affairs. It is
laissez-faire to advanced capitalism that the system

in the transition from
as a whole becomes

described. With growing state involvement in economic processes
during the
1930s and 1940s 'the economy' is depicted with qualifiers
(e.g., ,the national

economy" 'the general economy' etc). After 1g45 ,the economy'
as a pure
abstraction increasingly dominatect pubIic discourse.Te

n
78
79

'Mining the Mcaning: Kcyu,ords in the Mincrs strike, Ncw sociaris/, March
Yi{*.,-\.
1985, pp 6-9.

M, 'The Econ_orny: Its Emcrgcnce in Mcdia Discourse from Howard D,
WaIton_P(ed) Langragc, Innge Media, St-Martins, New york
19gi, p 145.
Ibid, p L46.
Emmison
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As a self description of capitalism, the ideological
structure of the locution
can be precisely unravelled. For example .the .. . ., implies

a universal
ontology' 'The economy'silences representations which
express the capitalist
nature of that economy. If the capitalkt adjective is used
when the presumed
objectivity

of ideological discourse is

destroyed. Clearly

if

the capitalist

economy is seen as facing probrems, or if 'the capitatist
economy, is said to
need restructuring then the fundamental nature
of this economy is bought into
sharp focus. Related to this is the insight that, in substantive
terms the
'economy'prevails over non-economic discourses,
The patterns of language

internal

to the sub-domains of

social poliry, jndustrial relations, the

environment and so on are circumscribed by the patterns
of language internal
to 'the economy'. 'The economy' can also be unravelled as an icleological
process' To understand how this can be done
it is necessary to realise that trvo
kinds of syntax can be usecl for the same locution. .The economy,
can be
depicted as an inert entity, requiring experr management for rational
ends
(e'g', as in 'the economy needs to be clevelopecl, expancled
or restructured to

achieve growth'). Alternativery 'the economy' can be encapsulated
as being
dynamic and self operating (e.g., as in 'the economy is moving,
growing, or
experiencing a downturn'). As a singular locution .the economy,
obfuscates
long term shifts within this clual patrern of syntactical use.
When there is open
dissonance in the discourse between instrumentalist ancl clynamic
readings of
'the economy'the locution serves to obscure the rival perspectives
behind the

different usages. The ideological components of these representations
are not
immediately apparent. They underpin the substantive coverages
of news
journalism which are diffused amiclst the noise
and ephemeral images of
mediated public sphere. The icleology of 'the economy' derives from
the
unspoken discursive rules of instrumental rationality, the
base ideology of
advanced capitalism.
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Media constructions of objectivity ancl ideological representations
of ,the
economy' are open to challenge from rhetorical
traditions of journalism. In

this context rhetoric focuses upon the qualitative features of

message

communication- This inclucles methocls in public reasoning
which may inspire
confidence and the persuasive dynamics of language that
could help citizens
construct their own social reality. Rhetoric need not
be separated from

scientific objectivity.

In riterate, oral and filmic form a

complete

art of

communication may involve dialectics, logic ancl rhetoric
together. These
themes are embodied in liberal traclitions of investigative

or crusading

journalism and

in socialist

conceptual boundaries

of

traclitions

of the partisan intellectual. The

rhetorical knowledge are definecl through

argument. This potentially undermines media objectivity
since the boundaries

of debate are not totally predetermineci but partly subject to political
contestation. However these boundaries are mostly interpreted in
conservative and liberal terms. Conservatives typically restrict
argument to
that which is measurable by the strict criteria of grammar, elocution
and

facticity. Liberals understand rhetoric to involve issues such as freedom
from
censorship and access to official information. From the radical perspective
argumentation conjoins speech with action as necessary for politics.
When the
political moment occurs social and material interests are being articulated
in

a way which challenges the contemporary social order. In the mainstream
capitalist media there are limited opportunities for argument against
objectivist constructions of 'the economy'. Subsequent readings will examine
the tensions between normative social democratic discourses and ideolosical
inscriptions of 'the economy'.

Media depictions of structural change in the political economy can also be
explained by tracing through how'the economy'is encocled and disseminated
at given historical periods. we can clo this by analysing how .rhe economy,
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percolates through the outlinecl constituent parts

of the mediated public

sphere.

owt'tnnsnn aNn MaxeGEMENT

or Mnnu InsnrurtoNs: The international,

national, regional and public-private sector mix of media institutions
preconditions the structure, process and cultural tone
of the public sphere.
This is the world into which criscourse about .the econo
fir!,

In this context the following

nrrilts.

..

questions suggest themselves. Is broadcasting

mainly state regulated with onry peripherar commercial influences?
If so, how
does this affect the climate of opinion and process of clebate?
can the
mediated public sphere be best characterised as an extension
of democratic

involvement,

or is it

correspondingly, what

paternalistic, regionally flavoured,

or

whatever.

is the public-private mix of national television

networks and how does this affect the modes of public address? Is
the
audience perceived as being, regionally differentiated or rather
nationally
defined, or is

it perceived

as a collection of different market segments? The

answers to these questions will largely determine the extent
to wbich cohesion

and/or fragmentation defines the mecliated public sphere.

once this general picture has been clrawn, broad assessments can be made
about the tone, sophistication and popular inclusiveness of debate
surrounding'the economy'.
Nnwswonx

Ntvvs Souncrs: From this perspective one first determines
"tuo
who the major sources are for economic news and what tlrcir conception of

'the economt' is (i.e. Cabinets, party leaderships, economists, civil servants,
business groups etc). On thar basis we can then analyse how institutional

outlooks on 'the economy' are processecl and disseminated for pubtic
consumption. One can also study the interaction befween establishment
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journalism and less privileged economic
news sources (i.e. pressure groups,
trade unions).

It is not easy of course to closely inspect the professional world journaiism.
of
However we can observe correlations between categories
of journalist, their
quoted sources and the kinds of economic
argument put forward. If there are

fundamental divisions among major economic news sources
this will be
reflected in public disputes over the boundary conclitions
(economic)

of

objectivity.

Tnr NBwswoaro or Tnr Ecotrouv: The above heacling has
been changed from
the previous section. In tracing the percolation of ,the economy,

not every

aspect of mediated imagery neecls to be observed. The
areas to focus on are:

First, what are the prevairing metaphors for ,the economy'?
Are they socioculturaliy or technologically derived? To what extent do images
of nationality
surround official discourses on the economy? what aspects of economic

activity are taken to be vivid encapsulations of the whoie? (i.e. financial,
retail, agricultural, industrial etc).
Second, the newsworld promotes a cast of privileged personalities
who are

publicly associated u,ith 'the economy' (..g., economists, politicians,
businessmen). We need to ask who these composite figures are,
and whether
some are more favoured than others.

Third,

in respect to the above we can determine what metaphors

and

projected personalities are openly ridiculed andf or rendered open
to
pejorative slants. Our findings will be underpinned by the observecl images
of
economic success and failure. Answers to the preceding questions will provide
an informative account of how encocled conceptions of ,the economy, are
made digestible for public consumption.
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it has been argued that ideological and rhetorical patterns of discourse
on'the economy' can be examined in conjunction with the mediated
So far

forms

and structures of public communication. This will help explain
media
depictions of the political economy. On its own this is
a somewhat static
approach. we also want to analyse media depictions of
structural
trawformatiort,

in the political economy. To this end, encodings

representations

of 'the economy' need to be historically reconstructed. My

and

approach draws upon Habermas'response to the explanatory
shortcomings of
scientific materialism ancl hermeneutic circles of interpretation.8o
His general
project has been to mecliate the objectivity of historical processes
with the
motives of those acting in it. This takes the form of a normatively
grounded
critique designed to free emancipatory potential from ideological control

through the recovery

of forgotten and repressed human intentions. This

involves a range of epistemiological clisputes which lie
beyond the scope of
this chapter. The practical efficary of Habermas' perspective will instead
be

demonstrated. From a broarl critical

-

tlieoretical perspective my kepvord

will seek to, reconstruct the horizons of meaning set by economic
and political interests; er?ose the serecrivity of meclia clajms to be an
readings

impartial, public forum on economic nratters, and recover the poilts of
tension between normative discourses and ideological inscriptions of ,the
economy'.

The ideolory of economic discourse will be my main focus of analysis in
subsequent chapters. However by using the approaches outlined above
we can

identiff over time the keyword patterns related to 'the economy.'eualitative
assessments will be made using the following criteria. I shall:

80

see Jtirgen Habermas, Krcwlcdge and

Hunnn

Inreresrs, Hcinemann, London, 1968. For

an account of the relcvant hermeneutics positions see: Josef Bleichcr, Conremporary
Hemrcnetttics: Henneneutics as nrctlnd, pitilosophy ant!
citiquc, Routledge * kegao
Paul, London, 1980.
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(i) solafe

the

chaugiqg semamic features

rattanqlity

(ii)

(t")

of

u,reansrend

Assess gradations of rhetorical openuess and logica|etrasurc

Bdqg to notice the shifting, unspoken ruresatternpa,altty.

Bv analys'ing how 'the econorny' is eacoded and disseminated througb the
mediated public

'sphere

a range of theoretical and practical questions can be

addressed. These have

to do wift the relationshiB befiveen statq aapital,

medlq ideotrogr and legitimation. Howev€r, the chapters wtich foltorw witl
bear on a cenmal prectical probJem. Horr does one account for
ehanges in
media represenimdoqs of 'the econsmy, in the contoxt sf Nesr zealand
eapiralisal?
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We now turn to the New Zealand experience. What were the historical
connections between capitalist ideology ancl the public sphere? How did
these
developments shape economic discourse? This is more than an analytical
question. We also need to consider how European theory might
be reconcilecl

with a different national history. Although British capital, social classes and
political institutions were successfully implanted here, modern development
began from the colonial encl

of the imperial economy. This contradictory

legacy requires that established theoretical propositions be reconstructeci
to
explain iocal conditions. The results of this process can be listed in advance.

(r)

(ii)

New Zealand capitalism grew out of three convergent trends;
the intra and inter-regional spread of colonial fractions of
capital, the emergence of state institutions, and the political
struggle for class and socio-cultural objectives.
The arrival of capitalism was not synonymous with strict unity

within classes or unfetterecl conflict between them. The
unfolding contradictions of the colonially located politicat
economy produced sharp class antagonisms attenuated by
other political divisions.

(iii) The generic and rocar features of eariy New zearand,
capitalism together shaped the formation of media
institutions, journalistic practices and public spheres of
communication.

(iu) colonial capitalism ideologically reproduced

taken-forgranted descriptions of its own workings and development.
This shaped and coloured the subsequ"nt ..n.rgence of ,the
economy' in media discourse.

Pnn-1880
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Before annexation local capital accumulation was not imperially co-ordinated.
E4plorers opened the way for the establishment of whaling stations and
missionary settlements. These served as distant outposts for mercantile capital

and as trading centres for Maori tribes.l In the 1830s economic, class and
demographic transformations in the United Kingdom raised the prospect
of

systematic colonization. landless labourers, unemployed artisans and
impoverished city workers saw obvious benefits in overseas settlement.
Among the employing classes industrialists looked abroad for raw materials
and additional food supplies for local processing and distribution. Some of the

rural gentry hoped to advance their financial position through the acquisition
and transfer of colonial property.z These contrasting aspirations were bought

1
_
2

JMR

Owens'NEwZealand beforeAnncxation'from WH Oliver, B R WilliamsedThe
lxfora History of New Zealand,Odord University press, 19gt, p 31,.

MFLPrichard,AnEcononic Hisloryof NewZialandio

ppzZ-23.
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together and given corpo.rate form by Eclward
Gibbon wakefield. He co_
founded the Nadonal Colonization Society in
1830 ancl, eight years larer,
formed the New zealand company for the express
,,emproying
purpose

capital

in the purchase and re-sale of lancls in New

of

zealand and the

promotion of emigration to that country."3 These
objectives were the original
basis of white settler capitalism.
The first Wakefield colonists arived in Port Nicholson
in 1g39. Subsequenr
settlers continued to live in coastal towns, but the need
for hinterland
settlements eventually transformed the antipoclean
economy; systematic
colonization dependecl on the annexation of Maori land.
This retrospective
view of events contrasts with the initial fragility of the
colonial economy.

Under the Wakefield formula regular surpluses from land revenue
would
underwrite continuous British emigration. On this criterion
the
early colonial

economy was a failure; Governor Fitzroy's currency
and revenue reserves
were exhausted and the first Port Nicholson settlements
were, unsustainable.a
Under Governor Grey the nascent economy receivecl longer-term financial
backing. The British Government Liquidated Fitzroy's debts,
rescued the New

zealand Iand company from bankruptcy and enablecl Grey to
funci large
purchases of Maori land. By 1,853, 32 million
acres had been bought for
f250,000's During this period economic activity rvas provincially
based and the

major settlements were separated by rugged terrain and

poor

communications.6 Their development prospects depended
on pastoralism
supported by craft and builcling related industries. Individual
enterprises
included sawmills, brickworks, Iime kilns, furniture rnaking,
coach building,

3

4
5
6

Ibid p25.
Op cit, Owens, p 50.

W J Gardner, 'A Colonial Economy', from W H Oliver, B R
Williams ed. The Oxford

History of New Zcalancl, Oxford University press, L9g1.

C

9

F Simpkin,

7957, p L?3.
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brewing, flour mills, saddle making and ropeworks.?
The goldrushes of the
1860s stimulated new forms of capital
accumulation. In otago the influx of
prospectors transformed Dunedin from
a village port into a major retail and
banking centre. The establishment of gold towns
opened up rural blocks for
land speculators, runholders and wheat growers.E

In the North Island provinces, economic development
depended on the forced
acquisition of Maori land. Taranaki settlements
were beleaguered by native
rebellions' and farm production fell.e However,
in Auckland, military action
against tribes was goocl for business. Imperial troops
rvere housed, fed and
otherwise catered for by local families and merchants.
After the wars the city
grew rapidly as tribal territories in the Waikato
were openecl up for purchase
and development.lo

The establishment of farming and small secondary industries
in each province
depended on the availability of finance capital. This
market was dominated

by

Australian banks until the Aucklancl solicitor Thomas Russell
brought
together a private group of moneyed gentry from around
the country to form
the Bank of New zealand,.In 1g62 the New zealand Bank
Act was passed
and the new directors received the government account. private
lending
by

the BNZ exceeded that of the union Bank and Bank of New
south wales
combined by 1865.tt The directors and managers of the major
banks had little
contact with ordinary settlers. This was a role reserved
for town merchants
who could, depending on returns, either lend directly
or interpose themselves

between bank an<l borrower. The larger concerns acquired
7
8

Ibid, pp I24.

R Dalziel, Julius Vogel:

Btrsiness Politician,

35.

9

10
11

a range of

/bi4

Auckland/Oxford University press, 19g6, p

Simkin, p 7n. The italics have bccn added. Ncwspapers of
rhe time anrl later
historians typically portrayed rribal Maori as obstacles
to cleoetop*ent or as threats to
colonially constituted authority; hence the tcrm. nativc rcbcllion.,
Op cit, Gardner, p 65.
Op cit, Gardner, pp 67-6g.
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commercial interests

-

importing, retailing, land speculation as well as high

interest lending.tz

As Australian banks lost market share the colonial
economy became more
dependent on British finance capital. L-ondon
banl*r had always decided the
terms of credit for colonial aclministrations; now private
capitalists looked
upou New Zealand as a source of investment
comparable with the Australjan
colonies. Their funds were channelled into wool
and gold through morrgage
companies formed in Great Britain with New
Zealand involvement. The first
of these was the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile company
set up in
Lnndon in 1865 by the directors of the BNZ.13 Subsequent
incorporations

t}pically provided loans to runholclers as well as buying
and subdividing large
blocks for sale. In the process the larger investors
accelerated the expansion
of the pastoral economy.

Deficit financing was a necessary but precarious basis for
capitalist
development. In boom times the major institutions
could barely absorb the
swelling demands for loans and mortgage money. I-ocal
merchants, minimally
regulated, offered a range of financial services. In
1869-70 a sharp recession
disrupted local lending practices and exposed long term
weaknesses in the

colonial economy. Central government and the provincial
councils exhausted
their credit lines as low wool prices wiped out investments in lancl
and

stock.

Meanwhile, gold earnings were declining as a proportion
of total export
revenue and British troops no longer bolsterecl the
Auckland economy.
Recovery and development required new forms
of financially underwritten
capital accumulation.ra

72

Ibid.
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Ilit,tt
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This was the assessment of Jurius Voger,
coloniar rreasurer in the Fox
Ministry from June 1869. He saw that British
loan capital would enable
central government to integrate the provincial
economies. In the early
1870s

Iow interest rates on the London markets
allowed vogel to obtain huge loans

for a

.

nationwicre development programme.ls
Money was poured into
infrastructural development. This openecr
up rurar rand for speculation,
settlement and farming. vogel's revenue
raising, emigration and public works
schemes boosted secondary industries
and merchant activity. Rising profits
encouraged generous private lending,
further investment in capital stock and

more government expenditure. Between 1g70
and 1g74 imports, current
public revenue ancl factory production
ali doubled. The BNZ and the
National Bank increased capital outlays ancl
erpanded their branches.r6 This
virtuous circle of borrowing, development and
financial expansion proved
unsustainable' In 1'874 a London financial
collapse reduced colonial credit
during a period when total export receipts were
static or falling. Vogel hoped
to ease the burden of loan repayments by teuing
landowners whose properties
had appreciated in value because of improved
infrastructure. In the case of
railways the government was to be reserved
all adjacent land for the purposes
of later sale, however this proposal was blocked in parliament
by the
representatives of finance ancl land speculation.
Vogel was left with rising
external debt, no check on property prices,
no property to selr and no land on
which to settle the railway builders. consequently,
his London borrowings
could not be repaid out of the benefits the roads
and railways had bought.
The money spent had boosted profits for the land
speculators and their
financial backers.lT
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lolony or Netiort,Sydncy Univcrsiry press, i"966, p 10.
Op cil, Simkin, p L58.
W B_Sntch, poverE and progress in New Zcalane
A H & A W Reed, Wellington, 1969,
pp 85-86.
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Despite these extortionate practices the Vogel
schenres broadened the base
of colonial capital accumuration. As farm product prices
dropped and land
prices rose at the end of the decade
investment shifted from pastoral
development into buitding. In the mid
1870s expenditure on housing already
accounted for nearly half the gross private
capital formation.rs Rising
immigration flows were absorbecr by growing
factory production in ports and
provincial towns. Pastoral production diversified
to include wheat as well as
wool.

Infrastructural investment brought provincial
capitalists together and gave
national direction to the colonial economy. The
rudiments

of a capitalist

market then began to take shape. In the larger
towns the price of imported
and factory made goods responded to aggregate
demand, while rocalv
realized profits depended on how much workers
were paid.

At this point we should

distinguish befween capitalisr developmenr and the
colonial limits of capitar formation. As the preceding
summary suggests the

decisions made

by British finance capitar courd have immediate and

devastating effects upon colonial prosperity.
The collapse of the Glasgow
Bank in october 1878, for example, reducecl New
Zealand,s credit rating,
closed off loan finance and forced cuts in central
government expenditure. As

English depositors fled Nerv Zearand banks, the BNZ
and Australian
institutions compouncled the recession by transferring
funds across the
Tasman'1e This sent scores of small farms
and businesses

into receivership.

From one perspective New Zealandsuffered because
the productive base and
the macro-economy were not developed enough to absorb
the impact of
recession' After 1tJ90 the spread of inrport
substitution industries generated
national rhythms of investment, savings and
clemand. Successive governments

18
L9

Op ci| Gardner, pp7 .7S.
Op cit, Gardner, p 75.
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were then able to prime the economy and
flatten out recessionary rycres

through fiscal, monetary and exchange rate
management.z0

The converse argument can be summarizecr
as follows. New

zearand,s

peripheral location within the structure
of global capital accumulation always
restricted macro economic poliry options. In
the 1g70s the provincial
economies were geared toward primary
procluction
vogel's development schemes committed the
entire

for the British market.
country to this colonial

task. Accordingly, new banks and mortgage
companies were designed to
enhance British colonial investment in wool,
property and gold rather than to
bring about national development. British capitalists
ancl their local suitors
reaped fortunes cruring boom times and puilecr
out their funcrs during
recessions' By so doing the peaks and
troughs of the world-Imperial business

cycle were exported back

to New

zealanci. This situation did nor
fundamentally change after 1890. The growth
of agricultural production along
with import substitution industries were peripheral
extensions of the modern
global economy. New Zealand's economic performance
remained contingent

upon world market prices for primary proclucts.
compared to the core
capitalist economies domestic manufacturing was
small in
scale,

technologically deficient and not export competirive.
Economic policy options
were set by the export price/import cost ratio.
Manageme't of the exchange
rate and the wider macro-economy was set within
these parameters.2r

20

21,

This is the economic cxprcssion of thc 'colony
to nation' thesis. It assumes a linear
trajectory-of-development in the face of internal
and cxternal difficulties. The critical
version of this argumcnt.(Sutch) countcrposes
national autonomf against the threat of
foreign multinationals. Thc preierred soiution is
long term planning via research and
development and corporatist decision-making
processes; in ot.her words, a more rational

trajectory of development.
This account arises out-of worlcl systcms lhcory.
A comprchensivc survcy of the relevant
Iiterature can be found in c. ctase-Du nn,
Globul Fomratiort: stntcrures of the world

Econonty, Basil Blackwell, oxford 19g9. The
contradictory r"gury of

*pjt{tl

Ncw znaland

is- encapsulatcd in rcrms such as ,whirc scrtrlr
Jrpitalism, and .semiperipherly'' The latter conccpt will be uscd
to analyse moclern capitaiism in New zealand
later in this chapter.
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This chapter takes a more agnostic view. The truth
of either argument need
not exclude the truth of the other. New Zealand's economic
history
expresses

the contradictory tendencies of development and dependency.

It

is the
tensions between them which have shaped the
structural dynamics of capital
accumulation.

'

As the preceding account sugges$, colonial capitalism evolved
from regional
centres to become a state centred enterprise. In
the 1850s a quasi-federal
framework of public finance was developed in which provincial
councils were
individually subsidizecl from public funds and colonial customs
revenue. Each
council was allowed jurisctiction over land revenue, pastoral developmenl
immigration, education, police and construction of roads, bridges
and
harbours.2z Some politicians saw provincial autonomy as

the first step to

outright secession, but this was never a practical prospect. The underlying
trend was toward a centralized political economy.
The land wars, for example were prosecuted by the colonial governorship.
In
the aftermath centra| rather than provincial goverrunent administered and

Iegalized the wholesale transfer of Maori lancl. For some landowners
and
financiers the pursuit of profit over-rulecl provincial loyalties. Thus, the
founders of the BNZ sunk their differences in order to obtain colonists
funds
ahead of Australian institutions.23

In addition the chronic insolvency of

the

provincial councils increased their dependence on central government.
After
1867 they were forbidden to pass any act for the purposes of raisin g
aloan.u
The changing political views of Julius Vogel illustrate the cenrralizingfeatures
of New Zealand's political economy. In 1863 he joined the Otago provincial
Council as an ardent separationist. After his election to the General Assemblv
22
23

24

R w Dalziel 'Thc Politics of Settlement,from
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he argued for a confederation of South lsland provinces rather than a
separate otago colony. This proposal was scuttled by die-hard otago
provincialists and traditional defenclers of central government.

In

January

1866 he took up the equivocal stance of supporting both fiscal autonomy for

the provinces and increasecl powers for the General Assembly. And by the
Parliamentary session of that year he had abandoned the separatist cause. It
was obvious that the provinces could not afford to borrow for development
and that local shortages of capital and labour could only be ameliorated by

central government action. As Premier

in

1873, Vogel introduced railway

building and land acquisition schemes which clirectly threatened the private
interests of Otago and Canterbury politicians.s Frustrated by their objections,
he convinced the Assembly in August 1874 that the Norrh Island provinces at
least, should be abolished. In the following year

it

was agreed to wind up all

provincial councils. Vogel and his supporters were committed to a centrally
directed political economy.26

During this period there was no social distance between business and politics.;
Runholders, land speculators and merchant financiers entered public life
through their business connections. Conversel,v, politics was perceived as

a

means of creating and exploiting business opportunities.

For example, the Waimea hinterland north of Invercargill, was, in the

i.870s,

owned by Dunedin merchanrs and local politicians. They floated an
agricultural company in l.ondon with the intention of turning large sheep runs
into towns, villages and farms. Among the sharehokJers were W.J.M. Larnach,
John Ballance, Robert Stout and Julius Vogel all of whom were prominent in

the Grey administration of iE77. The official positions of these men were
publicized to give the impression that the company was government backed.
25

This brief summary is distiled from Racwyn Dalziel's biography of Julius vogel,

26

op cit, Dalziel. 'The Politics of sctllcment'. The oxford History of

especially chapter V.
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zearane p r04.

The same group of runholders also floated a iailway company
to link the
coastal towns with the hinterland. Senior Minister
Ballance officially opened
the scheme to assure British and local investors of its profitabiliu.z?
when
both ventures failed, the land company tried to sell the railways
company to
government
the
in order to write off the debt. when sir George Grey refused
to co'operate, three of the shareholders who had entered parliament
voted
down the Government on a confidence motion in
Octobe r llTg.Internecine
manoeuvering of this kind continued until the Land
Company was forced into
liquidation in 1890.4

This tale shows business and politics to be interchangeable.
The collusions of
interest among leading politicians was part of the governing process.
The
machinations of Vogel, Stout, Larnach also revealed that the
executive and
the legislature were malleable institutions with overlapping powers.
During
the Vogel period political allegiances were fluid and factional; governments
were made and unmade on the basis of social connections, provincial
loyalties

and commercial interests. Theoretically speaking, the waimea

saga

demonstrates the interconnections between the emergent state
and nascent
27
?a

T' Simpsoq A hsion Bctrayerl. The Decline ol Denrccracy
Stoughton, Auckland, I9g4, p 24.

in

Ncw Zealand, Hodder and

IbiQ p 25-26. Froni this passage of events Sirnpson clraws thc conclusion

that
'Government had been throughoui thc period an instiumcnt in
the hands of merchants,
speculators and runholders, an opportunity to enrich themsclves
and their friends, (p
27).

In my view this is a

misreading of the relationship. 'Merchants, speculators an4
runholders'wcre depcndent on thc govcrnment for p.ohr because
tho piivate sector as

such was barely developed. It was the emcrgcnt statc which
introducecl and underwrote
new forms of capital accumulatiotr (e.g., pubiic works).
Conversely state institutions were
foundcd and directcd by runholclers, ricrchants ctc. As explainedin
thc previous chapter
this suggest's a deep interpenctration bctween srate and capital
such thai explanationi of
cconomic crisis are inse-parablc from political processes and
dynamics (p 21). There are,
of course, important differcnces betwtcn thc sophisticated inierventions
of the Wcstern

state and the

informal arrangcmcnts macle among the colonial ruling oligarchy.
Nsverthelcss the structural wcaknesscs of Ncw Zcalaid
capitalism during th"e Volel eia
were typically encountered as governmcnt re!'enuc crisis. This
in turn accounts for the
volatile and unpredictable nature of long tcrnr busincss venturcs
such as the Waimea
Their viability depencled on the-availabiliry of local finance, the confidcnce
of
TltT":
British invcstors and the balance of powcr in the gcncral assembly.
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capital formation. Their mutual dependence was
the central feature of the
colonial political economy.

The businessmen-politicians of the vogel era spoke for
a ruling oligarchy
comprised of "landowners, land speculators, the
sheep farmers, the merchant
importers and the trader financiers" .2s The economic
divisions among them
also reflected provincial patterns of capital accumulation.
In the southern
provinces, runholder families controlled economic,
political and social affairs.
Auckland's business activity was dominated by a small
circle of merchant
financiers who ran the Bank of New Zealand and
rhe New Zealand l-oan and
Mercantile Company.ao It is clear in retrospect that
these provincial rulers had

a

I

common outlook- The colonial experience had levelled
out British
eccentricities of birth and breeding. social status was
measured by the
successful acquisition of property and income. Horvever,
such aspirations dicl
not produce a laissez'faire economy. The narrow range of
investment options

and the small size of local markets meant that wealthy colonists
were
absorbed into a cliquish business envir<lnment.3r

Before 1880 the ruling oligarchy acted as an intermediary for British
banks
and investors. This producecr an unstable, manipulated economy
and held
back the emergence of an industrial bourgeoisie. The general
result was a
part modern, part traditional, social structure rvith pronounced
local

In the four main centres an industrial clivision of labour soon
developed. Iron and brass foundries, engineering workshops
and light
variations.

manufacturing plants were establishecl
occupations accounted for
29
30

zz percent

in the 1860s. By lBBi indusrrial
of the colonial workforce. Union

cit, Sutch, Poverty and progress, p g7.
llB. Jesson,
Behhd

the Mirror G/asr-, Fenguin, Aucklanrl rgg7,p 17-1g. It should
,
be added
that.in Auckland political and social ofluirr'*"r* dominated'by
a nrilitary-officiat clique.

Their origins pre-date the rise of local mcrchant capita'l and there
were

31

interpcrsonal tcnsions bctwesn the two groups.
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coverage was, however, restricted

to

post-apprentice tradesmen such as
engineers, tailors and printers. Unskilled and
semi-skilled workers such as
shearers, seamen' watersiders and miners took
action against individual
employers but lacked formal representation. This
situation was partly
rectified by the formation of the Trades council in Aucklan
d in 1,g76.32
The material existence of classes ancl the formation of Trade
Unions did not
generate widespread class struggle. The dominant
colonial experience was
that of rural communities and small towns rather than
large urban centres. In

1874 there were

6 towns with over 5000 people.

Despite substantial

immigration there were only 8 such settlements by 1BB1 and
these accounted
for less than 25 percent of the settler population. In outlying rural areas
access to landed properfy defined class boundaries
but working
class

consciousness was restricted

divisions

of

labour.33

In

by deep personal loyalties arising from low
the main centres the colonial base capital

accumulation limited the sources of proletarian consciousness.
Small scale
industrialization indeecl created polarities of class experience which
grew
wider in times of recessicln, but this dicl not avert the blurring of social
distinctions among skilled workers and small capitalists.:+ Furthermore,
the
impermanent nature of blue collar work clisrupted proletarian
traditions.
Goldminers, gumdiggers and timber workers left each localitv as raw
32
33

v

J.Martirr- Development from Above God made thc country and Man
the Town from I
Shirley. Development Tracks.
E' Olssen, 'social Class in Nineteenth Century New Zealand'in D. pitt,
ed. Socia! Class
tn.N".* Zealald, Longman, paul, Auckla nd,1977, p 32.

The issues of itinerancy and migratory *o.i. ur" discussed at length
in, M. Fairb urn The
Ideal Society and lts Enenties, p 131-36. There are many excellcnt
insights in this book.
Fairburn shows that social itinerancy and thc cstablishmcnt fear
o-f uug.un"y **r"
important features of the colonial landscape. However, as a gencrat
revisionist thcsis this
argument is conceptually flawed. Fairburn maintains that itiricrancy
ancl vagrancy among
workers rcvokcs thc class principle persc. But thc dissiparion of p.tlctarian
solijariry foi
whatever reason (community ptesiur", sociar mobirity, geograpt ic mobility)
doc,s not
precludc the material cxistence of classcs. Those wtto aigu! from
Fairbu#s position
typically havc in mind a singular (Wcstern-corc capitalist-view) of class
fonnation and
class conflict.
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materials ran out. once roads, railways and
teregraph lines had been builg
construction workers had to search for work
elsewhere. In rural areas work
has seasonal and widery dispersed. shearers,
trappers, fencers and shepherds
typically travelled across prains, hills and high
country to obtain
emproyment.

That rural parochiarism, social mobility and transience
reduced crass
consciousness is not surprising. Before 1880
industrial growth, urbanization
and occupational divisions of labour were
not central features of the colonial
landscape' Nor had smallholder solidarity
found political expression. New
zearand capitalism had yet to deliver a moclern
class formation.

II:

Munm, Joum*ar,rsM

AND THE

puBLIc SpHERE

In wellington and canterbury the first newspapers were r-ondon-to-colony
transplants- The founding edition of the New
zealand Gazette and wettington
spectator were published in r,ondon on2rAugust
1g39. Intending emigrants

were told about the corony's history and introduced
to the varues and
objectives of the New Zealand Company. once
established at port Nicholson
the Gazette sent information about the colony back
to home audiences.3s The
planning for colonial settlement in Canterbury
was more comprehensive. The
general objective of Robert Godley and his followers
was ro transplant ,,a slice
of England cut from top to bottom".36 The decision to found
a Canterbury
newspaper was made

at a London meeting of the society of

Intending

colonists in August 1850. The first four ships brought with
them a printing
press and a list of English subscribers. Within
a month the Lyttelton Times was
established and

put under the interim editorship of James Fitzgerald,
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Godley's chief administrative assistant.3T
In both wellington and canterbury
founding papers were instruments of
colonization rather than forums for
popular discussion. Beyond the ruring
circle rocar readerships were smalr
scattered and variably literate.
The early Northern Press was an extension
of Nerv South wales governorship.
In L841 the Auckland Newspaper and General Printing
company established
The New Zealand Hera[ and Auckland, Gazette.
The company,s capital
requirements and a full range of printing
equipment was imported from

sydney. The largest sharehorcrings were evenly
divided among senior
members of Hobson's aclministration ancl
city merchants. A resident editor
was appointed and granted the government
printing monopoly.:a

Early journalism reflected the transprantation process.
samuel Revans,
founding editor of the New Zealand Gazette had
to cater for the needs of
investors and prospective colonists from
l,ondon along with original settlers in
wellington. This commerciar imperative brought into
being a pubric sphere
whose participants were geographicaily definecr
as emigrants, voyagers and

founders' This was a circuit of commerce
ancl communication separate from
that which developed between sydney and Auckrand.
In both Auckland and
wellington press identity reflected the internecine politics
of imperial rule

and colonial administration.
closure

In

1842 Samuel Revans gleefully reported the

of

The New zealan"d Herald and Auckland Gazette. controversy
widened when the sacked editor, Dr samuel
Martin (a scottish emigrant to
sydney), appealed to British authorities, took regar
action against his
employers and founded an opposition newspaper.3e
From a New zearand
perspective this passage of events brought
together each geographic

37
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component of the transplantecl public sphere;
I_ondon, Sydney, Auckiand and
Wellington.

British imperialism in New zealand was an ill-fitted
package of capitalist
property relations, victorian epistem olory (eugenics,
science, linear
progress) and anglo-centric political values
(legal rights, representative bodies
and debate among equals). obviously,
these elements shaped the commercial,

institutional and journalistic identity of early New
Zealand newspapers.
However, the emergent public sphere was arso
defined by the experienced
realities of colonization. In each region opportunities
for public discussion
were initially limited by the practicalities of seulement.
In Kaiapoi, for

the editor of the North canterbury Ind,epenclenr and Farmers
chronicle, Horatio wood, aimed to create a paper
of great morar and
example,

intellectual tone. Unfortunately local priorities proved
less cerebral. They
included arrival and departure times for schooners
and coaches as well as
regular updates on church gatherings, local elections
and river regattas.4o In
the pre-telegraph era small town papers were not public
platforms but the
nodal points for roacl, rail and farm development.
Colonial journalism
reflected the political collusions, social intimary
and low divisions of labour in
new communities. In established rural towns
the newspaper was a signpost of
official authorify and a primary source of community
cohesion. It

was usually
backed by local businesses and editecl by ruling
councillors.The paternal ancl
insular modes of public address which resulted
became characteristic features
of New Zealandjournalisrn.

New Zealand's first modern newspaper was The
otago Daily Times.It began
daily publication on L5 November 1861 to a readership
of 2750. The
importation of a steam driven cylinder printer from
l-ondon two years later
doubled the size of the paper ancr increased circulation
to 7000. Industrial

zfo

D. N. Hawkns Beyond thc li/ainwksrii:
Wellington, 195g, pp 5_6.
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divisions of labour arrived with the employment
of a business manager,
mechanical engineer, reporter and sub-editor
to complement the manual
staff'rr The Otago Daily Times story shows how
the distinctive features of
colonial capitalism shaped media clevelopment and
public communication.
The small scale of such enterprises and the limited
readership size rulecl out
the emergence of an identifiable press bourgeoisie.
Dunedin,s founding daily
editor, Julius vogel, was a landowner-politician
who needed outside directors
to help raise funds for the initial capital costs. In 1866
a limite<l

liability

company entitled rhe otago Daily Times
and witness Newspapers co Ltd was
formed. The paper's expansion was financed by
a f,6000 debenture at
10

percent interest.4z The first years of business
illustrate the unstable, collusive
nature of the colonial political economy. Vogel
regarded his new venture as a
political vehicle and a source of profit but these
proved to be incompatible
objectives' Like any other investmentthe otago Daily
Timeswas vulnerable to
economic recession. In March 1868 newspaper
returns barely covered the cost
of debenture interest payments. The co-directors became neryous
about

vogel's divisive rhetoric and sackecl him from the paper.
The otago Daily
Times remained a propaganda forum but it could
nor operate as

a crude

instrument of political wil

l.a3

New Zealand's largest newspapers became uncontested family
monopolies
tied to insular, provincial business communities. It was therefore
difficult for
journalists to develop independent rhetorical
traditions. Their role was to
paternally address readerships on behalf of ruling elites.
When it did occur
public debate simply reflected divisions among provincial politicians.
In these
circumstances senior staff saw journalistic advocary
as preparation for a
Parliamentary career.
41

P
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A national press network was assembled through telegraph
technolory. Each
phase of development reflected the national
integration of provincial
capitalism' The telegraph originally served to join
large towns with adjacent
communities' A line was openecl from Lyttelton
to Christchurch in June 7g62.
During 1863 and L864 Auckland made links with
the waikato as far south as
Cambridge and Te Awamutu. The telegraph
next became an inter-regional
network of communication. By May 1g65 Invercargill,
Dunedin and
christchurch were brought together by a single line.
Disp arate newspapers
were thus able to co-operate over the use of telegraph

news services. After

initial tensions, proprietor-politicians were forced to
compromise over the
building of lines, the aclministration of services ancl
access ro newscopy. The
joining of Auckland and wellington
by telegrap h in lgT2prepared the ground
for a national press network. under Vogel,s premiership
the HolrMccarthy
Agency provided an interprovincial news service
and became the national
entry point for Reuters copy. Vogel's dominance of press
and political life
reached a peak in 1,874 with his acquisitions
of the Soutltem Cross, the New
Zealand Mail and the Wellington Intlepenclent (later
the New Zealand, Times).

The Grey Ministry

of 1877 extended the pattern of patronage with the

establishment of the New Zealard, Press Association.
The major foundation
newspapers were Grey supporters and government
advertising was regularly
placed in their columns. Amidst accusations
of political favouritism Grey
leased a second wire to the Holt-Mccarthy
stable of newspapers led by the
Christchurch Press.4 However the underlying trend
was toward uncontested
amalgamation of news services. In December 1g79,
for reasons of cost and

expediency,

the New zealancl press Association allowed

national
membership. They renamecl themselves the United
Press Association and
quickly established themserves as an excrusive monopoly.
Members were

Ibid, pp L8+203.
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prohibited from joining or forming any other agency and a 36 hour
copyright
was placed on the outside use of its telegraph 5gniss5.as

The new arrangements standardised news formats and the language of
journalism. Newspapers became journals of record rather
than forums of
political advocacy. In North America and the united Kingdom partisan
reporting was marginalised by professional codes of objectivity. In New
zealand the united press Association monopoly was a collaborative,
institutional arrangement which restricted the growth of journalism as

a

profession.

IIft

Inpolocy

AND

EcoNoMrc Drscounsn

Ideological descriptions

of New Zealand capitalism originated from

the

of colonial settlement. In the Wakefield era promotional
literature on the colonies promi.sed a land of natural abundance and the
founding myths

opportunity to construct a new social order. Investors ancl settlers alike were
attracted by stories of unlimited fertility, magnificent climate and untapped
resources.a6 Such expectations were reduced by harsh winters, rugged

and tribal hostility. However, once these obstacles were

terrain

overcome,

idealizations of natural abundance were adapted to the Victorian ideology of
material progress. In 1867, after the land wars, Governor Grey announced

that the European population could advance inland to develop ". . . the great
resources of valuable districts which are now but little known".47 In this sense
progress became synonymous
newspapers,
45

6

47

with economic growth as enumerated in

official records and private correspondence. Much of

Ibid,ppZn-229.
Op cil, Fairburn, pp?.A-23
Ibid p3L.

a1

this

1
I
I

literature was designed to reassure British investors
and to encourage further
emigration and development. One local writer enthused
that New Zealand
had experienced "as great a change, as great a progress
in five years as an old

full grown country like England exhibits in five and twenty,'.48
Such descriptions

of economic activity were tempered by

announcements

about the need for souncl fiscal practices. The followi ng
otago Daity Times
editorial of 9 April 1868 is a good example. It reporrs on the
Superintendent,s

address to the local provincial council
Congratulation is devoted to the improved financial condition
of thc Dunedin
Corporation. It is promised that lhs estimatcs shatl be frarned
with the utmost
economy consistent with efliciency and what amount is
available j council will be

asked to devote in public works.

Otaoo

DATLYTTMES, g ApRrL 1g6g,

r,4

This is a simple bookkeeping report on rhe Dunedin coqporation.
In this
context econamy expresses the need to economize in the estimates
of public
finances. The criteria of fficiency appears synonymous with financial
prudence and competenry. These terms measure the financial
outlook of the
Dunedin Corporation but they are also important in their own right. During
this period economy and efficiency exemplified Victoria ideals
of frugatity and

propriety. The tinancial aspects

of

colonial capitalism were implicitly
conceived in these terms. Such is evident in the following extract
from the
same Otago Daily Times editorial
Centralism, the Superintendent conceivesrmeans one purse for the wholc
colony,
ask as has often been askcd beforc how any t"necU.rj
person can see beucfit to arise to Otago from joining its
means to thosc of other
Provinces, the revenues ofwhich s.at."ly suffice to piy intcrest
on thcir loans?
a common partnership. He

OTAGI DAILYTIMES,9 APRIL 1868

Provincial integration is here understood in financial terms, as one purse
for
the whole colony. such a prospecr is unlikely to benefit otago because
the

,a

Ibid,p

40.
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provinces have been financially imprudent. The
editorial condescendingly
questions how any reflectirtg person would want
to associate with other
provinces when their revenues scarcely suffice psy
to
interest on their loans?

In the early

1870s Vogel

utilized the colonial myths of natural abundance and
material progress to build an ideolory of national development.
This was a

public attempt to gather political support for his immigration
and public
worla programme. After initial misgivings the Provincial press
sided with the
Premier against his political opponents. Such is the case in
the following
Weekly News eclitorial of 14 February 1g74.
Following the mistaken rore

of Mr Gilries, Mr Lusk, though aspiring to

highest office to which thc electors of this province

the
a man, presumes

to decry the immigration and public works policy "un'"I"uu,"
of thc colony. ln ihese days

when railways and rapid communication arc ine acmuna
of every country wheie
civilization is making its way we find Mr Lusk the would be ruler
of u prouin." u.
large as Scotland whosc grcat wants arc peoplc ancr public
works, teling an

"nbelieving audience at Newmarket rhc oihci evcning that thc "public wirks

scheme had been a great failurc" that the "immigratio"n scheme
had not done
much good, and should do morc". How is it possib-le for
a man to close his eyes
not only to the demands of the country but also to the clear
bcnefit which the

public worla policy coupled with thc flow of immigration
to the colony has
produced, is producing and wilr in the earry future,"when
further progress is
achieved, still further producc? Mr Lusk muit be narrowed by petty
viJws and
tinged in no small d:ry:" by the potiticar prejudices which have
so warped Mr
Gillies and prcvented his undenied ability i.o- b"ing of that real
service [o his
fellow men which, howevcr judicious they might have
6'een.
TI IE WEEKLY NEIIIS, 1

NoVEMBER 1873,

P

4

Economic activity is here perceivecl through the lens of progress. From
this
viewpoint the editor haughtily dismisses criticism of Vogel's policies. Mr Lusk
is chided for ignoring the demands of the country along with
the clear benef,ts
of public works and immigration. This is not just a question of measurement,
such benefits accrue from the continuum of progress. Thus we
are told that
the colony has produced, is producitrg and will in tlrc earty
funtre still further
produce. In the face of these authoritative judgments
Mr Lusk is said to be
nanowed by petty views and tinged by political prejudices. The
editorial depicts

economic activity as something more than the sum of its parts.
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Mr Lusk

is

attacked because he doesn't understand the strategic
importance of
immigration and public works for economic development.
In this regard it is
earlier stated that railways and rapid comntunicatioru are
inherentlv
important. They are demandecJ whenever civilisation
is making

its way.

optimistic references to progress and civilbation were most
common during
periods of speculative boom. With the collapse
of the Glasgow Bank in 1g7g
New Zealand entered a deep recession. The tone
and language of economic
news reporting changed accordingly. Enthusiasm
about colonial prosperity
gave way to remorse over financial profligary.
These sentiments are contained
in the following exce{pt from the Evening post of9 August
1gg0.

We have been living for years in a "Fools Paradise"
of borrowed money, treating it
as actual *pii"l and spending it with pro<rigar rapidity.
wc are onry just n"ow
awakedng to the fact that the
-oney is nearly"all.plnr, ihu, we shall havc to send
out of the colony a minion and a half unnuuily to puy the int"rest,
and that the
railways which form almost the sole practical ,csults
on vast cxpenditure do not as
yet pay quite half thc intcrest on thcir own actual
cost and iittlc more than an
eighth of the interest on our colonial debt. We arc fast
sinking figuratively, into
the position of the Prodigal of the Scripture parablc who,
after revelling for a time
h
luxury, was rcduied to such stiaits tirat he regarcled a mear
of ,,pigs wash,,
"u:ry
as quite a Christmas dinner.

-

EVENING PoSr, 9

AUcUsr

1880

colonial indebtedness is here interprered as a morality tale. Living
on
borrowed money is a Fook paradise. spending such money simpry
to pay
interest costs figuratively recalls the position of the prodigal
of the Scipture
parable' After revelling in every luxury the colony now
faces straitened times.
The virtue of frugality for New Zealandis arithmetically described
in terms of
simple solvency. Thus we are informed that a million ancl half
a
is needed to
pay the interest on colonial debt. Furthermore the main practical
result of
past expenditure, the railways, pays less than half
the interest on its own cost.

To summarize this period, there was as yet no self-contained structure
of
economic discourse. Press coverage instead empirically recorded
the workings
of colonial capitalism through the twin ideologies of progress and frugality.

-74-

The immediate plausibility

of

each perspective depended on whether
speculative borrowing was delivering profits or bankruptcy.
This was
determined in the first instance by the recessionary
cycles of imperial-colonial
trade. As preceding extracts show, progress and frugality
were initially a
means for comparing the viability of provincial
economies. They subsequently
became the criteria for ascertaining the position
of the colony as a whole. In
this rqgard evidence of economic growth anrJ settlement
expansion was at
odds with the often parlous, state of colonial finances.
In each case the root

word colony contained the assumption that British-New
Zealand, circuits of
trade and borrowing were constitutive of economic
activiw.
Ideological content was assembled and expressed through
clistinctive forms of
public communication. In the absence of an urban-industrial
bourgeoisie New
Zealand was imbued with a local village, small town
atmosphere in which the
pronouncements of businessmen-politicians became
economic orthodo4y.

such men owned and edited provincial newspapers and shaped
the early
traditions of economic news journalism. With the establishment
of the New
zealand Press Association, economic matters were reported in
an
institutional tone of clipped formality and facrual authority. This
mode of

public address complemented the prevalent arithmetical depictions
of
economic activity. The relative merits of speculative growth
and financial
prudence were empirically recorded
establishment of colonial capitalism.
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in a form which re-ified the

1880-1935

f:

Por,rrrcar, Ecoruonny

Vogel's development schemes proved beneficial when
British loans were
cheap and export prices were rising. Under
such conditions banks could
underwrite farms, businesses and building construction.
But ggvernment
borrowings ancl private credit could not turn
back recessionary cycles. In the
1880s New Zealand lurched into depression.
The critical indicator was export
returns. Despite a 50 percent increase in
the quantity of wool exported
between 1876 and 1886, total receipts dropped
by 10 percent.ae rhe shorr run
effects of the export plunge depended on the
availability of finance capital. At
first, bank advances and loan expenditures fluctuated
so that the flow of one
increased as the other dropped off. But, after
1gg5 falling export returns
coincided with a London creclit collapse and
a local banking crisis.s'

This was

a full blown crepression

development prospects.

whose severity damaged long term

In large towns unemployment and starvation

wages

forced workers to leave. In 1gg7, 18g9, and 1g90,
for the first time, departures
from New Zealand exceedecl arrivals. Meanwhile financiers
and farmers were
caught in a vicious cycle of insolvency and unclerprocluction.
Growing loan
foreclosures left banks with unsaleable land and
no liquidity. In igg5 the BNZ
was unable to pay a dividend and the following year
1800,000 of its capital
was written off. Mortgaged Iancl did not contribure
to the national economy.

Small farmers were either ruined

49

W.B. Sutch,

50

London, 1966, p 65.
Op cit, Simkin, p 153.

Quest

for

or forced into

subsistence

by

credit

Secuity itr New Zealand jB40 ro jg66, Oxford University Press,
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shortages and dropping Iand values.sr Even wealthy
runholders could not sell
wool or parcel out land at a price sufficient to recover clebt
and build stock

numbers' Without reinvestment large estates lay dormant
and the pastoral
economy deteriorated.i2
The export slump and credit squeeze produced more than
a cyclic downturn;
the underlying structure of accumulation was riven by tensions

benveen

different fractions of capital. Runholders, bankers and merchant
financiers
sought, at minimal cost, to land wool consignments in
lnndon in return for
intermediate and finished goods. They favoured free trade
and financial
speculation while opposing tariffs, unions and tax reforms.
This was a Britishcolonial circuit of trade and exploitation whose instability
undermined long
term economic development. Manufacturers and small traders preferred
a

national urban centred economy with protected markets. Mindful
of local
bankruptcies, the conservative Atkinson government in 1888,
introduced a 20
percent tariff on machinery, metalworks, clothing and footwear.s3
This

reduced the flow of imports but secondary industry failed
to deliver the jobs
and purchasing power necessary to fuel nationwide growth.

From 1890-1914 the convergence of national ancl international economic
trends allowed successive governments to rejuvenate New Zealandcapitalism.

The crucial themes can be summarized as follows. To begin with Liberal
regimes halted the downward spiral of farmer debt and insolvency.
Their long
term achievement was to integrate rural and financial capital for the purposes

of pastoral production. In 1894 the seddon government provicled the BNZ
with a share issue worth f2 million in return for which the government

took
power to appoint the bank president and aurlitor.sa The
State Advances to
51
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Settlers Act in the same year made

f3 million in rural credit available to small
holders at 5 percent interest. The Ballance government had previously
introduced a graduated land tax and legislated for the purchase
of large
estates

for closer settlement. Over the next two

decades the Liberals

purchased 264 estate.s for settlement and transferred
3 million acres of Maori
land into Pakeha ownership.ss

In addition agricultural and technological innovations diversified pastoral
production. With refrigeration frozen meat ousted gold as the
colony's second
e4port by 1891.s6 By 1895 over three million carcasses were being
exported.
The development of longwool sheep breeds allowed farmers to optimize
wool

and meat returns- Meanwhile the home separator and the Babcock test
transformed dairying into an export industry. These innovations bought
into
being a modern pastoral economy. Freezing works and dairy factories became

the focal points of a national export clrive. These clevelopments were
accelerated by an upward surge in worlcl commodity prices. From 1g96 to
1914 meat prices rose 60 percent, butter 36 percent and chees e 72 percent.sT

Local industry experienced flow on effects over the same period. As a
proportion of total imports consumer goocls declinecl from 39 to 30 percent.ss

From 1896-1910, despite growing import competition, the total number of
manufacturers rose f.rom 2,549 to 3,519. New establishments included flax
mills, Iime and cement works, furniture and cabinet making, printing, brick,
tile and pottery.so By 1911 New zealand's total volume of economic
production had risen 60 percent while absorbing a 40 percent population
increase and a decline in unemployment from 10 to 3.9 percent.tr
55
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Economic recovery and the emergence of import substitution industries
parallelled the growing interdependence of world capitalism. The rise
of
populations, incomes and industry throughout Europe boosted demand
for
imported foodstuffs and raw materials from peripheral regions. British
markets were thus positioned to pay higher prices for growing volumes of
colonial farm produce. New Zealand capitalism was reorganized accordingly,
but this was a contradictory process. Development was no longer mortgaged
against the cost of British loans or the credit policies of major banks. During

the Liberal era New Zealand became less reliant upon external borrowing
and a domestic market took shape. However, short run economic autonomy
was exchanged for long term external dependence. The proportion of New
Zealand exports sent to British markets rose from an average of T}percent in

the 1880s to 78 percent over the next two decades.6r During World War One
when the British government commandeerecl all foodstuffs this figure was to
exceed 80 percent.62 l.ocal industria] expansion did not reverse this trend.

During the 1890s and 1990s the British share of total imports declined only
fractionally from 65 to 62percent.63 The introduction of steamships increased
the velocity of trade and highlightecl New Zealand's dependence on outside
shipping lines. Despite local share subscriptions Albion, Shaw Savill and the

New Zealand shipping company were largely British owned.6a out of the
entire trade circuit only the first and last stages farm production and the scale
of imported goods, were locally controltecl.
Nevertheless, under the Liberals

it

looked as

if

modern pastoralism had

resolved the problem of colonial dependenry. In one sense this was true. A
reversion to the fragility and inefficiency of Vogelian capitalism was never in

6L
62
63

64

rbid.

op cil, w H oliver ed Thc oxforct History of New zearand, B.R. william s, p 474 (Graph
5).
These are average figures, yearly data can be found in op cit,prichard, p r7?.
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prospect'
features

In the

1890s capitalist expansion allowed the generic ancl local

of a modern political

economy

to take shape. This was a multi-

faceted development which can be analysed as follows.

Most obviously, Liberal legislation integrated government institutions
and
infrastructures with the economic system. The new
nodal points were land,
finance, and ta,r policy'

In

1,892

the Ballance government limited estates to

20'000 acres and introducecl into law reserve powers

of state seizure and

purcha5g.6s

Fallow crown land was turned from forest into grassland through
wage labour and balloted out to prospective small holders. In
1g93 the
Uberals passed the Native [an<] Purchase and Acquisition Act permitting
the
Crown to declare any Maori land "suitable for settlement" and
to purchase it
at government valuation.tr With these measures the state reorganized
property relations to fit the requirements of small
scale pastoral production.

This general outcome required financial sector intervention. As mentioned
earlier, the Seddon administration provicled a share issue of f2 million
to
keep the Bank of New zearand afloat,6? This made large runholders
solvent
and permitted them to sell land to the government and reinvest profits in

pastoral production. General banking services were dominated but nor
monopolized by private enterprise. The government backed post
office
savings Bank, for example, received increasing deposits from small scale
investors. Among insurance companies, Government Life grew to
claim the
largest share of local life assurance business in the early twentieth
century.os

The government and economic system were also integrated through
ta;ration.
To assist small scale pastoral production the Ballance administration designed
65
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a property tar( to help divide the large estates. This was only partly achieved

but the revenue base was broadened. In i891 land ta,r accounted for 13.9
percent of revenue, stamp duty 24.5 percent, while Customs and Excise
contributed 54.3 percent. In 1875 the latter figure was 91.6 percent.6e From
L891 private income was taxed on a two tiered scale. By 1910 revenue from

this source accounted for 8.1 percent of total returns.?o These were crucial
developments. Early reliance upon Customs and Excise tax meant that
government revenue fluctuated according to import and consumption levels.

When these indicators declined

in the

1880s successive administrations cut

expenditure and worsened the depression. Even small, cyclic variations in the
terms of trade could induce recessions by driving clown local consumption and
government revenue. Liberal taxation policy stabilized this volatile situation
by instituting a system for extracting revenue from profits and income.

These changes to land, finance and tax poliry brought together a modern

political economy. This was accomplished because structural changes within
capitalism generated inter and intra class oppositions which reshaped the

political terrain. The wealthiest runholders and merchant-financiers were
outflanked by a growing coalition of small farmers, traders, manufacturers

and urban workers. I-ocalized, inter-personal rivalries within the ruling
oligarchy gave way to organized political activity. In the 1887 election some

runholders and businessmen founded Reform Associations demanding free
trade, cheap imports, an end to borrowing along with reductions in education
expenditure and civil service employment. In the larger towns, manufacturers,
shopkeepers and some professional men formed local associations to press for

tariffs, equitable taxation and continued public works. The most prominent of
thesen

69

70

the Otago Protection lrague and the Canterbury Electors Association

Op cit, Simpson, pp 115-116.
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shaped the careers

of future Liberal

politicians.zt The elected Atkinson

government represented conservatism but was pressured by unions, small

farmers and manufacturers. Tariffs were levied on imported goods but
Labour legislation failed to pass.?z A Liberal coalition was successfully
assembled against conservative forces as the working class, small farmers and

manufacturers became collectively powerful. The failure

of the Maritime

Strike in 1890 turned unions to politics rather than industrial action. Lacking

the numerical strength to found a l-abour Party as in Great Britain, they
supported the Liberal cause. Small farmers became increasingly numerous as

refrigeration and agricultural modernization increased the profitability of

In addition urban growth expanded the domestic market
and furthered the influence of manufacturers.T3 Thus, for their own reasons
unions and small producer capital forged a Liberal coalition against the
subdivided farms.

'landowner

oligarchy. Meanwhile politics started to become democratically

t

inclusive and institutionally bound. The Hall Ministry 0879-92) had reduced

the Parliamentary term from five to three years and based the franchise on
length of residence rather than property.T4 l,andowner multiple voting rights

were abolished
candidates

in

in 1889, Iabour organizations decided to field electoral

1890 and women gained the vote

in

1893.7s

As the franchise

widened, previously excluded economic and social perspectives began

to

inform government policy.

The preceding analysis also explains the emergence of a welfare state and
industrial relations system. The Old Age Pension of 1898, for example, was
7L
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the original basis for later benefit structures. The pension was noncontributory, routinely funded from central government revenue and paid at a

flat rate. Nearly half of Europeans over 65 received the pension by

1900.zo

From 1891 to 1894 under Pember Reeves a raft of labour legislation was
introduced.

In

1891 the Department of l-abour was established and

in

1894

the Factories Act was passed along with the Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration Act. These welfare and labour policies were the result of political
pressure from the working class

in

conjunction with the needs

of

state

regulated capitalism.n Thus the Old Age Pension Act raised ordinary living
standards and introduced the principle of welfare entitlement. However the

of these entitlements exerted control and discipline over
individual recipients. Each of them confronted eligibility clauses which
codified official prejudices about need and just desert.ru Similarly the
administration

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act gave both unions and employers

a

recognized voice. Workers achieved the right to organize collectively but it
also prevented established major unions from establishing better conditions

outside

of

government regulation. This was

a

class compromise which

remained until union militancy re-emerged in the early

So far

it

1900s.7e

a favourable convergence of national and
international economic trends allowed the Liberals to modernize colonial
capitalism. The changing structure of accumulation formally politicized the
has been argued that

emergent working class along with different fractions of capital. The Liberal

coalition rvhich prevailed in the 1890s bought into being a national political
economy and a fully franchised parfy system. However these were not settled
accomplishments. Short run economic autonomy, political stability and social
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peace were exchanged

for long run external dependence. New

Zealand

capitalism was reorganized on the precarious assumption that British demand

for imported foodstuffs would be constant ancl predictable. During World
war one, for example, local investment patterns became geared to the boom
in e4port prices. Total returns went from t25.9 million in 1914 to f33 million

in 1916. They

decreased slightly to

f31 million in

1917 and

f28 million in

1918. Meanwhile excessive speculation increasecl land values by
percent.s0 Between 1916 and 1913 approximately half

up to

of all farm

60

acreage

changed hands. New farmers committed to high mortgage rates depended for

survival upon high returns for wool, meat and dairy produce.sl

Rising government debt revealed similar expectations. From L9L4-I9L9
military expenditures increased the amount owed by 168.5 million. Direct
interest portions of the debt came to 40 percent of the total in March 1979.

Export surpluses plus government borrowing covered all payments and
created fresh reserves but this was

a temporary

achievement.

when

the

commandeer ended, falling overseas prices reversed the terms of trade and

precipitated a recession.e Small farmers including returning soldier settlers
faced either bankruptcy or drastically reduced incomes. After 1920 increasing

farm production compensated for falling unit prices. Agricultural efficiency
was improved by the introduction of machinery, fertilizers, high performance

cattle and fat lamb farming.ar The result, clespite yearly variations, was a rise

in export values. In

1,928

the total reached a post war high of !56.2 million.ea

These improvements did not resolve the problem

of export vulnerability.

Pastoral income was always dependent upon the variability of British prices.
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After the post war recession export prices moved upwarcl from

1922

to

1925

and then sharply declined before the Wall St crash of 1929.s

The pastoral economy did not eclipse other forms of production.

In

1900-1

farming related activity comprised 58.5 percent of total production value.
Factory and building related industries contributed 15.8 percent and

11.4

Percent resPectively. By 1910-11 production value more than doubled but the

sectoral balance remained. Farming delivered 60.L percent, factories

L5.L

percent and building 10.8 percent.86 The viability of manufacturing was often
dependent upon terms of trade. Many factories finished intermediate, semiprocessed imports, as

in the case of car assembly plants (lnwer Hutt)

and

engineering worls (Christchurch, Du nedin).s7

All

economic production was wlnerable to overseas price fluctuations. Two

years after the Wall St crash New Zealand wool prices were 63 percent below

the level af L926-30. By 1934 dairy prices had fallen by 47 percent.ss Total
agricultural earnings went from over f50 million
1932.8e

in all

in 1929 to f32 million in

These blows to the national economy caused massive haemorrhaging
sectors. I-arge runholders had sufficient capital

to maintain

viable

production but smaller farmers could not cover fixed interest and running

costs. Government legislation reduced foreclosures

but farm related

industries cut production and laid off workers. In provincial towns a resulting
demand slump bankrupted small retail outlets and worsened unemployment.
As in the 1880s an external accounts crisis deepened the local depression. The
85
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interest on government and local body loans from Britain rose from 14.42
percent of export receipts in 1928-29 to 26.09 percent in 1932-32.s0 To restore

trade balances the import bill was cut from 1"48.7 million

in

1929 to f24.6

million in 1932. Over the same period the value of manufactured imports
dropped from f39.5 million to f,19 million.er All of this caused job losses for
watersiders, carriers, importers and shopkeepers. Factory production was
squeezed by falling demand and shortages of intermediate goods.

The resulting fall in government tax intake combined with a rising external
debt precipitated a fiscal crisis. From 1925 to 1933 total government revenue

fell by one third, Meanwhile debt interest payments reached 40 percent of
government expenditure.e2 To balance the budget the coalition government
slashed spending.

In

1931 civil service wages and all award rates were cut 10

percent, public works ground to a halt, and state advances home lending
contracted by 85 percent. In 1932 civil service wages were cut by a further L0

percent.

All

social expenditure was drastically reduced including health,

education and pensions.e3 These measures compounded the demand slump
and worsened unemployment.

At one point the official jobless total

reached

100,000 out of a total population of 1,534,535.q

The downward spiral of depression finally exposed the dependence of
pastoral capitalism. This developing structure of accumulation also reflected

the changing balance of class forces. Liberal policies of land settlement had
furthered the political influence of small farmers and shifted them towards

a

conservative outlook. The growth of dairying underlay the formation of the
Farmers Union
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and the securing of freehold for those farmers on the peqpetual
lease system.es
Its leadership drew together the interests of small and large

and this gave support to a new poritical grouping

-

rural property
the Reform party led by

William Massey. They defeated the Liberals in 1912 through a broad ruralurban alliance. Businessmen and farmers agreed to bury the tariff issue
which
divided them so that Reform candiclates coukl push freehold in the country
and anti-socialism in the towns.% Freehold was granted, but the new
government did not overturn popular Liberal legislation.
Conservative politics
had accepted the necessity for .state intervening capitalism. The crucial
question then became, whose interests would the state protect?

There was no immediate or simple answer to this question. Although the
Reform Party remained in power from 1972 to 7928 it always received less

than half the total votes. Successive governments had to manoeuvre for
opposition support and few radical policy changes occurred.ez This was a
period of political instability which reflected changes in class structure and
class interests. From this underlying perspective Reform grew from the
disintegration of the Liberal coarition. By 1g96 over 25 percent of the

population lived

in the four main centres of Auckland,

wellington,

Christchurch and Dunedin. By 1911 this figure exceeded 30 percent. Towns
and cities nationwide absorbed a growing working population of factory

workers, clerks, tradesmen, wharfies and coalminers.es Union membership
consequently grew from 9000 in 1gg6 to 57,000 in 1g10. wharves and mines
became the occupational centres of working class radicalism. From 1895

Labour movement support for the Liberals declined ancl political rifts
appeared. Under Seddon the Liberals became dependent on conservative
95
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in

New

small farmer support and Labour's strength in Parliament steadily declined.
In L898 Seddon moved to allay class differences by instigating the LiberalI-abour Federation and passing the Old Age Pension legislation.pe This was
temporarily achieved but the erosion of wages from 1900 increased worker
militancy.

In

1908 the Federation of I^abour was formed in opposition to the

arbitration system. This return to industrial struggle culminated in the strikes

of l9l2-13.1oo
Such developments eroded Liberal support and leacl ro the formation of
the
New Zealand I-abour party in 1916. Their socialist aspirations were thwarted

by an emergent ruling class alliance of

bankers, wealthy farmers, and

merchant-importers. These were the descendants of the colonial ruling
oligarchy and in the early 1900s they utilizecl the machinery of state to crush
outbreaks of industrial militancy. Over subsequent years they could rely upon
the electoral support of an expanding midclle and lower middle class. Socialist

Iabour leaders were outflanked by the political combination of

small

businessmen, small farmers, manufacturers, self employed tradesmen and

white collar professions.lot

{fhis alliance of class interests was dislocated by the onset of depression in the
1930s. As the coalition government cut wages, salaries and public
expenditure, political consciousness intensified within the lower middle
Indebted farmers, manufacturers along with small proprietors joined
manual, clerical and unemployed workers as eiectoral supporters of the
classes.

Savage led

Iabour

Party.toz This voter coalition was forged through the

organisational connections between l,abour and the unions. The incoming
Savage government were provided with funds and a base of support. In return
99
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101
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union leaders were to receive compulsory membership ancl a guaranteed
income.lo3 From this basis, Labour pledged to guarantee farm prices, regulate

Reserve Bank operations and introcluce minimum wage and welfare
Iegislation.l0a These were the beginnings of a state directed reorganization
of
capital accumulation.

II:

Mnora, JounrualrsM aND THE puBt,rc SpHERE

The rise of pastoral capitalism spawned small towns, rural communities and
papers of different kinds. At the turn of the century New Zeal and had L77
registered newspapers including 54 dailies, 31 tri-weeklies, 26 bi-weeklies and
66 weeklies. By 1910, 193 papers were in circulation of which 67 were dailies.

These numbers declined as road and bridge construction bought rural
populations within the orbit of stronger, regional papers. From 1910 to 1920,

25 new titles were founded but 30

ceased publication.ros

This

trend

accelerated as newspapers became expensive commercial enterprises. During

this period rotary and typesetting technolory was imported and wages rose
along with the costs of newsprint. Successful papers widened their circulation
only with the assistance of advertising revenue. Each of these factors, with a

variable business climate, conspired against the emergence of a modern,
popular press. The only new daily successfully established in the cities after
1900 was the Wellington Dominion.

It was floated in

1907 and absorbed its

major opposition, the New Zealand Times, twenty years later.
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Urbanized economic growth reshaped the ownership and management
structures of Provincial dailies. Politician-proprietors gave way to newspaper
companies. Wellington's Evening Post for example originated as a fledgling

colonial newspaper. The founding Blundell family had few assets and needed

to

garner political influence

to stay afloat. As wellington

expanded,

circulation increased and business became more stable. With the installation
of a Rqtary Press in 1896, the two surviving brothers, John and Louis Blundell
saw profits climb. In the same year a site was acquired in Willis St and

in

1897

Blundell Brothers Limited was incorporated.
shares

At the first directors meeting
were placed in the care of family trustees. With intermarriage,

successive generations capitalized and reinvestecl their shareholdings. The

legal work associated with the company's formation was executed by Bell,
Gully and Izard, the founders of a modern businesslegal network. Blundeli's

of the third generation became actively associated with both the newspaper
and the law firm.ltr
Newspaper orgaruzation meanwhile became more specialized.

In small

and

medium size towns printer-editors were succeeded by managing editors who,

in turn,

gave way

to a new strata of production

executives. Central city

newspaper buildings became staffed by printers, reporters, and sub editors
along with departmental managers of production, circulation and advertising.

Although local divisions of labour were not elaborate, mass produced
newsPapers did resemble their overseas counterparts. The old broadsheet
style was succeeded by pictorial lithographs, classified pages, and a contents

column. Modern presentation relied increasingly upon the United

Press

Association for news. In the words of G.H. Scholefield, newspaper historian
and former assistant-editor of the Christchurclt, Press, "it was the reliability and

consistency

of the news

columns that weaned the average reader from

journals which relied upon the political colour of their leading articles rather

106
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than the consistency and completeness of the

nsqr5."107

The "reliability and

consistency" of news copy also suited the organizational needs of newspaper
companies. For example, John and I-ouis Blundell of the Evening Posf signed

updating agreements with the United Press Association for an enlarged cable
service and for telegraphic news within New Zealand.lffi The UPA (later the

I\IPZA) was designed for the owners and executives of newspapers rather than
professional journalists. Thus,

The

Press became

in 1916, Phineas Selig, executive-manager of

chairman of the Press Association as well as President of

the News Proprietors Association. Over subsequent years the list of UPA-

NZPA chairman included L.P. Blundell, H. Horton, P. Selig (again), Sir
Henry Horton and E.A. Blundell (three times).lm
These were men of commerce who used their institutional authority to set the

form and tone of public communication. In his retirement speech of 1925,
l.ouis Blundell, senior director of the Evening Post, announced that the paper
was untrammelled by party or sectional ties.

It had simply

tried to record,

impartially the news of the day. He then went on to say:
Mistakes there may have bcen, that is only human but I can say conscicntiously
that the dcsire to scrvc ths public has bccn honsst and sinccre. That was Lhe
tradition laid down by the founders and it has been faithfully obscrved during the
60 years.11o

The Press is here assumed to be a single institutional voice. From this vantage

point its role is to "serve the public" rather than to articulate public points of
view. For Mr Blundell this form of communication affirms the authority of
news as an empirical, impartial and immediate reflection of the social world.
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There is little room here for interpretive, critical or partisan journalism. The
Evening Post instead comes across as an establishment forum

As the preceding

account shows there were several kinds

of limit to

journalistic expression. Most obviously UPA news copy substituted fact for
argument and this became the'housestyle'for reporters nationwide. With few
exceptions individual columnists were expected

to contribute to newspaper

identity rather than rhetorical traditions of journalism. Creative styles of
writing were typically defined by senior editors of establishment taste. The
strengthening of central government during the Liberal period was reflected

in the practices of political journalism. I-eader writers would reproduce Prime
Ministerial statements with minimal critical comment. Indeed, until l9l']-.,
Governments simply telegraphed

to

newspapers free

of

cost, the text of

important statements. Subsequently Budgets and Public Works statements

were, at the instigation of Phineas Selig posted to newspapers before
presentation with an embargo on publiss1ien.1ll

In the early days of

state broadcasting, journalistic traditions were not

recognized at all. Individual operators had been transmitting since 1914 and

by

1922 six stations were on

the air. They were the forerunners of a privately

owned and politically informed
regulations were gazetted

Department. From

in

'B' station network. Official broadcasting

1923 and policed by the Post and Telegraph

the outset,

controversial broadcasts were rigidly

censored.ll2 Content was officially restricted "to matters

of an educative or

entertainment character such as news, lectures, useful information, religious
services, musical

or elocutionary entertainment and other items of general

interest that might be approved by the Minister from time to time."113 Under

these regulations and with private assistance the Radio Broadcasting
111
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& A.W. Reed, Wellington,

L953, p 20.

Company of New Zealand Ltd was formed

in 1926. Aucklancl,

Christchurch

and Dunedin stations commenced transmission through public subscription.n4

However this was a shortlived venture, In January 7932 itwas announced that
the control and operation of a National Broadcasting Service would be vested

in the

$61s.11s

official broadcasting was basically an arm of government with

no

independent status. National regulations authorized an institutional voice

which restricted popular expression. The stated reliance upon Ministerial
approval for programmes equated the public with public service and public
service with protection of the public good. The favoured rhetorical mode was

conservative rather than liberal.

In the above quotation only useful

information is permissible. This rules out the idea of information as a
resource for argument or social reflection. The references made to lectures,

religious services and educative functions assume that broadcasting ought to

be a didactic medium. On this account radio stations are the modern
equivalent of the pulpit or the lecturn.
The fear of intellectual diversity and the implied need for social respectability

were contemporary expressions of ideological conservatism. In this regard
Reform-Coalition governments initiated broadcasting policies which exuded
the prejudices of agrarian property and the lower middle class. Still, whatever

the prevailing wisdom some state input was necessary to establish a radiobroadcast network. The truncated class structure of colonial capitalism and

the small size of urban audiences precluded the emergence of a self-sryled
media bourgeoisie. Governments revelled in these conditions by using radio

as a political instrument. Under Coalition rule the broadcasting board
harassed 'B' station operators because of their links

to the Labour party. In

L935 no election candidates were allowed to broadcast between June and
LL4
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November. When the Reverend Colin Scrimigeour ('Uncle Scrim') broadcast

"the Christian Road to Socialism" on 7ZB

it

was jammed by the Post and

Telegraph D€partmep1.1to

This arid and static picture of the early-modern public sphere is somewhat
misleading. Export wlnerability, depression and resultant political conflict
widened official rhetorics of communication. The 1880s slump gave social
resonance to the views of Liberal politicians. In 1890, as editor of the Lyttelton
Times, William Pember Reeves expounded the philosophy of benevolent state

socialism.ll7

With electoral victory the rhetorical climate changed.

His

controversial opinions became institutionalized as the New Zealand political
economy was transformed. This allowed other newspapers such as the New
Zealand Times of Wellington to further articulate Reeves' philosophy. Under

Reforrq editors of the major dailies espoused anti-socialist opinions

and

drove opposition papers out of business. The New Zealand Tintes was finally
squeezed out

the

in

1927 by The Dominion and Tlrc Evening p6s1.rr8 But during

1930s depression discredited ideas were rehabilitated. Churches,

Womens' Groups, University Journals and 'B' station operators gave public
expression

to the benevolent

socialism

of the Savage led I-abour party.

However these developments should not be exaggerated. The changing
rhetorical climate did not transform established modes of public address.

After 1935

newspapers

and State broadcasting adapted

to the new

orthodoxies of Keynesian capitali56.lle
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on New Zealand History, WJ.

III:

Innor,ocyeNoEcoNoMrcDrscounsp

In the 1880s newspapers observed economic activity through the twin prisms
of progress and frugality. Such perceptions were contingent upon the boom-

bust cycle of colonial capitalism. When export prices were holding and
London finance was available borrowing for public works appeared a selffulfilling strategy. When export prices fell and London loans dried up, the
principle of deficit funded developmenr was vehemently rejected. The
growing incidence of bankruptcies ancl social misery was evident proof of past
profligacy. However, long term slumps were more difficult to explain. By the
decades' end there were conflicting views about New Zealand's depressed
economic circumstances. The following The New Zealand Herald excerpt of 20
June 1890 provides a requiem for the public works strates/.
Pcrhaps it would be safcr to say that the passion for expenditurc relused to be
ruled or guided and that Sir Harry Atkinson was content to rcmain somewhere in
the front. But his retircment means a linal close to the public works era and tie
commencement of a new one. It is fitting that he should signal the occasion by a
statement of the position of the colony.
TIIE NEw ZEAIAND HERALD, 20 JUI.IE 1890, p 4

Sir Henry Atkinson's career is here associated with thepansion for expendinre
and this, in turn is equated with tlrc Public Worlcs era. Sir Henry's retirement

has allowed the opportunity to take stock of past protligacy. As The New

Zealand Herald approvingly notes, Sir Henry himself has signalled this
occasion by presenting a financial statement concerning the position of tlrc
colony. This gesture of fiscal sobriety marks the commencement of a new era;
one which will dampen the previouspalsronfor expenditure.

The following extracts from Tlrc Evening Posr editorial of 15 May
suggests a

different interpretation of New Zealand's economic past.

In many countries it is difficult if not impossible to directly trace the influence of
Governmcnt as affecting the social and economic condition of the people. There
is no such dilficultv here. Cause and effect stand in such direct relation to each
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1890

other that he who runs may read and learn the reason for thc depression and
5lagnation by which he finds himself surrounded. He will obsene a handful of
people weighed down with a burden of debt which would be the veriest trifle if it
wcre distributed over a population such as the country is capable of bearing.
EVENTNG

Posr,

15

Mnv L890, p 3

Here, the government is held culpable for its influence upon the social and

of the people. However, the accusation is not that of
profligate expenditure. Rather, the burden of debt will only be lifted if it is
economic condition

distibuted over a population such as the country k capable of bearing. On this
reading debt is the result of under utilized resources. Thus it is observed that
people are scattered over a country capable of maintaining terc of thousands in
affIuence and prospeity.

How this ffiuence and prospeity might be sustained is revealed in

a

subsequent extract from the same editorial.
He will notice the country bcing thus rapidly dcnudcd of its most valuable
possession and an essential element to its progress and prosperity and yet in the
face of this he will find hundreds of thousands of acres of land only requiring the

expenditure of a little labour and capital to rcnder it productive, ly'tng idle and
guardcd as jealously from the foot of the would be settler as if his tread werc
profanation.
EVENING

Posr,

15 MAY 1.890, P 3

From this second person perspective the editor regards land, labour and
capital as the alchemic combination necessary for progress and prospenry. This

is a colonial version of laissez-faire ideolo,gy.

It is government which has

prevented the would be settler from turning idle land into production. The

burden of debt will onlv be relieved

if unrestricted

settlement is allowed to

take place.

During the Liberal period the Press acknowledged that government financial
management, economic processes and social benefits were interrelated. This
raised a fundamental question. How should economic success be determined?
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Such considerations are the subject of the following The New Zealand Herald

article of 10 May 1901.
CI{ARGE OF EXTRAVAGANCE
The government has been charged with extravagance and an attempt has been
made to sustain this because in 10 years the erpcnditure has increascd by over
onc million a year. The detractorsof our administration keep back the increased
revenues. The improved services are not mentioned. The increased conveniences
necessitated by increased population, the moncy rcquired lor old age pensions
and defence, nothing is said about this. It is true that the expenditure has
increased

h'

eL163,000 per annum but the revenues have increased byfL,605,000.

TilE NEW ZEAI-,LND HEMLD, 10 MAY 1.901,

P

4

? concerns a speech given by Premier Richard Seddon at

-_4

lkriJ
qL-23

'. He has announced an annual surplus for the year by
:rued revenue.

In the article above,

detractors of the

ly increments in government expenditure as inherently

/

Tealand Heraldjournalist provides several criticisms of
detractors have not examined expenditure in relation

r of extravagance
-,

carries iess force

if it

can be

have also increased. The charge is also weakened

if

It

is

rrKe improved services are taken

into account.

-.,cr srgu€d that government expenditure inevitably increased because of
the increased conveniences necessitated by increased population. It is then
simply stated that money is required for old age pensions and defence. By

implication charges
purposes

of

of

be levelled against the
Finally the reporter uses figures to redeploy a

extravagance must also

expenditure.

traditional bookkeeping argument; revenues per annum have increased faster
than expenditure.

In this article the New Zealand reporter has sought to rhetorically defend our
administration on public behalf. However the economic reasoning is
somewhat jumbled. Increases in government expenditure are defended on the
separate grounds of growth, social benefit and solvency.
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It

is understood that

government expenditure has a multiplier dimension and that fiscal decisions
can serve social needs. However there is no co-ordinated view of economic

activity as such. New Zealand capitalism is instead depicted in terms of its
interacting components.

More consistent points of view emerged once changes to the political
economy could be seen retrospectively. After New Zealand assumed
Dominion status in 1907 an ideological picture of national capitalism began to
take shape. This is evident in the following The New Zealand Herald editorial

of

15

July 1910.
Amid the encouraging conditions of trade due to increased production and
averagcly higher prices - for which we have to thank our farmers and other
primary industrialists and the buoyant state of British markets, there are not
wanting serious signs of industrial stagnation. At the last annual meeting of
shareholders of the Bank of New Zealand, the Chairman of Directors drew
attention to this. He pointcd out that "the spirit of cntcrprisc is however wanting
to what this unsatisfactory state of things is to be attributed as a mattcr of
speculation and conjccture". Politics are of coursc outside of an address such as
this but it is quite within thc scope of my remarks to note the existence of a
condition of affairs so detrimental to the development progress and financial
prosperity of the Dominion; lcaving to others the task of seeking out the cause
and applying the remedy.
TilE NEW ZEAIAND HEMLD, 15 JULY 191.0,

This editorial outlines and

assesses

P

4

the working connections of New Zealand

capitalism. Encouraging conditions of trade are due to increased production

and higher pices. These outcomes are attributable

to

our farmers

and other

prtmary industiatists along with the buoyant state of Bitish markets. This

virtuous circle of economic cause and effect is said

to be

threatened by

in&tstiat stagnatioru An explanation of this Problem is proposed by the
Chairman of Directors of the Bank of New Zealand. Speaking to a meeting of
shareholders he says that the sptrit

of

enterprise is wanting. The editorial

quotes this as the solution to industial stagnation
speech

ln

reciting the Chairman's

it is also observed that the spiit of enterprise contributes to national
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identity. It's absence is held detrimental to the development, progress and
financial prospeity of the Dominion.

In this editorial the internal and external workings of New Zealand capitalism
are assembled and nationally defined.

It is clear that progress and financial

prospeity are no longer ideological supports for colonization. Here, they are
redeployed

development. The needs of' the

for the purposes of national

Dominion, the spiit of enterprke development progress and prospeity together

form a cohesive ideology. It is axiomatic that New Zealanders should move
toward common goals and it is taken for granted that no one need gain at
anothers expense. Rhetorically speaking, The New Zealand Herald editor and

the BNZ share an institutional voice. Their positions of authority

are

complementary and their economic assessments appear mutually reinforcing.

The Dominion was not always in need of. progress and prospeity. Colonial
expressions of Victorian frugality were also reconstructed for ideological
pu{poses. Such is evident in the following headlined news item, transcribed
fromThe New Zealand Herald of 9 October 1920.

DOMINION'S SOLVENCY
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
MR MASSEYTAKES STOCK
STRONG POSITION SHOWN
REPARATIONS FROM

C

ERMNI'W

A

statement of national assets and liabilities was
placcd before the House of Representativcs by thc
Prime Minister in moving the second reading of the
Loan Bill todav.
THE NEWZEALAND HERAT-D, 9

OcronER 1920, P 8

This article presents matters of economic importance in bookkeeping terms'
The issue at stake is the Dominion's Solvenqt categorized in terms of Assets
and Liabitities. As chief bookkeeper Mr Massey takes stock and we are
informed that there is a strong position shown. The final headline refers to Mr

-y)

-

Massey's announcement about German reparation.

The

introductory

paragraph gives factual authority to the headlined statements. The Prime
Minister has made a statement about assets and liabilities and this has been
placed before the House of Representatives. The article went on to tabulate
levels of public debt and income.

On this account Solvency is no longer related to the financial position of the
logically
colony. The question of Dominion assets and liabilities has become
separable from that of yearly financial transactions between New Zealand
and Great Britain. Nevertheless the question of solvency itself does apPear

to surrounding economic processes. This is not a failure of
economic conception. As shown previously politicians, bankers, farmers'

unconnected

of
editors, journalists and trade unionists formed their own understandings
the
how New Zealand capitalism worked. However, in the public domain,
notion of solvency worked ideologically to promote certain kinds of economic
prudence and
behaviour. In this sense solvenry was in consort with frugaliry,
and the
social respectability. These were the professed ideals of rural ploperty
In
lower middle class and they served to stigmatize 'uncouth' workers'12o
families
financial parlance solvency was the assumed objective of individuals,
of economic
and businesses. In the preceding extract it is a national measure
performance.

With the onset of depression remaining solvent became the principal
was widely recognized that an export slump had
reaction of farm foreclosures, city bankruptcies, falling

government objective.
sparked

a chain

It

politicians and
demand and rising unemployment. But financiers, conservative
supporters saw the clepression as a national housekeeping

their electoral

an Economy
crisis. The united Government under George Forbes appointed
government expenditure. When the Reform and

committee

L?n

to pare back

lbid.
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it was
United Parties met to form a coalition cabinet in September 1931
From this
widely reported that economy was the keynote of negotiations.
times' only'sound
perspective straitened measures were needed for straitened
see the country through. However more abstract

money' practices would

Such is evident in the
portrayals of economic depression were also emerging.
of 19 September
following extract transcribed from The New Zealand Herald
1931.

MR COATE'S SPEECH
CHANGE OF OPINION
EVIDENCE IN COMMITTEE
NECESSITY FOR ACTION
TACKLING COUNTRY'S PRODLEMS

The task for the new Government is a clear and
In fact
a"n ,it" one but not a pleasant one to carry out'
lead
believc
u" a disagreeabL outy but it will we
it
economrc
to",ilthe economic stabiliry and the
of
rchabilitation of the countrl declared the lrader
tft"bppotition, the Rt HonJ G Coates in explaining
totneHouseofRepresentativestoday,hisparty's
effort to
viewpoint in joining Mr Forbes in a common
tackL the financial problem of the Dominion'

TEMBER 1931' P 13'
THE NEYZMTAND HEMLD, 19 SEF

speech to
The headlines summarize the major themes of Mr coates'
secret decision of the United
Parliament. His pronouncements result from the
cabinet' In tones of due
and Reform parties to form a National coalition

proprietythenewgovernmentissaidtofaceanunpleasanttaskanda
be the economic
duty. Its overriding concerns are reported to
disagreeabte

These are the reasons given
stabitity and economic relnbilitation of tlte country'
to join Mr Forbes' His decision
by Mr coates in explaining his party's decision

problem of the Dominiort
represenrs a common effort to tackle the financial

The most obvious
The item reveals two kinds of economic understanding'
that Mr Coates has
is that of nationat duty. The headlines suggest
impression
seen

the

necessity for

tlrc country's
action and that he is resolved to tackting
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problems. Crucially, however, such efforts are said to lead
to economic
stability. This locution is distinctive because it infers the quality
of abstraction

rather than empirical measurement. Thus stability

is not simply the

arithmetical balance of trade debt and production figures; it also encapsulates
the whole of economic activity. In this sense we can make out the
beginnings

of a self referential, self justifying economic

discourse. From

the

1930s

ornvard the New Zealand capitalist economy cleveloped its own ideological

identity. The article subsequently reverts

to more traditional ideological

themes. Thus rehabilitation of the country reiterates the view that economic
processes are synonymous with nationhood. Mr Forbes reference

to

the

financial problem of the Dominion once again defines national capitalism in
terms of Dominion finance.

During the 1935 election campaign the coalition government drew upon
traditional and modern economic understandings to justify its policies. This is
vividly illustrated in the following newspaper advertisement from the New
Zealand Truth,13 November 1935.
The National Government here deploys the scientific principle of equilibrium
to graphically explain the economics of depression. This form of reasoning is
designed to vindicate all previous policy decisions. The pre-depression period

is defined by normal conditions of equilibrium. conversely, the abnormal
,
conditions of depression are those #'3-quitibrium and in these circumstances
voters are implored to vote .national, conficlence.
There is a traditional lesson to this happy tale. Equilibrium is held to describe
the tabulated balance between national income and national expenditure.

The onset of depression destroyed this situation such that the only sensible
response was to place some weights back on the income side and take some off
the expenditure side. on this reading the depression appears as a bookkeeping

crisis which can only be resolved through sound money principles. There is,
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EQqII,IBRIUIK
IS ESSEI{TIAL
TO

\IATIONAL

COT{FTNEUCU

What the Government of
New zealand has accomirirhed
t. EQUtLtBRtUM:
CONDITIONS NORMAI

GOVERN},{ENT'S

In the pre-depression prosperity the
weights are eyen.
Narional lnconre con nrooi f.f
grienditure, in.
dividual inconre balances iuai"iJroi
"ii.""f

REPIY TO CfiITICS

lur...,

rr-iFnirt,l

The

"^Etnditure.
trt.es <Jesrr.oyed .f,ir- una-riupc
ijljl]"
rl:om9 repres(, ted. by the weights on away the

side of thc scale and broughc

2. Dls-EQUil-tBRrUM:

the

income

"U3ri-air-uquilibrium.

IOSS OF IRADE-5IAGNAI/ON OF
AND UNE/APLOYMENT

EFFORT

To restore balance it is necessary to place some weights
back on tlre income side and tot* ,oil" ofi'tn" o*f8nJ_

iture side. The Government did prucii"ty tlrii

re5tored Equilibriunr.

and

3. EQUtLtBRtUM RESTORED:

BU5/NE55 RECO VERY _ BALANCE ALMOST
rO NORM AL_COND/I/ONS IMPROVING
DAILY-BY VIRTLJE OF:

(a) EXCHAN6E:

fxchrn;e. r( bu'lr up rhe
'olunc ol rhe Nrcton:t tn(omc rnd in
oi rhe ,vcrghB tha( had bcen ,wept awny.
(b) coNVERStON:
3y Con"erlroo cf Ps61', ..6 LocJl BodI Indebredneis, ri lrghrencd
BY

cffecr rerrqred thre€

thc publrc debr lord and rcnrovcd oac werg/rt from ahc hcavf sidc,
(c) INTERE5T REDUCTTON5:
By lnreresr Reducrronr. r( llthr€n€d !he privnte dcb( load rRd
removcct a sccond *a/6hr [roqr (he heiv/ side.
(d; RESERvE BANK:

8y Rcrer"e BJnk. ii fr.,lrtJ.cd thc Exchangc trtniJction, and
lo"'qra6 31ra cor( ol (redi! Jc(omnrodttron ro thc Srarc and ro
r€moved rhc ih,'d rte,Ci, frcnr lhe hciv/ iadc.
(c) HORTGAGE coRpoR,qTtON :

'

EQUtLtERtut4 RESTORED

VOTE

BI rhe Mor(tiEc Corporrrr6n, fvrchcr factlirici for adiultmenr wcre
ei!rDlr!hcd ind. In <oniuncirgn v/rth the credrr mana!eqsqq 9y glq
Rerervc BJnk. cherp money go errcnrul ro reco"irl wal mode
avllJblc and t foutth werglt war rcolored.
Thc relulr
EQUlLlBRlU,y The wqighll qn both rtdcr dre equnr,
'!
Thrs rrrrrple oblectrve-the'er/ basrs oiprosperiry ha3 bcen reachcd
alier a nragnrficenr effori b7 Governmcnr rnd pcoplc i]tke. Wc

cin therr tcrc lo.k (o the [urrrrc wrth confidencc if wc

FOR, ':NOTION^A,
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th. Hin;rr.. .r tnr;(. . .
Fr. ,.. C. (or(.r,

CONFIDENCE

-

however, an added dimension to this argument. Equilibrium
entails a balance
of opposing forces behind the evenly measured weights. When these
forces
change, equilibrium becomes disrupted. Thus we observe
that the weighted
balance between income and expenditure was destroS,ed,
and swept awoyby the
crash in prices. The result was a process of disequilibrium
comprising
loss

trade, stagnation

of

of effort and unemployment. Similarly the restoration of

equilibrium is describecl as an ongoing process of. business recovery rn which
balance (is) almost to norrnal. In this regarcl it seems as if the National
government has rebalanced income and expenditure

by

co-ordinating

exchange transactions, debt conversions, interest reductions
and the setting of
mortgages.

This phase by phase description draws upon surrounding ideology
to promote
solvency but it also portrays aspects of capitalism in abstract
form. The
capitalist depression cycle appears as a rhythmic unilinear process which
can
be managed through sensible government policy. On this account there
are no
inherent contradictions between different economic forces and no unexpected

outcomes arising from government policies. As general ideology the
advertisement is a hybrid formation. The financial, monetary and price
mechanisms of capitalism are portrayed in abstract terms. Together
they are

represented

as

autonomous forces

of

equilibrium and disequilibrium.

However, other aspects of capitalism such as production and demand are
not
so self explanatory.They remain absorbed within the ideological meanings
associated with'sound money, principles.

The substantive claims of this advertisement were rejected by the Savage
led
Labour Party. He saw the depression as a downward spiral of idle production,

under consumption and unemployment.

In this context the task of

government was to re-coordinate production and demand through
the criteria
of social neecl. During the 1935 campaign trail, such views were wiclely
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reported. In historical terms they represent a more developed
hybrid form of
economic discourse. This is revealed in the following extract from
The Otago
Daily Times of 12 July 1935.
Discussing guaranteed prices before

a large audience in the Drill Hall this
Savage stated that it wis ncither possible or desirable to
continue to help one section of the people at the
of the rcst. Anypolicy
which left out of account the raising of ialaries and
"*p.ni"
wages could not prouia"
evening

Mt

Y

J

-y
substantial guarantee to the farnrcrs, while it must ilso be realized
that the
I.abour Party's.proposal for guaranteed prices against the high ratc
of
"*i;t"

would involve the control of public crcdit.

That did not- mean that the government of the day shourd assume direct
responsibility for the administration of the money system; but it did mean
that the
government should m:rke itself responsiblc for the system
of production and
distribution which would rcmove for all timc thc spectre of poverty amidst plenty.
The administration of the money system would be entrusted to a national-credit
authority whose dufy it w-ould be toprovidc credit and currency sufficient
to carry
out the government's policy. Moncy would then bcconre the servant of industry
instead of beingits master,as today. Unless the people were placed
in the position

to buy as wcll as produce the real objcci oi

accomplished.

production would not be

Oraco Daa-yTTMES,IZ JuLy 7935

This is a verbatim excerpt from a campaign speech given in Dannevirke on 11
July. Mr Savage first explains that shared needs ought to be rhe basis of any
economic policy. Thus

it

is neitlrcr possible or desirable to continue to help one

section of the people at the experge of the rest.In this regard governments must
recognize the inter-dependence between salaries and wages, guaranteed prices
the rate of exchange and public credit. This is not a question of administering

the monq system; the government should instead make itself responsible for
the system of productiorz and distibution in order to remove the spectre of
povetty amidst plenty. Mr Savage next proposes the establishment
of a national
credit authority to fund.government policy. If this is done, money will become

the servant of indusriftlffir iB master. The report ends with the proposition
that production must allow people to buy as well as produce.

This reading shows that the components of capitalism were portrayed ln
abstract terms. Thus

Mr

Savage

talk of the money system and tlrc system of
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production and distibution Capitalism does not here
constitute a single
abstract entity, but it is self-justi$ing through its own modes
of operation. In
this sense the money system and tlte system of procluction
and distribution are
ontological certainties which preclude reflection upon the
capitalist nature of
those systems. From here it seems rational and humane that governments
should co-ordinate indicators and systems. Thus we observe
that salaries and
wages have to be raised to provide guarantees to farmers.
Any proposal for
guaranteed prices given the high rate of exchange, necessarily
involves the

control of public credit. We are tolcl these tasks can only be performed
if
government holds itself responsible for the system
of production and
distribution. These irnperatives simultaneously allow the government
to
remove the spectre of poverty amidst plenty. Alt of this represents
an inchoate
version of Keynesian economic discourse. From 1935 it became
a.xiomatic

that governments managed the economic system to meet people's
needs.

1935-1960

I:

Political Economv

The 1930s depression was externally inducecl. Farming as such did not require
reorganization as had been the case in the 1890s. Since that time the number

of small manufacturing firms had grown and they responcled to

economic

recovery when it occurred. In the 1935 election, Coalition and the Democrats

were supported by large runholders, bankers, and merchant financiers.lzr
Their priorities were those of British capital. As long as profits could be
gleaned from the Imperial-colonial trade circuit, they supported
the status

127

Op cit,

Simpson,l Wsion Betayed, p.50.
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quo' Prominent business figures such as James Fletcher
and Henry Kelliher
along with local manufacturers had a more inclustry-centred
view of New
Zealand capitalism. Their position strengthened cluring
the war years when
demand for primary exports grew at the same time
as imports were cut. These

economic conditions rescued farmers and allowed new firms

to

start

operation.
These fractions of capital combined with the union
movemenr to reap the

benefits

of Iabour's election

victory

in

1935. The savage government

introduced import licensing and protective tariffs

for small scale

manufacturers. Primary exports were underwritten and promoted
through
guaranteed farm prices and overseas government
marketing. Farmers and
manufacturers were indirectly assisted by savage's long-term
strategy of

building infrastructure ancl public works.l2z

ro

this end the board

and
executive officers of the Reserve Bank were brought under
the direct control

of the Finance Minister through regisration. From

1936

the Bank

was

empowered to grant overdrafts to state corporations and local
bodies. Most

crucially,

it

could underwrite government loans and regulate exchange
transactions.lz: Exchange controls were to become the anchor
of the New
Zealand political economy.
The fiscal basis of the state was established through rhe extension
of income

and expenditure taxes. By 194g taxed income comprised 52 percent
of
government revenue, whereas nearly all taxation before
1890 had come from
customs and excise. Now such revenue comprised onty 20 percent
of the
intake. The shift was toward an internally generated tax regime
as a basis for
public work and public sector development. The growing size in
the number
of public servants in was registered by the number of public servants in
122

723

and Insulation:
lP 'it, Martin, 'State Regulation
Labour 1935-Ig4g', Stote papers, pp.

Prcservation of Small properry Under

57-g.

Op cil, Condliffe, Ttrc Wetfare Stiti

in

New Zcaland,
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p.72.

administrative departments.

In

1935 this figure was less than g000 .

By

1954

nearly 34,000 jobs had been created. At this time about 20 percent
of the total
labour force was employed by central and rocar government.lu

Apart from public works, the major source of government expansion lay
in the
operation of a modern welfare state. This was the platform on
which

the

rabour government was first erected. They had promised an

extended

pension system along with free health and education.
Subsequently, the Social
Security Act of 1938 provided sickness benefits, unemployment
benefits for
wome& and emergency benefits for those not qualified by any other
form

of

assistance.

In April

1940 the means test

for old-age benefits was abolished
and national superannuation introduced for everybody over 65 years
of age.
Comprehensive health measures faced opposition from doctors, the
National
Party, and conservatives within the L^abour caucus. Nevertheless, by May
194'l', a range of health assistance was available: free medical
treatment in
hospitals, maternity benefits, and a general practitioner service.rr
Meanwhile

Education Minister Peter Fraser introcluced allowances clesigned to assist
students at secondary schools, training colleges, universities and adult
education centres. The Form II and Form IV examination hurdles were
removed, effectively allowing free secondary eclucation

for

allJN

These measures together expressed Labour's philosophy that if all available
resources were used to create goods and services, the extra production
could
foster the consumption generated by higher benefits. This would expand

employment and widen the ta,r base needed to fund the system. The
redistribution of income from ta.rrpayer to beneficiary, combined with housing
UrO,rks

ano puDllcnprogrammes, underwrote aggregate demand.127 This was the
124

Op cit, Martin, pp.43-4.
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reasoning behind the 'Kiwi' version

of the Keynesian welfare state. Once

established the structure was financially sustained
by the amalgamation of the
Consolidated and War expenses accounts after 1945.
Consequently ordinary
revenues and expenditure almost doubled, and never
returned to their

earlier

levels.

The l-abour government also re-integrated the unions within
the state
machinery.

In 1936 compulsory arbitration was reintroduced

together with

compulsory unionism. Coverage was thus extended to
rural ancl public sector
workers and nationally-based unions were legalized for the first
time. In the

same year the Factories Amendment Act and the shops and
offices
Amendment Act strengthened labour legislation and introduced
the 4O-hour
week'128 Such measures granted the unions rights
and poiitical influence
(through the Federation of l-abour) but limited the opportunities
of
independent collective action.

Under the first l-abour Government, the Keynesian welfare state functioned
as an infrastructure for growth, redistribution of product, aggregate
demand
and normative integration. These convergent functions were exemplified in
the growth of housing construction. In the 1940s James Fletcher was
contracted by the government

to build state dwellings for working class
families. This generated capitatist growth, demand for building products,
public sector expansion and cohesive local communities.

when National gained power

in

1951 they

did not alter the basic

configuration of state-intervening capitalism. The Reserve Bank maintained
its function as a primary liquidity manager, the universalist welfare
state was
accepted, as was arbitlation unionism. Their promotion of farming
interests
was not at the expense of industrial capital.

PA

Op cit, Martin, pp.58-9.
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In the immediate post-war period manufacturing growth was rapid in metal
working, Iight engineering, radio production, textiles, and clothing. Factory
industries together with electricity, gas and water supplies accounted for well
over 25 percent of total employment in 1946, compared to less than 20
percent ten years earlier.l2e

In the early 1950s, quantitative import controls were relaxed but

exchange

controis were used to flatten out the local effects of global recessionary cycles.

Important shifts in the structure of capital accumulation could be seen in the
forestry industry. In 1951 the forest Service invited tenders for the annual
utilization of timber from Kiangaroa and neighbouring areas. A successful
application was made by Sir James Fletcher. This was a joint exercise of f6
million, involving the New Zealand, Government (lZ million), Fletcher Trust

(f1 million), British

paper group A.E. Reed (f1.5 million), and the
commonwealth Development Finance corporation (f500,000). The
remaining

f1 million was offered to the New Zealand public. Operations

also

required the construction of a railway line to connect the proposed mill with
the forests and an overseas port at Mt Maunganui.ls
This enterprise points to the expanding business interests of James Fletcher
and to the introduction of modern, joint venture capitalism. Private profit as

well as national development was subsidizecl through tax-funded
infrastructural development

-

a marriage of interests which proved difficult

for governments to sustain in subsequent decades.

In the agricultural sector technological

advances in fertilizer use intensified

grassland production. When terms

of trade were favourable, prosperity
secured capitalist growth and stability. But the problem of external

L29

J. Gould, The Rakes Progress.z, Auckland: Hodder & Stoughton,1982,
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p.73.

vulnerability had not disappeared.

ln 7957 export prices fell as the British

market became overstocked with dairy produce.

At the same time imports

increased sharply by f30 million.l3l The second l-abour government of 1957
sought to absorb the balance of payments crisis by reinstituting import

controls, imposing fiscal restraint and taxing consumer items.132 This
contrasted with the Holyoake government's response to similar circumstances

in

As the following chapter will show, National elected, simultaneously,
to borrow overseas, reduce protection, and foster industrial development.
1960.

Failure to meet these discrepant objectives sharpened divisions within the
structure of capital accumulation. As a result the various functions of the
Keynesian welfare state began to diverge.

II:

Media, Journalism and the Public Sphere

Established patterns

of

newspaper ownership and management remained

unchanged during the 1940s and 1950s. Most of the dailies in circulation had

been established between 1861 and '1872.Family-owned, provincially-centred
newspaper companies continued to address captive reaclerships.

main centres

-

In the four

Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin

-

their

commercial influence widened as urban populations increased. Retailers,
manufacturing firms, banks and property agents could only address consumers
through established publications. The likes of The Press, The New Zealand
Herald, and, The Otago Daily Times benefited from rising advertising revenue.
Labour's election victory brought new political issues to the fore, but the

NZPA system of news gathering and fact-based journalism was not
challenged. In the post-war period, most editorials were extensions of
National Party philosophy. The broad outlines of the Keynesian political

73L
L32
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economy were accepted but recalcitrant unions were vilified, and morally
conservative outlooks remained.

After 1935 the new government established the New Zealand Broadcasting
Service (NZBS) which was totally state owned and under ministerial control.

Two services, commercial and

non-cornmercial, operated under two

directors.t33 Clearly, Labour's egalitarian ideals did not extend to the structure

of communication itself. The duty to guide the nation had previously been
manifested in the censorship of non-conservative ideas. Now, radio was used
:$ an instrument of the government party philosophy. Radio was perceived

as

a counter-balance to the anti-I-abour press. Nevertheless, programming did
widen to include music and drama, poetry and prose. For private citizens, this
represented an alternative voice to the staid establishment press.

But state broadcasting did not foster any distinctive tradition of

news

journalism. In 1950 the new National Prime Minister, Mr Holland, announced

that news would not be prepared by his offices but by the Tourist and
Publicity Department. Meanwhile, he himself assumed the Tourist and
Publicity portfolio. In an era of cold war consensus and cultural conformity,

critical questioning of politicians and their policies was never countenanced.
Indeed, during the 1951 waterfront strike, printing presses were confiscated,

private radio broadcasts banned, and pamphleteers arrested.
circumstances

it

In

these

was not surprising that a professional collection of media

workers with their own sense of values failed to take shape.

133 RJ. Gregory

Politics and Broadcaslrrg, Palmcrston North: Dunmorc Press, 1985, pp.

23-U.
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III:

Ideologr and Economic Discourse

Before the 1935 election, national solvency and fiscal equilibrium were the

central motifs of official economic discourse. Reportage of the Savage
campaign brought

to public notice a more

Zealand capitalism.

It

was seen as

production and distribution

-

a

abstract conception

collection of systems

-

of

New

money,

which could be managed rationally for social

ends. This more recent and contesting perspective gained irutitutional
authority after I-abour took office. Once the Keynesian political economy was
assembled, capitalism was depicted as a dynamic malleable entity. However

this understanding of the economy was not automatically encapsulated within

a singular locution. And the traditional

themes

of frugality, prosperity,

solvency and hard work still coloured economic news coverage. The following
last paragraph from the Bay of Plenty Times editorial of 8 March 1939 reveals

transitional configurations of discourse.
. . . Import control has the two-fold aim of conserving our funds overseas and of
increasing our own production. It may achicve the first in part or wholly but will

fail in the

second unless capital on the ons hand finds efficient tools and
equipment and management, the worker on the othcr employs to the full the
energy and ability he [or she] possesses. If ever there was a time in the history of
the Dominion when there was a call for sweet reasonableness and co-operation, it
is now.

BAYoF

Here we observe that the means

of.

PLET\TTYTIMES, S

MANCH 1939,P 4

import control leads

to the ends of

conseving our funds overseas and of increasing our own production Reaching
the second objective is said to be contingent upon other economic processes

-

capital must find efficient tools, equipment and managemenr. Such linkages

necessarily involved social labour.

employ the energl

is

is stated the worker in general must fully

This assessment of what is
expressed through the language of national

and skill he

economically required
consensus.

It

possesses.

It is historically imperative that the Dominion be the focus for

sweet reasonableness and co- operatio n.
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Capitalism is not here regarded as a seamless streamlined entity, but it ts seen

to be technically operable

if

nationwide worker co-operation is forthcoming.

In this context the editorial indirectly registers the fact that import control has
become an acceptable means of economic management.

A more condensed formulation of discourse is revealed in the following
extract fromThe Press of 19 Julv 1950.

NEW ZEAI-AND'S ECONOMY

Mr Skinner Predicts Deterioration
"Only Big Concerns Will Benefit"
(New Zealand Press Association)
Tr-rEPREss,19 Jut-Y 1950, P8

These headlines refer

to the comments of labour M.P. C.F. Skinner

concerning the recently elected National government. Significantly, however,
his views are prefaced by the title NEW ZEAL-AND'S ECONOMY. Such generic
depictions of capitalism were usually set in the context of reported political
statements.

Economy

-

But here the subject of such a statement - New

Zealand's

is given top priority. Most obviously, the word 'economy' is

a

noun and not an adjective. Earlier phrases such as economic stability and
economic position

of the country were being superseded by shorthand

of

capitalism. The paragraphs underneath the headlines

objectifications
(excluded

for

reasons

of

space) detail the major points

of Mr

Skinner's

address-in-reply speech. In his view economic circumstances will deteriorate

under National government. By this he means that 'only big concerns will

benefit'. The headlined statement disputes National's claims about the
benefits of freedom and competition. The final two paragraphs of the article
outline the substance of Mr Skinner's criticisms.

. TL4.

Who was going to benefit, and who had benefited by what the Govcrnment had
done so far, he asked? Land agents with something to sell had benefitcd, but had
the consumer or the elector benefited? The freedom given so far had becn to a
very small section of thc community.
Mr Skinner said that competition could only altcr conditions by putting the
small man out of business. In the long run chain storcs and vcsted interests - the
man with the biggest credit - would win, and the weakest would go to the wall. It
was only big concerns which would benefit undcr the National Government
policy.
THE PRESS, L9 JULY 1950, P 8

From this account it is clear that Mr Skinner sees the capitalist economy as
benefiting some groups and not others. Such inequalities have been abetted

by the incoming National administration. According to Mr Skinner their
policies benefit land agents rather than tlrc consumer ot tlrc elector. Similarly,
competition could only favour chain stores, vested interests and big concefts

rather than the small man and the weakesf. These normatively informed
judgements about capitalism contrast with the uncontested neutrality exuded
by UeW ZEALAND'S ECONOMY.

During the 1950s, economic news reporting became more technocratic. By
1960 'the economy' was starting to appear as^unqualified locution within
media discourse. In the following extract taken from The Press of.8 July 1960,
recent economic history is conceived of in this way.
TOO LITTLE ECONOMTC GROWTH
cool tone and closely reasoned objectivity are admired qualities in the 1960
Economic Survey. It would bs unfortunate if they deterred a wider public from
the mental effort of studying this national revicw. This year's Survey does not deal
io aoy great detail with last year's rcsults of this year's prospects but is,

A

appropriately, an analysis of the economy for thc whole dccade of the 1950s.
TilE PRESS,8 JUlv 1950, n 12

The headline effectively summarizes the conclusion of the government's
annual Economic survey. The rest of the editorial went on to promote the
argument that low growth was the fault
employed by the l-abour government

of import controls, a strategy

of that time. The Survey maintained
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that the rate of return on capital investment was a prior objective to full
employment.ua

The language used to introduce these judgements is technocratic rather than
political. The editor enthuses over the supposed cool tone and closely reasoned
objectivity of the survey. Such qualities can only be appreciated through
mental effort.It is implied that such a capacity is lacking in the wider public'
This is deemed to be unfortunate given the importance of the survey. On this
occasion

it provided not just a year-to-year

assessment but an analysis of the

an
for the whole decade of the 1950s.In this sense the economy as
'objective', unqualified depiction of New Zealand capitalism implicitly

economy

marginalises other kinds of economic understanding. Further,

it is assumed

that the 1950s can only be viewed through the master locution. This rules out
economic testimony drawn from social interest and social experience. Such
perspectives may not necessarily be knowledgeable about capitalism' But in

this instance the editorial promotes technocratic knowledge as the only
coherent conception of how capitalism works and has worked.

The future as well as the past could be appropriated in this way, and this
ideological process is analysed in the following chapter'

Concr,usror.t
This chapter has examined how news media practices and discourses depicted
structural changes in the New Zealand political economy from 1840 to 1960'

For this purpose two perspectives were employed. Critical understandings of
the capitalist public sphere were set against the ideology critique of economic

ly

These paragraphs are excluded only duc to poor copy qualiry of the originals.
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discourse. These approaches were together reconstructed

in

order

illuminate the generic and local features of the New Zealand experience.

In the period 1840 to

1880 colonial capitalism was established

in

each

province. The provinces were then nationally co-ordinated through the
Vogelian strategy of borrowing for public works and infrastructure. The earlymodern political economy was directed by a ruling landowner oligarchy and
shaped by the contradictory pressures of development and dependency.

Consequently distinctive forms

of public communication appeared. In the

of an urban-industrial bourgeoisie, New Zealand was imbued with a
local village, small town atmosphere in which the pronouncements of
business-politicians became ideological orthodory. Such men owned and
absence

edited provincial newspapers and shaped the early traditions of news
journalism. There was as yet no self-contained structure of economic
discourse. Press coverage instead empirically recorded the workings of

colonial capitalism through the competing ideologies of progress and
frugality. These were initially the means for comparing the viability of
provincial economies. They then became the criteria for ascertaining the
general position of the colony. In all economic news coverage the root word
colony contained the assumption that British-New Zealand circuits of trade
and borrowing were constitutive of economic activity. With the establishment

of the United Press Association in 1879 economic matters were reported in an

institutional tone of clipped formality and factual authority. This mode of
public address complemented arithmetical depictions of economic activitySize of population, the range of settlement, and returns for produce were the

empirical measures of colonial progress. The size of overseas loans, and
income and expenditure were official measures of frugality.

In the 1880s an export slump adcredit squeeze damaged national production
and generated conflict between different fractions of capital. Runholders,
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bankers and merchant financiers sought,

at minimal cost, to land

wool

consignments in London in return for intermediate and finished goods. They

favoured free trade and financial speculation, while opposing tariffs, unions
and tax reforms. Manufacturers and small traders preferred a national urban-

centred economy with protected markets. From 1890

to

19L4 a favourable

convergence of national and international economic trends allowed successive

governments

to

rejuvenate New Zealand capitalism. Liberal regimes

integrated rural and financial capital for the purposes of pastoral production.

On this basis, systems of welfare and industrial relations were assembled.
These were also the achievements of a political coalition comprising workers,

small farmers, and manufacturers.

From

to

1.935

the external vulnerability of New Zealand capitalism was

once again exposed.

A dramatic fall in export prices following the Wall Street

191.4

crash finally ruined terms of trade and caused bankruptcy and unemployment.

However this was an externally induced depression; the basic structures of
accumulation remained and a return to the internal fragility

of Vogelian

capitalism was never in prospect.

These material circumstances were ideologically articulated through
provincially centred family-owned newspapers and the NZPA system of news

gathering. Modern company structures, rotary presses and larger urban
readerships eroded the old social intimacy of journalistic communication. But

the modern equivalent was a staid, institutional style of public address. The
introduction of state broadcasting in 7923 marked the origins of a nationally
constituted public sphere. This was a paternalistic world unsullied either by
commercial competition or the rhetorics of journalism.

Once the Uberal's policies were put
recognized the interactive nature

in place economic

news reportage

of economic activity. The nrin motifs of

frugality and progress were now deployed within the ideological framework of
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national capitalism. However the 1930s' depression was portrayed by
conservative dailies as a problem of national solvency and equilibrium. An
opposing conception of capitalism was brought to public attention by I-abour's

1935 election campaign. Reporrs

of speeches made by Michael

savage

suggested that economic systems of money, production and distribution were

in existence. It was further implied that governments could co-ordinate these
systems

for

economic and social ends. Such representations were

distinguishable from the prevailing folk wisdoms

of frugality, solvency

and

propriety.

After 1935 the first rabour government, with support from trade

unions,

small farmers and nascent industrial capital, rebuilt the New Zealand,political
economy. Import controls, along with Reserve Bank regulation of credit and

foreign exchange, precipitated manufacturing growth as export prices began

to rise. These were the foundations of the post-war Keynesian welfare state.

it functioned as an infrastructure for growth, redistribution
of product, aggregate demand, and normative integration. But Labour's
egalitarian ideals did not alter established structures of communication.
In the late

1940s

Broadcasting was used as an official counterweight to the conservative press.

In the post-war era

successive governments continued

to direct the flow of

information. The establishment of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service

(NZBS) instituted

a

nationally defined public sphere, but journalistic

traditions were not given the opportunity to develop.

Within this field of communication, capitalism itself was officially portrayed
as a dynamic, manageable national entity.

During the 1950s, the New Zealand.

economy appeared as an objectification of national capitalism. From L960 the
economy as an unqualified technocratic locution began to emerge
discourse.
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During this period the traditional associations between New Zealand and
British capitalism weakened. New markets for primary produce reduced the
United Kingdom's share of total exports from 66 percent

in

1955

to

50

percent in 1964-65.8y L970 this tigure was less than 38 percent. From the late
1950s New Zealand looked toward the

United States and Japan for imports of

raw materials, fuels and intermediate goodst Such trends pointed to the
relocation of New Zealand capitalism within the global system. Consequently
the historic tension between dependency and development reappeared in new

forms.

In

1960 the second Labour Government sponsored the Inclustrial

Development Conference where

it

was recommended that rapid industrial

expansion accompany the diversification

of primary exports. However the

centrepiece of this stratery, the Nelson Cotton Mill, was opposecl by farmers

and textile importers. The plant was eventually closed following National's
November election victory.2 This controversy re-expressecl old antagonisms
between different fractions of capital. Since the 1880s farmers, financiers and

L

2

J Gould, The Roke's Progress, Hodder and Stoughton, Auckland, 1982, pp L02-703.
W B Sutch, Colony or Natiort, Sydney, University Press, 1966, pp 34243.

mercantile importers had profited from the trade of export staples in return
for industrial goods, consumer durables and investment capital. Such interests
had always prevented or restricted the growth of local manufacturing firms. In
the 1960s capital in general divided over the question of import licensing
versus selective tariffs. In this context, the long term direction of government

policy was set by the decision to join the International Monetary Fund in
1961. After loan negotiations in 1965 the government said it would not
recontrol items of imports which

it had decontrolled.3 By the early 1970s a

basic divergence of interest had emerged between protectionists ancl free
traders.

Nevertheless, foreign exchange shortages and the general belief that full

employment was
administration

to

a political

necessity encouraged

the

Holyoake

expand industrial production. The Export Development

Conference of 1963 was an attempt to reconcile farmers and manufacturers to
the common need for overseas markets.a This accentuated a trend toward

import substitution. From 1954-55 to rg64-6s rhe value added in
manufacturing substantially exceeded the value of imports. Over the same
period, the increases in the value of goods exported was slightly higher than

the rise in the value of imports.s The associated necessity for outside
investment to finance and sustain local development generated a new form of
dependence. From 1954-55 to 1964-65 the foreign exchange required to pay

interest and dividends to foreign investors had gone up by 140 percent.6 This
reflected an increase in profits and other payments going to foreign owners of
shares

in New zealand enterprises. As of

1965 approximately 35 percent

of

New Zealand manufacturing was foreign owned.T Overseas profits were
3
4
5
6
7

Ibid, pW,
Ibid, pp Y3-4.

Ibid,pp38-49.
rba.
Ibid,p 170.
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mainly extracted from hi-tech capital intensive industries. In 1973,90 percent

of the electrical, radio and television industries were foreign owned. One
excepfion was the import protected motor vehicle industry which was 60
percent locally owned. Another was in pulp and paper where New Zealand
Forest Products directed national production.s From 1965 to L974, across all

firms there were 100L foreign business takeovers in New Zealand.In 1973,

L1

of New ZeaJand's 63 largest companies were totally foreign owned. For

?3

companies, foreign ownership of share capital ranged from 50 to 99 percent.

Only four companies were 100 percent locally owned.e l-arge foreign
enterprises and their local equivalents took advantage of protected market
conditions. According to a L970 study,

of

1390 foreign companies who were

asked their reasons for setting up in New Zealand, 54 stated their chief reason
as being "to overcome

import controls".lo As a result small plants and factories

were taken over and oligopoly practices prevailed.
Such developments also reflected a crucial shift in the institutional structure

of capital accumulation. Old family configurations of agrarian and mercantile

capital became transformed through corporate ownership. Among New
Zealatd's twelve largest listed companies in 1962, private shareholders
accounted for 57 percent of the holdings and 40 percent of the capital.rl By
1974 individual shareholdings accounted

for only 22 percent of the capital in

large holdings. In the same period the share of capital held by corporate
shareholders rose from 39 to 60 percent.l2 Wattie Industries, for example, was

in the early 1960s comprised of individual and family holdings. In L974 the
8

W. Rosenburg, foreign Invcstmsnt in New Zealand', S. Lcvine,
Politics: A Reader, Cheshirc, Melbourne, 1975, p 48.

9
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last of twenty largest holdings in Watties was headed by an institutional
investor, the AMP society, with 1r.8 percent of holding group capital.rr
rhis
pattern of accumulation brought the arrival of merchant banks specializing in
the organization of takeovers, mergers and company flotations.r+ The

stockmarket consequently saw a ffend toward interlocking directorates.
According to a 1971study of 160 listed companies there were only ten not
administered in this way. Out af.876 directors, 65 percent held more than one
directorate and 5 percent held 20.7 percent of the total number available.r5

Changes

in

the structure of capital accumulation rendered investment

decisions less amenable

to Parliamentary scrutiny. Increasingly, business

groups shaped government policy

in advance. The paradigm

case was the

Nelson Cotton Mill controversy. Project details were worked out between the

cabinet and the Department of Trade and Inclustry along with the
multinational company smith and Nephew (which eventually gained the
contract in partnership with the government). As mentioned previously, the
Holyoake govefltment cancelled the venture in the face of concerted pressure
from a network of business organizations, notably the Associated Chamber of
Commerce, and the Textile and Garment Manufacturers Federation.
Although Parliament debated the subject, members had incomplete details of

the arrangements and the government's final decision had in any case been
made. The result of this controversy was the institution of a quango (the

Tariff and Development Board) to oversee the Department of rrade and
Industryr.to

According to one commentator this represented a new collusive structure of
govemment. In the 1970s New Zealand became governed through a top tier

13

14
15
L6

rbid.
Op cit, Rosenburg, p 47.
C R Laurent, Interlockittg Dirccloratcs
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network

of departmental

heads, cabinet committees and quangos in
consultation with business elites.rz But the governing process was riven
by
conflicting objectives. Much private sector profit was secured through
government socialization of investment by means of reduced
input costs and
direct subsidies for favoured firms. This had to be paid out of general
taxation, borrowings and other government revenue. Successive governments

were additionally obliged to co-ordinate the macro-economy to secure
profitability for different fractions of capital. This was a logical outcome
of
the modern necessity for governments to manage the capitalist economy in
detail in order to protect the interests of capital in general. Thus import
licensing which had been

a

generalized means

for a more equitable

distribution of investment resources in the 1940s ancl 1950s moved towards
specific industry development plans in the 1970s. Similarly, as industry
became more organisationally complex and occupationally specialized,
general wage order adjustmen$ were replaced by different kinds of wage
determination.ls In light of these developments and the perceived external

vulnerability of the New Zealand economy, the National Development
Council (NDC) was bought into being in 1968. It sought to predict capital and
labour productivity in different sectors through econometric projections of the
appropriate data. It was assumed that the long-term plans of the public and

private sector could be harmonized. Furthermore it was believed that growth
and productivity targets were synonymous with normative goals such as
'standard of living', 'social well being,, and ,consensus,.le

In reality, public and private sector interests were diverging. over the post
war period, state focused investment declined as larger firms became more
autonomous. In 1948'49 for example, Life Offices held 71 percent of their
L7

Ibid.
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investments

in, or for the purposes of central and local government,

16.g

percent of their assets were invested in mortgages and properties.
By 1968-69
Life offices held only 28 percent of their stock in the public sector. At that

time 39.4 percent of their assets was committed with (generally commercial)
mortgages and 28.2 percent was tied up in properties, equity shares and
private sector lending.zo In the 1940s nascent local capital had sought to
break
out of the investment regime imposed by British-colonial finance. Cheap
government credit was the springboard for industrial capital to establish
production facilities and generate consumer demand. The resulting necessity

for skilled and semi-skilled labour plus managerial staff provided

ta,rable

income from which to finance expanding state departments, such as health,
education, and social welfare. This congruence between capitalist self interest

and normative principles of social provision became problematic as the
government relinquished most of its physical controls on investment
and as
private capital developed its own investment priorities. In the best-known
example, Fletchers moved from state house construction in the 1940s to
commercial and city development in the 1960s. Without reinvestment in the

public sector welfare delivery was vulnerable. This became apparent during
the 1967'68 recession. In each of these years world real prices for wool fell by
over 20 percent2l and New zealand's terms of trade worsened rapidly. The
National government contracted domestic production by reducing Reserve
asset ratios and cutting imports.

In addition the cost of electricity, transport
and postage was increased while essential services in health and education
were reduced.zz The resulting fall in overtime work and aggregate demand
ended the post war full employment era. These measures were conrroversial
and shortlived but they presaged the long term attrition of the welfare state
during the 1970s.
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New Zealand's changing political economy was administered
and fought over
through the class system. As previously mentioned New zealand was

dominated by two main groups.

A

mercantile-financial class owned money

capital and land which generated incomes in the form of dividends,
interest
and rent. This group partly coincided with company directors
and upper level
managers

of

coqporations whose salaries were often complemented by
sizeable personal shareholdings. Despite differences among them
the

wealthiest across each group formed a ruling oligarchy able to shape
the
direction of government policy.zr The characteristic features of modern

capital accumulation (corporate ownership, technological sophistication,
system complexity) brought forth a .new middle class,.z Its upper
levels
consisted of senior managers (lawyers, accountants, marketers)
who directed
investment flows and enhanced capital productivity; elite administrators
and

technocratic planners from the interstices
scientists and designers comprising

of state and capital

engineers,

a professional-technical infrastructure

along with assorted cultural producers such as artists, liberal arts scholars
and
senior journalists. Although numerically small and ill established such people
espoused self understandings which spread throughout the middle class.r

These products of New Zealand's expanding tertiary institutions expounded

value free knowledge, technocratic expertise and professional autonomy.
Taken at face value this general outlook obscured class interests, politicised
class oppositions and ration alizerJ corporate objectives. This was the
function

performed by National Development councils from 196g to 1972.
23

u
25

R. Steven, "Toward a class Analysis o[ New znaland, Australian and New zealmd
Iounnl of Sociologt, Vol 14, No 2, June 19Tg, pp 114-15.
The relationship between the new middle class and modern structures of capital

accrmulation is detailed in Chapter One.
New Zealand possessed an 'old' middle class of small proprietors,
tradcsmen and public
-mid
sector employees with strong regional loyalties. In the
1970s ths New Z*aland
middle class as a whole rvas dominated by teachers and mcdically related occupations.
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In the 1960s urbanization and industrial growth

e4panded the working class.

Given the prevailing structure of capital accumulation three
major sections
pursued their interests quite separately. Firstly,

workers along with those

skilled and supervisory
in strong unions from the emergent corporate-

export sector had secure jobs and living standards. Their wealthy
employers
could afford to buy off militant action with regular wage increases
and .topup' settlements. Profits were protected through the introduction of labour
saving technology, oligopoly pricing and small firm takeovers. Better
off
workers were typically blamed for'wage-push' inflation when in fact
it was the
cost plus strategy of corporate employers which off loaded
the problem onto
governments. Secondly, less well organised and less
skilled workers in the

non-corporate sector were more vulnerable to falling real wages and
the
combined effects of inflation. Such workers could hold onto their jobs
and

maintain financial commitments but this was decreasingly possible during
recessions. Thirdly, unskilled, unorganized workers were not able
to protect
either their incomes or their jobs. For this group fulfilment of basic needs
depended on long term policies of full employment.26
Despite technocratic experiments, managing the economic system, effecting
class compromise and directing social policy, remainecl political processes.

Thus disputes between rural and manufacturing capital over tariffs versus
import licensing took place within the National party rather than the NDC.27
Both parties remained officially committed in some degree to protection with
exchange controls as guarantor of the Keynesian system of capitalist growth,

arbitration unionism,

full

employment and

However strains had set

a

tax funded welfare

stare.

in by 1970. As mentioned earlier elected

goveflrments no longer shaped the structure

of capital accumulation. The

Holyoake and Kirk governments effectively subsidized the investment
?6

n
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priorities of corporate capital along with agricultural production
and exports.
It thus became difficult, outside of election year to sustain existing levels of

public expenditure and welfare provision. In policy terms the two centre
leaning parties moved closer together. However the largest shift
was from the
I-abour party- By the 1960s it had rejected the socialist methods
and language
of the 1920s and down played the egalitarian rhetoric of the 1930s and 1940s.

Emphasis was now placed

on defending the welfare state rather than

developing new issues such as industrial democracy.2s Nevertheless the two
parties did maintain an aclversarial stance. The traditional rhetorics of rural
conservatism, and egalitarian populism were not uncommon in Parliament

and the wider public arena. From 1,962-72 this became less evident as parry
memberships drew from similar class backgrounds. Of the 80 National
candidates in the 1960 election,22 were of a business backgroun

d,32

earned

their living from farming and 17 were from the professions. Among the
I-abour candidates 17 were of a blue collar background, 34 were white collar
or semi-professional, 12 were farmers ancl 13 were from business ancl the
professions.2e These figures suggest

(I-abour

-

presence

blue collar, National

-

that the traditional core of each party

farming-business) were starting to feel the

of new colleagues from the urban professional classes. This

transition had progressed further by mid decade. According to a 1966 study,
89 percent of National Party activists were drawn from business, managerial
and clerical occupations. Although 60 percent of Iabour activists in the same
study were skilled or unskilled manual workers a sizeable 22 percentwere of

a professional managerial background.s

In

the Lg72 general election the

proportion of l-abour MPs with union backgrounds reached a new low

of.
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percent. From 1972 to 1975 manual workers and trade union officials in
the
Parliamentary Labour Party were outnumbered by professionally employed
PerSOns.3l

tr!

owNsnsHrp AND lVIaNacrMENT oF MEDrA oncaxrsATroNs

The shift away from family shareholdings altered media ownership patterns.
The locally involved family newspaper gave way to a corporately owned
media which introduced advertisers to mass audiences. By L969 about 75 af.
the 100 publications registered in New Zealancl were owned and operated by
nine major firms of which three came to dominate the structure of ownership;

NZ News, Wilson & Horton and Indepenclent Newspapers.32

Collusive

traditions of newspaper ownership and management nevertheless remained.
This was evident when, in 1965 Inrd Thomson, the Canadian newspaper
magnate, tried to buy Wellington's morning newspaper, The Dominion. The
takeover was prevented by the Newspaper ownership Act passed by the

National government

at the request of

newspaper proprietors.33 The

legislation was intended to keep newspapers, radio and television stations

beyond overseas ownership

by

imposing statutory restrictions on

shareholding. Its principal effect, however, was to enshrine local monopoly.s

Meanwhile the Broadcasting Act of 1961 ended formal Ministerial control of
the airwaves. The birth of a semi-independent network, the New Zealand
3L

n
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Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC) initiated a new relationship between
government broadcast institutions and journalism. But the legislation

also

contained residues

of

paternalism. under section 11

of the NZBC was

obliged to "comply with the general poliry of the government of New Zealand
with respect to broadcasting" and to "comply with any general or special

directions given

in writing by the Minister pursuant ro the policy of

the
government".$ In any case traditional managerial practices did not disappear.

Ministers, the Director General and departmental heads worked cooperatively to minimize public controversy.s The government exerted further

control over the NZBC through supervision of its expenditure. The
corporation was obliged to prepare comprehensive estimates for its yearly

a form approved by the Minister of Finance". proposed
capital works in excess of $50,000 could not be undertaken withour
expenditure "in

Ministerial consent.sz In this environment corporation heads deferred to
politicians and were suspicious about programme content.
Broadcasting Act provisions were phrased in terms of "the public interest" and

"proper balance". The former principle was used to respecify the bounds of
"good taste" and "decency". In the context of news "proper balance" simply

reinforced the primacy

of

officiar facts over contesting values. on

controversial policy matters senior politicians could reserve the right of reply.
Consequently official silence of evasion was often sufficient to prevent items
going to air. In 1969 the NZBC aclmittecl that, on controversial matters, all
available viewpoints need not be airecl on a single programme. This provided

broadcast journalists the opportunity
programmes such as

35

%
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to interpret political issues. Radio

In the News, Clrcckpoint and Wewpoint introduced
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of

Broadcasting.

listeners to political commentary. Meanwhile the first series of Gallery in 1969

inaugurated public affairs television.rs Journalistic auronomy w:ls given
institutional support by the 1973 Broadcasting Act. The old broadcasting

portfolio was abolished and replaced by a seven member council presiding
over Radio New Zealand and a competitive two channel colour system.3e

In the major print media the Parliamentary Press gallery grew to supplement
NZPA news gathering. Outside of controversial issues gallery correspondents
provided day to day coverage of Parliamentary proceedings along with head

office material in commerce, industry, finance and public administration.ao
This dependence upon primary news sources precluded the emergence of
critical journalism but the available range

of

commentary was extended.

Whereas the NZPA simply transcribed the facts of a given event or situation,

senior gallery journalists sought

to

convey understanding by interpreting

'accepted' facts. By 1976,45 journalists were accredited to the Press gallery.
The major metropolitan newspaper each had between one and six journalists
rePorting daily.at

Throughout this period 'news'assumed an ontological authority distinct from
its means of production. (i.e. as in 'the' news). One measure of this shift could
be seen in the changed format of the daily press. In response to commercial
pressures created largely by television press editors exploited the immediacy

of news photos and bold type headlines. As a result newspaper identity was
mass mediated rather than locally generated and individual journalists

appeared distanced

from their

audiences. Meanwhile

'the news'

was

bureaucratically managed and packaged by radio networks as the corporate
38
39

q
4l

Ibid, pp 47-49.
See M. Rhodes. The Managenrcnt of Broadcasting in Advanced Capitalist Society: The
Media, lhe Mass htblic and tlrc Slate, Unpublishcd MA Paper, Sociologli Department,
University of Canterbury L97.
A. Robinson, Notes on Ncw Zealatd Politics, Victoria University, Wellington, 797A, p 67.
T. Garnicr, 'The Parliamentary Press Gallery', S. Levine, ed, Polirics in New zealand: A
Reader, Gcorge Allen Unwin, Auckland, 1978, p 150.
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strategy of capturing demographic markets superseded the Kiwi tradition of
paternally addressing listeners. Most importantly of all the introduction of

micro-linked television disseminatecl the language and imagery of news across
a nationally constituted public sphere.

IrI:

Nuws amo .THn EcoNonry'

News Work and News Sources

From 1960 to 1975 three kinds of news sources set the rhetorical limits of
economic news.

The first of these was the government, especially the prime Minister, the
Minister of Finance and other cabinet members. The NZPA continued to
translate the budget announcements into staid factual accounts of economic
polisy and policy direction. But increasingly, the immediacy of television and
the response of other media turned the budget into a news event. In the days
before budget night sub editors lookecl for Ieaks and clever news angles. The

following day, readers were greeted with front page headlines and photos of
the Finance Minister. Gallery journalists were the expositors of budget
content; the more able among them provided a macro-economic context for

the announced measures but critical commentaries were rare. Journalists
were not always economically literate and relied on outside sources for
analysis.

In

these circumstances finance ministers were encouraged to

announce mini-budgets to promote themselves and other policies. The master

of this tactic, R. D. Muldoon, knew that journalists would always respond to
their primary source of economic news. In the early days of television the
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Prime Minister, Keith Holyoake, would address the nation without
intemrption from journalists and advertisers. When interviewed on tape he
could vet the finished copy before it went to air.a2 Journalists were not always
so craven to their sources but deference was the professional pattern and this
was reflected in the narrow range of economic argument.

Secondly journalists relied upon Producer Boards,
Federation and Federated Farmers
pages

of the daily

the Manufacturers

for economic comment. The

press contained verbatim reports

business

of company dividends,

share price movements and wool sale figures. Business and farming leaders

received captions and photographs when appointed

to new positions. At

budget time they would speculate as to how specific policy measures would

affect their own economic sector.

on formal

occasions such as A.G.M.'s

prominent farmers and businessmen provided journalists with prognoses
about the New Zealand economy. Rival perspectives were forming over
questions of trade, protection and industrial development but the conventions

of news gathering precluded critical analysis.
Business advocacy groups were the third major source of economic news. For

example the Employers Federation typically determined the economic 'facts'

of national award negotiations for journalists and news audiences. Similarly,
as primary sources company directors, Banker organizations and the
Chambers of Commerce could promote their interests as those of the national
economy.

All of these sources of economic

news; government, producer interests, and

business advocacy groups were assembled

for

National Development

Conferences. Their individual and sectional opinions were amalgamated

through the scientific voice of economics. During the first plenary session of

August

42

1,968 economists

and associated commentators provided journalists

Op cil, Cleveland, July 7970,pp 4U41.
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with a national economic picture which was disseminated through nationally
constituted channels of communication.

The centralization of news-news source relationships made

it

difficult for

trade unions, consumer groups and dissident economists to articulate their
views. They could not shape the definitions

of economic issues or policy
agendas. During budget time for example the Federation of I-abour could
only comment reactively on the policy themes and details set out in the

official statement. During the first National Development Conference trade
union difficulties were compounded by media deference toward the apparent
'objectivity' of economists. This also meant that the l^abour opposition could

no longer resort to simple negative attacks against specific government
policies as Holyoake had done preceding the 1960 election. They too needed
the authority of economic expertise to vouchsafe their public statements.

The Newsworld of Economic Management

During the plenary sessions of the National Development Conference,
business leaders, scientists, economists and journalists projected a seemingly

rational, non-partisan conception

of

economic development and social

objectives. This was reflected in daily current affairs reporting. The world of
news portrayed the Prime Minister, the Finance Minister and other cabinet

politicians as holding centre stage as they began to talk the language of the
scientifically-managed economy.

In this sense, budget coverage brought

together traditional political authority and modern economic knowledge.
Opposition spokespeople were forced to adapt; traditional polemics over
specific ta:<es and duties no longer seemed credible.

Indeed, Labour's success in L972 can be partially attributed to the ability of

Norman Kirk to appropriate the visionary tone of the more optimistic NDC

-

Ly-

reports. During the election campaign the 'credibility' of Labour's economic
strategy was inseparable from social perceptions about the need for progress
and change.

In L972, the newly-elected l-abour government

disbanded the National

Development Conference. Nevertheless, news journalists routinely defined
the policies of both parties within the context of economic rationality. The
significance of this kind of news coverage was that politicians and their views
were being projected in terms of means end calculation rather than socially
grounded normative arguments.
change

in

journalists

In the 1960s and early

1970s, this gradual

language and imagery was partly obscured by the tendency of

to

associate economic issues

with the immediacy of politicat

events. But, increasingly the needs of 'the economy' became a central issue in

its own right.

With the emergence of televised nationwide news in the late 1960s the world
of news itself became increasingly vivid and personalized. Once this happened
the stock figures of journalists and politicians were at the foreground of public

life. This was especially evident in the interview format whereby audiences
became accustomed

to the adversarial roles of

economic debate.

OccasionallS and not without controversy, the format was widened to include
representatives

of trade unions and 'protest' groups. On matters of

social

interest the 'general public' even took part in the form of a studio audience.

Irss

ostentatiously, the newsworld promoted the technical knowledge of

economists and political scientists. They presented abstracted rather than
socially directed accounts of the external world. Specialized experts were not

yet dominant news figures; their appearance largely depended on the slow
progression of newsworthy political and economic events such as budgets and
elections. Journalists from whatever medium were not inclined to publicly
challenge those whose authority derived from expertise.
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It was more likely for

established institutions such as Parliament

or Cabinet to be the brunt of

criticism.
Trade unions, protest groups and the labour Party in opposition were on the
peripheries of this newsworld.
This was a structured choreography, peripheral groups and individuals found

it difficult to alter projected images of themselves.

Labour Party politicians,

for example, found themselves depicted as secondary to the prime movers of
economic policy. Unlike government and business leaders within the
newsworld, they could not assume the dramatic vantage-point necessary to
shape political events. Nonetheless

become part

labour leaders could, at election times,

of the dramatic fluidity of

events and thereby contest the

outcome. Trade unions and outside pressure groups were, by contrast, always
marginalised through the language and imagery of deviance and disruption. In
the mainstream media this was a systematic process only occasionally allayed

by the interventions of liberal journalists. The power structure of

the

newsworld which prevailed in the early 1970s contained media opportunities

for skilled political

leaders. These were tactically exploited

by

Robert

Muldoon as Finance Minister. He established prominence by appearing
technically competent

in

economic matters and

by vili$ing

already

marginalised groups such as trade unions and beneficiaries.

Patterns in the Language

PI./INNING'THE ECONO MY

In the early 1960s 'the economy'started to appear

as an

unqualified locution.

This was unnoticed at the time because most news stories were embedded in

the traditional discourses of national identity, household frugality and rural
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folk wisdom. From 1968 to

1972 plenary sessions

of the National

Development Conference (NDC) provided journalists with lofty assessments
of New Zealand's economic future.
Intertextual news analysis reveals formats and language patterns deferential

to

technocratic authority. When national development targets were

formalized in August 1968 the Waikato Times informed its readers of the fact

that Experts helped compile

report.a3

Under this inside-page

headline,

conference leaders and their qualitications were listed in bold type. The New

Zealand Herald's inside page feature was set beneath a wide panel
photograph of elite NDC technocrats in worsted suits and ties.+e' Meanwhile

radio and television newsreaders with Kiwi-inflected BBC accents grandly
anrrounced national growth projections. Subsequent commentaries on macroeconomic performance were simple extensions of technocratic authority.ls

9n

Checkpoinr, a nightly radio programme of news commentary, plenary session
proceedings were discussed in collegial fashion by journalists and academics.
Such is evident in the following extract of 28 August 1968.
Newsr.eaden Harvey Franklin of the Geography Department of Victoria
University will be covcring the conference for Checkpoint. Today he discussed the
report of the targets committee with Philip Holloway a former Labour Minister of
Industries and Commerce and lan MacDougall, Professor of Economics at
Massey University. He began by asking Prolessor MacDougall if he thought a
yearly growth rate of four and a half percent was realistic.
Professor Ian MacDougatl to Haney Franklin: Yes . . . I . . . I think that this is
... a practicable target . . . but . . . only just, and one of the things of course we
are very much in the dark about at the moment is the assumptions which underlie
these particular targets . . . I suspect that somc of thc assumption lean toward the
pessimistic side.

CflEcKPot{r, RNZ,

43

4

45

28

Aucusr

1968

Waikato Times,28 August 1968, p 3.
The New Zealand Herold, ?6 Atrgust 1968, p 3.
The lirst news items on the National Development Conference were ttpically introduced

in this

way. Interviewer introductions

on radio and television, along with NZPA

subediting all exuded the means-end rationality of setting targcts for 'the econom/.
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Comments such as these were the substance of economics journalism Initial

NDC coverage uncritically projected the means-end rationality

of indicative'

planning. Within this discourse the economy appeared as

a national,

intersectoral unity guided by experts toward the calculated targets of growth
and productivity.
Nerrysrcaden . . . the [targets] report proposes growth rates for different
sectors of the New 7*aland economy for the next ten years. As you just heard
in the news, the target for the economy as a whole is set as a four and a half
percent increase each year in the gross national product.
C HEc KPo rr'rr,

Targets

RNZ

28

Auc usr

1!)68

for each economic sector were set accordingly. The following

introduction set the scene for a Television studio discussion on economic
growth and educational training.
Interviewen The National Development Conference in Wellington said we
must almost double our exports in the next ten years, accept targets for
increases like this: Tourism l78Vo, tor pastoral exports 74To for torcstry t43Vo
and for manufacturing445Vo . . .
CH E c KP o I t fr, P.Nz, 29

au c usr 19(f

The factual authority of these projections stemmed from the NDC's position
as a primary news source. This was reiterated by media reports in which
politicians proposed a bipartisan approach to economic development.a6 These
examples point to the emergence of a self serving technocratic ideology.aT

This was not usually recognizable; such reasoning was usually expressed
through traditional forms of public address. The following Waikato Times
article of 27 August 1968 is a case in point.

6
n

This was Labour's initial response to the NDC. Standard NZPA articles headlining Mr
Fresr's speech to the conference calling for 'a bipartisan approach' to economic
development. Can be found in Tlrc Evening Post 29 August 1968, p 17. Tlrc New Zealand
Herald,30 August 1968, Section l, p 12.
This ideology is defined and elaborated in Chapter one. The adjective'technocratiC is
short hand for instrumental or mcans-end rationality. For further comments see: I.
Shirley, 'social Policy and Social Planning' from P. Spoonlcy, D. Pcarson (ed) Naw
Zealand Sociological Penpectives, Dunmore Press, Palmerston North, 1982. Shirley sums
up the technocratic outlook as ". . . . choosing the 'most effective path'on the assumption

that the process itself might somehow differentiate between conflicting political
objectives' (p 25t).
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WAIIuro TIME|,2T AuGUsr 1968, P 1

This standard NZPA article outlines government support for the NDC and
then states that all practical measures (means) will be put forward for the
attainment

of.

growth targets (ends). The first of these measures will sef targets

for growth^ What these might be is dependent on bureaucratic

exigencies

rather than economic circumstances. Sector committees could make target
recommenduioru which would be reviewed and confinned at a subsequent
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conference.4 Follow up news reports showed these procedural rules to be self
serving. Such is evident in the following The New Zealand Herald article of 30

August 1968.
rl

MUCII TO IBE DO
J

, :ff

, tlt

THE NEWZEAIAND HEMLD, 30 AUCUST 1968, S

4t|

I,P

T2

An almost identical itcm can bc found in the Euatlitg Post of 27 August L968, p A-The
headline rsads: WILL PULL WUCTTT ON DEVELOPMEI'TT PM PROMISES. ThE
introductory paragraph states that ". . . the Govenunenl would put its fitll weight behind
alt practicaili nrcasires lo achieve the tat yesr growtlr progranune for the New Zealand
ecottotrry reconunended by the targels corrurtiltee"-

-Lro-

From this news summary of the first Plenary session it is impossible to tell

if

the growth plan is economically achievable. This is because muclt of the real
work of the conference has yet to be done. Such work turns out to be a matter
of bureaucratic organi zation rath er than

eco

nomic analysis.

Delegates adopted a series of resolutions accepting the broad framework within
which planning will proceed in detailed committee work until next May when a
final economic growth plan will be presentcd.
THE NEwZEAt"two

Heplt4

30 AuGUsr 1968

The assurance that a final economic growth plan will be presented is tempered

by the fact that sector committees, were to be guided but not bound by the

in effect that growth specifications could be
recalculated by NDC technocrats. It was not necessary to explain

tentative targets. This meant
endlessly

why predictions might diverge from actual economic performance. This
circularity of ends and means w:LS a central feature of early NDC coverage.ae
Indicative planning was an interbureaucratic, self-referential discourse shared

by experts, businessmen, politicians and senior journalists. Within the news
media

it

also became a public language which sought to appropriate socio-

cultural values. In ideological terms this was unsuccessful. The means-end

rationality

of

economic growth could not effect semantic closure over

normative perspectives. Such themes are illustrated

in the following

page

fromThe New Zealand Herald,28 August 1968.

49

Other news coverage focused upon the process of sectoral target setting. See the
Auckland Star, 29 August 196& ft an editoial entitled'No Conlidence in Tourism' the
first paragraph reads: Tlrc govemnrcnt lws askcd the National Developtrtctrl Conference to
set Wwtlt taryets for the next decade tlwt arc bottt 'innginative and realistic'. It is a ticky
assigtnwt paaicularly wlwt tlrc antourtt of ntoney lhat can be ilpcsted in one industry
may be limited by ttrc competing danands of anotlrcr. The focus here is tpon growth
targets, and how they can be made to frt investment levels across different industries. The
editorial goes on to argue that the targct for Tourism should have bcen more optimistic.
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The layout of these New Zealand Herald headlines shows that social

aspects,

cotuultation and co-operation are secondary to NDC deliberations. Article A
simply states that the conference had, so far coruidered only economic factors
while bypassing social aspects. Recent submissions on such issues as the
physical environment, regional and town planning, welfare concepts, ethical

and moral attitudes support tlrc view that economic da,elopment wc$ not an

aim in itself and in the final analysis it was tlrc kind and quality of W which
counted. In more critical vein, trade union participants at the conference
expressed concern at the lack of emphasis on tlrc lruman factor.

Mr W J Knox

from the F.O.L. desuibed the taryets as not bad but based on theory. He
subsequently points out that my people are not very happy to feel that perhaps
we are only on the fringe

of

tltis

particular conference. Mr E. Isbey further noted

that there was only one wonran delegate and

...

tlrcre were no Maoi

representatives among delegates.In the context of overall NDC coverage these

were muted concerns. However they point to emergent criticisms of singular
means-end rationality as an official line of reasoning. From the preceding new
extract grounds of opposition can be categorized. These are, the downgrading

of social priorities, absence of humanity, feelings of marginalisation and lack
of representation. Mr J W Rowe's official response to this array of complaints
is that faster economic growth was a pre-requisite to growtlt of social services.
This simply reformulates the initial admission that social aspects had not so

far been

considered.so

As later news extracts will show, this failure

to

elaborate the relationship between instrumental economic goals and
normative ideals produced underlying tensions within NDC reportage.

The marginalisation of social goals can also be seen in the Auckland Star, ?3 August
1fti8, p 5. In an article headlined Rrclr LrvrNc NEEDS MoRr TIIAN WEALTII thc first
paragraph reads: The physicol and social environment have intplications for econonic
developnrcnt and deseryc full coruideration delegate to tle National Developtnent
Conference were lold yesterday. This leaves uncxplained the primary question of how the
physical, social and economic are inter-related.
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For the moment we shall turn to the problems of marginalisation

and

representation. Normative justifications of indicative planning required that

ordinary citizens become involved. In this respect there was a popular

-

corporatist-dimension to NDC rhetoric. News item B from The New Zealand

Herald headlines the need for consultation and co-operation. Opening the
conference, Mr Holyoake reiterates that the final progrcunme would emetge

eB

the result of genuine co-operative effort. This is described as a process in which

we consult the people and thqt pafticipate

in

the planning. What these

assertions might mean in practice is alluded to but not specified. We are told

that targets based on coruultation witlt those afficted lead naturally to the
creation of continuing machinery to keep reviewing progress toward th.ese targets.

In this respect New Zealand would develop its own machinery by using and
improving lines of communication with producer boards, trade organizations,
unioru and otlrcrs.sr

From these prognoses the question emerges

-

how will ordinary citizens be

involved in the planning process? Analysis of initial NDC coverage reveals
two possible answers: populism and public relations.

Firstly conference pronouncements were meshed with the national folk
wisdoms

of duty, solidarity and hard work. Popular sentiment was cajoled

toward the means'end rationality of planning, growth and development. News

item C from The New Zealand Herald sternly suggests that Kiwi she's igltt
complacency is good no longer and that the future of New Zealand as a nation
51

popular-corporatism werc reiterated by journalists themselves, see for
example, The Evening Post, 3L August, p 20. Under the headline DeveLoPMENT
CoNFERENcE A SraN oF HopE the first paragraph reads: The tint public session of lhe
National Developrnent Con[erence which ended on Tlursday was ntoderate in tone but all
secton of the conununity - businessnrcn, labour represenlatives, public seruants,
politicians and ollrcrc of the counlry's lcadcrs, voiced a quiet, intelligent cnthusiasrn for the
project. A more grandiose tone was struck by the Auckland Star editorial of 26 August
1!b8, immediately preceding the Confcrence's opening. The first paragraph begins New
Zealmd is about to enter wlnt could be the decade of greatest econonic development in
his history. Wrcther ilnt will be so is laryely ht the lwnds of thc people.

Themes

of

-L+l-

is at stake. In this context involvement means resolution and hard work . . .
quite simply we must resolve now to do much better than we have done before.sz

The same message emerges from this Neville Indge cartoon in the Evening
Post of 27 August 1968.
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Here the New Zealand economy is likenecl to an overheated car which will
not travel towards its target (Gross National Product) without the 'hands on'
mechanical skills of Rob Muldoon and Keith Holyoake. However it transpires
that the real heat is generatecl by angry passengers (workers and unions) who

berate the driver (Holyoake) with clemands for
52

full employment,

overtime

These themcs were especially evidcnt in Newspaper editorials. The Evening Post of 3I
was headlined: NOw DowN TO WORK et the end of the sinh
August 1968, for
paragraph it is "*u*pl",
statet that higher lcvcls of economic activity are needed, more

importantty however we need to brush up our ideas and shed sonrc inherent bad habits,
coirylacency being one. Sec also the New Zeoland Weekty News, 9 September 19ffi, p 7 '
Gordon fUiUugtrtan's articlc on the first NDC plcnary session bcgins with the 'gung ho'
headline, ALL SYSTEMS AT'GO' IN 1O-YEAR PLAN.
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and more money. Anger stretches to incredulity when the driver tells the
passengers that they have to get out and push. The mechanical skills of
Mulcloon's and Holyoake's driving are insufficient

to

ensure continued

development. The metaphor suggests that workers need to exert themselves

for the national

cause.

Secondly, as the following radio interview illustrates coruultation and co'
operation simply means public acceptance of NDC aims and objectives.
Interviewen But by my estimation there must be something like cither 300 at
a minimum or 600 at a maximum people involved directly apart from the
indirect consequenccs on the government departments. Now this is an
enormous number of people to bring together to make decisions which are
fairly needy and clear decisions which could've bcen quite easily by the
existing structure of the public service.

Gerry Symmans: Yes this is partly true I think. These decisions probably
could've been made . . . given time . . . by the public service but thcy wouldn't
be nearly as palatable to anybody or as acceptable to anyone as ifpeople had
made them themselves and this I think is what they're doing.
Intervierven So it really is a case of public relations . . . its getting consensus in
society and it's and it's in a sense . . .?
Gerry Symmans (interrupting): . . . performing some of the functions that are
not performed or should be performed by the mediums of information . . . I
mean after all it's the job of the radio and the newspapers to do this sort of
thing and if it hadn't been done then you've got to have a conference like this.
CHE1KP1I^ff,RNZ, 30 Auousr 1968

This candid view of top-down public relations contradicts the traditional
notions of nationwide popular effort (from workers' unions and we the
people). In the Checkpainf interview, participants agree that the NDCs role is

to make government and public service decisionspalatable to anybody. This is
an exercise in which the people are addressed by technocrats first, then

politicians. Conversely,

in the Lodge

cartoorL technocratic directives

concerning 'the economy' are translated into popular idioms. Workers and
unions are cajoled by a recognizable political leader rather than through the
techniques of public relations.
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In the following
approaches

-

of

Waikato Times editorial

13 September 1968 both

the populist and the top down are enthusiastically endorsed

with bizarre consequences.
PAGE FOUR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

I3,

1958

Flanning implies

'I'lre clection w'iurer, surely, ouglrt to be thc inr-

plenrentatiou of whatever plaus are made. Auy fool, as
rrell as any gelius, cau mako plans. Nor, of course, are
plans political; they're Dlaus, though lYIr lrreer rvas rectr
and-lrcard to say on TV uerys that only a shorl, rvbile

r.oIo

decrston maKmg
"flaving largely ignored tbe National uevetoKrrt
Couferencc

ln lts early, formative

ago

stage6." muses The

piluling rvas a dirty rvord olrly

uued

rvoulil like to offer its support to rvhat rras going

New Zealand Economist, "the more erudite critics are
now raoing aheail cltattering animatedly about the cou'
ritu0loual anil Dolitical implications ol a non - elective
&chnocracy'laying tlorvu ecouornic law to the govern'
ment ol the day."
tl we nay get in our two economic cents' rvorth

(loud chcers).

goieiiimenG-'Cencrlttv werc rcccpl.ive of non - electivc
-ibrvn
ecolornic lau's to thcnr, Alas,
tetfiilriGrats:layin!:
-lor all of irs,the tecbnocrak are usuallv ignored.
Thc NZ Eoonomist finds the lunlications o[ a braitts
trusi alirectlug some of our aflairs 'fascittating.' It adtls
a ely alig at the OpDosltiou, though in a kittdly rtav. bv
remarking: "Likc the three rvisc men thc Lcbour larty
srrlveil late for the birth. . but havittg correctly ttrtcrlretcrl the signs in thc sky it came bearirrg siJts ot
gootl will anil asked to be considereil as tlte godfatltcr."
All of rvhtch ls a rnost apt mctaDhor. Ilos'cvcr. rvhcu
lls cditorlalist asks himself whctlrer a bipartisau aP'
Droach to econonric Dlanning shoukl be acccptablu ttt

.

dofdrurneut, witb the thought that the Governmcut
might, by conceiling this, be sacrificittg arr clcr:tiort

If this
lilicly

sounds

likc I ryord to lhe rvisc it

is.

WaxaroTwts

wlnner, ry_e_ggg!-Dart.brass rags.

Citing a concurrent article in the New Zealand Economists3 the editorial
confidently asserts that most of the trorhles of thb would conceivably be ended
Thc coverage of thc Nery Zealand Econonrist and Taxpayer is rcvcaling. In its l Aygusl
1968 issue (pp fO-ff) an anonymous corrcspondent wonders whether the NDC will sr'rd<
to sanctimoiious ptailntdes about ntore productiort, more efJicicttcy, harder work and better
salesnrcnship. ThL editorial of 1 Scptcmber 1968, p 1, exudes a less sceptical tone; Even
tlrc ntost qnical obseryer could not deny the sense of national purpose which -tlrc
conference crealed. In the 1 October issue, pp 9-10 an anonymous correspondent
the Confcrence enthusiastically about the
concludes his/her summary
and rationality of indicative planning; Its most
consensus
the
betwcen
complementarity
ntay
not cvcrbe suryassed, is tlnt it lws caused ilrc
which
and
to
date,
notable achievenwil

of

concept of consultative indicative ptanning to be accepted by all shades of polilical opinion.

The ionference nny, therepre, conrc

On

lVhere the planuiug is going to succecrl or fail is
surely a|, the decisiou - lnakiug lcvcl. l'his is aud has io
-'-' .
bc iu thc hands of Cnbirrct.
gctling
gimrnie*
Nor i.s it soing to be rnuch ol a vole
to auuourtcc that {be Dlans have all bcor madc. According to thc schedule (he plannirrg rvill go ol rvcll lniol
next ycar. So, olcu ng,r,in, the vot6 gctl,iug girurnick, tha(l
shot iu Ncrv Zealand's ballot marking arrn to rvhlclr tlrc
NZ Ecorromist secnrs lo refer, must depenrl on tvlrot lrls
becn -lone, aud hotv, by thcn.
That givcs thn lrccscut Goverurnent sboul, a year
to gct crrrckiug. ..\t rrhich poinl lct it,hc renrarkerl
that one of thc conrmonest courplaiuts heard about the
Cabincf is that you (whoever you are) can nevcr gct
thcnr ,to uraftc up thcir lnin{s, Iudccisiou at thc top
infects the rvh<rlc body politic.

wc would cor4rrent at this poiut that most of the
iroubles of this worltl could conceivably be euded if

53

lry dirly

socialists (laughter fronr all sidcs) but the Ltbour l,arly

lo be rcnrcnrbered not for the targets whiclt it
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sct,

vcry

if govemments generally were receptive of non-elective technocrats layinY down
economic laws to them. The possibility that a bipartisan approach to economic
planntng might not be an election winner is cryptically dismissed (we must part

It is instead suggested that the election winner ougltt to be the
implementations of whatever plans are made. This sits uneasily with the
brass rags).

assertion that plans can't be political, especially when
success

or failure

has

it

transpires that their

to be in the hands of cabinet. Immediate electoral

advantage cannot be gained because according to the schedule the planningwill

go on well into nefi year.In down-to-earth style the government is urged over

the next year to get cracktng. More sceptically it is remarked that one of the
commonest complaints heard about the cabinet is that you (whoever you are)
can never get them to make up their minds. This has widespread consequences.
Indecision at tlrc top infecn the whole body politic. This folksy appeal to cabinet

responsibility on public behalf contradicts the initial proposition that world

troubles could end

if governments

generally were receptive

of

non'elective

technocrats layins down economic laws to tltem.

Thus far we have looked at NDC reportage of 'the economy' in terms of its
self servin g rationatity and its partial closure of normative perspectives.
Permeating these patterns of language were unspoken rules of.temporality'

Early colonial reportage had been indistinguishable from social beliefs about
colonial progress and nationhood. The emergence of a rationally justifiable
economic discourse in the 1930s did not supersede the traditional colony to
narion myth. In the 1940s and 1950s Kiwi Keynesianism still perceived the

contemporary economy as a culmination of past efforts. From bullocks to
tractors and fla,x mills to factories, New Zealand had come a long way since
the 19th century. This was a retrospective account which knew that the future
thE arc adequare or are achieved but because it marked the poitrt where lhe
course
New Zealand econonty ceised its haphozard wandcittgs and set out on a chafted

wlrether

or

not

toward a defned goal.
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would and ought to be a simple continuation of past progress. In other words
there was no greatneed to plan. By contrast, the technocratic economy of the

late 1960s and early 1970s distanced itself from the past and projected itself
into the future. NDC reports optimistically announced growth figures ten
years in advance with unprecedented precision; Tourism 178 percent, pastoral

exports 74 percent, forestry 143 percent and manufacturing 445 percent' It
was confidently expected that sectoral and national targets could be reviewed

in

accordance

with changing circumstances. The rules of

contained within NDC discourse can

temporality

be elucidated from the following

checkpoint interview of 29 August 1968.
Newsreader Introduction: Thc Chairman of the Targets Committee and the
man who presentecl the report was Mr A R [nw, the Governor of the Reserve
Bank, and Harvey Franklin talked to him after the session'

Haney Franklin: Mr Low, your committec has set the nation a large and
pr"r.iog task to raise exports by 94Vo in thc nen ten years. The task is made
all the more pressing because ihe targets havc been set so late in the piecc.
Why have weiad toivait for so long for such an obvious economic exercise?
the need
A R lnw: I think the reason mainly is that bccause until vcry recently
has
there
because
also
and
of this sort of exercise was not really understood
and
word
djrty
a
rather
bcing
planning
as
been a tendency to regard
so-etning to be avoideOl fneie havc been a number of conferences of this
with
kind but in"yur been rather more limited ones dealing with housing and
a
have
we
that
now
but
ah
development
'''
agriculture and ah . . . industrial
inter-industry
the
particularly_
on
work
to
niuch better suppty of sturisdcs
gleater
studies that are done by the Governmcnt Statistician and the much
use of
the
and
expenditure
and
income
work that's been done bn national
,economic
from
available
now
are
them
call
models' as they
computers and
work
the
also
and
College
Lincoln
the agricultural economics rcsearch unit ai
it possible
being-done by the Institute of Economic Research. This will make
before'
possible
to dJ this exercise in a way which was not
rate
Harrey Franklin: Your projection implics a more constant and steadier
less
be
to
ought
thcre
Ah,
past.
of gror"tn than has o"cuit",l in the

fluctuations, how can this be achieved?
bound
A R Low: we don't really expect to eliminate all fluctuations. The/re
of
some
but
making
own
our
not
be
to occur and ah we hope thai, they will

in the
one else,s making outside New Zealand. The ah history of New Zealand
that.
avoid
to
want
do
we
variety.
recent past has b-een too much of a stop-go
go
economy
let
the
to
It is a inost wasteful, confusing and irritating exercise
last
did
we
as
two
year
or
fast ahead and then have to pot oo the brakes for a
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year. We would like to avoid this . . . we are hoping by this kind of indicative
planning to make sure we don't run into that situation again. And in future we
will be less worried by the large ups and downs.
CHE1KP1INT, RNZ, 29 AuGUsr 1968

It is clear from this discussion that setting growth targets was not primarily a
response tO economic circumstances. It was, rather, a consequence of a muclt
better supply

of

statistics and the use of computers and economic modek' Stch

expertise is designed to step clear of the recent past where economic activity
has been too much of a stop-go variety. The hope is to make sure that we don't

run into this situation again and in tlrc future. Thus, indicative planning brings
order to the unpredictable nature of future economic activity. Must crucially

the quantity and complexity of information available (statistics, computers
and models) only allows forward projections of the present economy' The
The
conjunctures of historical change are excluded from the planning process.
past was simply a history of past mistakes, blundered into'

These language patterns of rationality, closure and (prospective) temporality
can be illustrate{ through intertextual analysis. Their ideological coherence

within news discourses can be gleaned from editorials. These had always been
the lecterns of the news arena. Editors were able to summarize official
public
economic outlooks, set sensible parameters of debate, and define the
interest.

The first paragraph of this Evening Post editorial sets out the temporal
parameters of a planned economy. The NDC is ainted at sett@ the country on
this prospect
course for the furure. The actions and qualities likely to enhance
can be listed as follows:

- getting down to business
- determined oPtinisnt

-

tackling tlre task in hand

-

frank discussion
- sssessntent of [herJ capabilities, cotttttrilnrenls and shortconings

-

genuine desire-
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Time To Get
On Target

i

,FIAPHAZARD tfading has no place In to- i
l" day's fir'rcch' conrpctilivrr rcorld, Thcre- r
for!. ll iq cniguraging to s(e lhe Nationill De- :

,vclolmcnt Con(clcnce. aftr.l. monthd of build-'i
to busincss. Ncry Zcakrnd's I
lmprovcd tHdlng posltion, as discloscd b.v thc
,up. gcttfuig dorvn

Res€fve

Banli yeslerday, mst cl'eate a
fol the gathet,ing and

lavouraLrle slmosphel?

should asslst In gener?ting an esscntial feel- '
lng of dctetmlned oplirnisnr fol' tackliltg lhe
task:in'hand- Tltcre can bt no u'alnd.rvavhrg.
but only ftAnh-dgsuqslon aimed at setting tlie
country on{ourse fot' the futul'e. This musl
cntail an asscsmcnt of hcl'capabilities, her
commitnrenis und hor shortcomings, as s.ell
as a gcnuine dasire fol national dcvelopmcnt
on a r.i,orrth-s'hile scale.

If this first public meering of the I\DC.
can convince lhe nfltion of the adrantageJ of
e plunncd ecsnomy-one deyeloped along
carcfully calculated llnes-lt rvill have nrade

impollant first step ton'ar& a
' an
futur? fol. all.

bc'tter'

r"pol't of the tnrgets comlnittea puts it
'lrFIE
- plainl.v enouqh: unless signitlcrnt chlngcs
are mlde in e.risting attltudes and policios,
tlrc t'alc of Ncu' Zcaland's econonlic Rrolrth
ovcr lhc ncxt dc('{de Nlll ba undesit'ably lolr'.

rcsulling in sub.itantifll undpr-cmplo]'ment of
rnd a slorter I'ise In li\'[tg sltndards.'Ihis is one lnstance rvhere those dit't't'tl),
involued mrst display a capacity for thlnking
l'lrsourars.

blg. Thele must bc no scclional jcelousy othcr's'ise thel'e csn b€ no ptlgl'ess,

B!'now it ls obvious to most of us that
$e cannot rnly soldly on lalnling to mxintain
er:onom1'. Nr'rr Zcaland nrust be pleFnrad to dircrrif; *nd lt ruill bc for the confclence to sR!', efrer rhoughlful stud}-, along
a virilc

wlrat lines.
f !- ..'li ^^nl:nq ilt' e' urrrnll('!i:'?n'th l'|l!' Of .lr
pcr'oont lhe tilrgets r:ummitlea.has irrdccd
h.en pr:ncticrl. Rt'ttil. ro airu ar slrat, rsit[
clTort, ls to${ible t'athcr than set oul. sightf
impressivcly brt impracticobly, hlgh. ,Thg
rvaji to full trconomic t'ecover)'and continuing
stabilily must be decidcd no$. Hortcver, i4

pllnning for the ful.ure, rvith all its unl

cettainty, those l'csponsilrle muJt allorv for
sudden change and ntsrkct fluctuations and
build into the blueprint a dcgrue of llesibility

that $'ill enable us lo make the most o(

market opportunities lmmcdiately the-v pt'e,
sont thom.selves. Rigid adhel'ence to tt'aditional

pr?ctices hm nrade us cconomically vulncrable and it's limc \c underslood lhis trealittcss.
TARGErS, es thc conrmiltd€ concedes, pte- *nt bolh n guidc. end a clrRllenFe. r\s a
countr'!'rve poF.Jess imnlonje potential. It rrill
be for lhe coufer'en('c to shotr hor\, \'1. con

cxploil thc gifts that are ours-not by contlnulng to slt back and feel rorry for oul-,
': ' :'
lo.reallly. '

6clves. but by feclng up
1

-j

EWNING Posr, 27

Auousr

1968, n 8

r

..-...:Y,J."-

These are the attributes of old-fashioned Kiwi pragmatism. What is needed
can be suulmed up

s,

hard work, good spirits and a no nonsense approach to

sorting things out. This will serve to convince tlrc nation of the advantages of a

planned

economy one developed

along carefuAy calculated /rnes.

If this

happens the NDC will hwe made an important ftrst step towards a better future

for aIL The success of this endeavour will be measured by the rate of New
Zealand's economic gtowth over the next decade. The 'gung ho' sentiments of

the first paragraph are tempered with the warning that unless significant
changes sxe made in existing attitudes and policies growth will be undesirably
low and normative aspirations will be checked. There may be a substantial
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underemployment

of

resources

and a slower rise in living standards. Those

involved in NDC deliberations are reminded of their collective responsibility:
there must be no sectional jeatousy otlrcnyise tlrcre can be no progress. Such

pro$ess equates with a viile economy but farming is not sufficient for this to
be maintained, cerebral qualities are also required. It is for the conference to
say

after carefut sm.dy how New Zealand should diversiff. The editorial next

rehearses the circular logic of indicative planning. The first criterion is for

growth targets tobe practical The way to full economic recovery and continuing
stability can then be decided. The future with

all

its

uncertainty can be planned

for by those responsible. The blueprint for doing so is not actually specified
because it has built into it a degree of Jtexibility that will enable us to make the
most of marlcet opportunities immediately thq present themselves. This implies

that growth projections will be endlessly recalculated to allow for su"dden
change and ma*et fluctuatioru. This new dexterity is an advance upon the
traditional practices [that] has made us economically
vulnerable. Finally we are reminded that the targets present a guide and a
challenge to a country which possesses immense potential. We should not

ngfl

adherence

to

reflect on this matter by feeling sorry for ourselves. To exploit the gifts that are
ours as shown by the conference a commonsense approach is required.

It

is

only by/acingup to reality that we wilt reap the rewards of indicative planning.

These pronouncements

try to

reconcile the constituent elements of

technocratic ideology (rationality, closure, temporality) with popular wisdom

for the purposes of national consensus. The liberal version of this official
outlook can be found in the following NZ Listener editorial of 18 September
1968.
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Plonning for the future
.Fltn rcporl of thc tlrgr'ls conrnlitlcc ttf lltc
, I Ni,ti,rnul l)(f(hrl)rncnt Confcrcncc cort'i ^ l:rirrs r() frrirny appirrcntly trrt';rtlrtaLing
l econrrnric prrriculirrrrs thlt thc pl:rin ttrun, ut
sight ttf lltc docutnc'tll, nliry $Untlcr rvlt,ithc'r
i(s corrrpil:rs ilrc x':lttitllt' living on this plirnct.

iir.t

:ru ilrcit trl tltc ccttnrtnry
- is ckrutlcd tritlt intpontltrin s,hich lllr fulurc
xrc lo g(r up by 7-t Pcr cr'nt in llrc
abh,'s

l'lstorrl crp(!rts

l!ut l[r:rl i5 1 nnrdcst risc cotttnrrt dcc;ulc.
silh the 178 ncr cclll lskcd of firlrcrics
itotl lourisnt lnd lhc 445 pcr ccnl lrtut'clrse
lookcd for frour ntirrrufitglttrcs. And yct 30ch
pcrfor'nrirnccs arc rcgardcrl ns ncccssnly if lhc
pirrcrl

2 pcr ccnt ilrtnuul incrc:r:c in lhc Ncrv Zcillrnd
lir,inA stitrtrlirrrl ovur lltr: lnrt lcn ycitts is lo
bc r;rircrl to ?l Fcr c\'nl lrslrYccrl ttow atttl
1979. ln broirrl lcrrttl lhc country is goirrg
t(, Irirvc l0 doublc its crlxtrls ttt itchi('\|: lhitt
crlril I pcr ccnl rDirrlin; sccn irt lltis liglrt tlrc
lurgrls c(rnrnrittcc's projcctionr irrc pnrlrirbly
rcllistic in lcrnrs o[ our rising crllL'ctltions xs

u: rc:rlistig
sith rcgurd lo our u(llFtltrility nr pt(rrlncr'r'i
i5 aril(ltllcr nlittl(r,
tn sclliug tltc:rs lnt.:iuls llrc Nlrlilrr:rl
Dr'v(krpnlcnt Confcrcrrce is Jrrirt.q sontrllttrtg
ttrriilrrc irnd valtr:rblc, 'l ltcrc i: rto tr';rv irt lr
dcntucnrcy for <lirccl nlcssrrrc to I'c lrrurrltltt
c(rrt\unrcrs. \\'lrctlrcr tlrcy :trc qrrilc

Lr llu:tr ott citizcrts lo nRr(lltur tltrlfL', 'l ltc ni(r\l
lhat cnn llc dpttc is lo scsl; ltl ittlllrc{s p${l|rlc
*ith llrc challcngc hcfurc lh,:nr xtl(l h) p.ritlt
oul srrluc of tlrr: llrinps lhilt nlilY lurppn if

llrc chullt'rrgr' is nol tttt'1. lt is it lihcl on thc
indiritlull Nsrv 7-citlutttl rvotLcr ltt \trgli!':'l llurl
hc is lireicr ttvctttll lltirn his ((rlttrlcrF:rr'l\ qhc-

rhcrc in tltr- r..'rrrlrl. ltut it i. :t f:rct lltttI lhr'
elli.rls trI irttlivirltr;,ls iu'c sl)r!'ir(l lrtrt tttttr:lt
trr'lrvr;rjn lhc rvrrrl lltll ir nirirl ft.r irt ttrtlltr

arf SitlitrV irnrl ntlrtl lrC lrl;rr.'.1 l(r tltL':t('(ililrll
lf rrtliorurl prttdrttlLrtt, :'lnl llt:rl slri.h ir rl,'nc
ilitcnrllv in tlrr' lrlrcktlrrrl lrl rvr'cLcntlr lrll(l ill

itlti: crtnirtu.'llt.lr!' ir; ltlr littlc clttli(irttlrllr\s itl
llri\ crililrlt! r'[ rtilr L iir,.l for :ociult !rs lt ttltdlu.
'l

ltc ercel yirlttr' ttf llrr' N:rtirtrt;tl [)svt'lttntttcttI
(irrtf..tcrrrc lililv lrrril rtrtl lrt irc nlr'cisr'lv llt:rt
it tthrc.'t wottr'rs' r:lfrrrls itt 1 n;llirrrr:rl rrlllri'l

ir

:rllorvcd to firll hclorv tltu Icvcls.spccilicd try
llld lirrllcls cr,lttrlliltc(.
Aud yqt it is rurl cnotrgh ntcrcly lo slill{:
lhc gtr;rls:rrrtl linc up tltr: cxpt:rts to dccido

whll, in lirr,j rtorr0nriri dctail, otrghl lo bc dotrc
irr ordrr lo x(lli!'\!' nttttc sitlcs tlf gooels ubroird
and, crprirlly intlroltartl, nlorc itlvsslnrcnl ut
Irr'nl'. 'l ltc rclt tc5t o[ sttcccss ol fililurc rvill
ct,||lr Nlrt:rr tlrt' r'lforl i.s ntirtlc to pcrlittadc
Ncrv Zuirllrrrlrrs ut lirrlic lo ilcccpl tltu pr."
!criPtions irrlivcd lt, A doutllinA o[ cxfx)tls irl
lcn yt'irrs i:i n.)t E()iu.g to hirppctr if individual

wtrrkcrs r;fusc to bc pcrsturdcd thnt lhcy could
nritLs nl.)tc prodrrr;tivc usc of thcir tittrc. lt
$rxr'l h;rppcn citltcr unlc""s rvc all acccpt tho
nccd for l rhift in our blsic nallcrtls of consunrplirrlr. 'tir rluotc tlrc litrgcls contlllitl!'o
rul)(rrl: "'l'lrc in|s.:rrp;thlc firct is lhltt citrl
L.rlrrrtr\ l() gir.c Ncv Zc:rlrrttd a lri.r;lrcr qrtxvtlt
rirlc ciro orrly hr' uchicvcrl ilt thc cxncnsc o[
cil|l\il|lrllli(rn in thc slrort. rtttt." ']'lt:tt is lo sry,

llrilrl-t(flil C(1il\ulICf SpClrdirtl, ntOfe longh'iln i||\c\tItcltl, iut(l liltcf on w!' shilll dcritc
srr,nonric bcncl'i1. llcrc too tlrc [untltrntcntcl

It'ss

rr(r'd ili to nrorlify 0trr tlrinLin.q lrt

l

prrint rvltcrc

our (l\\'n irrrrtt.'di:rl.' tlusires us intlir'irlual conrIlucili cili\rv ! nrlllcr lorvcr prio[ity lhan itr
rhc rcifrrt plst. Orlly lly ltloFtirtg tlris kinrJ
rrl' r'icrrprrirrt cirn tvc hopc lrt divcrt nrorr: ol

y's rcsourc!'s ittlo lt'cas o[ tltc
.lrlcli to r..atn ftrrr.i.qn cxchttt.qu,
('rrrrsirk'r'irr.q llrc inlF(rrlattlcc oI tltc trgrriofl, it is a pity tlrut iir'cirtcr c[[(trt$ rvcrc n(tt
rlil(lc lry thc Nirtiortitl l)cvclollrttcot Clonfcr'
rilcc to slrnvcy lo llrc public lltc ttItlttrc antl
sirrrilic;rnie (ii' Ihc ccotl(rntic go:rls .wltich lre
il\rl' lltc suhir'cl (ll crncrt dc[]ate. Suntc ncwsn;(11(ts ."itlc lllc rcc('rlrnrcnditliorts o[ thc lar!ilr crt|tt|rtill*ri a rcusonlttrlc utllollnt o[
iurutriilcncc, lrrr( llrt' cotttrttillcc's rcln)rt itself
lr:1, nrrrvcd rruitc dil'licult lo ohlirin, Nor hus
tlrc

r:orrtrtr

:((rtl(r1ly

tlr* (i,nlcrcrrcc lrlcDlrctl a nrodilicd vcrsitltl of
llrr' tc1rr'rt ruilillrl( frtr <tuick pcrusitl in ltonrcl
rlr(l \rlrrhrls. lirrtrrttIri; irrfttr'tttirtion i: [r'cqrrclrlly
r\'tirIlrr.(l rrl irr iirfi:trtl lrarrl fttr tllc lxvnllrn ht
un{l\.r.1;rlrrl. \\'hcrr orrc is pl:rrutirtg tljrl ycil(t
:rltc.rrl it is csrcnliirl'trr lc(ilrlint pr.<r0[' trl ;rll

irrlirirll;rls 11s l;llxrrrt t'ortrLirrttrlv trtt lt'lr-'lI r'i
,, llh. counlrv iri \u..lr if tlruv lrlrvc nrr i,l;;r rrf
r..,lr:,t i. r,1trir,.rl ('f rltdtn;rnrl cr.ctl ltrs irl'-'ir
. :'f tlr.' tli.rtt'r'l t,,trtr.' N.'rr' Zr';,1:rtltl is liLr'lv t.r

!('rr\'r;rli(rns - -. irrt''lrrrling sclttr0lclriltlrcn -rvitlr rlrc c\\eil|j(' (rf llrr. plln. 'l hr' nccd norv ir
lrr hrirrr n:rti(.n;rl !oitls clrr\cl t(l Fcrs{rlrirl po:tlt
irrrrl. trlrerr'tr':' Jlr,siblc. lo lrltrr.lhc distinclirrrr.
( lllrrrrr irt' \\ r nlirY suhsuritrr' to n ltirltrric;rl
:rrir,lrt-ltrrvr'-lrrrrt o[ :t Litttl rtlrit'lt Ncrv Zr'nlirnJ
irt liris sl.l',L of ils rl.'r'cloDtttcitl sitttPlv cittlttot

t'q6\

'l'f'lf:l:

I

tlr:rn :r

ti'tile.lir' lti'r\ilt'r'li\r'. ll ii rlilli.'rrlt

I hirv.' if Ptir(Lrr:tiIll

[,'r'

tltfusl,llr-(l i-tt glrth;rl-Iu.rrltt

-.

-Alexonder

Mocleod

/

NZ Listener,l"8-22 SEP'IEMBER 1968, P 5

In this editorial future oriented planning is seen
gowth projections are criticized

as necessary

but the NDC's

as being contingent upon imponderables.

Tt,e

size of the figures are seen to reflect our risittg expectations c$ cortsttmers'
rather than our adaptabitity as produceff. The efficacy of tbe planning process
is not criticized further. Instead we are told that in setting its targets the NDC
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is performing a unique and valuable function as a consensus-building body.
This is a much-needed contribution because there is too little coruciousness in
tltis country of working for socieg as a whole. This state of mind will not be

brought about by direct pressure or by labelling the individual New Zealand
worlrcr as lazier than his counterparts elsewlrcre

in the world. Neither is it

enough merely to state the goals and let the experts decide how to achieve
them. Instead the real test of success or failure will come when the effort is made
to persuade New Zealanders at large to accept the presciptions anived at. In

particular we must accord lower pioity to our own immediate desires

as

irdividual cornumers so that we can divert nrore of the country's resources into
areas of the economy likely to eam foreign uclwnge. The question arises as to

how New Zealanders can be persuaded to move in this direction? The
suggested solution is that of a public education campaign. The NDC should

have made greater efforts

to

convey the nature and signiftcance

of

the

A modified version of the targets report should have been
for quick perwal in homes and schools to acquaint people of all

economic goals.

prepared

generatiotts with the essence of the

plart This witl aid the consensus building

process which future planning requires. The need now is to bing national goals
closer to perconal goak and wherever possible to blur the distinction.

This New Zealan"d, Listener contribution to NDC rhetoric reveals the liberaltechnocratic tendency to sidestep the 'imponderables' of economic planning

and adopt corporatist ideals. Their ideals encapsulate a world of nonconfrontation in which the undifferentiated social whole (we, the public, New
Zealanders) are acquainted with and persuaded

of.

tlrc nature and significance

of the economic goah. The adjoining diagram isolates the keyword groupings
and language patterns of indicative planning.
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The combinatory weaknesses of these formations were initially disguised by
the enthusiasm of media coverage. It should also be noted that the past was

not entirely abandoned. Technocratic optimism about the future was often
filtered through traditional Kiwi homilies. This became less credible once it
was realized that exhortation alone could not alter bad economic results.
When this happened the structural flaws of NDC discourse became exposed.

To explain how this occurred we must first leave the extrapolations of
indicative planning for the day-to-day reality of managing 'the economy'. In

the late

and early 1970s, folk analogies vied with technocratic
knowledge for command of the Keynesian economy. The structure of
1960s

discourse which emerged from this period stayecl intact until the mid 1980s.

MANAGING'THE ECONOMY

In the late 1960s the means-end rationality of

Keynesian economic

management revealed t'win keyword groupings. One of these can be derived

from the following Checkpoinr discussion of 5 December

1968.

Interviewen well, wolfgang Rosenburg, Mr Muldoon has singled out again
bank credit for restraint but do you think there is terribly much point in this
when there are so many other leuding institutions available with money as far
as the dampening down effect on the economy is conccrned?

wolfgang Rosenburg: No! it has . . . I mcan this has now been proved for the
past fifteen years. The Government has been trying to restrain credit. In the
meantime we've found out that bank credit is not that important part of the
economy as a stimulator as wc have bcen thinking in the past, and just to put
all the burden on the banla seems to me just to bc repeating old mistakes.
Interviewer.' The last thing I'd like to put to you gentlemen or (Gerry
syrnman's first) is this . . . now Mr Muldoon's been talking about flexible
policies but does this latest series of measures indicate that flexibility is really
not flexibility at all it's merely just stop-go?

Geny Sprman's: No I don't think this is a mattcr of stop by any means. I
think this is . . . these measures tonight are in grave danger of being greatly
exaggerated in their effect but . . . a slight push on the brake pedal now might
very well prevent a real stop policy in only a lew months, time.
CI rEcKPornr,
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RNZ,

5

Decsvnen 1968

This

exchange follows news

of Muldoon's

latest mini-budget.s+ The

participants are pondering over details of fiscal policy through shared terms of

economic reference. Discussion centres upon the likely effects that
government measures will have on'the economy'. The keywords here are:

- restrsinls
- dampening down
- sthnulator
- flaible policies
- Ilexibility

-

brake pedal.

These are the means of managing the volatile rhythms of 'the economy'. This
is a delicate process. Restraint and dampentng down are needed in the context

of what Muldoon calls fluible policies. Indeed, Wolfgang Rosenburg in his
comments on bank credit implies that there are gradations of restraint and
that parts

of the

economy' can be used as a stimulator. From this wider

perspective the interviewer criticizes the introduced measures as not flexibility

at all but really just stop-go. Gerry Symman's disagrees with this formulation
and suggests that the measures taken may be greatly uaggerated in their

fficts.

This prepares the way for an analogy which defends the acuity of Muldoon's
policies and reiterates the delicate nature of economic management. A sliglzt
push on the brake pedal now may very well prevent a real stop-go

poliq in only a

few mowhs time.

This pattern of languagc was also evident in newspaper reports on the mini budget. See
Wsikato Tines 6 December 1968, p 3. The cxcerpt below is a journalistic summary of the
budget measures. It represcnt the second and third paragraphs of an article headlined
GoveRxueNT BRINGS DowN EMERcENcy BuDcgr. Thc Mittister of Finatce Mr
Muldoon presented a arprised Parliament last night with a tinancial statenrcnt outlining
the new n easures which were dcsigrcd to atrb donrcstic spending utd to ensure thut e
build-rtp of ir$ationary pressurcs did ttot whiltle away gains mode in the ccottotrty duriltg
tlrc post yean Mr Muldoon told Parliantent tlwt the measures wcre introduced in kceping
witlt the aim of lhe govenune,rl to nwintain frnn and flexible econonic policies. Tbe
keyvords hcre, in relation to managing 'thc economf are aub, lirm and tle,xible. The
same themes are expressed in the Evening Post, 6 December 1968, p 10. A large headline
runs NEW CURBS ON SPENDING.
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This was the pattern of language associated with stopping economic activity.ss

In New Zealand this typically occurred when falling export receipts, coincided

with an import boom. Despite Rosenberg's objection, the orthodox fiscal

to restrict bank credit by altering Reserve asset ratios. The
intention was to slow up private investment and to cut import-led
response was

consumption. Throughout the media domain, restrictive fiscal measures were

made to appear rational and necessary by the keywords used to describe
them. Their authority was in turn derived from the pre-eminent, orchestrating

role of 'the economy' within economics discourse. Empirically well informed
critiques of policy direction were not precluded, but rhetorical opportunities

were restricted by abstract economic terminolory. Furthermore

the

immediacy of news coverage allowed little time for reflection. Because it was

difficult to determine the likely consequences of budget announcements
economic discussion revolved around shorthand locutions such as 'the
economy'. The precedingClrcckpoint programme was a technical dispute over

the announced means for managing economic activity, but the terminologl
was shared. Consequently Rosenberg's empirically informed objections to the

chosen policy course do not question the means-end rationality of. managing

'the economy' as such.

Restrictive fiscal policies helped

to

generate recessions. Tight monetary

condition reduced business activity and created unemployment.

If export

returns then rose relative to imports, orthodoxy suggested a reversal in fiscal

policy to encourage domestic spending and investment. When this happened
the means-end rationality of economic management revealed its dual

a^spect.

The recovery which followed the short, sharp recession of 1967-68, introduced
The keywords associated with stimulating 'the economy' can be found in newspaper
coverage of the June 1972 budget. The Olago Daily Tirnes of 2.3 June L972 ran a front
page headline of BuuCsr BOoSTS EcoNOMY. Similarly on page 5 an article was
headlined TAx INcENnvEs ExTENDED To STIMUL.ATE EcoNoMY. Similarly Tte
Evening Po,st also of 23 June announced in its page 2 editorial that Sti,nulotion ot
economic activity is one of the nwin aints of the Budget. (Paragraph2).
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a different set of

keywords from the available Keynesian discourse. The

results are evident in the following Checkpoinr interview:
Inteniewer (Ian Fraser): Well the Doninion this morning reported that
there's a general fceling that the economy needs more of a stimulus than that
provided by the budget. Do you think that it would be right and proper and
appropriate at this point for the government to introduce further measures to
further stimulate the economy or to further increase expansion and demand?
Professor Philpoth No I do not! I think that . . . it'd be most unwise to
introduce further stimulation now, after all, most commentators in June were
ah . . . were opp$ed to the stimulation that was introduced to ' . . by the
budget at that stage. I felt myself that it was appropriate and think probably
that this has proved to be correct but oh . . . we've got to rcmember these lags
that I spoke of earlier on, it takes a long while to gct pcople to get the
economy moving . . . the situation of stagnation that its been in and ah . . . I
think it'd be most unwise to introduce at this juncture . . . added stimulation
when I feel quite sure that by the early part of next year ah we will have the
full effects of the budget momentarily and economically showing and the
economy really roaring ahead. I think what we've got to do is to take
cognisance of the fact that we have now got some spare labour resources'
something that we didn't have three or four years ago and we were screaming
out aboul labour shortages. We'vs got to take cognisance of it and use these
rssouroes, cnsure that they are reLrained and rcdcployed in areas where there
are shortages, and the main area of course is the building industry which as I
said earlier on is desperately short of labour. Here's our opportunity to be
adventurous ancl imaginative in our employment policies and ah rectifying the
situation not just be hurling more money around to expand the economy
which'd be very dangcrous inflationary-wise next year but by getting to the
root of the problem which is redeploymcnt o[ labour.
Cr'tEcKpoI rr, RNZ,29 SEPTEMBER 1972

The preceding exchange concludes a somewhat convoluted discussion about
previous policy outcomes. The interviewer maintains that the June budget has

not had the desired effect. He has already pointed to low

company

profitability, low productivity and high savings levels to back up what the
Dominion calls a general feeling that the economy needs more of a stimulus.
Amidst various digressions, Professor Philpott's reply to this was that the June
measures would take effect once the building industry expanded. As his final
comments show, he advocates redeploying labour for this pu{pose instead of
just hurlingmore monq around.
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Although Professor Philpott disagrees with the interviewer they share the
same rules of discourse. These are set out in the diagram below:

stagnation

stimulate
stimulation

stimulus

->

expansion

the economy

)

7

7

demand
moving
roaring ahead

Controversy surrounds the timing and measurement of economic stimulation.
However, there is no dispute over what will happen to 'the economy'

if

such

measures take effect. The end processes of upansion, demand, moving and

roaring ahead are inseparable from the means used
(stimulate, stimulation" stimulus).

to

achieve them

The unquestioned objective is to instil

dynamism into 'the economy' so as to avoid the situation of stagnation This is

not an open-ended exercise. As Professor Philpott remarks, hurling more
money around to expand tlrc economy will be very dangerous inflationary-wiss.sG

This assertion may be questioned but it does point to the tensions within dayto-day Keynesian discourse. Just as restraining 'the economy' is tempered by

the need for flexibility, so too stimulating 'the economy' must avoid the

fi

Such items were increasingly common during the early 1970s. The following except from
the Waikato Tinrcs of 25 June 1970 also points to the different time frames of inflation
management and NDC planning. Thc article itsclf directly refcrs to a speech given by the

Associate Minister of Finance Mr Pickering. Speaking to tlrc New Zealand Building
Societies Association in Wcllittgtott, he wanrcd that ntore severe and drastic govemtnent
actiort would be neccssary if workers, entployerc and otlrcr sectiotts were not prepared to
cotry their fair share of the responsibility for beating the wages, costs and pices spiral. The
solutiort to itrwrediale econontic problenrs would be found in uercisirtg restraint while not
impeding steady progress towards attaining NDC targets, Mr Pickering said- Tlrcse problems
were nwinly inlenul; inJ'lationary trends; shortages of labour and nwterials and spirallittg
cosls, wages and prices (p 7). In the cited The New Zealand Herald article the tone is
more frantic. In this case Mr Picot's concerns were widely reported in the daily press.
See ?te Press ?fi July L972, p 20 for an article headlined INTTIATIoN BtcGEsT THRFAT
FACINC ECONOMY.
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dangers

of inflation. In the later case, the dynamic

balance

of a rationally

managed economy may be upset by uncontrolled forces. This is shown in the

following article from the otago Daily Times 2s June 1970.
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This routine Press Association report prior to the 1970 budget shows the New

Zealand economy as consisting of, and subject to inftationary trends. Unless
these are calmed, the strong growth of recent years will be at risk. In news items

like these, inflation is depicted as an observable, barely-controllable process,
permeating'the economy'. This is a continual presence which threatens both
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the means and the ends of economic management. If inflationary trends can
resist the calming intentions

of.

slrcrt term policies, then 'the economy' will not

reach its growth objectives. When this eventuated, inflation was depicted as
an uncontrollable, irrational force antithical to 'the economy'. This is revealed

in the following The New Zealand Herald item of 26 July 7972.
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In this

IuLY

1972" p 9

news item, inflation is headlined as the 'BIGGEST ENEMY'.

biggest single

au

It is the

tlveat facing tlrc New Zealand econorny. A semantic breakdown

of the first two paragraphs reveals the gravity of this situation. Inflation
confronts both New Zealand,, and 'the economy'. It is also a double problem
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for Mr Picot's company due to,

second

plnse inflation and the wage-price

spiraL

In the followingEvening Post cartoon losing control of inflation and the wageprice spiral has fearful consequences.
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EWNTNG POST, SEPTEMBER 1968, P 9

Here, unrestrained inflation is likened to a free-falling iron girder. The
obvious message is that inflation may break clear without warning to crush

home savings. Housewives may campaign against rising prices and run
frantically to protect home nest eggs, but their efforts will count for nothing.
Only a suspension of gravity will stop the course of inflation and the wage-

price spiral. The story drawn by the cartoon awkwardly
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amalgamates

technocratic abstractions and popular references. Semantically, inflation is a
dynamic process, pictorially

it is a tactile object which carries considerable

force but no iconic meaning. The cartoon relies for impact upon popular
conceptions of construction work and the household. These are partial
representations

of

life rather than abstract depictions of 'the
way, however, it seems irrational to ignore the dire

economic

economy'. Seen either

consequences of unrestrained inflati on.

Keynesian economic management was not just the province of experts. As a

had to deal with socio-cultural values. Central to this
process was the war of position between capital and labour. The following

public language,

it

Checkpoint excerpt of 18 June 1968 shows official economic discourse trytng

to close off

non-economically grounded trade union perspectives. Debate

surrounds the handing down of a nil wage order by the Court of Arbitration.
Newsreaden The Federation of Labour, supported by the Public Service
Association, had applied ftar a7.6Vo increase in all award rates to compensate
for price increases up to the end oflast September. The court has decided that
the decision does not imposc a wage freeze. Judge Blair said the court cannot
agree that a wage order at this time witl assist the unemployed'

The National Council of the FOL may discuss action to safeguard the
standard of living of workers following thc court's decision. The President of
the Federation, Mt Skinner, says the National Exccutive will neet ncxt week
to consider calling a meeting of the Council. Mr Skinner said the Court's
decision will certainly not rcsult in the promotion of stability in industry but
rather will have the opposite effect by forcing unions to deal dircctly with
employers through collective bargaining. Mr Skinner says wage and salary
and other scctions of the conrmunity will be shocked at the court's
"aro"i.
negative attitude to the problcms facing Ncw 7*aland particularly those of
rising living costs and falling earnings. Mr Skinner, who was the Federation's
advocatc ai the wage order hcarin& says it will establish beyond doubt that
wage and salary eainers had suffered more than anybody else as a result of
preient economic recession. Mr Skinner said the dscision could have the
iesult of weakening the whole conciliation and arbitration system. He says he
regrets after his long years of associa(ion and negotiation in the Court, it
should return to 1947, the only previous time the court hasn't issued an order'

The PSA Prcsidcnt, Mr Hannan, says the Arbitration court's completc
rejection of the General Wage Order claim, indicatcs beyond doubt that the
Court had given undue wcight to the evidence bought before it by the
Governor of the Reserve Bank, Mr Low, and the Secretary to the Treasury

-7{0/--

Mr Davis. And he says the court has disregardcd completely the evidence of
si8nificant improvements in many facets of the economy in recent months.
The Secretary of the Employer's Federation, Mr Luxford, says the Arbitration
Court has carefully analyscd the state of the economy and has recognized that
a general wage order is not in the overall intercsts of the economy or of wage
and salary earners. Mr Luxford points out that the decision docsn't mean a
wage freeze and that award rates are likcly to increase in the normal
negotiations following patterns established earlier this year ' . .
says the decision will
ensure that New Tsaland's climb back to economic stability isn't made more
difficult. He said it should be seen in the liglrt of the present delicate balance
of the economy and the long term gains to cverybody in seeing that every
effort is made to takc full advantagc of dcvaluation in New Z,ealand's external
trade. Mr Plummer says New 7*aland has evcrything to gain in the
restoration of a sound economy but everything to lose if efforts to restore

And the Fcderated Farmers' President, Mr Plummcr,

fundamental soundness are undcrrnined.

CIIEcKPotfr, RNz,

The newsreader here begins by outlining the union claim.

18 JUNE 1968

It is recalled that

the Federation of I-abour and the Public Service Association had applied for a
7.6

percent increase in all award rates to compensate for pice increases up to the

end

of last September. The wage application and the

reasons

for

it

are

of the court's judgment. The
decision itself receives no comment in light of the union claim. The news

superseded by the recency and legal facticity

bulletin instead recites subsequent judicial comments. We are informed of the
legal limits to the wage order (it ctoes not impose a wage freeze) and the

Court's dissensiOn from the normative arggment that a wage order would
arsrrt the unemployed. The newsreader next details the union response. He
speculates that the F.O.L.'s National Council may consider action to safeguard
the standant of tiving of workers.It is this prospect which foreshadows news

of

the scheduled National Executive meeting. At this point we are informed of
Mr Skinner's actual comments on the Court's decision. His first rhetorical
If-

stability

in indntry is to be preferred over collective bargaining, then the

Court's

move is to make the nil order appear officially counterproductive.

decision will have tlrc opposite

ffict. Mr Skinner then counterposes

wage and

salary eafner, other sections of ttrc communi$, ancl New Zealand itself against
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the court's negative attitude. This latter viewpoint stands against the nationwide

problems of rising living

falling earnings. Moreover, the wage order
will clearly establish that wage and salary earners had suffered more than
costs and

anybody else as a result of present economic recession- The counterproductive

nature of the decision is then reiterated. It could result in the weakening of the
whole conciliation and arbitration system. Finally, Mr Skinner is said to regard

the decision as anachronistic. He regrets that the Court should retum to 1942,

tlrc only previous time the Court hasn't issued an orden The newsreader then

of Mr Hanan, the PSA President. He states that the
process was unduly influenced by two individuals of high

records the views
submission

authority: The Govemor of the Reserve Banlg Mr Low and the Secretary to the
Treasury,

Mr Davis.In addition evidence consistent with improvements in marry

facets of the economy has been disregarded

In

summary, union opposition

to the nil order deployed the following

arguments. The Court's decision was:

1. Unfair in its effect on living standards relative

to prices.

2.

Unequal in its material effects on people.

3.

Unprecedented in the context of recent history.

4.

Biased in its consideration of evidence toward certain officials
and official sources.

5. Inconsistent with evidence concerning sectoral economic
performance.
The news bulletin goes on to outline employer comments on the decision. We
are told of Mr Luxford's view that tlrc Arbitration Court has carefully analysed
the state of the econo,ny. . . This succession of keywords objectifies the Court's

decision and moves

to

close

off union

perspectives. For example, when

something is carefully analysed by an official body, expert knowledge becomes

-r(fi-

uniformly established. This precludes the PSA view that certain individuals
and institutions exert undue influence over judicial deliberations. Arguments
based on precedent are superseded by the fact that analysis is brought to bear

onthe state of the economy. Expert assessment of the economic situation
presently stands

is all that matters.

Previous states

as

it

of 'the economy' and

previous court decisions are of no consequence. In these circumstances Mr
Skinnerls claim of anachronism are themselves anachronistic. 'The economy'

referred to by Mr Luxford is an unqualified abstraction rather than a
collection of. many facetr as suggested by Mr Hanan. The ontological priority

of the former locution is reiterated when Mr Luxford

equates the court

decision with the overall interests of ttrc economy. Such interests are also those
of.

wage and salary euners. Regardless of supporting arguments

it is apparent

that a general wage order can never meet this criterion. Mr Plummer's
reported statements reproduce the same pattern of language. The Court's
decision tlrc climb back

to

economic stability, tlrc present delicate

of

the

of a sound economy are identified with the
interests of. New Zealand and everybody. On this reasoning the Court's
decision has effectively re-established the means-end rationality of the

economy and the restoration

managed economy. The implication is that all this had been threatened by the

FOL-P SA wage application.

This extract does more than simply record interested responses to the nil
wage order. From the outset the neutral, authoritative voice of the newsreader is bracketed with the facticity, of the official court decision. This is set
against the unverified possibility that the FOL may consider action in defence

of living standards. The impressive array of union arguments which follow are
confronted by the ideologically-loaded locution of 'the economy'. As earlier
explained, the universal ontology of 'the . . . economy' silences representations
which express the capitalist nature of that economy. If the adjective 'capitalist'
was used, the presumed objectivity of the locution would disappear. Moreover
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'the economy' presides over non-economic sub-domains such as industrial
relations. As the bulletin reveals, what now appears as second-level debate is

circumscribed by 'the economy' and the kinds

of reasoning closest to it

(means-end rationality). The apparent objectivity

of such phraseology lends

further weight to the official comments of Mr Luxford from the Employers'
Federation and Mr Plummer from Federated Farmers. When we separate out

institutional and media-derived sources of authority,
discourse remains. The technocratic logic

a clear pattern

of

of capital seeks to close off the

normative penpectives of labour. This is an uneven ideological contest. But
semantic closure was never finally achieved because Keynesian discourse

required some normative justification. This inevitably resulted in political
disputes over technocratic and normative priorities.s?

57

Newspaper reports of the historic nil wage order combined traditional and modern
ideological themes to marginalize trade union perspcctives. See for example The Evening
Post LB June 1968, p 1i!. Under thc banncr headline 'Wage Incrcase Refused' is the
subheadline Arbitration Court Rules in 'Bcst Interests' of NZ. This makes the familiar
distinction between national intercsts and trade union dcmands. Later in the same
articlc, in paragraphs 11, 12 and 13 it is rcportcd that. Tlrc Court said the frst pioity was
lor New Zealmd to recover its stability and strengtlt and thal it was essential all choryes
now occaning should work out for lhe benetit of tlrc economy, No one will dispute that tlrc
real volue of wages depends on the strengh of the econoruy behind thent. A general wage
order duing this present transitional peiod trright well be illusory in the short tenn and
ham{ul in the long tenn to lhc recipients. Tlrc Court odded that so far front prornoting the
econornic stabilily of New Zealand suclt on order would be inclined lo have tlte opposite
efect. Here we observc that stability and strenglr for New Zealand are identical to the
benetit of tlrc economy.In this context the real value of wages can ot be independently
assessed; it depends upon l/re strength of the econonry. The proposed wage order is then
assessed according to whethcr it promotcs econonic stability. We are informsd that this
is not so; such an order would be likely to have the opposite effcct. Similarly the
Auckland Star of 18 June 1968 ran an article entitled STRoNc EcoNoMY FIRsr
PRIoRIY, SAys CouRT. (p 5). The editorial from the samc issue did outline the
criticisms made of the Court dscision, howcvcr the debatc was framed as follows: 7fte
queslion is whethcr, at isk to the econonty, lhe Court sltould have nwde a moderate order
to help preserve industial hannony.
Here we observe thc needs of llrc econonty set againsl industial hamtony. This tcnsion
is resolved in the concluding sentcnce; However biuer worken may fcel now about lltis
decision, it $ves export industry the opporttutity to espand reap good national vahte from
devaluatiort utd so build the econontic slrengtlt front wltich alone can come rising

standads of livingfor all itt

the

future.
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Day-to-day economic discourse contained rules of temporality different from
the extrapolations of indicative planning. As the preceding news extracts
show, the technocratic Keynesian economy was cut adrift from the past and

anchored within

a forward looking present. However, routine

Keynesian

discourse was one of management and problem-solving as matters of currency

rather than future projection.

It

should be noted that the present could be

into different lengths of time. Indeed, this was necessary if
politicians, civil servants, businessmen and journalists were to assess
subdivided

economic performance and policy outcomes. In this context, the ground rules

of analysis were sometimes publicly contestecl. In the Checkpoinf interview
with Professor Philpott, two months after the June 1,972 Budget, the
interviewer proposes the notion that new measures may be needed to
further
increase expansion and demand.. Professor philpott argues that the June
measures have not yet taken effect. This temporal dispute is technical in
nature. By contrast the nil wage order bulletin illustrates a clash of temporal

rules. Ideologically speaking,

it is the (present) state of ,the economy,

as

analysed by the court which prevails over Mr Skinner's historically-informed

criticisms of the decision.

DEFICIENCIES IN PI./INNING AND MANAGING .THE

EcoNoMY

Technocratic ideology was self referential and self undermining. The
celebrated rationality of managing and predicting 'the economy' was always

wlnerable

to bad economic

results. Politicians and journalists soon

discovered that expertise was a double edged rhetorical weapon. Thus, day to

day Keynesian discourse saddled governments with the task of actually
achieving instrumental goals such as economic growth and low inflation.
These in turn were the publicly perceived requisites for maintaining full
employment and general living standards. Similarly, the success or otherwise

of indicative planning was assessable through its own criteria of
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targeting.

After

1968,

journalists and editors speculated as to whether growth

and productivity targets would be matched by economic performance.
Meanwhile normative ideals such as standard of living, quality of life and
environmental health were publicized in relation to economic goals.

In

these circumstances planning and managing 'the economy' appeared as

tasks which could not easily be solved. This did not appear the case when the

NDc

reconvened

in May

1969. opening the second plenary session Mr

Holyoake described the conference as "the most imaginative and positive
exercise in indicative planning in New Zealand's history'.ss These sentiments

were uncritically relayed by radio, television and newspaper journalists.
Deference toward expertise remained a central theme of news coverage. For
example, the Evening Post's Parliamentary reporter wrote that "the nation's
brains, drawn from every sector of the economy have thrashed out a blueprint

for national growth over the next decade".Se But amidst the effusive

prose

rhetorical tensions emerged between the proponents and critics of import
control. Coverage of this dispute revealed signs of disunity within the means

-

end rationality of indicative planning. Such is clearly illustrated

in

the

introduction to the following Evening Posf article of 10 May 1969.

The headline points to a shared conference objective, that

Goods.

In this regard the first

paragraph refers

of.

Producing the

to the

crucial

reconrmendations of. manufacturing and industry protection We are next
informed about afight and dffirences between the vartous factions. These were
reconciled by procedural means; a committee was able to hammer out a
compromise resolution

The reporter describes this as one of the finest

p 16. A major article is headlined DEvELoPMEt{t
ComFeReucn 'Mosr Posmve ExERcrsE lN HlsroRv'. See also the Auckland Star,5
May 1969, p 1. The lead story is headlined PM MAps Our Wny To EcoNoMIc

58

See the Evenhry Post 5 May L969,

59

The Evenhry Post, 8 May 1,969, p 12. These commcnts carried the headline;

Resuncnuce.
A}IEAD

PI.AI.IT.IED FOR

COUI{RY.
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qchievements of the conference
but subsequent paragraphs reveal divergent
technocratic objectives. Firstly, it is stated that the manufactuing
sector will.

profoundly influence the pace of
future economic developmenr as well as the
whole character of the economy, By means of protection the
manufacturing
sector
and

will promote the goals af. industial development, manufactured exports

full

it appears that protection should also be

employmenf. secondly,

directed toward the ends of competition"

fficienq

and reasonable prices to

others, along with consumer choice and, vaiety, After describing
how tariffs
and import licensing might co exist the article goes on to discuss
the findings
of individ ual conference committees.tr

From this reading the following keyword diagrams can be assembled.
pace of tuture
manufacturing sector

--'
-\\___

economic development
character of the

economy

Means

Ends

i nd

,/
protection

--\-

,,rt

ustrial d evelopment

man ufactured exports

fullemployment

competition
--=_e//iciency
conslJmer choice and variety

60

For

a similar article see TIrc New Zealand Herald, T May 1969, p 5. A major headline
reads No AGREEMENT REACHED oN INDUSTRY Pnorrc:noru. Mor"
optimistically, the
Auckland Star 8 May 1969, p 5 headlined an article ALL srDgs AcREE oN IupoRrs
ReroRr. ln the Evening Posl of 7 May 7969, p L6, an articlc is headlined pRor3cnoN
OT INDUSTRY AT DEVELOPMENT MEEnNo
Bonr
Covrei.moN. The first
paragraph reads: Sharp ddferences of opinion about the nrctlnd
of protecting local
induslry senl the National Dcvelopnent Cbnfercnce in Wettirtgtotr into
a flurry ofTcniry
this ntoming with various groups
nnntifacturers, famrci, workers and distributon
Itoldhry separate caucuses in an effort to reacli ogreerre,it on a conrpronise
resolutiott.

e

-
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or

The first diagram, distilled from paragraph four of the Eveningposr
Article,
sets out two different arguments. Firstly the manufacturing sector
is said to
influence the pace of future economic development. This simply
reiterates the

orthodory

of indicative planning. It

was assumed that the pace of

development could be mathematically derermined by setting production
and
export targets in advance. More importantly, the manufacturing sector is
helcl

to influence the character of the economy itself. This proposition implies that
there is more than one trajectory of economic planning. such is clearly
evident in the second diagram distilled from paragraphs five and six of the
Eventng Post article. Through the general means of protection the
manufacturing sector

is able to produce fwo kinds of outcome but

the

relationship between them is unclear. This suggests that the much touted
NDC compromise did not actually resolve differences between the various
factions. The projected ends of industial development, manufactured acpotts,

andfull employment appear quite distinct from those of competitio4 efficiency
and consumer choice, As subsequent readings

will confirm the means-end

rationality of planning'the economy'was losing its singular coherence.

Ten months later,

in March L971,, the National Development council

convened. By this time journalists and council members could reflect on what

was happening. As the Council deliberated discrepancies were observed
between the original targets and actual economic performance. In the
following Radio New Zealand bulletin of 8 March 1971 doubts are raised
about the efficacy of indicative planning itself.
Newsrtaden Members at today's mecting of the Councit were unable to push
on
with the revision of the targets which hivc bccome out of <late. Thefvc agree<l
there will be no revision for the moment but preliminary work will piocee{ The
Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Marshalr, who is chairman of the t'loc told tt
"
Council today that there arc danger signals in the New 7*aland economy and if
the terms of trade continue to deterioiate, it may not be possible to meet long
term targets. Inllation is threatsning many export industries and the sharp rise ii
domestic consumption is creating pressurcs on the balance of payments but Mr
Marshall said its clear that the growth in living standards is close to the NDC
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targets. However the reason for the targets having to be revised was
a strong
talking point today. Economics reporter ronn rriu wis at the mecting.

Iepofer (JonN Hn-r-): It scems that basic targets made after the National
Development Conference was formed have beei continually eroded
away by
chaagrng events. No one expected, not for a moment, that there wouldn,t
b;
change in the.sconomy over the target period but few would've predicted
^";
so many

changes, and in fact so many imporianichanges. The head of thl Meat
Board, Sir
John Ormond, even questioned whcther this didn't make the whole concept
of

indicative planning invalid. And this is all indicative of the inherent weakness
ia
any long tcrm plan espccially in New Znaland where the bulk of the countr/s
production is still agricultural and subject to violcnt changes of price on
the world
market. And while it's possible to perhaps indicate whatihould be happening it,s

almost impossible

to predict

happening. This is John

acCurateiy even

Hill in Wcllingron.

for the NDC what

CHEcKpor'rr,

should be

RNa g M,.rncn

1971

The news reader here reports that Council revision of targets has stalled
because the targets themselves have become out of date. This is seen to be a
serious but temporary setback; there will be no decision
the moment but

for
preliminary work will proceed. Meanwhile the Deputy prime Minister and
NDC chairman, Mr Marshall, has announced that there are further planning
difficulties. There are danger signak in tlrc New Zealand, economy;
deteriorating terms of trade may make the meeting of long term targets
impossible. In this regard it appears that inflation is threatening export

industries and that the sharp rise in domestic consumption is pressu rizing tlrc
balance of paymenfs. Not all trends have defiecl precliction. We are told that
the growtlt, in living standards is close to tlrc NDC targets. Nonetheless it appears

that the question of target revision has been a talking point at the conference.

The reporter, John Hill, then defines the central problem as seen by
conference delegates. The basic NDC targets have been eroded away by
changing events because of the many important changes in tlrc economy over
the tatget peiod This has led Sir John Ormond to question the whole validity

of indicative planning. The reporter also points to the inherent weakness of
any long term plan. He explains that New Zealand depends upon volatile
world market prices for agriculture. In these circumstances
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it

is possible to

irtdicate what should be happening

but even the NDC finds it

almost

impossible to predict accurately what should be happening.or

On this reading, the ideology of inclicative planning is self undermining. The
means-end tautology of settling and revising growth targets appears
unrelated

to the New Zealand economy and its component indicators Deteriorating
terms of trad'e, the threat

inftation and rising domestic consumption are all
impervious to the procedures of indicative planning. Furthermore, previous
of.

indicative plans have been tested against actual economic development and
found wanting. In these circumstances the targets have become out of date
and
eroded away by changing events.

These shortcomings

of rationality and temporality are illustrated in

the

following diagram.

The Failure of Ind icative Ptann ino

trturc
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The need for targct revision is also the (heme of Tlrc New Zealand Herald article 11
March L97L, p 3. The headline reads, DEvELopMENT Tancsr HrNcE oN EEC. The fhsr
paragraph states fte National Developnrcnt Conftrence Targcs will not be
fonnally
ravised until after the New Zeatand position in relaiion to Bitain's enteing
ilrc tomnrcn
Ma*et is claified. See also the Auckland Star 10 March L97L, p 10 for an article
headlined FARMERs' TARcETs REvrEw pur oFF TILL IATER THIS YEAR The first
scntence reads The National Dcveloptrtcttt Council lus acceded to a request
from the
chaimwn, of tlrc Meat Boar4 sir lohn omtond ro detay o
fuil scale ,urir* iy yor-*,

targets until later this year.
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Not everybody announced the failure of indicative planning. Faced with
unmet targets, journalists, politicians and technocrats sought to reinterpret
the meaning of the exercise. On this matter there was little sign of national
unity or consensus. In the previous excelpt the reporter concludes that
whereas predicting economic performance is ahnost impossible,
broad
indications can still be made. One conference participant attributed
the
shortcomings of planned national development to failures in community

direction, inconsistent short term policies and

a waning of popular

enthusiasm.6z Another complained that the NDC had made
no provisions for
a poliry on balance of payments.63 One economist explained that
the process

of planning was beneficial even if the goals weren't achievable.e

By now

it was evident that pranning ,the economy, was not a singular

orthodory. Thus, coverage of the last conference in March 7972 differed
from
that of August 1968 in terms of stated objectives, normative ideals and tones
of public address. For example, arongside news of unmet growth targets were
These are the assessments of Sccretary of the Trcasury Mr Lang as summarized
by
reporter John Hill on RNZ checkpoint, g March t971.-Mr Lang says that in
New
facr
Zealand's whole National Developnrc,rt structure is al the crossroads. He
said tlrct unless
n'e
a conmuni$ kttow where wc're going lhere's a danger that New Zealand,s
short tentt
-?s
policies adapted to deal with particular problents witt be ad hoc and inconsistent
with eaclt
other and nwy well cotl[ic1 witlt the already longer tenn objectives ro
whiclt we,ve agreed.
Later in the same bulletin Hill states, iow ciupled wiri rtrc problenr of short
econonic decisiotts is th1 other of waning entlusiasnts. It was bound to hippen W*a
aftir the
drums and truntpets which heralded tie NDC tltree years ogo. Tlrc eiihusiism
for
indicative planning has begun to fade.
This comment was reported lrom retiring Governmcnt statistician, Mr J V T Baker,
in
The New zealand Herald,10 May 1969, p 3. At this earlier NDC

conference he also

maintained that counter-cyclical ecnno*l. management could jeopardize long
term
planning targets. The article in qucstion is hcadlined wARNrNc To
GovERNMeNn oNr

&

SToP.Go PoucY.
This unusual judgment was made by otago Economics profcssor, J w wiiliams,
in a
Checkpoint interview, 11 March I97L: I dori't tttink rlwt the benefits of a developnrcn't plan
lies solely in the content of ttrc ptan itse$ in rhe nrgets wlrich are
set ip or even-in theiteps
which are proposed to reach tlrcnt. A good deat if ttrc benelit ,orrri
lrom the proeess'of
plwuting itself. It gives an opportunity to a lot of people to-look at niut theyr;
doing i
Iook ot their problems in tlrc tigltt of ottw peopiei proUents and to sce how tttq delend
o1e1ch olhen The plmning in this view is just as important as the plan and th"i"yoru
wlrctlrcr we reach tlrc target or nol doesn't nntter all that nurch.
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reports advocating other trajectories of development. The following article
from the Press of 9 March l97Z is a case in point.

DEVELOPI}TENT REPORT

Call for greater
competition
'"ffifiiilAroN,

March s,
New Zealand's poor procluctivity record would
: be
inrproved only if Governrrient policy set un ecotronric
errvironnrent in which efficiency in all sectors were
encouraged and rervorded, and inefficicncy peualised;
.said the 'ftrgetp Advisory Group in its report to the
Nationql l)cvelopnreut Confererrce today.

'

'l'he gnoup is :ut indeperrdent
to the Nltionul

advisory llroup

Developnrent Council.

I'he report said thut

nuch policcs lvllhin the

frunretvolk set

by

approprinte lltonclary,
liscal und exclrangc rate
policies rvould positively

nim lo fosler competition and teduce o!

clintlnrte

restliclive
prncticts resulting fronr

Coverurneut, lruailess

cation lcvel rId
lild!5try.

lo

b€

to thc primary.
rry rnd tcrtirry

cncourrScmcnt ol ir.
vastnrht In new planl
etrd nlrchi[cry by rcal.
is(ic dcprcciatlqn sd

C. Bryliss), lh!

tho

olll-

Lrt!

Mf

o(

MaDutrcturcrr'Fad?m.
tion, thr Lcnlrrl sacrrtrry of
Fedcrrlld Frmrrs (Mr J. C.

Pryde), Mr J. Koalnlk. thc
Arrhtrnt Gov!tnmotra Strtls.
tlclrn. ls sho r mlIrb€r but

Prft of thr {usc ol

Zcrhnd's lolv

.ome policis

L

Drinclpal exqcutlve orllcer of
the Nrtiotral Dlvclopmcnt
Couocil (Mr W. E, A. Gren).

or'ilnion aetione.
lrowtb rrtc rvr!

Groun comprircr thc Gove&
nor ot thc R3scil. Bmk (Mr
A. ll, Low). the chlaf ccono.
mist of the Eenk of Naw Zer.

lrnd (Mr

rrc [cccSsiry, ilnpl
nlcnt ir! the ran8c
rdvisory end
sctvices

red i[ b$lncsscs
Tllc Trrl,ctr Advi8ery

i! not Involvcd In rdvffit.

thc

ing policy.

tctrcc ftonomtc rcloums

A! ! Bcnenl rul?,
rncc slrould be glven
lndusl(lcr

lnd lims

would, In tlm., b!

Thc rcpor! 5.id

tionrlly compctltlve.
w|thin ,wh r

thit

thcl

on of flrc.l, monetrryl

troductlvily policieil
Ure lin6 it lndicrtcdi

cnvlmnment. lD6laivc
ibould rlso bc lrkel In
rlnolt @rtrloly lru-l
tic rrcrE lo improvG ptoduc.llmvcthGlrrc!!trt low produc.
llvity.
ltivlty of much ot Ncw Z€a.
So[rc ol tbir wrr
policy; other rclion
new tround 1o ba brokcn

rvhola

or in Drtt.

Spccillc

slcp!

should

b! rcquiradDhrlit on;
Sor:igl lcerls
Thr dcvclotnrcnt ot
gcrlal tcchoiaua andl. Jocrrr Invq(ocnt In llou!'
shmls ano
hospiadt
rnd nospl(lll
;4"-tl"; and
r;,t-rt;'
t";;;linB. . $nw6
rduetlon.
the lnrd-lrrrE.
would conrinuc to,absorb . r
auction oi'moaiin';;;.l
iremirit --ric-tiniiii.;'-i; hrrc. sharc ot total nxed In.
n-i"iiivrtr- lii "-iiruti'dl priorily
lYljl,Tcn(1,^.-8,i".n-tll:-qirh
Ncw Zillrndcrt
tQctors,
-ru
on t&lil,,*n'.l
socirl rorls, but
r r'.
J., ..r""oroo,n"u,,orl Dhce
!ll",fonl,[
J:l
lcchnicrl rnd trido rnin:l uiiiili'j; ro'rii"rr'ii?iit iii:
|!l _rt thr tcrtitry cds-lclt unltrr Srcrtct Inv;rtmcnt

l|len to phcc gralcr

I

r

Ttrc Pnnss,g MnRcH L972,P
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14

The obvious.message here is that government poliqt
must improve productivity
by setting the economic environment toward goals of greater
competition

and,

efficienq.
These are the views of the Targets Advisory Group
as reported to the NDc.
The new direction is said to require appropriate monetary
fiscal and exchange
rate policies to foster competitioa This broad
objective is negatively defined as
that which will reduce or eliminate restictive practices. such practices
are
sourced to Government, business or union actiow. This
proposed course of
action is contrasted to previous policies which encourage
d scarce economic
resources to flow iruo infficient industries and
Some of these policies are

firms.

then specified; direct subsidies, tax concessions, low interest rates,
impor.t
controls and tariff protection Assistance is held to be allowable
for industries
and firms which would be intemationally competitive. within such
an
environment action shoulcl be taken to improve productivity.
Tlne rest of the
article sets out the recommendations made by the Targets Advisory
Group
and then lists individual members.

It is evident from this account6t that indicative planning has been abandoned.
For New Zealand capitalism gowth and productivity are no longer
the goals

of a

development strategy, rather they indicate progress toward
objective; that of efficienq. Thus New zealand,sproductivity record

a prior

has been

poor because government policy has set in an economic environment
which
encourages infficiency. The Targets Advisory Croup has here
taken sides in
the protection debate by redefining the instrumental goals
of economic poliry.
Thus low productivig and inefficienq, are the encl results
of import controls and

65

A's subsequent readings will show these were common
themes of NDC news coverage.
see alsothe otago Daily Tinrcs,9 March 1972, p 5 for an article headlined pr.AN
To
FosrER Pnooucnvrrv. The first paragraph ,eids N"r Zealand's productivity
record
w9ltld be improved only if govemnrcnl poiiry set an econonic
environnrcnt in which
eficiency in all secton was encouraged and rcwarded and inefficiency
penalised.
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tariffprotectiorL This implies that removing protection will improveproduction
and generate fficienqt.

The optimistic mood of popular corporatism associated with indicative
planning also disappeared. Whereas New Zealanders were once enjoined to
plan for the future, now they were admonished for not reaching statecl goals.
The following headline from the Auckland Star, of 8 March lgTZ makes this
point vividly.

NZ URGED: CHANGE
.-CR STILL FAIL ON
GRCWTH GCAL

\rrr' T,eallrrrl's t'cononric Krol'th lras fallen bchinrl thc short-ierm
lilrgcts sct l.\ nronths ago, but thc long-tcrnr prospects scem sirtisfactorl'
glrutitlcd the cornnrurrity l'ill lrccept changi's, the-\ational I)t'vtlopnrent
('onfrrcncc n.as told todu1..
ll trorvlh'ralt, l:rrgrls aro t1 lrt rncl. thc eouncil's Targcts .\{r'isor} (lrnup

r('ptrrlc{|. lhc rotnuturtit.r'nlr15t rcillilc t[:rt dcfinitc r.hunAcs itr attitudcs anrl pulicicr rnust

he mudc.

AucKr.rtND SrA n, 8 Mn Rcr r 1972, p

L

The message here is that New Zealanders must change if growth goals are to
be met.
has

in

It is conceded by the Targets Advisory Group

that economic growth

fact fallen behind slrcn rcrm turgets, but long teffn prospecfs

still seem

satisfactory. But this depends on a crucial proviso; the communrf must accept
changes. This blunt message is then re-iteratecl; if growth rate targets are to be

met the community must realize the need for definite changes in attitudes and

policies.$ Paragraphs three, four and five transcribecl below suggest what
changed attitudes might entail.67
66

Daily Tinrcs, 9 March 1972, p 5 for an article headlined ADvrsoRy
Gnoup ADVoCATES wtOnSpnsAD PoLICy REVISTON. The first paragraph reads
Deckive changes in present poticies and ailindes wottld need to be made by the
Goventnrcnt, entployerc, wions, fanners and ollrcrs if New Zealand was lo nnke
constructive use of its developnrcnl opporfiurirres. Such rhetoric was not universally
See also the Otago
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And on recent e4perience it wilt be necessary
to "stiffen the willingncss of all
interested parties
to make these changes,,.

The countrt's poor productivity record
y,]r-E improved onry if government policy
in which incfliciency is pcnitized trre gr'outs
report said.
creates an economic environment

The governm,ent.shoutd positively aim to
foster competition and reduce or
eliminale restrictive pracrices rezurting f-r-e;;r;;:nt,
business

actions.

AUCKTAND

Snn,

or

union

g MaRcH I97Z,p L

The need to change attitudes is here associated
with the Targets Advisory
Group's call for changes in economic direction.
As the previous
reading also

demonstrated this departure from inclicative
planning was uncritically
reported' The country'spoor productivity is
synonymous with infficienqt, and
the tailures of govemment policy. Therefore
it seems, the government should
foster competitiotL

Alongside this reformulation

of

technocratic icleolog;i were articles
emphasizing nonnative development priorities.
The tensions between these
perspectives are shown in the following
otago Daily Times, article of 9 March
r972.

The article announces that curruRal Isurs are
important. we are then
inforrred that not all national energies should
be clirected toward
economic

goals- These views are held by the Targets
Advisory Group.
economic aspirations form only part of total goals.

In their view
The other part is

comprised of issues which constitute trte quarity
of rife, ttrc physicar, sociar and
cultural environmen4 more specifically quality
of life is said to include social
justice, a welfare state, a raciary
harmonious society, an effective democraqt, a
supported' see Tlrc New zearand Herard, g
March 1972, p 3 for an articre headrined
DotrT BuILD RrcIrEs snvs Mn SKTNNER. Tire second paragraph
quotes
as saying Tlrc repctitiott of platiwdes docs rtot
encotrage a,tyo,re to t,y harder
)41 ftinne-r
but instead-breeds qnicisrnind aouiti about
rlrc irileuions of the pcople prontotirtg rhe
c_ampaigt- By this time bi-partisan support
for ths NDC was tcnuous indeed.
I have transcribcd these paragraphs b".uu." the photocopy
reproduction is a bit poor.
PLATTTUDEs
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DEVELOPTTENT PRIOR'T'ES DEFINED

Culturaf fssues fmportant
Economic Aoals should,dorns of the .individ.ual. a.cr.rnrbit pollution anrl i1-. .,\1'e have cnvjroumcntal
not absorb all the energiesl.s!a^bl-e^.,t:|]ily life,, ade.rltratclcrcasc folei3u aid," thc le-fproblems in Ncw Z.ifi"a,
of the nalion, accordi---r-irecl'eatronal and ..culiurallport statcd.
.lbut by rlolld standards they
dlvcrsitv

,ri;;il-f",ll|il1iifi,il3.
l"..ii.f.i
in ifs reporf presented. yes-l
rr

was one of rhe

",'oj,,l"uT1'i:.,.1'$'ll,,.:l$lli;id'r.,{i Tl .ir.# l;
:.t tpnd*r,ii:lii.iir.t rare or gro't"h
and

progrcr.lrr;;;;ffi1's

lerdoy lo th_e National De.fsive.Ieatures of Nrjw-?ei-lties
,
.,incic-ascd_' U,t"gl*iiii,-.ithe same-ilm;;;;
velopment Conference. lland's.plauning stru.cture thatjstandards that Nerv.zcalandllser-ring- tl.te uniquJ aaiin-

rhe report srared that..inlH:[J'rli"fi!1tu'ii' rll::|liiJliili3iJiL,#',i"r,ll:i"frHr",f,Y,,'#
^
"Tn',To'',n.
gg{,t the group waslmatters in the plins-ioifvide if..it \\'crc. !o.lrmrr rneltheme of the con1erence
*-l-g
was
aware that economic aspir'inational development.
of jts skilled anal;;lriirtlu ror tettei--U-r,in!;
lemigration
ations formed onlv oari otl ,;arcis.;.--bJ-i;;;; rvhcreftaleited pS.p]g:
lhj saia lrat ttuoughout the
the total soals and 'tw_oife.ono;i;;;i-;;ili.t'i*fi| Later,-'in'hrs ,,
.address toluorld there rvas increasins
life.- lhere -th'
had been, p-ar-lother
goali.
r"
coifer.cncr
rh;;;";;;rlrhe
'rewlsome
u:';t.',t-','l
;;:ia*'ale'robjecti'es
t,.iih.u*oi" uco*,iiil1,i-0. rrinistc;: iil:.ffiHl;illi:.'S*:ft tj3ff$:" ""i
years' an increased
mav ror*i.iruifo.. I\Iukroon,^rrlro^i:_:lltnqlJ.""j.pru"t _ the sociar,
ness of the issues u-hichf be- requircd. ' rtri-'
Ji",,i;l:J th: ND'c, qo.rurcd rh.rtlcujturat and ph:,sical envir.
constituted the " ouality
16ouch, urat' eco,iomiif tlc.. Goue.ninenl
.oflteels"
.rvas not j6nnlgnl in rvhicb rve rive.
life," the physical. si,.irtli,iiih..r".i,i'iiiJ..JiJiii""iojaoai.otua-io-'sioi,-tr,
or i,uj"^i:'i;'lr",essenriar, hou.evcr,
-"and cultural environinent'"
actiieue ihi';ih;;-!;riri.*i

--l
lthat *,e sbouid maintain a
'1u'e see tocral-, couo[r.ieslbalance
'
ber*,een these fac.
oI
phvsicatl
the.
lioieipii.in."rii',
g"''o'riih
in-ltiut'irigi,
ll9.iSl]*9l
rarcs'*ircrelrors and basjc eco'omic
envtronment, social justice,lcrcased econbrnic rcior.u'cbs;thc.
cri'jr6nmcnt- rr;i il;"igi.rrtrr,"i*.rricrr provjdes
$'ella.re state, a Iacially'lrvill be necessarv
to.houieldestror.a-io"tle-e.rtcnt thatlu,ealth rvithout rvhieh the
"a
aarmonlouE
im.
society, an efrec-lour expanding..-population,jthe .onaitionr*of
day_to.daylRr.oved living standards are
uve.. democracv guarantce-limprovc- eaucitiori,'exp.ndjti,-ing
ui*-lntot.rubie,,,
helim.possible to obtain,,, hc
rng ue oasrc rights and iree-lhcjlth and
sociai-'services,lsaid.
-lir.tp
The qualitv of life jncludeql;i.!1gii'Z*tano'sic-ictyl.
-"

lsaid.

oraco DanYTrMES,g
stable

MARCTI Lg72,P 5

fanib

life, recreational and, culmral
facilities along with diversity of job
opportunities. The article next records
Advisory Group opinion on how these
issues are related to economic goars.
Thusformar provision,has been made for
non-economic matters withinplans
for national developmenr. There are areas
where economic goals conflict with other goals
and this may require some
sacifice of economic obiectives. It is concluded,
however, that economic
advancement is necessary to achieve trrc
other goars.

similarly, housing,
education, health, social services, reduced
pollution and increased foreign aid
all depend on in*eased economic resources. Furthermore
expanding job
opportunities and increased living standards is
said to depend on economic
growth rhe article next refers to the conference
address by Deputy prime
Minister and NDC Chairman, R D Muldoon. He
states that in terms of the
environmenr and day-to-dny living, growth
at any cosr is not desirable. In the
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case of New Zealand an adequate
rate of growth is said to be compatible
with
preserving the unique advantages
of life.In summarizing Mr Muldoon,s speech
the reporter emphasizes the conference
theme growth for better living. This

involves the notion

of

balance between the social, cultural and physicar
environmenf and basic economic growth,
The article concludes with Muldoon,s
assessment that basic econotnic growtlt
is necessary to obta in improved living
standards.

on this reading the notion of balance

between economic and non-economic
goals is undermined by the prior
claim of economic resources and economic

growtlL These are seen to be the
central pre-requisites for a range of
normative objectives. But the article
never discusses the inter-relationship
between economic and normative perspectives.6s
Preceding excerpts have revealed
the ideological deficiencies of planning and

managing 'the economy'

in terms of rationarity,

temporarity, normative
closure' These are encapsulated in the
following Evening post, editorjal of g
March 7972.6e

I discovered one news report wherc NDC goals were directry
challenged. see In the
News, Radio New zeatatt4 1g octob
tglz.. Economics reportsr Tony I-eonard,
5ttmmxli2ss criticism of the NDc from "i
the Institute of Economic Research. He states:
The Econontic Research Instiniles
Rupo,t ior,r irs citicism on the prenise that trrc NDC
places entphasis on the wrong goals.'|'he
ltrtitute's senior research officer wln wrote tlte
research paper, MrTont McDonat4
says tlrc NDC utphasizei go*ttt botlt
itr tlrc ecottonty
a1d in population as tle blse
iegional planning. wa trte NDC missed in rlrcir
for
deliberations,
Mr MacDonatd

i

ioys
ttro consideiation trtat intproL,enrerrt
livitrg
standards is the inportant tlring
regional developtttett. Gerrcrally, howcver, nonnative
il:r:tt: were.not a protninent feimre i1 No,g ur*, covemge.
A similar editorial can be found in tne euJuna
stur, gMarch 79T2. rJnder the headline
A FALTERING PRooRgss the sccond paragraph ,"uag
nr,, jrri imputse witt be to rook
for a scapegoat' The obvious tat4et is
civntnrctrt. It is to-blante but so are enrployerc,
worken and ntost sectors of thi econorny. 7rrc
which it ias agrcea three yean ago
.effort
was needed to attain the talgets set
by tie Natiiiat Developmetnt io,rpr"nce sit,pty Ins
ttot been nrcde' Policies and alfitudes'which
are_hotding theiountry bock have yot cltanged
decisively as thqt needcd to do. see arso
Trte New zea'iand Herari, g tuta.ct, L972, p 6, tor
an editorid entitled T'ME To Asssss NDC.
Here, brame is centred more on government
than the public The secondTaragraph
TIte sittration is caused trct so much by a
lack of infonnatiort as by a
f;itu; oi uaairinrp b prcscttt attd dranntise ttrc issues itr a

ii

irt

tti

il;;,
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Thti Time TheR,ight Arzsl.rsers ?
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In this

editorial earlier themes of indicative planning
are recalred. The
activities of the NDc are characterized in
terms of an equation in which
/nonE/, thought, and
ffort, are combined for

the purpose

of. deftning

productivity and ascertainin g how
best it can be acrtieved. But for the
contributors to this body and for citizens
as a whole it seems that the NDC
has yet to succeed since tlrc answers
still eludens. The principal reason for this
we are told is that co-operative action
is not forthcoming. It is this that really

mt:##:ld

inspire the pubtic and keep

a
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prain to,Ect co,tsta,ilty before boilr entproyen

matters.

If such a process is not evident

the expenditure

during the current conference then

monqt time and effort under the headin g of. Growth For
Better Living will not be justified. It is expertise at work rather than simulated
of.

which the country requires. There has been enouglt window d,ressing. Now the
country will be looking for results. For this to happen there must be sinceity of
pufpose, straight talking, mutually agreed upon objectives and a general readiness

to knuckle dowrt Such rhetoric is familiar but in this instance the call to
support NDC projections stems from the rcalization that severe inftation of
costs and pices has become a tlreat to tlrc effectiveness of the New Zealand
econorny.

As a

macro-planning body concerned with

economy the NDC does not simply plan

the New Zealand

for the future, it is also part of

current circumstances. Although the brief given the NDC is that of indicative
planning there is nevertheless a pressing sense of urgenq, about the whole
business. The problem is to fincl a technical means which co-ordinates day to
day management of the economy with the achievement of long term economic
goals.

In this double sense governments face the problem of New Zealan^d's poor
productivity record To improve this situation it is the responsibility of
goverlrment to ser an econo,nic environment that will encourage efficienry and
penalize infficienqt. For rationality in the name of efficiency to prevail we
must ensure that the government sets the appropriate economic environment.

We cannot escape the admonishments received by government and planning
organizations; we too must accept realig. This rationality has been rationally

defined

for us but

personal acceptance

of it may require a moral

self

examination. In this regard we are informed that the succession of good years
has weakened our resolve. Our responsibilities are underlined by the fact that
we have been receiving waming signak loudly and ctearly
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for some time now.

Finally we are told of the hope that the NDC will be gripped by the urgency

of current

circumstances so that

a course toward economic recovery and

stability can be defined. If. at tlris late stage such a course is indeed plotted,
lasting prosperity will be a likely consequence. Clearly, the immediate and
long term conceptions of technocratic rationality with regard to 'the economy'
are to be reconciled by means of temporal priority. Only by coming to terms

with urgency of the present situation will we reach the normative ideal of
lasting prospeity.

fV:

CoNcr,usroN

We now return to the central concern of this thesis. In the period reviewed
how did newsmedia practices and discourses depict structural changes in the

New Zealand political economy? In answer to this question the preceding
chapter brought together two critical perspectives.

Firstly,

it

was argued that the political economy of New Zealand capitalism

shaped the institutional and rhetorical character of the public sphere. Within

this field of communication and amidst other kinds of news coverage,
economic matters were displayed, written and talked about. During the 1960s

corporately owned metropolitan newspapers introduced advertisers to town,

city and suburban readerships. Radio stations began to assemble formats and

for demographic markets rather than regional communities.
Meanwhile central government legislated for the introduction of a

progranrmes

technologically modern, semi-independent television network. The general

result was a nationally constituted commercially influenced public sphere.
This provided rhetorical opportunities for journalists, politicians and pressure

group leaders. Collectively they promoted technocratic and democratic
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grounds for debating public issues. The range of viewpoints was shaped by,

but not reducible to government paternalism and prevailing class interests.
Secondly, the modern political economy shaped the ideological content of
public communication. Increasingly, during the post war period governments

were obliged
profitability

to

for

co-ordinate the complex macro-economy to secure
different fractions of capital. This took the form of

countercyclical fiscal policy and, eventually, national, intersectoral planning.

These economic activities were not easily explained through traditional
ideological formations. New Zealand capitalism was instead projected as a
volatile abstract entity steered by government leaders alongside public and
private sector experts. This was a local expression of instrumental or

a mode of reasoning in which the availability of
technical means in a given circumstance predetermined the range of
technocratic rationality;

decidable objectives. Socio cultural values as such were not brought to bear

on socio-economic problems but were filtered through rational

decision

making procedures.
These two critical perspectives were integrated to explain how economic news

became encoded and publicly disseminated. In the first stage of this process

journalists translated the capitalist views of primary news sources into factual

economic reportage. Governments, producer organizations and business
advocacy groups

all held definite ancl sometimes conflicting opinions about

New Zealand capitalism but these were rarely specified as such. Routine news
gathering and news production was streamlined by a shared locution; that of

'the economy'. As previously outlined this abstraction dates back to the

It

1930s.

was then deployed to describe the arrival of state intervening capitalism.

Initially, 'the economy' was depicted with qualifiers as in the general economy,

the national economy and the New zealand economy. In the 1960s 'the
economy' as a pure abstraction increasingly dominated the discourses of
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politics, business and public affairs journalism. This locution contained a
universal ontology; the economy silenced representations which expressed the

of that economy. Without the capitalist adjective the
objectivity of economic discourse could be maintained. In

capitalist nature
presumed

substantive terms the economy prevailed over non-economic discourses. The
patterns of language internal to the sub domains of social policy, industrial

relations, the environment and so on were circumscribed by the pattern of
language internal to'the economy,.

In the late

1960s 'the economy' was ideologically constituted within

a dual

pattern of syntactical use. The first of these was indicative planning. This was
the stated rationale of the first National Development Conference held in

August 1968. Media cross sections of associated news coverage revealed a
means-end rationality in which 'the economy' appeared as a national,
intersectoral unity guided by experts toward calculated targets of growth and
productivity. The public efficacy of NDC growth targets was affirmed by the

procedural rationality of NDC decision making. Thus

it

was reported that

sector committees could make target recommendations which woulcl be
reviewed and confirmed at subsequent conferences. This proved to be a self
serving process which operated independently

of economic circumstances.

The means-end rationality of indicative planning also involved partial closure
of normative perspectives. Ideals such as the quality of life and practical

coo.".n, about living standards and social services were reported to be
dependent upon faster economic growth. Normative justifications of
indicative planning itsell stressed the involvement of ordinary citizens. In this
sense there was a popular corporatist dimension to NDC rhetoric. Editorials,

cartoons and news bulletins sought to integrate economic expertise with the

traditional folk wisdoms

of hard work, Kiwi pragmatism and national

solidarity. Journalists never considered whether or not indicative planning

might favour some social groups over others. Conference reportage also
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contained unspoken rules

of

temporality.

Until this time economic

development was portrayed retrospectively as a culmination of past efforts.
Official history recounted the achievements of pioneer settlement, modern

agriculture and industrial production. By contrast the indicatively planned
economy was cut adrift from the past and pointed into the future. NDC
reports announced projected growth increases (for Tourism, pastoral exports,
forestry and manufacturing) ten years in advance and with unprecedented
precision. It was confidently expected that 'the economy' could, in practice, be
directed toward sectoral and national targets.
Meanwhile day to day news coverage depicted 'the economy'as subject to the
means-end rationality of Keynesian management. The keywords associated

with stimulation corresponded to the end results

of.

growth,

uparcion and

moving alrcad. Conversely the keywords of restraint were designed to achieve
balance, flexibility and stability. These were perceived to be difficult exercises

because

of

overheating

economic volatility; inaccurate management might lead to

or

stagnatiort^

In this context journalists stressed that 'the

economy' was vulnerable to irrational forces such as inftuioq stikes and the
wage

pice spiraL Such discourse implied or stated that unioru, workers

and the

FOL wete sources of irrationality. Industrial relations stories portrayed their
interests as threatening to 'the economy'. By the early 1970s inflation and
union disruption were portrayed as barriers to the achievement of normative

goals. Editorials especially, asserted that unions and inflation were
undermining 'the economy' along with the prospects of social prosperity.
Keynesian news discourse focused on the concerns of the present.

It

was on

this basis that short term predictions of economic activity were made. The
economic future was the raw material for what would happen next. The

of the past upon contemporary economic problems was left
unsuggested for audiences and readers. These rules of temporality were
contingenry

different from and hard to reconcile with those of indicative planning.
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The rationality of planning and managing 'the economy' was
self referential
and self undermining. Thus, journalists discovered that the success or

of indicative planning was assessable through its own criteria of
future targeting. After 1968 the procedures of target revision appeared
tautological, tones of public address were less consultative and normative
othenvise

ideals were mentioned only in passing. By 1972 the means-end
rationality of
planning had splintered over the protection issue. News coverage
of the time

tilted toward tariff reduction by depicting efficienry as a prior objective to
growth. This shift in economic discourse bought the indicatively planned
economy face to face with the managed economy. The result was a clash
of
temporal perspectives which revealecl 'the economy' to be a singular locution
spanning two incompatible patterns of syntactical usage. But the Keynesian
economy in general still confronted the task of achieving instrumental
and
normative goals. During the 1970s this became increasingly difficult as the
structure of capitalism changed. Associated shifts in the institutional forms of
public communication and in news source - newswork relationships were to
undermine the ideological coherence of Keynesian economic discourse.
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In this period the concentration of corporate capital intensified. With

the

Fletcher/Tasman/Challenge merger of 1980 an interlocking directorial elite
was clearly discernible. The nine outside directors who made up the board of
Fletcher Challenge collectively sat on the boards of over 60 companies.l
Meanwhile a new generation of 'corporate raiclers' did business by taking over
established provincial firms and selling off their assets. Thus in the mid to late
1970s,

wellington based Brierley Investments Ltd bought out much of the

christchurch business community incruding Mason struthers, c. Reese and
Aulsebrooks.z In subsequent years Ron Brierley and his directors were

inclined

to

manage rather than dispose

of their

acquisitions. Takeover

opportunities increased exponentially with the growing Iiquidity of operations.
By the early 1980s ventures could be funded from asset or investment sales,

the cash flows of bought enterprises and cash issues to

shareholders.

Eventually, Brierley was able to raise cash from foreign capital markets. The
takeovers which resulted heralded a new dimension of capital concentration.

I
2

Jesson B.,TIrc Fletchcr Challcnge,Auckland, 19g0, pp 3g-39.
The Press,27 Scptember L978, pZL.

The growing autonomy and mobilizing power of finance capital began
to
trarxform the national corporate oligarchy. These trends were local

of transnational capital accumulation. During the 1960s and
1970s capitalism outgrew its national boundaries to the point
where large

manifestations

companies could borrow and invest through a global money market.
Entire
industries could then be exported, relocated or taken over. Consequently
this
period saw growing foreign influence in the New Zealand economy. From
1965-78 there were 1600 foreign takeovers of New Zealandfirms.
And 600 of
these took place after 1974.3 In the finance sector the trend to foreign

control

was even more pronounced.

By

1979,

of the ten largest life

insurance

companies doing business in New Zealand, only one was locally controlled.a
As outside capital and managerial control shaped local businesses, national
resources flowed overseas. The uncertain economic climate encouraged
large
New Zealand companies to extend their holdings offshore and diversify

their
markets. Accelerated global capital flows encouragecl national moves to
liberalize trade. In this regard, CER negotiations with Australia allowed New
Zealand's largest companies to diversify their markets and concentrate their
holdings. In 1981 for example, Felrex Ltd, a principal beneficiary of cER,
made takeover bids for 13 New Zealand companies with export earnings of at
least $4 million. Feltex exports increased by $12 million

in

in

I9B2 and doubled

1983.s

As the linkages between international and local corporate capital became
stronger the national economy went further into debt.

In

Lg74-75 public and

private indebtedness absorbed 9 percent of New Zealand's total exchange

3
4
5

\ry. (D7t, 'Foreign Invesrment in New Z*aland,, in S. Levine (ed), New
1os9nby1S,
Zealand Politics: A Readu,pp 49.
rbid.
rnformation compilcd from B. cronin (r.986), close Encounters over c.E.R., unpublished
lvlA Thesis.
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earnings.

By

1978-79 this figure had risen

cause of this was rising

to

13 percent.6 The immediate

oil prices making imports more expensive relative to

exports. More significantly long run agricultural returns were
dependent upon
fragile world market prices and were vulnerable to overseas tarilf
barriers.

Meanwhile local and foreign owned manufacturers wanting to export
facecl
bleak international conditions. The global trend was toward increased
economies

of

scale, high technology production (especially

countries) and relatively cheap labour costs

in first world

(in the newly industrializing

countries). under these circumstances the Muldoon govemment was
pressured by corporate leaders, planners and senior civil
servants to institute
policies which would transfer capital and labour from
uncompetitive domestic
firms into internationally competitive ones. In this context National's .think

big' strategy of joint venture fuel plant development represented a choice to
accede to multinational demands for energy and raw materials
rather than
cheap labour.T This widened the discrepanry between state socialization
of
corporate capital's investment and production costs (from wage and salary

taxation) and the growing concentration of wealth and profit. Furthermore,
export subsidies and joint ventures designed to stimulate growth allowed
major companies to write off taxes. Thus Winstones Ltd reduced liabilities by
partnering a south Korean paper company to build a pulp mill at Karori. In
1977 carter Holt Holdings Ltd paid only $46,796 tax on pre-tax profits
of $5

million because of its export oriented pulp mill in Hawkes Bay.a rhese were
not the only examples of the government incurring huge expenditures for
local capitalist development. Private forestry companies were also provided
with a total infrastructure: railways, roads, housing, power lines, and the
w., 'Forty Years of Joy and sorrow of a New z*aland Economist', in w.E.
wilmott (1980) (ed), New zealand and the rrorld: Essays in Honoun of wolfsang
Ro.senburg

Roser$ury,p 136.
7
8

Y"ToolN. & Gallagher K., 'Land crisis and Reguration in Aotearoa.
fgnde4 C/ars. Vol

1, No. 1, Christchurch, 1"9g5,

Mason, G., 'Private Profits from the public rurse;
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entire Port of Mt Maunganui. However, resultant t&x returns
were minimal.
Between 1973 and 1978 New Zealand Forest Products'provision
for taxation
dropped from 28.4 percent down to 3.7 percent
of pre-tax profits. And even
the 28'4 percent was lower than the standard company
rate of 45 percent,
due

to zero interest borrowings from the government along with various
tar(
incentives and allowances.e Such trends were at the
expense of small and
medium sized enterprises. The expanding Brierley empire
annexed retail and
light industrial firms; especially those with property assets.lo
The shift from

import licensing to serective tariffs and cER along with export
subsidy
schemes threatened manufacturers. Those most at risk
were family or singly
owned price takers in the local market. Debrowning farmers
were vulnerable

to land

acquisition from wealthy freeholclers and vertically integrating
agribusiness firms (watties - General Foods). However,
Murdoon moved to
protect all freehold farms through rural subsidies such as
sheep retention
schemes and supplementary minimum prices.

How did this evolving structure of capital accumulation actually
function? In
the 1960s businesses hacl begun to participate directly in civil service
decisions.tr This rapidly became an institutionalized process.
The subsequent
explosion of government-appointed quangos formed the link in
the arch
between government and business elites. They performed a variety
of tasls
and covered a multiplicity of levels within the government
structure, but their
general purpose was to administer and advise in areas
of political contention.

Quangos complemented the routine tasks carried out by government
departments without the restrictions of Parliamentary accountability
exerted
by the State Services Act 7962. Examples included the Petroleum
Corporation

of New zealand, the Natural Gas corporation, the Energy, Research
9
10
1.1

Ibid.

9p

The Press,27 Septembe

r

L97g,

p ZL.

For "it,
examples refer to the previous chapter.
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and

Development Committee, the Export-Import Corporation and the
Commerce
Commission.tz

It

was not only

in

quangos that the policies

of capitalist restructuring were

formulated through routine collaborations between government leaders,
senior public servants and coqporate executives. According to one study
a
convergence

of interest between Feltex Directors, Cabinet Ministers

and

Trade and Industry Officials evolved during the 1981 CER negotiations. The
increasing range and intensity of formal and informal contact among the
key
figures was a central feature of the negotiation process.l3 Such collusions
proceeded to the point where corporate sector executives could, from
time to
time, actively shape legislation. This is what happened in the drafting of the
National Development Act of 1979. This bill was designed to streamline the
planning process for works of 'national importance'. one clause in the
legislation authorized the Governor General by order in Council and on the
advice of the Minister to apply the 'fast track' for any major Government or

private work deemed to be in the 'national interest'. The relevant criteria to
be considered by Minister included the production, development or

utilization

of

national resources, the expansion

substitution, economic self sufficienry

of

exports

or

import

in energy, and the expansion

of

employment opportunities. As one commentator pointecl out, the 'national
interest' defined by the legislation was in effect coincidental with the interests
of private capital as a whole. In December 1979 it was revealed that Bp had
been in correspondence with the under-secretary of Energy concerning the
drafting of the Bill.l4 This represented a significant shift in the structure of
decision making. There was a clear difference between the National
Development Act and the Nelson Cotton Mill proposal 14 years earlier. The

earlier controversy produced a quango (the Tariff and Development Board)
L2

t3
t4

Op cit, Simpson, p 105.
Op cit, Cronin, pp 6*72.
shirley r,, Developntent Traclu, Dunmore press, palmcrston North, 19g0, pp ns-76.
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to smooth over potential conflicts between goveilrment
and business elites.6
But now private interests were consulted directly, and
they were
consulted

during the Bill's formulation rather than its legislative
passage. Furthermore
the enabling power of the National Development Act which
emerged from
this process was unprecedented. It enablecl a raft
of projects instead of one
individual plant.

The Task Force on Economic Planning of 1976 and the planning
Councils
which subsequently proliferated sought to make the process
of capitalist
restructuring appear rational (rather than interest bound)
and necessary
(rather than contestable). The original task force,
like its predecessor the
National Development council, bemoaned the exigencies
of economic
management and advocated inter-departmental planning
over broad areas of
policy: economic, social, and environmental. The
Planning Council of the late
1970s, headed by Sir Frank Holmes, set out to
build a consensus between

government decision-makers

and the major interest groups:

the
Manufacturers Federation, Feclerated Farmers, the Export
Institute and so
on' It was hoped that a social consensus woulcl then be generated
which would
comply with the priorities of national development. As
the Task Force itself
stated; A good society must seek a rate and pattern
of deveropment that
achieves a harmonious balance between economic,
social or other goals.ro

This 'harmonious balance'was different from the NDC's claimed
mutuality
between economic and social goars. The Task Force candidly
stated: ,,As
circumstances change priorities must also alter."l?
Roughly translated, this
meant that normative socio-economic perspectives could be
redefined to fit
the changing needs of capitalism. As 'circumstances' deteriorated
throughout
the late 1970s and early 1980s, inflation, the barance
of payments deficit and
15
16
L7

Op cit, Simpson, pp 108-9.
Report of the Task Force on Economic and Social planning.

Ibid,p

42.
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unemployment took turns for the worse. Thus, the Planning
Council's priority
of econornic restructuring came to take precedence over normative
concerns.

For example, the Task Force on Economic and Social planning
advocated
exportJed growth, tight incomes policies to reduce inflation
and improve
labour productivity, and the gradual replacement of import
licensing by
tariffs' In the late 1970s a soft sell approach was evident. It
was suggested

if the requisite measures brought about 3 percent

that

growth of real GNp per

annun! then consumption levels and general social cohesion could

be

maintained. But soon Planning Council reports were to
become more strident
in tone and sweeping in their proposals. In one 19g0 report, structural
change
was defined as "changes in the long term allocation
of productive resources

:rmong production activities

of the economy.,'rs

energetically advocated; there would

Such changes were

be no more ,harmonious

balance,

between 'economic, social or other goals'. The changes which
were advocated

included a shift away from agricultural

to

energy based investment, the

abandonment of import licensing (to allow internationally competitive
firms
to set up operation), and a greater reliance on foreign backed technology and
managerial expertise for local projects. Normative concerns
as encapsulated
by the welfare state were not reharmonised, they were simply
down-graded.
The real need if the wclfare state is to find new directions
in the 1980s is for the
state to do less and at the same time assist people to do more for
themselves. This

will involve a shift in emphasis from thc "top a-ow"' approach and the reliance
on
institutions towards grcater involvement una t"tponsibility on the part
of all
citizens.l9

Broad judgments such as these were complemented by detailed
reconunendations in particular poliry areas such as (agriculture,
exchange
rate management, public sector organization. However in terms of the role
they perceived for themselves within the New Zealand political
economy
the

18
19
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11980)t
7*aland Planning Co
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The New 7*aland Planning Council,

Wellington, 1979.

in the Eighties', Wellington,

71rc tt4telfarc State and
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New

Social policy itt tlrc l9g0s,

Planning Councils were unsuccessful. Sir Frank Holmes, vision of
a macroeconomic consensus among government decision makers and major interest
groups was further from accomplishment in 1983 than in
L977. Both major
parties paid lip service to the bi-partisan rhetoric of Planning Council
proposals. But economic management itself became politically
divisive as the

normative priorities

of

werfare provision and

full

employment were

downgpded. The Planning Council sought to rationalize underlying changes
in the political economy but class divisions were widening. Corporate

directors and upper level managers with international linkages occupied
dominant positions within the New Zealand ruling class. Their economic and
social power w.N expressed in their holding of interlocking directorates, their

inter-family networks plus their collusions with government and civil servants.
The mercantile-financial class which had traditionally owned money capital

and land faced a changing commercial world in which financially backed
corporate entrepreneurs could buy out shareholdings in rival companies. The
same was true for the old rural elites. In the early 1980s the cosseted milieu of

provincial family capitalism was disrupted by takeover activity. The parallel
trends of corporate capital ownership, technological sophistication and
general system complexity expanded the role of 'the new middle classes'. By
the late 1970s it was estimated that over 40 percent of the workforce belonged

to a

bureaucracy

of

some sort.2o They worked

in organizations with a

specialization of jobs arranged in hierarchical orcler of authority and governed

by formal rules and

regulations. Recruitment

and training became
increasingly dependent on educational qualifications and technocratic
expertise. Modern business management required the specialised knowledge
of lawyers, accountants, marketers, economists ancl computer experts. The

major energy projects expanded the professional and technical infrastructure

made
?n

up of

chemists, physicists ancl engineers.

The public

sector

Dunstall, G., The social Pattern, oliver w H and Mlriotrts B R (eds), Tlrc otford Hfstory
of New ZealonQ Oxford University press, Wellington 19g1, p 412.
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of health, education, social welfare and broadcasting were
increasingly staffed by academically trained and professional elites. The
bureaucracies

growing centrality of television brought to the fore actors, entertainers,
journalists and other cultural producers. They promoted liberal,
urban and
deracinated social values. The general outlook of the new middle classes
obscured understandings of how the class structure operated.

The working class were under siege throughout this period. By June 1981 the
general level of workers' take home pay was approximately 6 percent lower
than in September 1974. The situation worsened in 1982 when Prime Minister
Muldoon flattened the tax scale in favour of the top Z}percent. By April 19g4
wage earners were a further 4-5 percent worse off than they were

in 1981.21
unorganized and unskilled workers, disproportionately young Maori or
Polynesian, experienced the combined effects of inflation, falling real wages
and long term unemployment. By contrast skilled blue collar workers in the

larger unions were insulated from the worst of such consequences. The
middle range of partly organized semi-skilled workers were pur under
increasing pressure. For this group falling real wages were accompanied by
unemployment which was structural rather than recessionary. rn r97s,10,000
were out of work. By 1983 this figure had risen to 128,000. With the decline of
local manufacturing long term policies of fuil employment were no longer in
prospect.

Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s the goals of corporate capitalism
undermined the normative bases of social policy. Consequently, economic
management and the state arena in general become repoliticised.

The logic of the situation was this. Governments underwrote the new
requirements of corporate profitability through joint ventures, export
Delahunty J., 'Transnationals in New Zsaland and the Union Response', New zealand
Montltly Revieq Vol XXVI, No.269, Caxton prcss, Christchurch, p 7.
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incentives and a network of subsidies. And the beneficiaries of
such policies
like winstones, NZ Forest products, Fletcher challenge were able to
minimize their ta:< returns. But successive cabinets had to pay for the social
consequences

of restructuring. They had to pay for the dole, pEp

schemes

and for Domestic Purpose Benefits as firms retrenched and unemployment
rose. The greatest fiscal burden was carried by low to middle range wage
and
salary earners. The proportion of government tax take coming from this group

relative to large businesses and the higher paicl increased throughout the
1970s. This was the situation underlying popular terms such as 'bracket
creep,
and 'fiscal drag'.u rhe structural gap between government revenue and
e4penditure forced Ministers to restrict budgets.

At this stage capital works,

rural subsidies, electricity and transport infrastructures were left largely
intact. It was the 'unproductive' sector of the state which came under review

-

health, education and social welfare). This sharpened the political struggle
among lobby groups of all kinds for scarce public resources. Individual

attempts to remedy the fiscal crisis simply transformed 'rational' measures
into political issues. Examples include reduced paymenrs for and eligibility for
the D.PB., the 3 percent social expencliture cuts, arts funding shortfalls and
fitful assistance to Maori organizations. These circumstances gave rise to the

public sector overload' thesiszr and the more general notion that New
Zealandwas a country'bedevilled by pressure groups'.u

The state arena also became

a

political battleground for unions and

employers. General wage orders became supplemented and subsumed by the

legal and bureaucratic complexities of an incomes policy contingent upon

economic conditions. Struggles over individual agreements were
manifestations of the political clash between two principles of wage
22
23

Op cig Simpson, pp L14-L47.
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argumenm about ,relativity, (within and between
occupations) and wage price commensurability were at odds with
the notion

determination.

union

of wages being set by macro-economic co-ordinates (growth, productivity,
e4port competitiveness).zs By the early 1980s an impasse was evident.
Unions
could not negotiate independently of macro-economic priorities and had
to
shape their principles accordingly. Meanwhile the government could
not

impose an incomes policy which was consistent with both economic
restructuring and the system of award negotiation. This was the under$ng
reason for the political intensity of government versus union arguments
over
the wage-tax trade-off and the wage price freeze.

In

addition, draconian legislation enabling the state

to

restructure the

capitalist economy was seen as a violation of liberal democratic norms. Thus
the passage of the National Development Act became the focus of political
opposition from the Coalition for Open Government, conservation groups,
and individual lawyers and politicians like Mike Minogue. This generated a

wider debate concerning the claimed authoritarian nature of the Mulcloon
government. Arguments intensified with the introduction of the wage price
freeze in 1982.

The major political parties responded to the changing political economy in
different ways. For electoral purposes, the Muldoon National Government
sought to harmonize the interests of key producer groups and other business

organizations such as exporters and bankers. To assist in this process
Muldoon sought to marginalise and divide certain other groups competing for
scarce public resources. He attacked, for instance, tracle unions, journalists,
community groups, feminist and Maori organizations. His general tactic was

that of media vilification coupled with behind the scenes manipulation of
public e4penditure. This approach to poritics (known as Muldoonism) was
For detailed account of the issues involvcd sce Boston, J., hrcomes poliq
Zealan4 19d8-84, Victoria Univcrsity, 19g4.
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in

Ncw

couched in the rhetbric of rational economic management and
underpinned
by a party organization steeped in the modern skills of fund raising, market
research and campaign advertising. But the National Party machine
started to

fall apart in the early 1980s. The sharpening contradictions of

Keynesian

capitalism led some backbenchers to espouse radical versions of restructuring
and challenge the leadership. But Muldoonism survived until the 19g4
election.

For its part, the Iabour Party gradually developed a technocratic response to
Muldoonism. The party was reorganized along managerialist rather than
participatory lines. Under the Faulkner Presidency, David Exel was appointed
Communications Director in mid 1976 and J.B. Munro was appointed as full-

time finance director for the

1,976-77

period. Prospective policies were

evaluated on fiscal and technical grounds through an expertly advised co-

ordinating committee headed

by colin Moyle. under the Anderton

Presidency which began in 1980 the party became professionally administered

by personnel quite distinct from the Parliamentary wing. Changes included

the

appointment

of a

publicity director

in

December 19g0, the

computerisation of party membership in 1981, and the setting out of financial
membership and voting targets for each electorate.x

Ia'bour's economic policy became technocratically detined as the ideas of
capitalist restructuring prevailed over those of corporatism. Up until 19g1
many I-abour M.P.s criticized National's Think Big strategy as one which
allowed transnational companies to gain control of economic development at
the expense of local investment. Those who helcl this view attacked the wage-

price freeze for ignoring the need for tripartite agreements over

wage

determination. However with the growing influence of Roger Douglas and his
supporters over economic policy, new criticisms appeared. In the November
see strachan, D., 'organizational change in the New Zeatand Labour party',
Unpublished, MA. Thesis, University of Orago, 19g2.
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l9B3 Economic Poliqt Package the Think Big projects were evaluated
according to the rate of return on capital investment. Traditional labour
concerns such as job creation and regional development were relegated
in
importance. Related to this was a proposal to remove government from
direct
involvement in investment decisions. Douglas believed that Muldoon,s Think
Big projects were economically inefficient because they had been designed
for
electoral purposes. This line of reasoning implicitly rejected the principle of

tripartite involvement in economic poliry matters. Douglas came to the belief
that decisions over investment, fiscal policy and wage determination ought to
be purged of 'political' influences. By late 1983 these views of his and his
supporters were set within the framework of Treasury's 'free market' critique

of Keynesian economic managem

ent.21

Labour rhetoric in general continued

to stress broad consensual goals, but with the demise of party leader, Bill
Rowling, a detailed corporatist strategy was never a practical prospect for the
Douglasites were gathering.

In the party at large the 'new middle class' retained their influence although
the revival of branch membership after 1976 steadied the decline of manual
worker involvement (16 percent of conference delegates were so employed in
1970 and 1983). The composition of Iabour's caucus altered considerably
through this period. By 1983 about 40 percent of conference delegates in the

labour force were

in

professional occupations (compared

to

Lg8L census

figures suggesting that 15 percent of workers were thus employed).2r

corporatist viewpoints were developed by campbell R, Kirk A. After tlrc Freeze, port
Nicholson, Wcllington, L983. They argued that unions might exchange direct government

involvement in wage fixing for thJ right to influcncJ wider dJcisions such as tax
education and welfare policy. Within the Labour Caucus Perer Harris with Rob

Campbell prepared a corporatist package against the emergent Douglas line. Supporters

inc-luded Fran

Bill

wilde, Helen clark, Anne H"..ur, Margarct wilsonl Jim Anderton and
Rorvling. see also Hugh otiver, The Labour caucus and Economic policy

Formation 1981.-84.

w,

Easton B, ed, TIrc Making of Rogentonzr'cs, Auckland University

Press, 1989, pp 11-53.
28

vowles J., Ends Means and For whom' papcr dclivered to ApsA, Brisbane, 19g6, p
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14.

Against the background of a changing political economy the major parties
transformed their internal bureaucracies along managerialist lines. The
perceived need to restructure the New zealand economy had pretty
much
undermined Muldoonism in the National Party and had deradicalised Labour
policies.

II:

ownrrnsnlp

AND MaruacpMENT oF NEwsMEDTA

rrvsrrrurroNs

The changing structure of New Zealand's political economy was reflected in
the corporate concentration of media ownership. By 1980, 31 of the 33 daily
papers were owned by major news conglomerates. And 70 percent of all
individual papers were owned by Independent Newspapers Ltd, New Zealand
News and wilson and Horton.2e During the late 1970s newspaper ownership
became an integral part of the corporate economy. By 19g0 Ron Brierley had
gained a 4 percent shareholding in NZ News ancl was in the process of buying

up Hauraki Enterprises. The rise of entrepreneurial capital outside of state
influence had nurtured a new media bourgeoisie.s This was reflected in a
consumer culture which was more commercially integrated than before.
Private and publicly funded radio moved away from the old format of
introducing advertisers to suburban audiences in between news, music and
sport. Instead, the programme content on each station was determined by the
perceived lifestyles of the demographic markets advertisers could reach. As
radio ownership became more concentrated (with cross share ownership the

norm' especially in Auckland) programme styles and marketing strategies
became less differentiated; a homogeneous consumer culture prevailed.

29

30

J., Rich Pickings: Newspapers and private Terevision, New outlook, Aug/sep.
1981pp 1,t-18.

!!1e-et

rbid.
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By 1980 the media bourgeoisie had grown strong enough to challenge the
T\4'lz monopoly. In that year wilson and Horton formed Northern
Television while Independent News/NZ News/Hauraki Enterprises gave
birth to Alternative Television Network Ltd.

The changing political economy subjected broadcasting to many

cross-

pressures. The administrators who had operated during the Adam Committee

period held attitudes much like those of their predecessors when broadcasting
was state-run. The routines and structures of their organ ization were similarly
infused with paternalistic definitions of the public sphere. However the new
chain of command was roughly similar to the independently chartered BBC

model. Meanwhile there was a growing influence on programming and
planning priorities from advertisers and market researchers. This became
evident as the Iicence fee dwindled as proportion of total revenue. The reelection of National in 1975 saw a partial re-establishment of the NZBC
structure. This was an attempt

to restore the traditional world view of

broadcasters as cultural guardians, journalists as dutiful craftsmen and the
public as a civic unity. In the words of Hugh Templeton,
We need to have a minister who day by day works with broadcasting and its
interests.It was a mistake to break up the NZBC. It was also a mistake to re;11ou"
the minister. That is not the way the New Zealand systcm works. Ccrtainly no
sptem as big and as important as broadcasting can operate without refcrcnie to
government and to Parlianrent. And it can do that under our system only through
an effective and responsible minister.3l

Despite these changes the traditional order did not return. The subsequent
debate concerning the institutional role and accountability of broadcasting

ironically demonstrated that governments could no longer ,manage' news
independently of media professionals. Government arguments about the costs

of broadcasting and the cost of indiviclual productions such as The Govemor
dramatized rather than reduced the role of news journalism and news genres
3L

Hon H.C. Templeton, N.Z.P.O. CCCCU (1976), p 4388.
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as interpreters of events.

In this respect the famous Muldoon exit from the
Simon Walker interview in 1976 contrasts with the quiet removal from the
screen of Gordon Bick's Compass Fite (on the Iikely inflationary effects
of
decimal currency) ten years before. Critical traditions of political and social

issue news journalism (allowing

a partial integration of facts and

interpretation) appeared in the mid 1970s and served to loosen the traditional
rigidities of public discourse.3z
Paradoxically, the welter

of high profile news stories fuelled the periodic

stands off between journalists and politicians and obscured the manner in
which mediated public life was being constructed. The centrality of television
among media institutions was demonstrated by the capacity of nightly news to

influence political issues and agendas. However, overriding this was the
growing potential for government and business elites to 'manage'news events.
They were primary sources for news and were coming to know their power.

At

the same time programme content and scheduling became further subject to
the commercial imperatives of advertising. Apart from national sporting
coverage and the odd local drama, imported crime shows and ,sit coms'
predominated. In line with the American network model, news programmes
were continually revamped and rescheduled to maximize ratings. Indeed the
'success' of news shows was, for some media professionals a matter of viewer

popularity. Whether journalism as a public rhetoric had been served by
given programme was a secondary consideration.

Television examples inclu<led Dateline Monday, Close Up, News at Ten.
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III:

Nnws.ltrtD ,THB Ecotgonry'

Newswork and News Sources

In the mid

1970s, producer boards, business advocacy groups and senior

cabinet ministers were still primary sources of facticity about 'the economy'.
In the mid 1970s these occupants of the rational high ground were regularly

joined by new sources of economic expertise. The various Planning Councils,
economic research institutes and associated academics recorded the raw data
of economic performance for journalists ancl offered their prognoses of where

the economy should go. In this context the aphorisms, cliches and simple
sagacities which appeared in the media were part of the shared language of
journalists and their primary news sources.

This situation reflected tr,vo important trends. Firstly, all the major news
sources provided raw material for nationally broadcast news about the
economy. The pivotal medium was of course television

-

the instrument by

which economic policy could be sold to the public. This reflected a decline in
the efficacy of provincial news sources. At budget time the regional voices of
local farmers, businessmen and borough politicians had less news value than
before. The nationwide dissemination of budget comment by television meant
that the major dailies were less inclined to set out a range of local views about
new policy measures.

secondly,

the rational 'high ground' of

economic pronouncement was

increasingly contested. Economists, politicians, business leaders and Planning

Council technocrats had discrepant views about what economic restructuring
objectively required. This was a direct consequence of the failure of the

Planning Councils and their supporters
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to build a

consensus among

government decision makers and major interest groups. This in turn reflected
sectoral differences within the capitalist economy as well as changes in the
decision making structures among government and corporate elites. By the
time of the wage price freeze the various sources of orthodoxy and objectivity
about economic matters were in open dispute.

From the mid 1970s onward, trade unions detailed their own conceptions of
economic management. This became a necessity in the day to day struggles
over incomes policy. Wage claim arguments from all sides were couched in
the language of macro-economics. Union negotiators had to calculate the

likely effects of national award settlements on sectoral productivity and the
rate of inflation. For union interests to be served such arguments required
some counter conception of economic restructuring. The key figures of Rob

Campbell,

Alf Kirk and peter Flarris developed an economic policy

framework loosely based on the Austro-Swedish social partnership model.

Th"y argued that, given the right institutional
governments, employers and unions, a full scale

arrangements among
compromise between

economic and social goals could be achieved. However such proposals were
never debated in the media in any serious way. This was, in part, attributable

to the inferior status of the FOL and CSU as news sources. When they filed
news stories about 'the economy' journalists assumed unions to be reactive

rather than pro-active organizations. This had always been true of the
coverage given routine events such as wage settlements, budget
announcements and so on. The pattern was to repeat itself

stories.

As

in 'restructuring'

news sources unions could not break down the journalistic

assumption that they were either adaptable or resistant to economic change.

In those stories where unions were not consulted at all, they were 'spoken for'
in terms of their likely response to change by primary news sources and
journalists.
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The Newsworld of Economic Management

Television dominated the world of news and popular culture. The emergence

of telethons demonstrated that television had the capacity to refer to its own
cultrural authority. Increasingly, major public figures in politics, sport,
advertising and entertainment were created

by television rather than

introduced to it from other media. Central to this new mediated environmenr

was the newsworld of economic management.

In the late

1970s and early

1980s its characteristic features were those of turbulence ancl contestation.

Tensions were clearly evident among the politicians, experts, interest group

leaders and journalists themselves. During the 1,97s election campaign
Muldoon portrayed himself as the exemplar of comperenr economic
management. But this strategy proved problematic as the Prime Minister was

blamed for bad economic results. The social order of instrumental rationality

which underpinned the ephemera of the newsworld gradually transformed
Muldoon into an irrational figure. This changing visage found its culminate
form after I-a.bour's election victory of July 1984. Up until that time Muldoon
had responded to his changing media surroundings through rearguard
populist rhetoric. His constant appearances on television sought to give the
appearance of command over day to day economic policy issues. His recurring

theme was that 'protesters', 'intellectuals' and 'stirrers'

in the unions were

obstacles to the commonsense handling of the economy.

Unfortunately for the Prime Minister recourse to this theme openly and
unpredictably politicized technical clisputes about economic policy. As
subsequent readings

exemplars

of

will show such a spectacle was an anathema to the new

economic

rationality

Messrs Bayliss, Brash and euigley.

Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s, these personalities and other
associated figures became more accessible to journalists and, as a result,
more, central to the newsworld of economic management. It became common
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for them to appeal on television and even talkback

shows. They were the

subjects of feature articles on the finance pages of the daily or weekly press

and in glossy magazines. These men ancl their supporters couched their
rhetoric about the economy in tones of seriousness and concern. As the
author of lambasted policies Muldoon's authority as an economic manager
was undermined. Implied criticisms of his performance became open ancl
polemical once millionaire property developer Robert Jones formed the New
Zealand Patty in late 1983. The changing configuration of the newsworld was
given a party identity by David l-ange, Roger Douglas and Iabour's shadow
front bench during the 1984 election campaign. Throughout this period media
professionals became central players in the drama as well as reporters of it.
Journalists from all media took critical stances over National's handling of the
economy but they sided with the experts, technocrats, and business leaders

rather than articulating views which were expressive of public opinion or
independently their own.

Trade unions and their leaders continued to be clepictecl as actors without
reiNon or social context. Strikers'caused'strikes which management provided
explanations

of why they happened. Wage disputes were resolved by

arbitrators but unions were obstacles to settlement.

changed since

the

1960s.

Kiwi

At this level little had

stereotypes about union laziness and

unpredictability in the print media were complemented by the imagery of
irrational and recalcitrant unionism on television. To counter such
representations technocratic unionism

in the quintessential form of

Rob

Campbell joined the contested realm of economic expertise. With his elegant

visage and requlfte command
shapers

of the

language Campbell challenged the

of the i'"*

orthodory on their own terms. However this
".onomic
further marginalised traditional unionism. Jim Knox, the FoL, blue collar
workers and factory yards appeared anachronistic compared to the
progressive looking figures of Brash, Bayliss and Campbell.
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The rhetoric and imagery of economic management was not always
foregrounded in the news. Maoris, feminists and anti-tour protesters,
occupied centre stage according

to the shifting priorities of daily news

The leadership of such groups was framed by the media as
disruptive of the traditional order. Within the world of news Muldoon
coverage.

exemplified this order. In the third term of National government the overall

picture was that of a conservative populist prime Minister besieged by
experts, party opponents and the advocates of social change. With the Labour

election victory

of July

the transformation of the newsworld
completed. The new domain was to be presided over by David r,ange
1984

was

and

Roger Douglas.

Patterns in the Language

THE DISCOURSE ON RESTRUCTURING EMERGES

During the 1970s beginning in about L976 'the economy' as an abstract
locution supplanted traditional representations of economic life. Political
language and news journalism were punctuated by technical disputes over

economic performance. originally 'the economy' had been deployed to
outweigh other grounds of argument. In the nil wage order example 'the
economy' emerged for the first time to override traditionally held normative
perspectives.

In this instance Mr Tizard

believes that 'the economy' and

normative perspectives are reconcilable but seems compelled to change his
view. Such is revealed in this News at Ten television interview following the
Muldoon Mini-budget of April 1976.
Mr Tizard . . . . this government is looking at the economy as an abstraction. It's
not looking at the people, thcir jobs, their incomes, their standarcl of living and
everything else that is tied up with it.

.zLL.

Interviewer: But isn't it nccessary to rcduce public expenditure in orcler to get the
internal delicit right down?

Mr Tizard: If you take it from the viewpoint of the National governrnent yes. But
the economy comes first. But we felt that people out of worf and being
iaid for

doing nothing is itself wastcful. Now ws sougttito stop that by putting in tire extra
government expenditure to kcep the cconomy at the lcvcl we thought was
reasonable.
NEws AT

TEN,TV2,28 ApRrL 1976

Mr Tizard starts this exchange by criticising Prime Minister Muldoon's minibudget for its abstract approach to economic life. The National government
he says is looking at the econonry a^t an abstraction to the detriment of the
people' their iobs, their incomes, tlrcir standard of living and everytlting else that

is tied up with it. The interviewer replies by redirecting atrention to the
abstract economy. Is it not necessaty he asks to reduce public expenditure in
order to get the internal deficit

ight down? Mr Tizard describes this as purely

National Party viewpoint and then concedes that the (abstract) economy must
indeed come first. From this position on behalf of the Iabour Party Mr Tizard
readvocates putting in tlrc extra expenditure to reduce the waste of.people out

of

workbeingpaid for doing nothing.

Mr Tizard began this interview by associating the National government with
the abstract economy and the Labour opposition with the needs of the people.
By the end it was clear that all policy prescriptions were contingent upon 'the
economy'. This locution was invoked directly or indirectly by everyone: the

National government, the interviewer, Mr Tizard and the rabour party. As a
result the needs of people as originally outlined were quite simply not brought

to bear on the debate over public expenditure levels. Here, 'the economy'
extends right to the edges of public discourse. Normative arguments are
publicly overruled although they are not rendered invisible.
Rival usages of 'the economy' rendered poliry debates narrow and repetitive.
Meanwhile intractable economic problems wore down the coherence and
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credibility

of Keynesian discourse. The rising inclicators of

unemployment and external debt seemed impervious

to the

inflation,

means-end

rationality of economic management. This re-opened normative opportunities
for policy critique and allowecl unfavourable comparisons with the economic
past. These ideological deficiencies generated the anxious ancl accusatory

rhetoric of the early Muldoon period. The apparent intractability of New
Zealand's economic problems was reflected in depictions of 'the economy'

itself. During the L975-76 period the daily press variously described 'the
economy' as being shattered, embattled in desperate straigltts, relentlassly
undermined and in immediate danger.

Technocratic discourse subsequently redrew on public behalf the semantic
boundaries
News

of.

rationality, closure and tentporality. In this context the following

at Ten extract of 28 April

1,976

provides a macro economic background

to Mr Tizard's appraisal of the mini-budget.
Newsrcaden More news on the cconomy and not good news either. The head of

the Economics Department at Auckland University, Professor Blythe, predicted
today the countq/s economy could remain in poor shape until next year or
possibly until 1978. Profcssor Blythe was speaking to the Export Institute in
Auckland. Later, reporter David Nicholson asked the Prolessor why he was so
pessimistic.

Professor Blythe: I think that an . . . the end of the boom which is what we saw at
the end of last year and secing now has exposed a balance of payments problem
which,.. ah . .. and it's now quite clcar that wc have it ... it's partly due to ah
. . . the limitations on our exports, our traditional exports to Western Europe,
North Amcrica and Japan, thc difficulty of acccss to our products and partly due
to rising costs in farming which has over the last decade slowed down the
expansion of farm production.

Interviewer: Are you prcdicting then that we may bc facing a long haul to full
economic recovery?
Professor Blythe: Oh yes, oh yes.

Interviewer: How long, how long?

I think that the next five years could be difficult years for New
within that time we might get some good years and some bad years,
don't think we'll gct any years as good as the rcally lush ycars of 72,73 . . .I

Professor Blythe

7*aland ah
but

I

..
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think we'll find it very difficult to atlow the economy to expand because the
moment we start to allow the economy to expand we increase the demand for
imports and I don't think that our exports are going to be expanding fast enough
to allow us to ah . .. pcrmit that expansion of imports so t ihink we're in foia
fairly belt tightening pcriod, the period of austerity of the late 70s and early 80s.
NEws AT TEN,

TVz, 28 ApRrL

1976

The newsreader begins this item with a forewarning. There is more news on
the economy but it's not good news either. This assessment prepares us for the

reported prediction

of

Professor Blythe, the head

of the Economics

Depafiment at Auckland University. From his position of technocratic authority
the relayed message is that the country's economy could remain in poor shape

until next year or possibly 1978. This pessimistic outlook is then explained by
the Professor himself. Past observations trace the appearance of a balance

of

payments problem.Initially, in tlrc late 60s this was starting to become aident,

since the end of last year this has been exposed and now it's quite clear that we

have it. Once defined and temporally Iocated the causes of the problem are

outlined. Chief among these are linlitations on our exports and rising costs in

f"r*i"s

The interviewer rephrases Professor Blythe's argument by asking if
he predicts a long lzaul to fuII economic recovery. Professor Blythe's casual

agreement draws the anxious query: How long

will the recovery take? The

Professor replies by contrasting the exceptionalism

of past

prosp erity (the

really lwh yearc of 72, 73), with the more general likelihood of difficult years

for New Zealand. These narrowed expectations are reinforced by the present
limits of economic performance. The impossibility of resolving the
discrepancy between imports and exports by altowing tlrc economy to expand

brings to us the prospe ct

of. a

f"irly belt tightening peiod. In fact, this is the

defining feature of the period ahead the peiod of austeity of the late 70s and
early 80s.

In ideological terms this extract turns bad economic news into a rational
expectation. How does this take place? We should first observe that previous,

irresolvable balance

of

payments problems
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are explained as

a

single

embryonic process. This general problem arrives in the present, fully apparent
and freshly available for technocratic assessment on our behalf. (. .. it's now

Etite clear that we have it). In its new guise this obstacle to means-end
rationality is accommodated by re-evaluating the temporal context. The bleak
prospect of dfficult years for New Zealand becomes a sensible assessment

when set against the unusually lush years

of 72, 73. Shortfalls within

rfte

economy further support this view. The imbalance between imports and

exports limits expansion and this makes future prosperity unlikely.

In

this

respect national expectations are synonymous with Professor Blythe's
predictions. It is the country's economy that could remain in poor shape and it
is we who are in for a period of austerity. This implies that the pessimistic
predictions of experts are collectively based and that no-one need gain at
another's expense.
The net result is an exercise in damage limitation. News of expert predictions
redefines what is economically feasible and lowers expectations about future

prosperity. Such
discourse since

it

a

process doesn't substantially alter macro-economic

addresses a technical problem within 'the economy' rather

than the master Iocution itself.s:

From early 1976 even routine news coverage pointed to a time of reckoning for 'the
economy'. The orthodox Kelmesian idea that 'the econom/ needed to be restrained or
stimulated assumed an immediate or short term time frame. Here, temporal parameters
were widened to rationalize harsh assessmcnts of 'the economy'. On this basis harsh
measures were made to appear objcctively nccessary. Such is evidcnt in lhc Otago Daily
??ner editorial of 29 Aprt 1976, p 4. Undcr the heading CUT oR Suasu the fust
paragraph rcadsTlrcre can be few doubts that New Zealand's eco,ro,ny is in a distressirtgly
seious stalc oI inbalance. We havc bcen numing huge deficir both intemally and
extennlly, and tlrc ti,ne had evenhrclly conre, os Muldoon forecast so often duing his long
run up to tlrc 1975 getteral electiort, wltar New Zcalonders would bc required to pay the bill.
We lwve already been $vcn sonrc indicalion of llrc size of lhe accoturl with a seies of
econotnic ,troves to provide a lead lo the budget which is likely to be equally restictive in its
tum, Here, we observc that past deficits havc culminatcd in a seious state of inftalance
for New Zealand's ecotro,?ty. In thcse circumstanccs reslictive msasures appear logically
necessary.
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In the next example taken a week before news reports of the first Planning
Council (December L976) the macro economic discourse starts to change.
The concept of 'structural imbalance' now begins to be heard.
Nenarcaden Despite the Institute of Economic Research's prediction of a
worsening situation next year, neither Mr Muldoon nor the opposition ars
prepared to consider import controls at present. Although Mr Muldoon admits
that imports are a considerable worry he says there's no crisis situation yet. Both
Mr Tizard and Mr Muldoon believe we can finance our way out of our problems
by e4port-led e:rpansion, but some economists suggest there's a structural
imbalance in the New Zcaland economy and to develop our manufacturing
industries to right this balance will force us to borrow more in the short term.
Does Mr Muldoon agrce?

Mr Muldoon: well obviously quite apart from that, we're going to have to um..
cover maturing debt and there's no way we're going to pay for that our of income
in the nerc decade. But thcre is evidence of a structural change and we'll havc to
move out of it by export-led expansion and that will take time so we will be
running deficits I believe for next several years and obviously borrowing to make
up the differcnce.
TEN O'CLOCKNEW\

RNZ,9 DECEMDER

1.976

The short interview above follows an extended discussion with

several

economists and politicians about New Zealand's economic performance. This
sets the parameters

of economic discussion. The Institute's prediction of a
worsening situation next year is the reference point for the reported
prescriptions of Mr Muldoon and Mr Tizard. The newsreader then takes as
given the suggestion by economists that there's a structural imbalance in the

New Zealand economy.

In this context Mr

Muldoon

is asked

whether

manufacturing development will force us to borrow tnore in tlrc short tennT Mr

Muldoon says it will and concedes that there is evidence of a structural change.
His long term prescription is to move out of it by export-led expcmsion

In this extract the newsreader, technocratic authorities and Mr Muldoon all
refer to structural imbalance and structural change in the New Zealand
economy. This shared vocabulary points to underlying changes in economic
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discourse.s The new parameters had been brought into focus by media
coverage of the Task Force on Economic and Social Planning, a government

advisory body whose findings were to include the formation of the Planning

Council. News of the Task Force's report parallelled coverage of the first

NDC plenary

session. There were, however, important differences in

presentation. The announcement of national growth targets in August 1968

had been a ceremonial occasion whereas publication of the Task Force's
report in December 7976 was part of the ongoing newsflow. The distantly

of the NDC was superseded by the media-friendly
figure of Sir Frank Holmes. In contrast to NDC coverage his 'expert' team
assembled 'brains trust'

were rarely profiled and in the fortnight before Christmas their conclusions
received partial rather than blanket media attention. Newspapers carried

inside feature articles but radio and television did not provide extended
commentary.

In

1968 journalists had attributed common objectives

to politicians

and

disinterested technocrats but their views diverged because managing and

planning 'the economy' each involved different rules

of temporality.

Economic managers were surrounded by technical difficulties in the present,
such as rising general wage orders, burgeoning fiscal deficits and falling terms

of trade.

Planners generalised about such difficulties

economy'. On this basis they prepared blueprints

in relation to

'the

for the future. The Task

Force's attempt to rectify these discrepant approaches was widely reported.

The following The New Zealand Herald article reviews NDC objectives and
suggests a new planning rationality.

v

at least to March 1976. On the 3rd of that
month on a Clrcckpol'flt programmc dealing with monetary policy thc intcrviewer asks
Professor Philpott; Well one govenunent spokesnnn last night dcscribed lhe measures as
providing the nost sweepintg restrucftrrc of nonelary policy itr New Zealand in recent times.

I have traced this shift in public discourse

Wat

exactty does that nean? Professor Philpott went on to reject the use of the term but

its shorthand efficacy for journalists remaincd.
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THE NEW ZEAL ttNp

Hmtt4

16 DECEM$ER 1976, p 3

This extract sets out the Task Force's view of the NDC experience. As the
headline 5uggests a crucial economic target was not achieved (rnooucnou
WELL BELow TARGET).

This draws the declaration that New

Zealand,

performed badly due to tlrc divergences between targets set and the actual
outcomeg The statistical evidence for this view is then outlined. We are told
that our productivity fell well below torget and that consumption was more than
the plannen thought feasible. Similarly,

it

is clear from Task Force evidence

that agricultural and manufacturing targets had not been reached. Such
discrepancies it is suggested could only be sustained if. temts of trade continued
to improve or if bonowing continued to increase. However, this preclucles the
possibility of. realistic planning. The objective of such an exercise is to put and
keep the econonry

ight. For this to happen in the future, targets and outcomes

must converge. This involves changing past priorities so that producing and
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eJcporting

received more weight than coruuming and importing. The article

then apportions blame for the previous state of affairs. As cited in the report,

failure lay less in the appropiateness of the targets than with those resporuible

for poliqt. From a planning perspective, they failed to heed the glaring
discrepancies and to modify poliqt accordingly. Complacency in this regard
derived from tlrc windfaV gaiw in overseas receipts in 1972-73. Targets and
guidelines can still play a part

in future planning but a new approach

deemed necessary. The suggested remedy is that
refers to the objectives of planning.

If

of.

is

continual appraisal This

these are not being achieved appraisal

must be directed toward the objectives of the policies and prograntmes.

This item dutifully recites Task Force opinion about the NDC and introduces
a new planning discourse. Previous failures are attributed to political leaders
(those resporuible for poltqt) rather than NDC target-setters. Nevertheless, it is

conceded

that long-term planning must be reconciled with

short-term

economic management. Instead of projecting the economic present into the

future (by setting targets) planning will respond to changes

in current

circumstances. Thus planners must lrced glaing discrepancies modify

poliq

and

undertake continual apprakal. Their corresponding goal is to put and keep the
economy ngftr. This requires a reweighting toward producing and exporting

rather than consuming and impafi ing.s

On this reading, planning reviews past experience in order to retrieve
imbalances within 'the economy'. These horizons of discourse are vividly

In the l4taikato Thnes 76 Dscember L976, p 2, an article containing similar sentiments
can be found. The Task Force rccommendation for a permanent planning body is
announced. In the L?th paragraph it states. Previous planning slruciltrcs, such as ilrc
National Developntent Council, had failed larycly through inadequate appraisal of the
&ent to which objectives wcre being achieved. This idea of planning to traclg evaluate and
retrieve 'the econom/ was common in subsequent media coveragc. See The New
Zealand Herald,2 November 1978, p 5 for an article headlined CouwctL WLL KEEP
TABSONEcoNoMY.
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illustrated below. Following the Task Force report this otago Daity Times
cartoon reflects upon the establishment of a New Zealand Planning Council.

To Chart Dev

&VERL

"We've {ound a oilot!"

Ouroo DattyTtuts.

17 DECEMBER L976

The headline in this cartoon states that the Planning Council has been
established to chart developmenfs. This will enable the Chairman, Sir Frank

Holmes, to pilot New Zealand's recovery through an inflationary fog. At
present the woried ship's captain has no visibility and needs a map to plot a

way forward. Despite these adverse conditions the New Zealand Planning

Council has swiftly located the NZS Recovery. The relaxed and confident
pilot needs no blueprint to chart the ship's course. His expert presence will be
sufficient to guide the captain and first officer out of the inflationary fog. All
three figures are committed to New Zealand's recovery, but

it

is unclear how

they will go about it. The first officer is enthusiastic that a pilot has been
found but the captain's likely response to him is hard to gauge. What will be
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the line of command when the pilot goes on board? How long will his services

be necessary? Whatever the outcome,

it is clear that a

new realistic form of

planning has arrived. Future possibilities are now contingent upon the
resolution of present difficulties. To 'chart developments' concurs with the

need to heed glaing discrepancies, modify

poliq and undertake

continual

appraisaL

The two previous readings illustrate the need to plan for economic retrieval
and recovery. Within these temporal boundaries a new means-end rationality

was publicly assembled. This structure

of

discourse identified planning

obstacles and directly addressed 'the economy'. The following Christchurch
Press

article also commenting on the Task Force report brings these elements

together.
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PREss, 16 DECEMBER 1976, P 6

This article headlines the Task Force's view that New Zealand is thought
upendable by the outside world.

In

these circumstances reorientation and

realism will bring us to an understanding

of.

our true interest. This is deemed to

require mainly economic and intemal adjustments. After

a

digression on

foreign policy, attention turns towards the public sector. Here, the
government should lead the dive for greater efficienq by reappraising the
effectiveness

of

its own operations. This is the prerequisite

for

re:ducing the

proportion of Govemment expenditure in the Gross National product.

In economic terms New Zealand can no longer rely upon improved terms of
trade, oversees bonowing and investment. The economy insteacl requires
structural readirctmenr within the context of an overall strategt

for

darclopmenr Individual prescriptions are then spelt out for overseas

in&strial training employment poliq

and the

taiff

economic
er,change,

The broad priorities are to

promote efficienqt, productivity and to reduce administrative restrictioru. In
general terms Sovemment interuentions slnulcl be more consistent and effective

but this won't happen without the reduction of stop-go
referring

to one

example

me(;I'ures. After

of administrative planning reform

(small

units) the article recites the view that tlrc Civil Seruice should be

less

poliq
nsidly

strucfited. Finally, statutory bodies and other quasi-govemment agencies are
criticised. The people on these bodies are neither elected nor assessed on
merit, and too much of New zealand life is under their control.

This routine Press Association report recites as fact those segments of the
Task Force report dealing with external relations, economics and public

policy. Ideologically speaking,

it is apparent

that efficienq serves as the

benchmark for rational planning and poliry making. This keyword is an end in
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itself for the public sector and a prerequisite for reducing government
expenditure as

a proportion of G.N.p. The

phras

e positive promotion of

efficienq sees this objective as part of an economic development strategy.
These semantic deployments are set against phrases denoting inefficiency,
that is . . . administrative restictions, stop-go measures and igidly structured,.In
terms of the economy there is a close affinity between efficienq and structural
readiustment. The precise semantic connection is unclear because there is no

conjoining news narrative from which to complete the assembly of discourse.

And one cannot easily see how structural readjustment would bring efficiency
about36
Some articles focused exclusively upon means-end rationality of Task Force

planning. On such occasions obstacles

to planning were identified

and

normative perspectives officially appropriatecl. These features are evident in
the news segment below. The nvo headlines are taken from an Evening Post
feature page on the Task Force report.

The bold type item Too BUSY To rHINK sharply profiles the obstacles to
governmental planning. The first paragraph associates central government with

rational long-term planning and decision-making. The present lifestyle of
politiciaru makes reaching these objectives difficult. The article goes on to
catalogue those central government activities deemed inimical

to

successful

This inchoate notion of elficiency as a focus for planning is also evident in the Evening
Post editorial of 16 Dccember 7976, p 6. under the heading
nrMrrrc To DIspEL rrrE
Groopt thc first paragraph reads: The widely hetd betief tlnt New Zealand is o crisply
efiicient little country, a nrodel for otlrcrs is thoroughty dentolished in the repofl of the Task
Force on Economic and social Planning detaits of which we published yesterday.

P
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.
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EVENTNG
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Posr,

15 DEcEMenn 1976,

r

3

ptanntng These include electioru at tlree-yearly interuak, political manifestoes,
demands

to

see deputatioru, open functions, speak

address electoral problems. Thus

monagemenf

to

conferences and to

it is difficult for the country's top political

to allow time for far-sighted thought about strategl.

disposition was needed

to

cleal

with the fundamental

Such a

problems facing the

nation This reading reveals the following pattern of keyrvords and phrases:
rational long tenn pluming

lifes

tyk of po I itic ia ns

decisiott making

Cental

electiotts at three-year intenals

political managenrcnt

Goventnrcnt

political mandestoes

far signed tltottght

see depulations

Etrategl

open functiotts
speak to conferences
electorate problents

The obvious message here is that politics and politicians threaten technocratic
perspectives. Central goveftunenf is pulled between the lifestyle of politiciaru

and the requirements of rational long term planning. Politics is officially
described

in terms of

management rather than electiotu, manifestoes and

electoral problems.31

The major headlined article integrates different Task Force plans within
common semantic framework and clelimits normative perspectives.

It

a

is

clearly stated that without integration, social planning will be neglected'
Furthermore, the nation's interest requires national, regional and local plans to
be sufficiently at one. Tlhe text then outlines the shortcomings of neglected
social planning.

It has been done in a compartmentalised manner with a lack of

information about society, social changes, directions and goals. The Task

n

The tensions between politics and planning was a recurring theme of media coverage
after 1976. See in particular the Aickland Star,?$ November 1977, p 8 for an article
hEAdIiNCd PI.ANNINC COUNCIL INTO POLITICAL TIGER COUNTRY'
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Force favours a planning mechanism which will co-ordinate and integrate,
social planning wrrh national darcIopmenf. In this regard several priorities are

listed. These include multicultural principtes, cultural activity and Community

Panicipation. Alongside these normative themes population and income
maintenance policies are required. The article next reiterates the need for co-

ordination

of

social

ptanning The requisite practical measures are ffictive

planntngwithin social service departments, consultationbetween departments'
advisory councils, pressure groups ancl consumer interesS plus co'ordination

between social service departments and ministers. Also needed
integration

of

sociat and economtc planning.

is

the

This should occur both within the

goveftiment structure and. within any national coruultative machinery' The
activities'
article then recites Task Force views about the fragmentation of local

These should

be eliminated to allow social, cultural, economic and

environmental darctopment.

In this context key objectives include reducing

and
official channek of communication along with overlapping boundaries

jwisdictioru. This implies the need for regional and environmental agencies to
to
be interdependent with national economic planners. In between references
article
regional development and local level finance the central theme of the

woid
is restated. Can national, regional and local plans be sufficiently one to
plans are
conflict with tlrc national interest? It is further asked whether such
to changing circumstances? The article goes on to outline Task
resporuive

Force prescriptions for regional policy, finance and committee structures'
trends,
Progress in these areas requires further research into population
facilities' To this
economic growth, water and soil resources along with public

with regional
end the Task Force suggests a nationwicle conference dealing
diverge from
issues and Planning Council proposals. The final paragraphs
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planning issues to discuss the Task Force chapter on extemal influences' T}l,e

reported relationship betrveen various planning processes and normative
perspectives is shown in the following keyword diagram'
Official Bodies

central Sovemrnent
technical and. advisory committees
the Planning Council
national economic Planners

Irrational Planning Processes
comPartmentalised

Planning Processes

co-ordinate
integrate
irterdependence
at one
coherent

fragmentation
overlaPPing

HJ,brid Phases

social Planning
national consultative planning machinery

local co'ordination
regional,Poliq
I
I
I

Normative PersPectives
multicultural

culural

activitY

communitY P aiticiP at ion
Iocal activities
consumer interests
New Zealandb id'entitY

These listed vocabularies are the ideological filters

of

news and planning

to delimit normative
discourses. They act to objectify official rationality and
coherent
values. The keywords integrate, interdependence, at one and
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effectively pre-locate different plans and planning bodies within a
symmetrical whole. Irrational planning processes are

by

definition

compartmentalised, overlapping and prone to fragmentation Socio-cultural
perspectives are acknowledged but their likely influence upon planning bodies

and processes is never explained. It is unclear for example how national
economic planners ought to express multicultural values or consumer interests.

Hybrid terms such as social planning and local co'ordinatron conjoin the
normative and the rational without explanation. However, it is evident from
the general structure of discourse that the social and the local are planned and

co-ordinated by official rationality. Similarly, the hybrid phrase national
caruultative planning machinery seerns to predefine the kinds of consultation

that might occur. This pattern of semantic closure also did not allow
normative values to underpin officially clefined macro-planning objectives
such as national developmenf and economic growth'x

In this reading normative values are expressed in two ways. Firstly, traditional terms
contttruttity participatiort point to- single
such as New Zealand's identiry

"ni
within
undifferentiated, social outlooks. tieologically speaking they are accommodated
the
and
activity
ctrlfiral
interests,
planning objeciives. References to ,o,rru,rri,
to
co-ordinate
is
problem
idcological
The
nulticnllural suggest a plurality of viewpoints.
looked at ths
these within thiplanning p.o."rr. In this regard some Task Force articles
L976
December
30
of
Star
Attckland
the
special contribution of iot"n. For exampl=e
4)
(p
FOnce
Tnsr
IN
soclETY
ROLE
fiatured the headlinc WoUst t Vu.rr Tn KE, PoSmVE
early
the
of
popular'corporatism
The notion of integrative' planning succecded the
NDC era. Howeverlhe new modeitadcd from viewduring t977.ln 1,978 corporatist
structure'
themes in planning discoursc wcre less sanguine both in tone and ideological
booklet
Council
Planning
the
of
rclease
See for example tile media coveragc folloling
,Working Tojether'. ln thc Attcklaid Star 14 June 1978, p 4 an article headlined WE vE
patagtaph' New
BoRROWED TI-IE CAKE nNO EnrBN IT, began with the following
increasingly
eilher lind ways of workittg together for progress or beconrc
senseworking
this
Council.In
Planning
dividend unslable and poor, ,oyt thn New Zialind
see also 7he
together for progress became ,ynonytout with thc need for restructuittg
Oiago Dtaily Tfures editorial of 30 September 1978' p 6'

Zealanders

cm
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Most news articles itemised Task Force themes without arry linking
commentary.3e Only editorials rhetorically condensed the major elements of
discourse. Such is evident in this paternal address to citizens from the Nekon
Evening Mail.

r

TASKFORCEREPORT
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The only critical commentary on Task Force planning I could {ind was in a socialist
publication. See Brian Easton, (National and Social Planning) New Zealand Monthty
Review, Vol XV[, March L977 Pp ].3-14. In his view such planning was ill defined,
possessed no comparative context, and was potentially at odds with democratic culture.
These arguments were not apparent in the mainstream media.
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The editor of this piece strikes a sober and realistic
tone. obviously there is no

magic wand that will solve the country's economic
and social difficukies.
Nevertheless the Task Force says muclt
more that makes sense and the
government believes a worthwhile contibution
has been made in the vaced

field of national planning. This explains the proposal to establish a
formal five
year plan to include economic, social and
foreign policy goab. This in itself is a
radical departure from tradition. The eclitorial dismisses
ideological objections

(from rugged individuatisrs) to
five year plaru.

In a d,emouaq)

plans are

implementedby persuasion rather than direction. Howeve progress
r
in tlte social
and econornic fields largely depends on a realistic restructuing
of the economy.

Planning is deemed synonymous with this objective. This
improvement on past degre es

of.

in turn

means

co-operation and unity in the community. The

editorial next apportions citizen support to the Task Force view
thatpoliticat
factors have caused unnecessary instability. By fairty direct implication, instabitity

is

associated with party manifestoes and

Conversely, these terms are disassociatecl

our triennial paddy,s Market.

from the direction

of. national

resources along with the need to distibute wealtlu Furthermo
re a five year plan

overlaps the life of Parliament. The problem lies with political parties
since
they can wreck whatarcr k planned. The editorial is aware
that too much

power can be passed to the bureaucratic machinery, but those who
would
argue against limiting the power of Parliantent resort to emotional pleas.In
any
case power resides

not in Parliament but with party cabinets. These can be

as

buremtcratic as anyone eke. The editorial endorses the Task Force group,s
suggestion of Parliamentary involvement in theprocess of planning.
This ought

to be one of their
pafiisan power

in

democratic functions

in

Parliament

at the

expense of

caucus. The editorial concludes that uhimately, planned
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restructuring

of the economy partially rests on

changes

in the political and

industrial systems.
This reading brings together the ideological themes of previous
articles. In the
temporal sphere NDC priorities are modified. Although the Task Force
report is said to be a radical depanure
from tradition and a sign of. progress in

the social and economic fields, indicative planning is not in prospect. The
editorial emphasises past and present shortcomings rather than future targets.
ThusproSress depends upon the reclres s of econornic and
social dfficulties and,

improvements

in the country's peilous position Above all a planned

restructuring of the economy is needed to define economic,
social and foreign
poliq goals, to direct national resources and to distribute wealth. However
the

editorial does not explain the connection between means and ends. The
rationality of planned restructuring is instead counterposed to the irrationality
of. emotional pleas and partisan power. Similarly govemmenf
and the Narional
Planning Council are ranged against sources of irrationality such as political
manifestoes, tlte tiennial political Paddyb Market, political parties
and caucus.
This ideological pattern is also one of (partial) normative closure. The
editor
suggests rhat plannr'ng means improvecl degrees of unity and co-operation in

the community. under these requireme nts community needs conform to
objectives shared by government and the National Planning Council rather

than the irrationality of political manifestoes, triennial potitical puddy\
Marlrets, political parties and caucw. This implies that community interests

should not be political. correspondingly, citizeru and the country appear as
beneficiaries of planning rather than politics. The same applies to parliament,
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/

/

Parliatnentariatu and democratic
functiow. These ought to overcome vehement
political objectiotu and serve the process of planning.
These ideological themes of Task Force planning are interconnected
in the
keynord diagram on the previous page.

THE DISCOURSE ON RESTRUCTURING PREVAILS

The preceding keyvord structure typifies editorial conceptions of
the Task
Force Report. During 1977 the National Planning Council emphasised
the

need for restructuing or structural change within .the economy, These
solutions filtered into daily news coverage and rearranged existing patterns
of
economic discourse. In ideological terms the changes were three
dimensional,
that is:

i.

Restructuring or 'structural change' simultaneously referred
to the long term priorities of economic planning and the short
term imperatives of economic management. on such
occasions both time frames conformed to a singular, meansend rationality.

ii.

Restructuring appeared as a means of improving economic
performance and as a designated goar of economic policy.

This revealed a tautology whereby 'restructuring' (ot
'structural change') in 'the economy' would bring uboot'u

restructured economy.

iii.

Restructuring as an objective necessity for ,the economy,
marginalised normative-political arguments about wealth
distribution, wage determination and welfare provision.

The following news article shows how planning perspectives were brought to
bear on current economic problems:
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This report summarises a speech made by Sir Frank Holmes, Chairman of the
Planning Council, to the Wellington Chamber of Commerce. The headlined

for New Zealand to pull together for tlte future. Such an effort is
required to get New Zealand out of its economic problems. According to Sir
Frank, this requires significant clmnges in the structure of the economy' This
message is

will reduce our dependence on overseas bonowing increase our capacity to eaft"I
overseas exchange and reduce our dependence on inrported Soods and seruices.
We are told that expectations about improved terms of trade are misplaced.
Givenpres ent circumstances co-operative effort is necessary to achieve as mucll
consensus

progrwn

as possible. One can then begin to

nes,

assess

pioities and to formulate

guidelines and incentives for development.

lt

this regard, planning

must deyrr e mew6 of bringing and keeping inflation under controL According to

Sir Frank, a democratic government cannot carry out such a policy without
consensr$ in the comrnunity about shaing up tlrc national cake. The remaining
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inlended

paragraphs outline the bureaucratic workings and membership

of the New

Zealand Planning Counci l.
This article reiterates the Task Force proposition that consensus and national
co-operative effort will ger New Zealand. out of its economic problems. The
consequent necessity for significant changes in the structure of the economy is

both a planning priority and a policy prescription. As planning Council
Chairman Sir Frank Holmes desires an increase in our capacity to eam
ove8eas exchange and a reduction in our dependence on imported goods and

senices. Similarly, planning must devise a means

of

bringing and lceeping

inflation under control. These are debatable remedies. However, the
underlying phrase changes in the structure of the economy appears to describe
an objectively necessary process rather than a projected policy course. Thus

different temporal perspectives on 'the economy' are blended together.
Immediate economic problems and planning for the future both require
in the stntcture of the economy. Such a process is held to be consonant
with a national co-operative effort and consensus in the community. The net
changes

result

is a pattern if

discourse which forecloses potential criticisms of

economic restructuring.4o

The following Radio New Zealand Monqt Matters interview of 22 October
1977 displays the semantic linkages involved.
Newsreader: Aud here's Denis Wedcrell to introduce moncy mattcrs.

Denis wederelL Last week we heard about the state of the economy. you
remember that I talked to Kerry MacDonald, Director of the New Zsatand
Institute of Economic Research, who said we're not just dealing with toda/s
situation, but yesterda/s mistakcs right back to the 1930s. The whole structure's

Q

This article was reproduced in most other daily newspapers, see Otago Daily Times, L0
February L977, p 2. The headline here reads Co-opERATrvE EFFoRT NEEDED To
RIcFrN.Z. EcoNotvlv. See also Waikato Times, l0 February L977,p 2. The headlined
article rcads NZ Musr ATTAcK EcoNoMIc St-uvp. The lust paragraph begins: A call
for a national co-operative effoft to gct New Zcaland out of its economic problems was
made yesterday by the chainnan of the Planning Couttcil, Sir Frank Hohnes.
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got out of kilter and we'll not get it right until we're prepared to start a real
restructuring.

I

asked

Mr MacDonald what went wrong back in the

1930s.

Kerry Macdonald: It was recognised in the early 1930s that the New T*aland
economy was highly dcpendent on its export performance and wlnerable to
fluctuations in its narrow range of primary export commodities, and the choice
was made that the way to reduce the wlnerability and dcpendence was a process
of industrialisation which would create import substitution and also, hop&ufly at
some stage it would create export capacity. Now what seenrs to have happened is
in fact the reverse. We have industrialised but it's made us more depentcnt on
our efficient exporting industries because, whcn we've industrialised, instead of
having an
import schedulc that's full of consumer goods that we can chop out with
some flexibility, we have now got an import schedule that's full of lndustrial
material that we can only chop out at the expense of employment.
M oN EY MATTERS,'n Oc'roBE,R 1977, RNZ

Here, Denis Wederell reintroduces a central theme for discussion;

- the state

of the economy. Reference is made to the technocratic credentials of Ker.)t
Macdonald, (Director of the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research).
In his view today's situation derived from yesterday's ntistakes ight back to the
1930s. The newsreader on his own behalf states that tlrc whole structure's got
out of kilter.It appears that we'll not get it straightened out again without a real
restructuing. From this assessment a critical question arises:

Wat

went wrong

back in the 1930s? Mr MacDonald replies by outlining the import substitution

strategy

of

industrialisation. This had been designed

to make the New

7*aland economy independenr and self supporting rather than vulnerable and
dependent. However,

in the long term

it's made us more dependent on our

efficient upofting industies. They rely on an import schedule full of industial
material thatwe can only chop out at the erpense of employment.

This exchange extends the temporal logic of restructuring. Simply correcting
discrepancies in the balance of payments is no longer the problem; the whole
economy is and for historical reasons. The interviewer describes today's out

of

kilter economy as a culmination of yesterday's mistakes ight back to the 1930s.

It

appears that only areal restructuing will retrieve past errors and straighten

-2Kr-

out the whole out of kiker structure. In this context restrucntring is a selfserving process precluding all other objectives. Mr MacDonald's reply
projects this usage of the term back to the 1930s. He teleologically assumes

that New Zealand's development stratery of import substitution was self
defeating. The desire to become tnore independent, more self supporting
actually brought dependence upon an import schedule fuu of indtntial
material According to Mr MacDonald, a flexible consumer goods schedule
would have been preferable. Whether such an outcome was feasible is never
mentioned. The implication is that New Zealand's import substitution
strates/ precipitated yesterday's mistakes and got the whole structure out of
kilter. Everyone is held culpable for this wrong turn of history. It is 'we' who
must be prepared to start a real restructuring because

it

is we who have been

made dependent on our export industies.
These ideological structures of temporality and rationality were not a uniform

feature of media coverage. Restructuing was still commonly associated with

import/export discrepancies

in New zealand's balance of

payments.

Furthermore most news items about economic management and performance

did not mention restructuring at all. Budget stories for example had not
substantially changed since the late 1960s. Nevertheless, the previous reading
does show how macro-economic discourse was changing. Most crucially, the
newsreader implicitly accepts Kerry MacDonald's views about the state of the
economy. This phrase refers

to the factuality

of.

today's situation but

it

also

incorporates yesterday's mistakes along with the need for a real restructuing.

is therefore clear that something must have gone wrong back in the

It

1930s.

These underlying inferences objectify Kerry MacDonald's assertions about
New Zealand's economic history. Once the views of experts became absorbed

into the lexicon of journalism public
consequences

for

discourse underwent change. The

normative argument can be seen

Checkpoinr item of April L977.
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in the following

Nervsrcader: Good evening; Tonight checlqoint looks at New Zealand's

economic future, the general trends, and thcn iovers specifically our trade with
Australia. On Moming Repon this morning, thc Deputy Ministei of Finance Mr
Hugh Templeton said the New Zealand economy was headed in the right
direction. But opposition spokesmen say that it's out of controt. Governmcnt
member Michael Minogue of Hamilton West said last night that there's no use in
talking about when we get out of the present recessio-n because world events
recsntly have shown that New Zealand is involved in a basic structural
rearrangement of the world's monetary and economic affairs, and New Zcaland

economists recently have also been using the word nstructural'. There seems to be
a growing consensus and realisation that we have what's called a structural
imbalance in our cconomy. A structural imbalance meaning in very loose terms

that the basis-of our economy is inadequate to sustain our standard of living.
Former Associate Minister of Finance, Peter Wilkinson, said last week that the

imbalance can only be rectified by a rcduction in the standard of living. Hc said
tlat we have yet to find something to unclcrwrite our future, which has for so long
depended on our primary produce and its acccss to the British market.
CHECKpoI^rr, RNZ, 6 ApRrL L977

The newsreader's introduction here outlines the general trends

of. New

Zealand's economic future. He recalls Hugh Templeton's statement that the

New Zealand economy was headed in the
opposition

says

ight

directiore Against this, the

that it's out of controL According to Michael Minogue, talk of

getting out of the present recession is misplaced becaus e New Zealand is
involved in a basic structural reaffangement of the world's monetary and
economic affairs. The newsreader then focuses on the word structural as used

by New Zealand economists. Their views are said to reflect the realisation
that we have a structural imbalance in our econonty. This has important
normative consequences. In very loose terms

it

appears that the basis of our

economy is inadequate to sustain our standard

of living He points out that
beyond agricultural dependence on the British market we have yet fo
undenvrite ourfuture.

During this article statements from various politicians are selectively drawn
into a singular discourse. Mr Hugh Templeton in his official capacity as Deputy
Minister of Finance informs us that the New Zealand economy is headed in
the right direction. Opposition spokesftrcn by definition speak from an inferior
vantage point. Their view of the economy as being out of control receives no
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further comment. The newsreader instead selectively appropriates the
reported statements of Michael Minogue. As well as describing
rearrangements in the world economy the word structural is part of the lexicon

of New Zealand economists. The phras e structural imbalance objectifies their
growing coluensus and realisation about our econotny. In these passages the
word structural becomes a narrative thread, tying together people and subjects

without need of explanation. It also expresses a new orthodoxy within official
economic discourse. In each case structural imbalance effectively restricts

normative expectations. For economic discrepancies to be rectified living
standards must drop. In these circumstan ces our standard of living and our
economy countervail rather than complement each other. The prepositionour

in each locution

suggests this to be a collective

difficulty rather than a clash of

interests. The newsreader appears to speak for both officialdom and the
public at large. Behind this facade of authorial balance, economic discourse
and the news narrative itself conspire against normative values.

The measured formality of Radio New Zealand news bulletins contrasted
with dramatic coverage elsewhere. The following Evening Post article of April
1977 amplifies the tone of restructuring discourse.
The preceding headline announces that it is the pLrcHT oF EcoNouy which

brings forth Dire Warnings of Stnfe. To avoid this outcome

it

appears that

urgent and decisive action is needed Io restructure the New Zealand economy.

If this course of action is not followed

strife will materialise in the form of

protracted recessiory high unemployment and lower tiving statd,ards. This
warning is traced to a New Zealand Manufacturers' Federatlbn Committee

report designed to interpret economic trends. They see New zealand's
economic future as dependent upon the balance of payments, an indicator
whose performance is likely to worsen rather than improve. The rest of the
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article summarises the report's view of trans-Tasman trade and industrial
investment policy.
Associating the notion of pligttt with the New Zeatand economy attests to the
gravity of events and impels the call f.or urgent and decisive actiort In this

of discourse restructuring wils not a means to an end but an
unassailable economic necessity. This ideological pattern of means-end
rationality further restricted normative expectations. In the previous
arrangement

Checkpoint bulletin structural change logically entailed

a

reduction

in ow

standard of living. According to the Evening Post the absence of such change

would deliver similar results (i.e. protracted recessiory higher unemployment
and lower living standards). These readings together demonstrate how the
rules

of

economic discourse were changing. The means-end tautology of

restructuring undermined the complementarity between instrumental and
normative goals to the point where 'the economy' as such required declining
standards of living.
These changes in economic discourse affected media perceptions of positional

disputes between capital and labour. Reportage of the annual award round

traditionally reflected government and employer assessments of prevailing

the Keynesian economy expanded union
arguments were generally acknowledged, in times of recession they were
often dismissed. However, the logic of restructuring altered official
economic conditions. When

'the economy' could deliver to unions. Most
journalists uncritically accepted the new orthodoxy. Such is clearly
assumptions about what

demonstrated in the following Tlrc New Zealarul Herald article reporting on
the February 7977 wage order.
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This cutting omits the detail of wage hearing applications

Lgn,p

3

in order to

emphasise the main parameters of argument. The headline counterposes the

Wage Order against the need To KEEp EcoNoMy sTABLE This summarises

the case presented by the New Zealand Employer's Federation to the Wage
Hearing Tribunal.

It is told to avoid a general wage order at odds with the

need to bring the country back to economic stability. The same theme is
reiterated in the reported comments of Employers' advocate, Mr R. Taylor.

On his account there is no capacity in the economy to sustain a substantial
order.

It is further suggested that a return to economic stability

needs a

reduction in the standard of living. This ought to be realised by all sectors of the

community not as a matter of choice but as one of slrcer economic necessity. Mr

Taylor then admonishes wage and salary eilners. They cannot expect to be
shielded from the costs which we

all must bear. This routine
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industrial

relations report registers the underlying shift in economic discourse. This is
revealed by the fact that normative perspectives are doubly restricted. ,The
economy' as such only allows a small wage claim and the ongoing need for
stability within that economy requires a reduction in the standard of living by

all

sectors

of the community. The

New Zealan^d Herald article shows the

opportunities available for anti-union rhetoric. The Employers advocate and
the industrial reporter depict wage order claims as necessarily uneconomic.
Further, it also appears that wage and salary eamers are acting to undermine
community suPport for reducecl living standards.ar The following Aucktand

Star report covers the same wage order hearing. The discourse contains a
three-fold ideological process. Unions are seen as antithical to nation ancl
community, to 'the economy' ancl to the restoration of economic stability.
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See also a similar article in the otago Daily Tintes, g February 1977,p 5, under the
headline PAY ORDER MU T BE SMALL EMPLoYERs TELL TRIBUNAL.
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The preceding headline recounts
an ultimatum macle by the Minister,s
man tu
unioru during a wage orcler hearing.
Put simply they must take cut or wreck

natiort' The same choice confronts
the nation as a whole. The Minister of
labour's Representative weilington Lawyer
Mr I.L. MacKay gives New
7*aland no option but to accept a
lowerstandard of living.In his view this
course of action had been dictated
by utemar factorc. The articre next
summarises criticisms made

argumenB.

He attacks

unacceptable

by Mr MacKay against union wage order
the csso view that a reduction in rear wages
is

to the [Jnion ntoventent. It is implied that
no section of

the
community is entitlecl to this view
since it dictates to tlte contmunity as a
whole
what it will - or will not accept. The
proposed alternative is to solve our
problems as a co,ntnunity through
lawfur processes.If this doesn,t happen we
will wreck the economy and all be worse
off.

Mr Mackay then sets out to rebut FoL
and csso wage claim arguments. In
their view imposed wage restraint generated
industrial discord. Mr MacKay
responds that working days are
lost unevenly distributed
across different

industries' He cites this as proof that
the basic cause of stoppages was not the
general level of remuneration.
In his view indwtrial harmonyrequired a better
appreciation of the significance of
economic factors.

The article next concludes Mr MacKay's
criticisms of union claims. Against
their view that wages would not affect exports
we are told that New Zealand
qporters cannot absorb q,ctra
costs. Also clisputed is the claim from FoL
President sir Tom skinner that company
incomes had increased nnrkedry. Mr
Mackay counters that company profit
figures have been overstated due to
historic cost accounting. The final paragraphs
summarise tribunal submissions
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from the secretary of the Treasury
Mr N.v. Ipugl, He points out that Nenl
zealartd's terms of trade are unlikely
to recover to the levels of the late 1960s.
This is because the restoration of
stability in the balance of payments

was a
'firct charye'on the oil price increase.
In his view New zealandhas suffered this
cut in real income but has not cut
its living standards accordingly. Therefore
New Zealand is continuing to live
beyond its ntearu. The article concludes with

Mr Lough's statement that New Zealanders
cannot compensate themselves
for this loss of real income. one income
group can onry do this at the expense
of others, this would lead to a further
upward twist in the inflationary spiral

In this example anti-union icleolory comes
from three directions at once and
these are diagrammed below. Each
strand of rhetoric
counterposes union

intransigence against the perceived
neecl for lower living standards. To
srart
with the bold face heading wheels out
the line that unions undermine the
national and community interest. such
a proposition rests on the assumption

that New zealand must accept lower stanclards
of living. If unions don,t
comply and press for wage claims then
it folows that they will wreck
the

nation and 'the economy'. Similarly the
CSSo view that a reduction in real
wages is unacceptable to tlrc union
movement defies the community as a whole
and its lawfuI processes. This assembles

the following pattern of rhetoric.

/

nation
New Zealand

community
the economy

lawfulprocesses

wreck

L
lower'standard dr tiving
lower living standards
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+

unions

The traditional anti-union
case associating national,
economic and community
interests is compremented
by the notion of industriar harmony.According
to
the csso this outcome will
not be achieved througrr wage restraint.
However
the news report assumes a
correspondence beMeen wage
restraint, indtrtrial
hannony and economic
factors. Mr MacKay,s account of the csso position
shapes the AucHand staf
s summary of the wage order
hearing. The resulting
pattern of rhetoric is displayed
below:

economic

rl

factors

industrial harmony

work stoppages

wage restraint

industrial discord

rl

coded references to restructuring
further rimit union perspectives. The
secretary of the Treasury
suggested that previous terms
of trade are
irrecoverable' In a familiar gambit
he argues for restoration of stability
in the

balance of paymenls and a
concomi tant cut in living standardsto
complement
the cut in real income' It follows
from these imperatives that no one
income
Sroup can separately compensate itself. To
do so would incur expenses for

others and further twist the
infrationary spirar. The folrowing
diagram

illustrates the semantic closure
involved.
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the economy
balance of payments
ll

tl

restoration of stability

rl

cut living standards
loss of real income

(
expense of others *-''
inflationary

spiral

one income group

such keyword diagrams separate
discourse from the mediated public
sphere.
This makes ideological formations
appear more coherent and stable than
they

are in practice' As a communicated
pattern of discourse, restructuring
contained internal discrepancies
which were refracted through sectoral
coverages of the economy.

Most importantly 'the economy' itself
was both a technocratic construction
and a focus of public attention.
Journalists courd not objectifu the new
rules of
economic discourse without openry
downgrading normative priorities.
vill$ing union claims in the name of economic
stability signalled the fact that
general living standards were
fragile. But the frantic tone of such repo
rtage
repoliticised the issues at stake and
bought normative issues to the surface.
In
the previous item the coded logic
of restructuring rhetorically challenged pro
wage-order arguments. shrill anti-union
rhetoric from Mr MacKay arso
threatened the objectivity of his
own economic prescriptions. These internal
discrepancies are vividly illustrated
in the following the New zealand Herald
item of December 1977.
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TIIE NEIV ZEAIAND HEIhLD, 23 DECEMBERLITT

The headline presents

a

technocratic prediction: IF ECONOMY StneS
then

social teruiow will follow.

It

appears that this downward path has already

begun' consequently if rlrc New zealand
economy continues to slideincreasing
industrial bitterness will also follow. This
will be the expressecl reaction of the
nation's worlcforce' Because of clrantatic
changes in tlte standard of living this
year it is liable to vent its
fnutration. The article then identifies the sources of
these predictions. Recently interview
ed industrial leaderc agreed that social
tensions were related to the econotnic
climate and that the industial sination
was volatile' This is the official view
of Mr I.w. Rowe executive d,irector of the
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New zealand Employerc Federatiort
He says that in tigltt economic times ,the
Iotives tend to be sharpened'.There
is said to be evidence of conflict arising
within unions and between uniow and
employe-rs. contemplating this prospect
Mr Rowe states that we mwt try to avoid unnecessa.ry
confrict

next year. The
possibility of this outcome is attribute
d to irnpatience for tlre coning of better
times' The costs of excessive wage
demands are then outlinecl. They willplace
the wealthier companies at risk and rebound
on the workers themselves.In this
respect there is an obviow connection
between ttigh wage craims and,
redurtdanqr. The prediction of sociar
tension is arso made by Mr J.F. Turner
from the combined state seruices organisation.
The cited causes are those

of

inflation, unemployment and a continuing decrine
in trrc buying power of wages.
sirThomas Skinner of the Federation of Labourthen
provides his assessment.

He observes economic decline, worsening unemployment
and low
confidence' such conditions are the fault
of government.

It has

business

;ost

control

and the wlrcle situation is out of tmnd. The government
is also creating
frustraion and helplessness in the contntunity and reducing export prospects.
Sir Thomas then suggests that governmen t belt
tightemng would get the work
force inflamed' Furthermo re confrontation in
the form of ballots and antiworker legislation will mean that co-operation
will not be tlrcre. Frustration and
confrontation are seen to emanate from the top.
From this analysis comes the
prediction of greater tensioru and a more explosiye
industrial situation. This js
seen to be the fa.olt not of emproyers but
of the government itserf.
This reading illustrates the self-undermining
features of technocratic ideology.
'The economy' - really the capitalist economy
- appears as a neutral entity
whose likely behaviour shapes social and industrial
outcomes. In this contexr
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predictions about 'the economy'
point to irresistible trends rather than
manageable cyclic variations. Associated
words such as squeeze, sride,
deteiorates and crash suggest economic
circumstances which are no one,s fault
and beyond control' Ideologically
speaking this pattern of discourse absolves

capitalism from responsibility, but

in doing so it

exposes

the limits of

technocratic rationality. As 'the economy'worsens
irrational forces threaten
the industrial order. The following cluster
of keywords are associated with
unioru and the nation,s wor$orce:

terciow
bittemess

volatile

frwtration
conflict

impatience
rAncour
inflamed
confrontation
explosive

These officially predicted processes and
outcomes arso imply that
technocratic rationality cannot resolve
industrial matters. Each of these
keywords potentially allows normative
and political challenges to ideological
views of economic reality. The comments
of sir Thomas Skinner illustrate the
opportunities available. He could say
that economic problems derive from the
failure of government. He can cite the unemployment

situation, production

levels and the lack of business confidence
as evidence that the situation is out
of hand' He can argue that the government
has lost control and is responding

irrationally through belt tightening confrontation,
ballots and anti-worker
legislation skinner's was a minority assessment.
But when it was made and
other made

it - it strengthened the general impression that economic,
social

and industrial problems were irresolvable. Social
tensions,

industrial
bitterness and an economic slide began
to look to be inevitable. Accounts
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such as Skinner's implicitly challenged the official ideology of restructuring.

The changing rules of economic discourse could not easily accommodate the
arrival of bad economic news. The notion of restructuring assumed a control
of the economy such that bad times wouldn't last and good times would arrive
evenfually. Yet here, in bad times, 'the economy'was expected to deteriorate

and even to exacerbate present evils. Worse, 'the economy' so reported did

not allow the reaction of economic and social actors to be
assessed. Employers, unions and government

coherently

all seemed at the mercy of

irrational forces.
Furthermore, even on its own terms, restructuring was a confused concept

with no clear frame of reference.

Th'te

NZ Listener columns of the period

define the limits and uncertainties of restructuring debate. Conrad Blythe's
article of 15 October 1977 is a case in point. Under the heading To cRow oR

Norro cRow, New Zealand's economic

predicament is explained

For many years we have ridden comfortably on the shecp's back. We had been a
fortunate urban people, ncver lacking customers for our farm products and able
to share in the proceeds. It now appears that not only has the growth of farm
products ceased, but our customers are less willing to buy our stuff.

NZ LI|'nENER,

1.5

OsroBEF. Lg77, p 77

Subsequent paragraphs light-heartedly propose Marxist and environmentalist

no-growth options for the New Zealand economy. This rhetorical flourish
softens the impact of the articles central message featured below.
The other solution is to adopt a new path to growth. What is cuphemisticatly
called'rcstructuring the economy'. At the moment this seems to bc the official
li"e (if we disregard the ostriches). There seem to be so many misconceptions
about this solution that it is worthwhile spelling out some of the elementary
points.

First, the present cessation of export growth and fall in our terms of trade - if
continued - would rnean not only no growth but decline. (Obviously, neither the
Marxist nor the environmentalists would find it easy to start their form of
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;?*.*T:.in

these circumstances). Some restrucruring
is necessary ro stay

secondly, restructuring is costry.

If

we

are going to persuadc someone to do
something he is not arready doing
w9 are going to pay him or force him and
the
cost of payment or enforcement iivolves
tt"" u.J oi.'#*'r"rources. The simplest
way to explain this. is to imagine an incentive
;;;;anufacrurer in the form
of a tax rebate rclated to_ ciport pe.formancle.
S"r*"r"
nas to pay for t_his tax
rebatc in the form

gi;

-

of a higher rate of tax thcn *orra oin".*ise be
required. In
- ,"r*r, ir
are to be given
wiil bave to be ta:red"l*po.r"r,
niore heaviry.

even simprer
if somewhat misleading
incentives the houserrord consumer

Thirdlx restructuring-rnay require something
much more radical than financial
incentives. If you fottow- out rhe
nn"n.iut"in""n'iil';;,n""r you finish up
agreeing that the total tax burdcn on
thc averagc tour.t,oiae, cannot be reduced
in the near future, in fact it is much more
likely to be increased! In othcr words
there is a great danger that our restructuring
would involvc merely tinkering with
incentives and leave the great millstone
of diiincentive ,nJi"r"a. perhaps the real
problem is that wc are landed with
a government which taxes and spends such a
large proportion.of our income. (while
ir is nor ril;;";; of our difficulries) it
makes remedies too difficult. Government
absorbs such a large proportion of our
resources that the scope for radical restructuring
is too limited.
NZ

LISTENER, 1.5 OCrOgNRlg77,P 27

The main obstacles to restructuring are then
said to be

dominating
govenunent and large dominating firms.
The author wistfully proposes a
radical 18th century solution designed to recluce
the scale and influence of
government. If this doesn't work
then the author is prepared to embrace the
no growth option. such discussion is merely
a prelude to the stark question
which ends the article, that is:
it possible to take.a reaf from everyoncs, book: Let
the Marxist break down the
let the environmentalisrs make us put a high price
on poilution,
and let the rssrructurarists read us ro r.he
dignity
Is

class structure,

slumping into permanent semi-genteel poverty?

"f

;;yt;;;"r

NZ LrsrENER,

15

own way wirhout

OcroBERlgTT,P 27

Behind the sophistry the folrowing step by
step reasoning is evident.

- ?l.2-

diagnosis

falling tarm products and e)eorts

J
nogrowth
argument

I

\t/

statementof
objectivenecessity

talling terms = restructuring of trade

J
prescription (l)

I

!/

export incentives v rising

J

tas<

\y
I

prescription (2)

i ncentive v d isi ncentive

J
economic-nonnative

{/
paying semigenteel

imperatives

our own
way

I

v

poverty

These diagrams outline how Conrad Blythe,s
article contributes to
misconceptions about restructuing
the economy. The first of his erementary

points rests upon the familiar premise
that falling terms of trade objectively
require restructuring. As previously
shown the logic of this proposition hinges
.the,
upon the ontologicar claims of
economy. Reflection upon the capitarist
workings of this economy would allow
restructuing to be seen as a contested
concept instead of as a prior assumption.
conrad Blythe,s second elementary
point describes restructuring as a tracle-off
whereby if exporters are to be given
incentives tlrc houseltold consumer will
have to be tatced. more lteavily.
confusingly however a new definition arises
from the subsequent assertion
that restructuing may require someth ing
ntuch more radical thart financial
incentives' on this reading restructuing
does not involve merely tint<cring

with
incentives it must instead alter the
great ntillstone of disincentive. This course
of

action is confrontecr by a new and major
obstacle. The scope for radicar
restructuring is too rimited because
the govemrnent absorbs such

a
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rarye

proportion of our resources. Restructuring,
so defined, entails a new ratioaale
for economic policy: governments must absorb
less resources. After
entertaining the Marxists and environmentalist
solutions conrad Blythe
wonders if it is possibre to ret the
restructurarists lead us to the dwity
of payins
our own way without slumptng into
semi_genteel pover.ty?

This article reiterates how 'the
economy' delimits debate about restructuring.
on its own grounds the term appears confused
because it serves a descriptive
and prescriptive function. what
this might mean in economic practice changes
during the course of argument. Granting
export incentives (from taxation) is
superseded by a greater priority;
the need to remove disincentive in general.

The semantic confusions of restructuring
were complicated further by other
definitions of the term. In his Listener
column of 10 December 1977, Brian
Easton maintained that the need to
restructure was generated by a long term
depression cycle. The first paragraph
reads as follbws:
New zealand

is in the middle of its third great depressions.
our first, the long
depression commenced in the late
is60, una finished in the Lg90s. our second,
the interwar depression was from
L921. to r9s9. The thiiJ
in
1960s, it end is not in sight.
"o-r"o.cd the mid
NZ LrsrENER, 10 DECEMB

ER. Lg77 , p

After comparing unemployment statistics Easfon
makes the

27

following

assessment:
In both the first,two depressions that
early phase linished with a financial collapse
(in 18s0 and 1930) t"hi.h pr*ged New
zearand into

a secono phase of deep
depression incruding
-ulor une,iproymcnt, widespread bankruptcy and universal
acknowledgement of the-dcpression.'

Brian Easton suggests that the third depression
has entered its first phase and
wonders whether the second phase is
inevitable. He then outlines New
Zealand' s contemporary pre dicame n
t.
what is the fundamentar probrem which faccs
the New T*arandeconomy? The
experience of the previoui two depressions
and or ,u.i."r"arch as we have,
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points to New.Zealand having an inappropriate
economic structure. we have our
capital and labour force invJstcd in-tle
wrong industries producing exports we
can't sell or being over dependent on imports.
i"a *t pti.es and debt levels are
based on the assumption that we can
seli at highcr rctur'ns and buy morc cheaply

than we do.

The article says that in previous depressions the
second phase was generated
by excess rural debt along with unrealistic expectations
about farm prices.
Debt was scaled down by bankruptcy and unemployment.
Easton argues that

in the

1970s inflation has performed

a similar function by reducing the
mortgage debts real value. This economic analysis
leads to the following
diagnosis.

If we are faced with a structural problem

then

mistakes made long ago in the 1950s and 1960s.

it is the result of

investment

In Easton's view such circumstances are worsened by policies which push
e4ports and ignore the flow of imports. The proposed
sorution is that of
structural reform in areas such as energy, finance, transport
and ta.:ration. In
conclusion the article outlines how these measures
might prevent a second
phase of the third depression.
There are three elements to avoiding such a situation
again; time, expertise and
political wilt. oae ca1 onry guess horimuch
time we havJ. I am arnong those who
think we have been luckynot to have had thc financial
collapse at some time in
the past four ycars. with regard to expertise I have already
indicated that we
appear to have the competence to tackle major
areas of struitural change, if we
have the time and the political wilt.

As for the question of whether we have the will to take the
necessary and
often painful steps to avoid a deep depression, that is not
for an economist or
even a sociologist or political scientist to answer. That
rests with the New
Zealand people.

Brian Easton's argument can be diagrammatically presented
as follows:
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The reasoning outlined above rests upon the familiar ideological
assumption
of rationality, temporality and norm ative closure. Easton's diagnosis of
ryclic
depression points to an inescapable pattern of economic behaviour.
Capitalism as such is not called upon to explain why depressions occur.
Such
an approach would allow normative clebate about
rycles of profit and
immiseration. The statement that New zealand has had an inappropiate
economic structure could then be critically examined instead

of objectively

assumed. The pertinent question would be, who benefits and
who loses from

this state of affairs? whose interests are served by structural reform? The
article implies that everyone will benefit eventually and that no one need gain
at another's expense. The outcome of this reform strategy is said to depend
on
the will of the New Zealand people. Easton asks wheth er we have the wiu to
tal<e the necessary and often

painful

steps

to avoid a deep depression. The

panacea of structural reform also seek to redress previous
economic problems
(investment mistakes made long ago in the past).

These extracts typify the ideology of restructuring. Within such parameters

Easton offers two conflicting arguments. New Zealancl's inappropiate

-?s6-

economic structure is said to represent a historical pattern.
This conclusion can

be drawn from the uperience of the previous two depressions.In
the second
phase of each depression major unemployment
and widespread,
bantm^rptqt

effectively restructured the economy. But New Zealand's structural
problem is
also attributed to particular investment mistakes made long
ago in the 1950s md
1960s. on this reading, structural reform is brought about
not by economic

forces but by specific measures

in given policy

areas. Many economic

to reconcile long term processes and individual decisions.
However, by not illuminating the capitalist dimensions of crisis Easton
obscures the social interests at stake and depoliticises economic
policy
arguments seek

discussion. This is why impersonal depression
rycles and actual investment
decisions appear as separate causes for the same inappropiate economic

sttucture

In subsequent Listener columns Brian Easton put the case for restructuring
particular sectors of 'the economy'. The reading from the NZ Listener of.2g
January 1978 which follows explains how this kind of micro-economic analysis
was ideologically framed.
This article examines the difficulties of restructuring within thefrnancial sector
of the economy. contemporary problems are traced back to the 1950s and
1960s when

tlrc Govemment attetnptecl to control the economy by directly
controlling tlrc financial institutions. However control was hapltazard and
financiers could avoid complianc e by using institutions whiclt were not covered
by the particular set of regulations. This resulted in a plethora of

financial

institutioru- On Easton's analysis our
financial system became not only chaotic
but inefficienr. For customers such controls restricted savings options within

official institutions. The new institutions which evolved were less efficient
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Restrucluring finqnce
IT IS BY no means €asv to
restructure an econotny'

lfiat is to change wtrat ij produced, how i[ is prodriccd
d
produces
it.-Muny of
WtrS
'rn'
the difficulties are illustrated
by recent clranges in tlre

Inanclal

9col9mJ,

scctor of our
in thc group of

lnstlf,utions such as llanks.
lnsurance cornpanies, build-

tng

and

societies

finance

houses which borrow the

public's savings and

lend

for lniestnrent.
The problcms of the finan.

thenr out

cial sector rose out

of

the

monetary policy of the lOS0s
and 1960s, when the Govcrn.
ment attempted to control
the economy by directly con-

trolllng thc (lnanclal institu.
lions. T'lre control of the
economy was not particularly

b[t that ii
But the irnpact on the
flnanclal
successful

-

another story.

The.-

sectoi was worse.
control was haphazar<I,

so that often the sa- e bor-

rowing or_ -lend!4g activity
in different ways

was lreated

!g r different institutioris.
Thus -flnanclers could g€t
around.the controls, by usi-ng

'l'he Reserve Burk, hask
u! the Ncv, Zeukutl lirtuttcia! \,srcm,
overshadows Ilellingtott's Lambtott euuy.

covered by tlre particular set

of regulations. After a while

controls more evenly. For in.
stance, the Post Of{ice and
Trustee Savings Banks were

them? How do we transfer
clerks into ethanol produe-

but, on the whole,.

sonal loans and chcque

modation for pensioners?

instltutions which weie noI

the controls would be
extended to cover such

avoida-nce

financiers showed thcmselvei
to be as adept as the Govern-

ment

In devlsins

schemes,-and- they
a Jump ahead.

pernritt_ed

.

accounts,

T*#"'o?t i,Jiiilf:

new

stayid hatf

I

institutions,

of which existed only
prevented better+quipped
many

Decause government controls

firms_doing the same tirrng.
Our financial system became

nol, only chaotic

but

inefficient
ways.
- in three
prevented
FirsUy, controls

some lnstituUons

giilng

good

s€ryrce to their customers,
whose bcst savings strategiei
werg -obscured by the

controls, and who woulcl have
lo deal _ wjth far too many

financial institutioru.

Secondty,

the

institutlons

rvhich evolved because

of the

controls were less efficient
lhan the controlled institu-

lions. By inefficient we mean
they took more strff. more

.

relaxed. It is iot

3i'"13

diffi-

cult to see some of the consgquences. For Instance, if
the relaxation of contiols

makes

the efficient

lirms

more competitive with inefficient firms, then what hap-

to the inef f icient
It is not simply a
matter of them becirriing
more efficient, since we have
too many firms using too
m&ny resources for effi
pens

firnrs?

cicncy, so some will have rc
go out of business.
Ideally, the inefficient

firrn-s

will fade away, perhaps

amalgarnating

into the effi-

cient on€s. llowevcr.

there is
a great danger that
the
inef{icient lirm. without pro,
tection of government con.

and rnore paper to do the
same job. But they survived
bccause the more efficient

trols will bc bankrupted. That
would nrean that denosicers
could lose the wtrole -or rrart
of.their savings, which might
not only be unfair but would

Irols.

ness confidence. That

controlled invEstment areas,

stagc,

buildlngs, more computers

lnstitutions werc Drevented
from operating by-the con-

And thirdly, the controls
diverted savings jnto thc unwhich

wer€ usually thi

wrong sort of invcstnrent for
the economy as a whole. Thus

wo over.investcd in la'td
speculatlon and pre sti ge
building and under-investid

for production.

In recent years tlre qovorn-

to lfrrorove
the efficiency of the flnjnclal
sector
namely, to restrrcture
by rpplying the
ment has tiled

it- -

also be destructive

to

is

busirvhy

the Covernment has been
altering controls stage by
in order to gerrcrate

the {ading away process
rather than a bankruptcl,
one. Note how much ersirir ii
is to introduce bad governnretrt controls than to remove
thern.

A further obvious problem
is what is going to lraippen to
tlre resources which the ef.
ficient industry u,ill not nced.
po wc "shakc them uut" or.

,[rould we plan to redeploy
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tion

plants? . Or ionvert
bank buildings into acconr-

A third problern, less ot>
at the timc, was the
substantial income redistributive effects of the
vious

series
of controls on inleresr
'"
rates and on deposits with
the Government 6etan to be

The result was a plethora

of f i na ncla

to providc pcr.-

controls. They enabled the

young fanrily to purchase a
house and the young farmer
to purchase a farm. With the

of the contmls,
it harder to buy their property and to pay the
relaxatlon

both groups suffered, finding

mortgage payments. Interest

rate policy in an inflationary
economy is not an easy sub'
ject
thc point to be made
here- is that the higher in.
terest rates are having the
gre-atest
-impact on the poor

'and the deserving.

The

problems of

re-

structuring involving chang-

ing the number of buslnesses,
changing the deployment of

resources and the distributional impact, apply to any
other industry that needs an
overhaul. We can see whv

there is talk about

rti.

structuring New Zealand in.
dustry, but little is done.
. But if we do not carry out
the restructurlng as a

planned exercise, the market
tneans of
a depression, And the market.

will do it for us, by

to restructuring is
expensive,
inhumane, unjust and
solution

erratic. socially

mcrciless.

You will have noted that in
1977 rve were relying on the

markct to restructure motor

vehicle

assembly, _ clothlng

manufacturing and house
hullding. On present trends,

l97B

will add further in-

dustries to this list.

I}RIAN EASTON

.

than the controlled financial sector. Government controls effectively
diverted
savings into uncontrolled investment areas which were bad for
the economy
as a whole.
The article goes on to recorcl government attempts to improve the
effi,ciency
the

ftnancial sector. Such measures

sough t the

of

reluation of controls on deposits

and interest rates. When efficient firms become more competitive the
question arises Wtat happens to the inefficient
firms? Easton considers the
possibility that the unprotected, inefficient firms may be bankrupted.
Depositors might lose their savings and business confidence could be
destroyed. He approves of government measure s to alter controls stage by
stage.

In this way immediate bankruptcy will be avoicled. It is acknowledged

that redundant staff and resources will be a probl em. Do we shake them out or
should we plan to redeploy them? Furthermore the relaxation of controb will
make

it difficult for young farmers ancl families to buy their

property and to

meet the mortgage payments. Higher interest rates will mostly affect the poor
and the deserving. It is argued that these problems of restructuring apply to any
other industry that needs an overlmul. In each case a stark choic e appears, if we
do not carry out the restructuing as a planned uercise the market witl do it
for us

by mearu of a depression. The problems earlier mentioned are seen as
preferable to a solution which is erratic, socially expensive, inlmmane, unjrut
and merciless- Cited examples of market led restructuring include motor
vehicle assembly, clothing, manufacturing and house building.

for

1978 that

It is predicted

further industries will follow.

The following diagram explains how the macro-discourse of restructuring
colonized micro-economic clebate. Restructuring seems the only logical
solution to all that is haphazard, chaotic and inefficient in the finance sector.
These keywords effectively define the policy options available. Easton's
favoured prescription, relacation of controls
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If this admittedly unpalatable option is not followed
then market led restructuring will bring a solution which is enatic, socially
of.planned restrucruring.

expertsive, inhumane, u,tjust and merciless.

If normative

and economic considerations are both important then relaxation

of controls . . . stage hy stuge seems the optimum policy course for the finance
sector. It coulcl be argued that Easton's views are not shaped by the jargon of
restructuring. He suggests independent criteria for determining the efficacy of

different policy options. Thus, if directly controlling tlrc financial irctiations is
worse for borrowers and lenclers than a relaxation of controls then a change in
policy course appears necessary. If the consequen ces

of.

planned rcstructuring

prove fairer in practice than the market ted option then Easton has at least a
supportable argument. However, the over-riding necessity of restructuring the

of debate and the range of counterfactual evidence available. No matter what the outcome might be in the

economy predetermines the polarities

financial sector, restructuring is going to occur. The planned/marl<et'led
duality reifies this certainty. Such technocratic language is less convincing if
one considers the interests of. financiat capital against those of families and
farmerc within the context of a capitalist economy.
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Wittrin its own terms of reference Easton's analysis raises awlnvard questions.

Is there a

qualitative difference between planned and market-led

restructuring? Within each course of action what is the trade off between
economic and normative goals? Such considerations ought to be crucial for
Easton's argument because both kinds of restructuring are occurring already.
Thus the govemment has been alteing controk stage by stage in order to Senerate
the fading away process rather than tlrc banl<ruptqt one'

At the same time

we

have been relying on tlrc market to restructure motor vehicle assembly clothing

marufactuing and house building. The unexplored relationship between these
two kinds of restructuring adds to the semantic confusion.

Taken together the readings thus far suggest

a

range

of

prescriptive

definitions. These can be listed as follows:

i)

Restructuring will redress chronic shortfalls in the balance of
payments.

ii)

Restructuring is needed to halt (further) declines in our living
standards,

iii)

Restructuring will entail a reduction in our living standards.

iu)

Restructuring requires that erport incentives be paid for out
of personal ta;ces.

v) Radical

restructuring must remove the great millstone of

disincentive.

vii) Planned restructuring will avoid the worst

social

consequences of market led restructuring.

viii)

Restructuring will redress investment mistakes made long ago
in the 1950s and 1960s

ix)

Financial restructuring involves the relaxation of regulatory
controls stage by stage. This will bring about an efficient
financial sector.
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This list shows that the meanings associated with restructuing

were

ubiquitous, disorganized and inconsistent. The locution drew its primary
authority from ontological assumptions inherent within 'the economy'. From
this vantage point the discourse of restructuring colonized macro-economic,
micro-economic and social policy debate.

In March

1978

a document called The Moment of Truth was sent by the New

Zealand Planning Council to 300 people. In a subsequent feature article The
Listener responded that:

... if its suggestions are adopted it will most likcly pave the way towards
restructuring the economic, social, cultural and pcrhaps even political life of this
country.

NZ Lrcrrvan t ApRrL 1978,r

17

Despite such grandiose claims, restructuing as a technocratic ideologlr made
only a partial impact on the language of day to day economic management.

The discourse as a whole was roughly assembled and confused in its poliry
objectives. Most crucially all discourse surrounding 'the economy' was riven
by unpredictable rhetorical tensions.

FROM RESTRUCTURING TO MARKET FORCES

From about 1976 'the economy' was the object of Keynesian means-end
rationality within the two discourses of day to day economic management and
macro-economic restructuring. Now, 'the economy' became contested by

keyvord patterns exuding the abstract rationality of a self operating market.
This was a gradual and uneven process whose likely outcome was not initially
apparent. The following article from the Otago Daily Times business section of
26 October 1978, shows how this shift began to take place.
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New Direction

Tha NrwZrslond ccon'
WEIIINGTON (PAl'
omv musf bc aiven o -bold chongc ot -l'c(llon'
. i..'otains ro thc choirmon of the Chollcngo Corporo'

Ordco DarcY

TIMES, 26 OcroBER L978, P 24

The headline above boldly announces that 'the economy' itself ueeDs NEW
DIRECTIOT* This is the summary view of Challenge Corporation Chairman,

Mr R R Trotter. The central theme of his adclress to the company's annual
general meeting is that the New Zealancl economy must be given a bold change
of direction The article then records his criticisms of the existing situation'

Ow international

competitiveness

and our standard of living is declining

because we are over protected, over-Iegislated, over-regulated and over'licensed'

This has created a cost structure detrimental to our most efficient industries'
It is further claimed that Business, the public seruice and tlrc trade unioru will
continues is
soon suffocate in their own feather bedding. Whether this situation
Nerv
said to depend on the people of New Zealand rather than tlrc Sovemmenf'

Zealanders must decide what thqt want of the future clmnge and discomfort
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must not hold back our will to take ruks. This requires us to encourage and
reward innovation and initiative. Mr Trotter's general solution lies in operung

the economy up to muclt wider competition with

less

direct control. Specific

meilures to foster incentive and reward would include reducing the levels of
taxation and govemment expenditure. People are told to question those sacred
pittan of the welfare state, health, education and social welfare because thqt
repraent two thirds of atl govemment expenditwe. The final four paragraphs

detail Mr Trotter's announcement to shareholders of quarterly company
results.

The proposed new direction for the New Zealand economy introduced a new
configuration of keywords.

efficient ittdustics

le$slated
over regulaled

openingtlrc

wider contpetitiott

Iicensed

ecotror?ry up

in ten

v ti on a I c omP eti tive ne s s

less direct control

feathefteddirtg

The words on the left have pejorative connotations which are irretrievable.
The article in effect argues for their substitution. Featherbedding along with

all that is over-legblated,

over-regulated and over licensed must give way to

wider competitiory intemational competition, efficient industies and /els direct
controL Only by opening tlrc economy up will these desired ends be achieved.

What this might mean in practical terms is illustrated below.
The article suggests thal we, tlrc people of New Zealand are faced with a stark
taxation and govemment expenditttre are counterposed
against the encouragement of. innovation, initiative, incentive and reward.
Whatever eventuates depends on whethet we, the people of New Zealand ate
choice. High levels

of.

in favour of opening tlrc economy up. This pivotal locution radically contests
established, depictions of economic management; 'the economy' is, in effect
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ta.J,r€tion
g

overnment expend iture
- health

'education
- socia/ weltare

We

the people

of NewZealand

innovation
initiative
incentive

reward

opened up to a new cluster of keywords. This was a gradual process which
began at the margins of mainstream news coverage. Talk of competition and

efficienry was at first interspersed with routine stories about economic policy
and the need for restructuring. In this context journalists began to develop the
view that government activity might not necessarily serve the interests of 'the
economy'. Once this happened the ideological parameters of economic news
undenvent change. Such is clearly illustrated in the following Eyewitness News
special of 6 March L979.
Presenter! The crash of29 bought the searing experience ofhunger, hardship and
poverty to hundreds of thousan-<ls of Ncw Zealanders. The depression-lasted well
into the thirties but in 1935 there was an evcnt which changed the whole course of
our national life . .. In the wake of depression New Zealanders elected the first

Labour government; a government committed to a more equal distribution of
wealth. But it was also a governmcnt which had decided that market forces it was
capitalism - couldn't be left alone to look after the nation's interests. And
a government which decided to . . . intervene.

MlcHesu Savacn (srrecH AND FILM cLIP)
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Prcsenteri Over the ycars succsssivc New Zealand governmenl.s continued to
intervene to preserve the system of social welfare. Government controls and
regulations multiplied. Wc preserved our social welfare but at thc expense of
becoming economically and socially one of ths most controllcd, regulated and
insulated societies in the Western World. Forty years on, the whole heavily
regulated system is undcr fire. A debate is raging over thc restructuring of the
economy and the debate is being led by people who bclieve that we are being
strangled by the regulations which began as measures to protect us and the
debate is occurring because many believe we are in an economic mess for which
the present system has no answer.
EWWTTNESS

NEws,TV

OF{E!

6ldancs

1979

Unfortunately, a video recording of this extract is unavailable. Audio archives
nevertheless show how resonant voiceovers shape the ideological messages of

television. The programme beings with a reconstruction of New Zealand's

political and economic past. The crash of 29 is recalled along with the
qperience of hunger, hardship and povefty. in this context the central event o/
our national ttfe is said to be the election of the first labour Government in

in support of this view. Firstly, the government
favoured a more equal distibution of wealtlr. Secondly, it decided that the
1935. Two reasons are given

nation's interest could not be left to market forces. This government decided to
interuene It is the latter judgment which effectively 'anchors' the Michael

told that successive New Zealand
goveftWents continued to interuene and that Sovemment controls and
regulatiorrs multiplied. Social Welfare was preserved at the expense of us
Savage

film clip. We are

subsequently

becoming one of the most controlled, regulated and irculated societies in the
Westem world. This historical account

is used to underpin contemporary

economic argument. Forty years on tlrc wlrcle heavily regulated system is under

fire.ln this context debate is raging

over the restructuring of the economy. Chief

participants in this debate are people who believe tlwt we are being strangled by

the regulations which began as measures to protect us. According to their
rationale we are in an econontic rness. No practical solutions appear to be
available because thqt present system lws no answer.

- ?{r(, -

The programme sounds like a biased history lesson, but the ideology at work
is more subtle. The contemporary issue of government regulation is projected

back through time so that present concerns appear as a culmination of past
trends. Thus, the first I-abour government decided to interuene and fony years

on the whole heavily regulated system is under fire.In fact, the iniquitous nature

of controls and regulations had not previously been a concern of economics
journalism. An increase in regulations may have characterized our national

life since 1935, but in this programme such criticisms are associated with
contemporary debate over the restructuring of the economy. The voiceover
implies that anti-regulation arguments and the discourse of restructuring are

mutually supportive.
responsible
System

It is newly assumed that the economic

past is totally

for present difficulties. The evolution of our heavily regulated

has created an economic mess for which the present system has no

answer. Furthermore, normative arguments favouring intervention are soon
as anachronistic. The

first I-abour government was, understandably committed

to a more equal distribution of wealth, but now there

are people who beliarc

that we are being strangled by the regulations which began as nxeasures to protect
us.

The ideological

processes

here are not totalistic. The

progralnme

that economic issues are contestable. Thus the regulated
system is under fi,re and a debate is raging over the restructuring of 'the
acknowledges

economy'. However the range of argument is set by the deployment of certain
keywords. The presenter uses intervene, regulations, regulated and controls as

vehicles

for

reconstructing the national past.

A

one-sided portrayal of

in turn reinforces the
The rules of temporality

economic and political events is the net result. This

pejorative connotations of the words themselves.

which emerge are historically specific.

In the Keynesian-NDc

period,

technocratic discourse on 'the economy' set itself beyond the traditional
outloolcs

of unions, farmers and manufacturers. For economic
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planners,

managers and journalists, future policy options depended on the resources
presently available. In the 1980s the economic past was revised to fit the case

for radical restructuring. The previous news item helps to illustrate the initial
stages of this ideological process.

In terms of means-end rationality and normative closure the same

Eyewitness

programme gives a revealing profile of the contemporary economy.
Presenter (Female): Economists don't agrce about many things but they do agree
that things are bad. We are expcriencing the worst recession since World War

Two. In simple terms when things are good we are achieving these six main
objectives.

We have low unemployment.

A low rate of inflation.

A

sustainable balance of paymcnts, wc're not importing too much more than
we're exporting.

We have a manageablc internal debt, the government isn't spending too much
more than it's collecting in taxes.
We have a good standard of living.

And we have growth, our national product is increasing.

Pnrsnrgrn

(Female): Things have been bad in the past but we've been able to
achieve most of these objcctives. The trouble now is that to achieve some of the
objectives it seems that we have to sacrificc others. Just look at the pressnt
situation.
Voiceover (Malc): In the past several years the government has taken successful
steps to reduce the balance of payments deficit and the rate of inflation has edged
down to round about tOVo. These are the pluses. Unfortunately as these two
improvements have been madc the others four objectives havc worsened'

Voiceover (Female): Unemployment is at record lcvels. The internal deFrcit is
likely to top 1.5 million dollars. When it comes to growth, our output has actually
declined and our standard of living has worsencd. We've dropped from fourth to
seventsenth among OECD countrics.
Voiceover (Male): So whereas we used to be able to hit the jackpot or come close
to hitting all six main objectivcs at thc momcnl wc're only able to gct two out of
six; a measly pair of lemons. This is prctty depressing but what makes it worse is
that this time economists believe we won't be able to hit the jackpot again without
taking drastic measures. This timc thcy say there's something fundamentally
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wrong with the whole system and we're not going to get out of this mess unless we
restructure. And it's this need to restructure which has sparked the debate on the
deregulation of New Znaland.
EYEli, /trNESS

NEws,Tv ONE,6 MARCIT

1979

In this extract the presenter employs the perspective of economists to

say

that

things are bad Historicall! speaking we are expeiencing tlze worst recession
since World War Two. Goocl times are measurable through the achievement of
six main objectives. These are low unemployment,

a low rate of inflation, a

sustainable balance of payments, a manageable intemal. debt, a good standard

of

tiving and growtlt The presenter says that all six objectives were achievable in

the past. However this is no longer possible since fo achieve some of the
objectives it seems that we lmve to sacifice otlrcrs. In this context the present

situation is outlined. On the positive side the government has tedttced the
balance

of

payments deficit and

the rate of inflation lns edged dowrt

Meanwhile tlrc other four objectives have worsened; unemployment and the
intemal deficit are rising, gtowth and our standard of living have declined. Thus,
only two out of the six objectives have been reached. From the perspective of
economists we are told that drastic nleasures are neede d to hit the jackpot
fundamentally wrong witlt tlrc whole system.
Such measures require that we restructure. The narrator then contextualises

agaitu This is because something

is

this assessment against the introductory theme of the programme (. . . it's this
need to restnrcture which has sparked tlrc debate on the deregulation of New
Zealand).

Throughout this programme the regulations
associated

of

government are closely

with New Zealand's economic problems. The narrators of the

preceding extract attribute expertise to economists and draw their Ju,f,ori,y

from this source rather than from political leaders. The resulting pattern of
news discourse shows how technocratic ideology was shifting the parameters

of economic debate.
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Depicting 'the economy' as a series of malleable indicators fractures the
normative dimension of economic management. The earlier discourses of
indicative planning, Keynesian 'fine tuning' and Task Force restructuring at
least acknowledged the importance of normative goals (i.e. full employment,

standard

of living, quality of life etc). Flowever in this example low

unemployment and a good standard

of living are defined as instrumental

problems only. On this reading successive govemments have faced the
technical complexity of achieving all six objectives at once. To hit the iackpot

is an end itself. Therefore normative values as such, cannot be considered.
Unfortunately the optimum result is deemed to be no longer possible; to
achieve some of the objectives it seems that we lrcve to sacrifice others. To alter

these circumstances the narrators introduce on public behalf new technocratic

priorities. This time economists are cited in support of the notion that

rrye

must

restructure. This is a cryptic and open-ended prescription with no empirical

The purpose of restructuring is to correct something that is
fundamentally wrong with the whole system. If this does not happen we're not
substance.

going to get out

of

this mess.

Within the programmes pattern of language thus

far, the keyvord restructure draws its meaning from the binary opposites
regulation: deregulation This in turn effectively frames the debate on the
of New Zealand. All of this demonstrates how economic news
discourse was becoming more self-enclosed and less open to counterfactual

deregulation

discussion. Bad economic results are statistically registered (e.g., tlrc intemal

deficit is likety to top $1.5 miltion) but the prescription which follows closes off
other interpretations of the same data. Economic analysis is underpinned by
the need to restructure and the debate on deregulation.

After a short discussion about the general virtues of deregulation the
narrators outline the economic case for such policies.
Presenter (Female): The main reason people advocate deregulation is because
they believe that only in this way can people go for thc jackpot and start achieving
those six objectives which deline our well-bcing.
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Yoiceover (tvtatel: They say thc internal delicit would be improvcd because of the
removal of subsidies and other price stabilization measures.
Voiceover (Female): Unemployment would ease as incrcased competition led to
higher and higher output.
Voiceover (Male): Inllation would also fecl the benefit of the competition. In the
long run prices would fall.

Voiceover (Female): The standard

of living would improve

because

of

more

economic growth and more freedom of choice.

Voiceover (Male): Productivity would increase as competition ensured that
resources were put to their best use.
Yoiceover (Female): And of course the all important balance of payments would
improve because a free system encourages the investment of resources in the sort
of exporting productiviry at which we're eflicient.

This extract never explains how the six objectives of economic policy might be
achieved. Instead, the case

for deregulation is reiterated by an associated

cluster of keywords. These are contained within the following propositions.
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This diagram shows that competitiory
freedom, choice andfree are synonymous
with deregulatiort In semantic terms these keywords are a general means for

achieving

all economic objectives. The propositions sound rhetorically

persuasive because each worcl has the same contexfual properties. They
all
serve as antidotes to regulatiort

Deregulation is presented as one side of an economic debate rather than
objectively assumed. However the range of debate is delimited by the
keyrrords themselves. Such is clearly demonstrated

in the following critical

exchange, which occurred in March 1979.
Prtsenter! Economists tcnd to disagree on the extent to which we should
deregulate and some believe we shouldn't do it at all. Some say we shoutd have
better regulation; regulations that work and that if anything we ihould have more
state intervention.
Peter Harris (Trade Unionist): There's been a lot of naive talk about
deregulation. It's not a casc of whether one is for or against regulations in theory.
we have to look at the specific circumstances undcr *hi.h r"gJutions are applied
so that if we look at the case of price contror it's no ur" ,uling that removal of
price control will result in more competition and lower pricis. -whut *" have to
look at is the reality. And the reality of the New zcalaid, markct is a reality of
large monopolies. It's a reality of a few firms dominating industries and ugr"iing
iunong thcmselves not to competc on the basis of price and in thosi
circumstances rcmoving regulations simply results in inflation. If we look overseas
il]. oo- use hoping that we encounter a frcc tradc world. protectionism is, if you
like, the new world economic order and its a callous international market ind
foreign producers are quite happy to get rid of their surpluses at fairly low prices,
gd if we open ourselves up to them by removing import regulations thenill we
do is put jobs in jeopardy and we incrcase out rpendiog on imports. so in each
situation one has to look at the circumstances under which thi regulations arc
applied and if we look at the realities of a very cruel and callous international
market and a highly monopolized local market, taking regulations off is simply
going to result in inflation, unemployment and the deterioration in our foreign
exchange position.

Interviewerl It's gcnerally realized though that something has to be done. what's
your prescription?
Peter Harrisi well I think we . . . it's not a case of more or less rcgulations, more
or lcss market. It's a case of changing thc rype of regulations that we have. Trying
to make our regulations prornote efliciency rather than hinder it which theyarc
doing to a certain extent at the moment and then it's a case of taking jirect
initiativcs. of the government stepping in and actually initiating projects that need
to be initiated if the economy is going to be restructured.
EYEI/IIINESS NEWS,
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The presenter summarizes the range of opinion in the regulation deregulation
debate. Economists favour deregulation but they tend to disagree over the
extent of such policies. In opposition are those who beiiev e we should,nl do it
4t all Of these, some argue for regulations which are better and that work The
presenter says that this entails more state intervention Peter Harris seeks
to
avoid this abstract formulation of New Zealancl's economic proble ms: it's not
a case of whetlrcr one

is

for or against deregulatiory in theory. Of greater priority

is the specific circumstances under which regulations are applied. Harris look
first at the reality of the New Zealand rnarket which he typifies as one of large
monopolies and of a few finns dominating industries. Such firms agree not to
compete on the basis of pice. Harris argues that removing regulations simply
results in inflation He next makes the case against removing import regulations.

In a callow intemational market this will open the way for foreign
and threaten jobs. From this perspe ctive taking regulations

surpluses

off will result in

inflatioa unemployment and the deteiora.tion in our foreign exchange position
The interviewer then asks Peter Harris for his prescription. He rejects the
notion of a trade-off between regulatioru and market and advocates trying to
make our regulatiow promote efficienqt.In this regard the government must be

involved in initiating proiects. For Harris such a prescription is necess ary if the
economy is going to be restructured.

This interview reveals the rhetorical opportunities and ideological limits of
economic debate. Harris avoids the binary opposites of regulation

to the reality of large monopolies and callous
He points to the likely negative consequences of

deregulation and appeals

international markets.

deregulation and advocates better regulations and government initiated
projects. This line of reasoning leads Harris to conclude that 'the economy'
ought to be restructured. This bring to light a rhetorical problem for Harris'

union perspective.

In the programme

thus far, the keyword restructuring

appears synonymous with deregulation a prescription which Harris explicitly
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rejects' He equates deregulation with the power
of monopolies to set prices
and has a different conception of what restructuring
might require. However,

Harris can't fully articulate his own economic prescription
because he
locked into a cluster of keywords which ideologically limits

is

debate. As

previous readings have shown the economy and, restntctuing
are terms whose
usage obscures the social interests at stake in a
capitalist economy. The
ideological meanings of these and other keywords are relative
to each other

and unstable over time. The locution restructuing the economy
originally
referred to persistent trade deficits but in this programme it
entails the
deregulatiory of the regulated economy. Harris can point
to specific
circumstances or the reality of the New Zealand market
but he cannot alter on
normative grounds the shaping and reshaping of economic
cliscourse itself.

The ideological processes at work in this programme can be summarized

follows. From the outset, certain rules

of

as

temporality are established.

Government regulations are depicted as a cumulative weakness of
the New

zearand economy. such

a

diagnosis neatly

fits the prescription

of

deregulation. This binary opposition rules out all counter-conceptions of New

zealand's economic history. within these parameters the programme
objectifies means-end rationality.'The economy' is described as a series of
technical problems which governments must resolve. Chronic failure in
this
respect necessarily requires some general means for achieving all economic
objectives. This arrives

in the form of deregulation, a

collection of policies

explained through the keywords competitioa
freedom, choice and free. T\e
assembled structure of discourse effects normative closure. The prograrnme
makes restructuring appear synonymous with deregulatioa

If other conceptions

of restructuring are to be expressed then the surrounding keyword context
must be normatively challenged.lz
The regulatiort: deregulatiotr opposition was just starting to emerge in economic
discourse. See Otago Daity Tinies, 16 March i9zo, p LZ ior a large
article headlined
ResrRucrTJRrNG THE EcoNoMy vrrnl ro couNTRyt FTJTURE. Ii paragraphs
15 and
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These ideological processes did not suddenly prevail.
Economic discourse was
still shaped by the instrumental and normative priorities of Keynesianism.

Inflation, productivity, terms of trade, the internal deficit,
unemployment and
general living standards were seen as inter-related
components of
a managed

economy. Nevertheless, through these terms of reference
shifts
structure of discourse were beginning to occur. such is
evident
following Radio New Zeala nd Insight programm e of 4April
19g1.

in the
in the

Presenterl The New zearan<!_economy. Thcre's no
doubt its performance is

hampered by inllation and rack of growth. So,
especiar.ry as piofessor Milton
Friedman is in the country this week, It ,"",o. opportune
to rook at some different
approaches to the problem. To look at the experimcnts
in the British and USA
economies; cuts- in government spencring ana att
cuts in taxation, and to see if
rnese courd work here..To discuss thc question
are thrcc pcople who arso happen
to be members of parliament, Ann Hercus, Mp for Lyttelton,
Gary Knapp, Mp
for East_Coast Bayn, and Derck euigley, iUp fo, Rangiora. Their
chairman is
Lindsay Perigo.

Perigo: well

what we're currentry observing is attempts by two of the
!o$uy
leading Western governments to change the fundamental
direction in which their
societies move. They're attempting t-o reduce thc rote of govcrnment
in their
economies' They're tryjng t9 contror govcrnment expenditur{
contror thc money
supply with a view to bringing down lnfiation. The/rc trying
to reduce p".roni
taxation ratcs,. they're easing the level of regulations affectinip.ivate
industry and
glvrng lip service at least-toa much grcatcirole on the part"oi private enterprise

in th-e economy. Basically the queslion wc want
trends things we should bc evaluating herc? And
start with you.

to

I

discuss today is: are these

thoughr

Mr euiglcy I might

16 it is stated I'hat Wile individuals nray be ensured of
sonrc rcn of viabitity wrder a
protecle! regulalcd rystent, conlro! of thk viability wottld iend
to tlrc govcmnrcnr and therc
would
le few benetis to New Zealand as a whole. Tlrc lost incentiie of reward for effort
and skill would in pan be conlpensatcd
by some assured level of inconte.

for
conversely in
econonty, as is reconunended by the New Zealand'Platwittg Council, tircre
w-ould be Sreoter opportunity
lor initiative and risk and tlrc associoted reward or loss.
a

less regulated

Corny.etilion {or all inputs, ittcludittg capiral and labour, would.
ituensily so that eficiency
would increase, snd conespondingry wourd be rewarded. es witi the Eyiwitttei
programme the article represents the point of transition from (planned)
restiucturing
discourse to that of deregulation. In thi. *r" a less regulated
ecortortty l. s'yoony*oui
with inccntive and efficierrq,.
ln the early 19g0s gcttlng rid of regulations blcame
s)'notrymous with movement and change. I have located the
start of thii transition in mid
1980. seeluckland star,5 July 19g0, p l. und*t thc headline
ogs-rnct-Es srLL rN wAy
oF REsrRUcruRED EcoNotvtv the first paragraph rcads The
drive ro id rhe ecortottty of
wtd regulations is gathering-ntotircnlwn in tlrc Govenunent caucus, Those
wanting. to sweep away liccttsirtg of all kinds and open
the econot?ty to the wiltts o!
cotnpelitiort have already scored notable victorias on-the ksue of shop
rrading. The key
words here ue gatlrcing ntonrcnfiirn, swcep away and winds of cintpetitiott,
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Quigley:

I

think that first and foremost we have to look at the New Zealand

economy and the New Zealand economy is quite different from what
applies in
the United Kingdom or what applies in tfe United States of America. We
do have
some problems. We have to start off by asking oursclves what are those problems.
secondly, why they havc become probrems an? ho* they're being sorved. And I'm
very interested in the New Zealand solution for New Tnaland aid not necessarily
applyrng something that has been tried somewhere else.

Perigoi Would
lou say that fte solution in New Tnaland, though would involve
in that direction: Grcater involvement by free market, less government

moving

activity in the economy?

Quigleyl Well philosophically that's certainly something that I'm in favour of
I believc it would be good for our country unJ I uko believe that we
suffer from a very substantial level of over-regulation and that if the regulations
that we suffcr from werc in fact eascd then
frivate sector business would have
because

more opportunity to make a much bigger contribution than it's presently making.
INsrGIrT, RADro

In this extract the presenter
debate.

Nrw Zear.nND, 4 ApRrL

1991

begins by setting the parameters of economic

Dffirent approaches are needed because inflation

and

lack of growth

are hampering the performance of the New Zealand economy. The expeience

in the British and USA

economies are cited

in support of this view. The

presenter asks whether cuts in government spending and taxation would be

workable

in New

Zealand. He then announces the politicians who will
address this question. Chairman, Linclsay perigo provicles an economic

background

for

discussion.

It

appears that two

Sovernmenls want to reduce the role of govemment

of the leading

Westem

in their economies. This

involves control over government spending, the money supply, inflation and
ta,xation. Private industry has been encumbere d by regulation and a greater

role for pivate enterprise in the economy as been aclvocated. The participants
are asked whether New Zealand should emulate such trends. Mr euigley

explains that New zealand has distinctive economic problems. The
interviewer then resets the parameters of debate. He asks whether there
should be more free market and /ess governtnent activity in the economy.
Quigley endorses this prescription. In his view regulation should be eased so
that private sector business can make a bigger contribution.
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This semantic account shows a news programme in the process of reframing
economic debate. The presenter starts with a standard description of the

problem at hand. Certain indicators are clelivering bad results and this is
hampering New Zealand's economic performance. The prescriptions of
reduced government spending and ta:<ation are then suggested.

At the time

this was not an unusual media depiction of economic circumstances. In the
presenter's introduction, Milton Friedman's visit and the economic
experiments of other countries lend weight to the orthodox view that austerity
measures are needed.a3 However, the interviewer, Lindsay perigo, makes a

different assessment. In his view the role of government as such is an issue for
Western economies. Whether or not governments should cut expenditure to
improve economic performance is a secondary consideration. Accordingly the
guests on the programme are asked to debate the role of government in the

New Zealand economy.

Mr euigley

maintains that New Zealand

distinctive problems but these are explainecl

in terms of an evolving

has

and

overbearing economic discourse. The interviewer further changes the ground
rules of discussion when he introduces a new kind of involvement to do with

the econonry separate from goverrunent activity. Mr euigley is asked to
consider whether greater involvement by the free market is the solution in New
Zealand. He replies by further extending the keyword pattern of economic
discourse. Thus over regulation which New Zealand suffers from is analogous to

Sovemment activity, and the needs of. pivate sector business are said to
correspond to those of the free market.

This pattern

of discourse further reduced

normative economic perspectives.

rhetorical opporfunities for

In its initial

Keynesian formulation 'the

Milton Freidman's visit to Austratia and New Zealand accentuated this public shift in
economic discourse. His questioning of the relationship bctwcen government and
economy activity was uncritically reported. See Evenilry Post, 7 April 1981, p 8 for an
article headlined In'ruenoru Feur,r oF GoVERNMENT sAys FRTEDMAN see also otago
Daily Tintes, T April 1981., p 4 for an article headlined EcoNoMrsr FRTEDMAN To Vlsrr
NEwZEAIAND.
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economy' could'

in principle be steered toward technocratic and socially
grounded objectives (i.e. growth and fuil emproymenr).
In the face of bad
economic results restructuing the economy appeared
as a general technocratic
prescription. Now there was to be less room for
the keyword restructuring was

able to be variously defined, but now normative understandings
became
marginalised by the binary opposites of. regulation:
deregulation In policy
terms, these words marked off the continuum of avairable
means for
improving economic performance. In the previous news
extract the means of
Sovemment activity is distinguished f.rom free market involvement in .the
economy'. within this new pattern of discourse, Keynesian
normative

perspectives confronted the proposition that government
involvement

in

,the

economy'might not be necessary.

After

1981 traditional depictions of the managed economy
came under siege.
The associated keyword patterns became more sharply defined
prime

after

Minister Muldoon imposed wage-price controls in June 1982. In
the face of
rising inflation these measures were designed to curb price rise
expectations

and to end effective indexation of wages. The strategy was opposed
by
Treasury advisers, banks, finance houses, most economists
along
with

increasingly vocal back bench Mps. These were all primary
sources of
economic news so it was not surprising that Muldoon's policies
started to
appear unorthodox and irrational. The following Radio New Zeal
and Monqt
Matters programme of.z6June 19g2 shows the beginnings
of this process.
Denis wederell: so what's thc latest tot of pricc wage
and money controls going
to do? Terry Fitzgerald, chairman of the Financc HJuses Association.

Terry Fitzgerald: Denis, clearly there's going to be a trcmendous
elfect in the
markets' As of now competition has been removcd both in
the arcas of aepoiittaking and in certain respects in the arcas of rending funds.
we now have
extended financial services regulations and interest on d-eposit
regulations. Each
financial institution accordinglo the categories which the
iegulati|ns hy out, are
required to offer no more than the r"ter whi.h the governm"lt
no, now indicated

are maximums- clcarly the maximums become the rate which is paid for

everybody because clearly nobody will want to pay a lesser rate
or no invcstor will
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aocept

a

Iesser rate. The whole arca

of competition and cfliciency has
of the market. In terms of those who
have to borrow from the market now, I believe that there will be immense
disappeared completely from that sector

pressure coming to bear on the financial markets because during
the price freeze

it is my opinion there will be an incentive to buy consumer goolr. A rush to buy
co-nsumer goods will place tremendous pressure on the financial markets.
There
wiil be demand for credit which clearly will not be able to be met easily while
competition is completely stiflcd,

MoNEYMATTER9,

Raolo NEw ZEAI.AND, zi JUNE 1982

This eSchange outlines the perceived effects of.price, wage and monq controls

on financial institutions and services. In this regard rerry Fitzgerald,s
criticisms of the new measures are encapsulated in the following keyword
diagram:
pnce

market
competition

regulations

efficienq

In the far right hand column nrarket, competition and fficienq are processes
synonymous with the financial sector of 'the economy,. They stand apart from

and are threatened by regulatioru and the price
freeze. This keyword pattern
soon became characteristic of macro-economic discourse. Once this happened

traditional depictions of 'the economy'became contested.a Such is evident in
the followingEveningPo$ article of 14 December 19g3.
This item headlines the issue of political leadership but gives central voice to
a technocratic figure, chairman of the planning Council Mr lan Douglas. He
counterposes the political turmoil within Parliamentary parties against the
need for effective responses to demands
economic directiort Such policies

for

are seen as necessary to cut away the shelter belts of ucessive protection and

similar sentiments to thosc expressed on Dcnis wederell's money programme can be
found in The Press 24 Jrne L982, p 6 undcr the headline FrNeNciens SruDy FREEZE.
Earlier in November 1982 Prime Minister Muldoon introduced the Financial Services
Regulations, subscquent news coverage highlighted the notion that thc financial sector
coufd not operate normally. see New zealand rinrcs 6 June 19g2, p 16, for an article
headlined INTEREsT REGUr.ATroNs Drsronrrons AppARENT.
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regulation- These characteristic impediments

are the

consequence of

entrenched anitudes and negative practices.In
Douglas' view all this should be
blown away by the winds of market
forces. Thos e in tlte community who resist
are seen as conditioned by cautiotu, reactionary
and deferuive strategies. The
fact that such an approach has dominatecl
in tlrc past is contrasted with a new
public receptiveness to change. In this

context the nation,s sectoral policy

has consistently producecJ economic distortion and
resource
misallocation The article concludes with a short
discussion of agricultural
emphasis

policy.

Pressure on
for leadership

'Tbe pressure on the
nation's politicians to
oome up with effective
responses

to

for economic

demands

direction

has never been beavier,
aecording to the chair-

of

man
the Planning
Couneil, lrlr lan Douglas.
lle tolrJ a Masterton
Fedtrated Farilers meeting t-b,r-s r,reek: "We are in
the tlrrtxs of a tigorou< dr..
bate about both current

policies and tuture directions. Tbe gnlitical turmoil
tbat Ls af lrting all our

parlianreotarv parties
one a.sfrr{

is

of thlc.

"The pressure on

poUtlcians to come up

our

witi

ellectiv6 responses bas
never. in nll ex[]enence ,
bt'err be:r'ier "
l\tr LXxrglas said p+lrci.
realrp:-ar<a

I was lesdrnt

torrards plieies tha.. rould

slgnilicantly cut asay th€
sbelter belts of ercessive
protc\ctioD and rerulation.
rrould allow the- ,.wlnds

It

of marhet forces" to blow
a*a)' entrencbed attitudes

and negative practices.

"l

belive tbe responses
in both public and privare

He said a sectoral ap

proach to change should be
avoided because Lhe na-

lioD's s€ctoral poliey em-

pbasis bad a proven capacl-

ty lor economic distortion

and resource misallocaLion.

much morc positive in

Dealing speeifically
with agriorlture. he sald
there sbould be a move
a*ay lronl tbe approach

domilatcd io ttre pasr,

and advice to Government

srrtors rhich will enter&e
tronr this Fr('('e-\s wiil be

character than the
caUUOU.s. r(:.jetiCtUa n and
delcnsive stratfEii tlar
bave

and that strli eoodir-ions
much thrnlj.Dg lo tbe comrnunit-v."

hlr Douglas said there
E&s nos a greauer publlc
reeepttveness

to

change

lban therc had been for

nearl-r'50 r'ears Confidcnec rn lh* traditronal
Neu ls3[3p6] polrr.., ap-

ploache: bad hr*n $aurn5.

EvENrNc posr,

thaL begin-s with Oe gorking out of how mucb can be

produced,

its

likel_v c6t

on tire translers of reEourees into agriculture
that will be oeeded.

"The oew approach
lo read world
markets, decide bow !o re,
spood !o tlrcir messapes
sbould be

and figbt for. governmint
macro-ecooomic pollcies
tbat enable optimal resporL\ca to be made."

14 DecEMnBn l9g3

Here we observe the juxtaposition of two kepvord patterns.
The tixity of
shelter belts protection and regulation are
set against tlrc winds of market
forces.
These oppositions point to a growing, contemporary
trend against traditional

economic attitudes. Thus the article recites the view
that cautious, reactionary
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and defercive strategies that have dominated in
tlrc pc6t are being superseded
by a greater public reception to change. such change
is synonymous with the

winds

of ma*et forces. This reading illustrates the unstable

between

opposition

firity and

change within economic discourse.cs Both keyword
patterns contested the high ground of media
objectivity but free market
rhetoric quickly gathered momentum against established
depictions of the
managed economy.

During the wage price freeze changes in economic discourse
were uneven.
Muldoon could still influence public debate either directly
or by creating
diversions for journalists to cover. But juxtaposition
eventually appeared
between the managed economy and the free market.
This can be traced back
to anti-government criticism from the financial sector, the planning
Council,
the Reserve Bank, backbench National members and the emergent
New
ZealandPafty.ae However, journalistic assessments
of government policies did
reveal that economic advice was dividecr and that ,the economy,
itserf was

under siege. The following Evening post report of 23 August
19g3 is

a

characteristic example.

l- I j":,!tr example of the fixity versus movemcnt opposition see Ttre New Zealand
Heral4 7. July L982, p 6. In an editoriar conccrning ,"a*a"nry payments
the first
paragraph reads: Govemnrcnt regrlatiorrs that interfere-wih

rhe Tree

ptay of nnrket forccs

gy-s^eldom accepted wilrt cy.npryc eqnnimity. siniilarly ;n rni zvinirig i,ost,24 August
1-983, p 14, an article headlined IsorATIoN
TnE RurNous ,NZ

DNf..asE,

Rrvnars the

following lirst sentenc"
Yluy of the probtents ol tlrc ntarketplace attd tlre ecortonty rcsult
frotn about 40 yean _ol iniulerion'against corrrpetitive forces says ttrc director of the
Consunten Institute Mr R. Snithies.
A good example of how the competing economic discourses were polirically
deployed
can be seen in news coveragc of the t98z National Party
Conference. See for example
The otago Daily Tinrcs, 2 August r9g2, p5. In an article
headlined }'ouNc NATS
ATTACK HANDLING oF EcoNoMv it is reported that young
Nationals urged rhc
Gouemment to adopt a passive role in tlrc econonty and
not an itttenentiottist role,
Muldoon's reply was also rcportecl in a different article from
the same page; otago Daily
lyrcs, 2 August 1982. The headlinc rcads: EcoNourc pnncMATrsM MuLDooN,s
Mnssacr. Further on, in paragraph 11 Murcloon's repry is quoted
directry ,,If we trre
Govemment did not ittteneni ii tne econonty and
assist our famten ond our
nnnufacturen we would litcrally today have
famrcrs walkittg off their fanrts and we,d lrcve
business foilure from one end of the iorntry'to
trrc other. t grrii at trie end of it you night
get tlrc rate of intlatiotr dowrr.,,
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The tone and substance of this article is set by the

headline

N.Z.,s

EcoNoMY oF UNCERTAINTY. We are then told about the possibility
of New
Zealand moving from severe economic problems to a crisis. This

claim is

attributed to an editorial in the Atutralian Financial Review entitled New
Zealan"d an ecanomy of
fean This view is supported by main economists and
contested by the Prime Minister and Minisrer of Finance,

Mr Muldoon. The

article cites, as an example, arguments over the scale and impact of the
budget deficit. The sanguine views of Mr Muldoon are set against the
concerns of I-abour Finance spokesperson Mr Roger Douglas. This is
followed by the reported views of various economic groups. The oECD
prescription

for reducing the deficit is

saicl

to involve the removal of

distortions within the domestic economy. Cited examples include the general
indexation of national superannuation anct public sector wages. In terms of
New Zealand's economic problem OECD criticisms are reported as those
of
domestic managemenl rather than

ill wittds in the world, economy. These views

are said to conform with those of Bernz; a group of Wellington economists.
In

their view tlrc econonzy witl face enomzotu problenzs regardless of election
results. The worsening budget deficit is saict to illustrate the tendency for New
Zealand to live beyond its means. This has become a'structurel'
feature of the
economy, The article next sets out the causes of the deficit from the Berle

Group's point of view.

Under the subheadingWeetcwatctt other criticisms of Mr Muldoon's economic
management are outlined. Reference is made to a Planning Council Report

of

1980 criticizing

the 'boon' and 'bust' three-year election cycle. They

recommend a more corntant and coruidered style of economic management.
The likely effects are said to entail a less disruptive effect on the economy. Tl11e

reporter wonders what ordinary New Zealanders will make of these proposals.
He suggests that some of these acperts must be at least partially correct. Mr

Muldoon's approach is described as a unique campaign to cut inflation
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by

unorthodox methods which is in conflict with the views
of experts. This is the
reason given to explain why there is no certainty about the
econorny. The

article then reiterates this theme against the opinions

of

the Awtralian

Financial Review. The concluding paragraph refers to the banage of views
by
economists and others ranged up against current govemment policies.

From this semantic account direct references to 'the economy' can be listed
follows:
economy of uncertainty
move from severe economic problems to
economy of fear

as

a crisis

distortioru within the dotnestic economy
the economy will face enonnous problenzs
disruptive ffict on tlrc econotny

Here

it is evident that 'the economy' is in a parlous state

and beleaguered

from outside.n This is true of (a) the locution itself and (b) the economic
situation described. why these processes are occurring and what the
consequences might be are matters of uncertainty. This is because the views

of many economists are in conflict with those of Minister of Finance, Mr
Muldoon. They disagree about the budget deficit and this is reflected in the
reporter's equivocal assessment of the New Zealand economy. The article
does more than 'impartially'record economic policy differences.

A

keyword

analysis identifies the shifting contours of struggle across the high ground of

media objectivity. Although there is official disagreement about what

is

47 A range of locutions were deployed to give the impression of a beleaguered economy.
See the Evcning Post, ?I March 1984, 8. Undcr the headline naassrve IMBAIANcE
t
CoNrnNUes - Lagoun the first paragraph rcads The New Zealattd econonry will
continue to be plagued by nnssive hnbalances according to tlte latest predictions by the
-Roger
htstitute of Econonic Research sa7,s Labour,s
Douglis,ln
linance sf,okesnun Mr
tlhe Otago Daily Tinrcs, 19 June 1985, p 5 in an articte headlined rr-aai ausri,nr,rax
VIEW oN SNAP ELEcnoN the laslra lian Financial Review is quoted as saying
that New
Zealand had achieved an econonic syste,ra which was inelficient, high cost, doome4 to
canis. In the Evening Post, ?r June 1984, p 3, Mr Lange ii quoted in an article
on New
7*aland's foreign exchange reserves a salng that tlwiono^y was in tatters.
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economically the case, depictions

of 'the economy' itself fit the views of

economists rather than

Mr Muldoon. Thus the OECD see distortions within
the domestic economy that have to do with problems of domestic
management rather than ill winds in the world economy. Resolving
these
distortions and improving domestic management appears synonymous with
OECD prescriptions for the budget deficit (indexation of major expenditure
items). The Bernz Group, who are said to agree with the oECD, couch
their
assertions in similar technocratic language. Thus the tendenry for
New
Zealand to live beyond its means is cJescribed as a permanent or ,structural,

feature of the economy. The article also refers to a Planning Council Report
of 1980 in which two Reserve Bank economists advocare a more constant and

considered

sgle of

economic management. Adoption of these
recommendations instead of existing policies would have a less disruptive
effect on the economy. In contrast to the ,objective' weight of experts, Mr
Muldoon's strategy is described as a unique campaign to cut inflation by
unorthodox methods. The reporter concedes that Mr Muldoon has been
getting good results and seems genuinely perplexed about the different
economic diagnoses. However his concluding sentence highlights the direction
of economic change. There is a barrage of views by economists and others

ranged up against current government policies. obviously, momentum is
building against established conceptions of economic management. The

authoritative views of experts are ranged against those of government, a
pattern which contrasts with the imagined consensus of the early planning
Council period.
Subsequent media representations of 'the economy'were reshaped along the
lines favoured by experts and economists but this was uneven, disorganized
and unconnected to Planning council objectives. The managed economy was

under siege but the likely outcome was uncertain. Nevertheless, all criticisms
of government policy were being locked into a single pattern of keywords.
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The following Checkpornr interview of 3 August 1982 shows this process at
work.
NetErcaderl The opposition today reteased a major statement of its economic
po{"y,
4ling it an economic ovsrview. Party leadei Bill Rowling has called for an
end to ad-hoc and unco-ordinated interventions in the econo.y. U" said
our key
problems, inflatioq'nemployment, nir growth, the balance of payments,
low
investment and high taxition are closlely inierrelated and demand closely
interrelated solutions. His curc for return'ing to a stronger economy lay witl
reducing inflation and boosting investment levils to those of the'73-75 period
and
that was an average of ?svo of our gross domestic product. I spoke with Mr

Rowling earlier today.

Interviewer: (recorded)- with your opening statement of New Zealand's major
economic problems to the government, is thit statement an economic overviedor
is it a political one?

Mr Rowling: [t's a potitical comment, but obviously the economics or the
economic situation of the country today gives that comment real substance.
Circumstances wsre bad at the time of the list election. They are infinitely worse
loday in most of the key economic areas, in particular in relation to the overseas
fund situation and the balance of paymcnts generally.
CilEcxpotrtr, RADro New Zear.nND,

In this extract Bill Rowling sees the economy

3

Aucusr

as driven by od

19gz

hoc and unco-

ordinated interventiotts. Various economic problems are seen as closely
interrelated in terms of cliagnosis and solution. A stronger economy is said to
require reduced inflation and increased investment. This summary prefaces a
taped interview in which Mr Rowling is asked whether the opposition's
statement is economic or political

in

character.

In reply the statement is

described as a political comment about the worsening economic situation.

This semantic breakdown shows Mr Rowling caught between shifting
discourses. High inflation, unemployment and nil grofih are seen as
interrelated indicators of bad economic performance. However, this orthodox
account is prefaced by the view that ad lrcc, unco-ordinated interuentions in the
economy must come to an end.

Mr Rowling has a particular prescription in

mind here, but his statement draws from a keyword vocabulary which is anti-
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ethical to the managed economy.ae This is also the impression given by the
Clrcckpoint newsreader. Whatever one makes of the opposition statement, it
appears that established formulations of the economy are under siege.
Opposition prescriptions are further marginalised during the interview. Mr
Rowling is asked whether his overview is political or economic. If the former

is true then Labour's policies are partisan and not objectively

grounded.

Conversely an economrc overview appears objective but excludes all other
understanding. In this sense what is, or isn't economic is structured through

official discourses rather than opposition statements. Mr Rowling maintains a
political vantage point and observes that certain economic indicators are
getting worse. However, he is in no position to challenge the reshaping of
economic discourse itself.

In the next extract

taken from an item one year later the same keyword

pattern chara*erizes economic criticism from a different quarter.
Newsrtader: Warnings by the Primc Minister that he witl take further action to
keep interest rates falling have been emphasized today with an announcement
that a new government savings stock is to be offcred tL investors at an interest
rate far below the old kiss stock. But while the move reinforces the govcrnment
tht:uF to regulate intcrcst the announcemcnt coincidcs with sJme strong
gnticism of the government by businessmcn. Industry leaders have ended a thre!
day conference in the capital charging the government with a lack of consistent
economic policy and too much government intcrvention. Thc businessmcn have
called for a change in attitude.
EYEWTTNES s

4{l

N EWS, TV l, 23 AUCUST 1gg3

Many other news items reveal how Labour was absorbed into this keyrvord structure of
discourse. See The Press ?i June 1982, p L. Undcr the headline iuacnoN To rI{E
FREEZE VARIED TI"IE FoURTI-I pARAcRApH srATEs TIrc Labour party has attacked tlrc
saying tlnt it witt distort wages and will bc inffictive in controltittgpices. Here, the
[reeze
keyword distort could have come from a banker, ltiiional Party backbe"ncher or financial
journalist. Similarly, see thc Auckland Star ?3 June 1982, p 2. Under the undcrlined
hsadline RowLINc: Jusf A TEMpotu\Ry Dau the first paragraph rcads The wage pice
freeze is a lemporary eadh dant which witl inevitably tnuribt, ind release an avalancirc of
cos6 on lo the_connunity says Opposition Leader Mr Rowtirtg. This metaphor
reconstructs the fixity versus movement opposil.ion.
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Here, the newsreader outlines the Prime Minister's announced intention to
regulate interest rates and reports on criticism against such measures. The

Pime Minister and government are under attack from businessmen and
indwtry leaden. They point to a lack of consktent economic potiq and too
much Sovemment interuention These criticisms differ from those
previous item. Mr Rowling argued for less ad-hoc intervention

of

the

in the

economy whereas industry leaders here call for less intervention on principle.
However, in both cases intentention has pejorative connotations. Similarly, the

keywords

ad hoc and unco-orclinated from the

correlate with the phrase lack of consistency

how shifts

in

Clrcckpoinr introduction

the Eyewitness

item. This shows

in

economic discourse colonized particular points of view and
obscured the differences between them. AII opponents of government policy
seemed

to conform to the new keyword orthodory. It is clear that I-abour

policies were, in any case moving towarcl the views of economists, experts and
businessmen. But this was not immediately apparent because media coverage

had narrowed the range of argument. Previous readings have recorded this
process by examining how 'the economy' itself was contested by the keyword
opposition regulation: deregulation. These terms appeared in 1,979 and were
the forebears of the keyword polarity, interuention versus nnrket
Once
forces.

this happened political debate over'the economy' lost all subtlety. Muldoon
was said to be interventionist therefore all criticisms of his policies were
shaped

by the converse assumption of non-interventionism

(deregulation

competition, marlcct forces). Consequently, economic news coverage muted the

differences between various anti-Muldoon points of view. The over-riding
impression given was that of a common struggle for rational economic
solutions.

In this regard the wage-price freeze was typically portrayed as

counterproductive to 'the economy'such as evident in the following industrial
relations story from a TV1 Close Up item of 8 June 19g3.
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Tensions within economic discourse are registered in the following
industrial
relations story from a TV1 close up story of g June r.9g3.
Nervsrcader: First at home we focus on industrial relations. The wage
freeze has
left traditional wage'fixing machinery in tatters. Just this week a uni-on campaign
of industrial stoppages in support of a twenty dollar a week wage rise has
rit"IA
from Auckland to Wellington and with the freezc due to end next Febiuary,
unions, employers and government have little time to sort out their differencesThis report on the issues at stake from Carol Decolville.

Voiceoverl At Kawerau the dust is still setting after the longest ever strike at the
Tasman Mn..Iiy-. years ago workers here weie out for six w!ek. Three years
ago
the Kinleith Mill was closed by a three month pay dispute. It's a case of old
wounds being opened up and each time its relativiriei ttratt the salt in
the wound.

on site Reporteri The Kawerau Mill is on the move again but the knotty
problem at the centre of that dispute has still choked the national industrial
,."n".
The problcms are piling up. They have to be solved some time, but right now the
solutions seem a long way off. Instead we'vc got confrontations, bitlerness and
-be
name calling; an industrial logjam that has to
unravelled bcfore next march,
the end of the freeze.
Ctost Up,TVl,8

This extract announces that the

JUNE 1993

has left traditional wage faing
machinery' in tatterc. Union-backed industrial stoppages are quickly spreading.
This will make it harder for unions, employers ancl government to resolve
wage freeze

differences before the freeze ends. Against shots of the Kawerau mill previous
strikes are recalled. Now, old wounds are being re-opened over the question

of relativities. According to the on-site reporter, work has resumed but
industrial problems are worsening. Instead of solutions we have confrontatiory
bittemess and narue-calling. The reporter cals these developments an
industrial logjam; a situation which needs to be unravellecl before the freeze
ends in March.

This programme relays the ideological message that union action is disruptive

and irrational.

It is unions and not employers who precipitate industiat

stoppages. Similarly,

the longest ever stike is sourced to the Tasman Mill

rather than company management. A three month pay dispute is associated to
the Tasman Mill rather than company management. A three month pay
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dispute is associated

with

MilL The l{aweran Mill was also at the
centre of that dispute.In each case the site of industrial conflict is
conflated
with the cause. Workers take action against the employers rather than vice
the Kinleith

versa. This familiar pattern of strike reportage is given a new focus
by the
newsreader. It is the wage freeze as well as union initiated in&utial
stoppages

which has destroyed traditional

ftxt"g machinery. From this perspective
the freeze is partly responsible for opening up old, woun^ds and reactivating
wage

disputes aver relativities. This is the case at Kawerau, Tasman and Kinleith.
Furthermore' the freeze seems to have precipitate d confrontation, bittemess
and name calling. The general result is an industrial togjam which must
be
unrattelled before the freeze ends.

From this reading one can assemble the following diagram.

lndustrial
relations

lndustrlal
stoppages
controntatlon
bittemess
name calling

wagefixing

industrlal
logjam

machinery
national
industrial
scene
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The right hand listings stand for industrial order whereas those on the left
signify union disruption. These familiar ideological positionings are activated,

then logiammed, by the wage freeze. rs It has left traditional wage
fuins
machinery in tatters and precipitated a union campaign of indusfial stoppages.
This has produced an industrial logiam which must be unravelled before the
freeze ends. As a locution within macro-economic discourse wage
freeze was
pejoratively loaded.

It

embodied all that was ad hoc and unco-ordinated, in
policy terms. Journalists ascribed such words to Muldoon's style of economic
management. Axti-Muldoon rhetoric as reported from financiers, Planning

Council technocrats and l-abour politicians, collectively undermined the
rationality of the managed economy. Management of ,the economy' as such
appeared controversial, uncertain ancl disorganized. The wage freeze story
shows the side effects within micro economic discourse.

The themes from previous reaclings culminate in the following otago Daib
Times cartoon of 5 Mav 1984.

Here we observe a heroic but limited attempt to manage .the economy,.
Indeed, the cartoon questions the very principle of economic management.
For politicians, consensus in this area seems impossible. Muldoon is trying to
block out party principles and Derek euigley, his recently sacked Minister of
Works and the leader of a block of National MPs advocating deregulation,
derides him for doing so. Furthermore 'the economy' itself is static, inflexible

and cracking under pressure. Mulcloon himself cannot reverse this process.

49 In other news items as well the wage freeze was associated

and tainted with the
irrationality ef trnien activity. See for examplc the Otago Daily Tintes. 28 December
1982, p 1.. A major front page article is hcadlined No WAGE ExpLosroN WuEN FREEZE
ENDS. Each notion appears dependcnt on the other. In the Auckland Star, of ?3
September L9{2, p 6, the editorial is headlined lr'rousrnrRl RuMBLTNGS. The first
paragraph reads as follows: Tlrc industial scene is beginning to look oninous.
Confrontatiorr is in the air. And not all tlrc issues wlticlr could spell trouble are directly

related lo tlrc wage-pice freeze, tttouglr discontent stentning from this is urtdoubtedlty
sintmering. Here the prospects of Confrontation and troublc are aL least indirectly
associated with the wage-pice freeze.
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He can plug the gaps as they appear but all may be flooded by National parry
principles. Quigley look unworriecl by this prospecr and points to
the futility

of stop-gap measures. However Muldoon refuses to listen even as the water
seeps through. Economic news stories at this time equated National party

principles with those of the free market.

If

this is done for the preceding

cartoon a prophetic picture emerges. Free market principles have breached
the rigid, static economy. As Quigley points out Muldoon is only delaying the
inevitable. The managed economy will soon collapse and market forces will
prevail.
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This chapter has explored media perceptions of structural changes within
New 7*aland capitalism from 1976-84. For this purpose two critical
perspectives were deployed.

It

was explained how the New zealand political economy shaped the
institutional and rhetorical character of the public sphere. The growth of
corporate capitalism throughout this period opened up business opportunities

in the media sector. By 1980, 31 of the 33 daily papers were owned by major
news conglomerates. And 70 percent of all individual papers were owned by

INI. NZ

News, and Wilson ancl Horton. By 1980 Ron Brierley had gained a 4

percent shareholdinginNZ News and was in the process of buying up a stable
of radio stations through Hauraki Enterprises.so Television remained publicly

administered
monopoly.

In

but there were tentative

challenges against

the TVNZ

1980 Wilson and Horton formed Northern Television while

Independent News/NZ News/Hauraki enterprises gave birth to Alternative

Television Ltd, bidders for the proposed thircl channel. On the two channel
network the licence fee dwindled as a proportion of broadcasting revenue.
Consequently advertisers and market researchers influencecl the formats and

content of programmes. Such trends meant that the nationally constituted
public sphere was subjected to growing commercial pressures. Crucially the
tone and character of the public sphere itself became dominated by television.
Citizens were drawn into a mediated world which seemed to take on a life of

its own. Television referred to its own cultural authority through nationwide
telethons and retrospective programmes. Politicians and broadcasting
administrators could no longer blatantly manipulate the medium. Major
public figures in politics, entertainment and sport were created by television

rather than introduced to it from other media. The rhetorical principles of
50

Op cit, Street.
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public affairs journalism were expressed through programmes such as
Dateline Monday, Close up and News at Ten. They challenged the staid
outlooks of the metropolitan daily press. The parameters of debate were
widened although not so far as to inclucle working class perspectives.
Economic news coverage took place within this field of communication. The

ideological content

of such coverage was pre-figured by fissures in

the

structure of capital accumulation. The oil shocks, falling terms of trade and
the concentration of corporate capital generated rival macro-economic
prescriptions. Major firms such as Fletchers and Carter Holt reaped profits

from joint venture projects and tendecl to favour 'planned' restructuring.
Corporate takeovers of small manufacturers and retail outlets marginalised
the proponents of import substituting development. As takeover activity

intensified and unofficial money markets developed worldwide an
entrepreneurial finance sector became implanted within the New Zealand,
economy. During the early 1980s they proposed that the Keynesian political

economy be dismantled

in its entirety. Against the background of

these

conflicting interests New Zealand capitalism was publicly projected as volatile

abstract entity lurching from crisis to crisis. Government leaders,
businessmen, public and private sector experts increasingly argued over
economic diagnoses and prescriptions. The technocratic rationality of
economic management became

the subject of rival interpretations

as

economic conditions worsened. Advocates of restructuring, deregulation and

left-corporatism proffered different solutions to the intractable problems of
inflation, unemployment and sluggish growth.

The fragmented structure of capital accumulation along with the changing
forms of public communication together explain how economic news became
encoded and publicly disseminated. This was
process

it

not the smoothly operating

had been in the 1960s. once the capitalist views of primary news
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sources were

in

conflict journalists delivered different kinds of 'factual,
economic reportage. During the mid to late 1970s economists, politieians,
business leaders and Planning Council technocrats had discrepant views about

what economic restructuring 'objectively, required. previous

readings

identified nine prescriptive definitions. This confused picture was simplified
as primary news sources diverged over Muldoon's style of economic
management. For example, academic and private sector economists provided

abundant news copy concerning the plight of the regulated economy. Muldoon
and his cabinet supporters were tainted by this description but they could still

set economic news agendas. However, after the wage price-f.reeze Muldoon
appeared as an irrational figure even though he still held centre stage. By this

time most primary news sources (economists, bank, finance houses and
employer groups) had absorbed the anti-Keynesian rhetoric of deregulation
competition and market forces.

These shifts in news source
media representations

af.

-

newswork relationships generated changing

the economy. Throughout the 1970s 'the economy' as

an abstract locution supplanted traditional representations of economic life.
In public discourse Keynesian management of this economy was accompanied

by the means-end rationality

of.

restructunhg. This keyword originated from

the belief, held by some economists that astructural imbalance characterized
New Zealand's terms of trade. From here it was a short step to the view that
the economy itself suffered from a structural imbalance.In December 1,976 the

govemment-appointed Task Force

on Economic and Social Planning

proffered the antidote of restructuing. This represented an important shift
from early NDC discourse. At that time indicative planning was exclusively
oriented toward the future whereas planned restructuring sought to rectiry past
mistakes and prevent them from happening again. From the outset news
reports emphasized that successful planning needed to resolve the day to day

problems of steering the economy. This involved attacks on politics and
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politicians as threats to the long term requirements of technocratic rationality.
The economic policies of government were held responsible for administrative

restictiow, stop-go measures and general infficiency. Planne d restructuring of.
the economy independent of political processes sought to appropriate and
delimit normative perspectives. Journalists relayed the official view that
improved living standards were contingent upon economic performance.
Once this discourse prevailed in day+o-day news coverage restructuing
appeared as a means of improving the econonry and as a designated goal for

that economy. This revealed a tautology whereby restructuring the economy
would bring about a restructured econorny. With this close circle of reasoning it
was easy to further marginalise normative perspectives. Throughout 7977 and

1978

it

was commonly reported that economic recovery required New

Zealanders

to accept declining standard of living. In ideological terms the

discourse on restructuring was imprecise ancl internally inconsistent. Previous

readings have identified nine separate usages

of the term by economists,
politicians, businessmen and journalists. This was a confusing picture
especially when set against the continuing reports of deteriorating economic
performance, political controversy ancl militant union activity.

From 1979 the general notion of. restructuring became subsumed by an
ideological debate over whether the economy should be regulated or
deregulated. This was a crucial shift in economic discourse and it was to have
long term repercussions. The rhetorical dimensions of the change can be
measured against the ideological benchmarks

normative closure.

of.

rationality, temporality, and,

In the first instance the very notion of

economic

management was bought into question. News coverage started to imply that
Keynesian means-end rationality did not meet the needs of. the economy. The
logical corollary was that aderegulated economy was necessary. In accordance

with this view the rules of temporality also started to change. It was widely
publicized that New Zealand's economic past, since 1935 was one of excessive
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regulatiotL On this reasoning deregulation was simply a recognition

of past
economic errors. As this binary opposition came to dominate the public
sphere normative considerations were downgraded further. The need for a
deregulated economy was virtually self explanatory and no outside

justifications seemed necessary. Policy objectives such as job creation, welfare
provisions and the social minimum wage were still spoken of in relation to
those

of growth, productivity and low inflation but this was becoming

a

desultory exercise. The nature of these linguistic changes was obscured by the

ubiquity and taken-for-grantedness

of the master locution. As previous

readings have shown the economy was simultaneously constructed

as

Keynesian entity, an object of restructuing and as a focus of deregulation

By the early 1980s the economy in its Keynesian formulation appeare4 as a
fixed, beleaguered entity against the keyworcl momentum of deregulation,
free
marlcet, market forces, cornpetition and pivate enterprise. This pattern of

a further trvist with the introduction of the wage price
fueeze in June 1982. From this point on, Keynesianism, prime Minister
discourse received

Muldoon, his supporters and associatecl policy measures were all tainted by
the epithet of. interventionism. The implication here was that all opponents of
Muldoon were anti-Keynesian and anti-ln teruentionisr. This was certainly true

of the finance houses, the New Zealand Party and their sycophantic
economists. But those who did not hold these views; manufacturers, trade

unions and most Labour MPs; had reducecl means of public expression.
However the amplified rhetoric of consensus and national unity which swept
I-abour to power in July 1984 seemed to provide ample compensation.
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I:

Manrcr EcoNonry lgg4-lgg7

Por,rrrcar, Ecotqonry

During the mid 1980s directorial elites, institutional investors and
shareholders were caught up in an unprecedented wave of mergers and
acquisitions. Corporate predators used local money markets

to

activate

passive shareholders against target companies through obuyouts'and offers of

higher dividend returns. The takeover rapidly evolved into a distinctive form
of capital accumulation. Between 7978 and 7979,73 mergers and takeovers
were recorded; between 1980 and 1981 there were 144, and benveen 19g3 and
1984 150. By 1985 mergers and takeovers had reached 325 for the calendar

year.l Examples of this takeover momentum included Iarge institutional
shareholders being drawn into corporate battles as active players, 'friendly'
companies buying up large interests as a defensive measure against possible

takeover, and the emergence of new smaller companies in which directors
manipulated shares to take advantage of a rising market. Share manipulations
typically involved share swaps, the setting up of subsidiary companies and the
upward valuing of property assets.2

1

See B. Jesson, Behind the

2

Ibid pp79-8r.

Minor G/ass, penguin, Auckland ,

Lgg7, pp g3-99.

Such business practices indicated major changes

in the structure of New
zealand capitalism. Takeovers were financed and expedited by local
entrepreneurs with access to global money markets. Their opportunities
widened once Roger Douglas deregulated banking and lifted exchange
controls in 1985. The commercial power of finance capital acted parasitically
upon productive capital. For example Forest Products, a major industrial
company was brought to ruin by the activities of its own financial subsidiary,
Rada Holdings.r Equiticorp, an entrepreneurial finance company bought up
Feltex and Yates (a well established seed firm). When Equiticorp folded after
the stockmarket crash of October 7987, Feltex and Yates were purchased by

Australian companies.

Such developments established

a

trans-tasman network

of

interlocking

directorates. By late 1989 Australian interests controlled almost 10 percent of
New Zealand's gross domestic product including 45 percent of total banking

half the stock exchange turnover. Australians also controlled New
zearand's entire base-metal production through holdings in New zealand
assets and

Steel and the Bluff Aluminium smelter.a

Unlike the coqporate sector, smaller concerns were unable to make deals with
major banks and financial institutions. By contrast local manufacturers, rural
holdings, retail businesses and household concerns were totally dependent
upon the vagaries of the financial climate. Interest rates, real estate values as

well as wholesale pricing structures for consumer durables and intermediate
goods were beyond the in{luence of small scale capitalism. These
circumstances were abetted by government policy. The 19g4-g7 period saw
This was the result of a complex takeover battle in which the board of Watties sold its
in Forest Products to Rada to avoid takeover bids from Fletcher Challenge and
the Australian firm Amcor. After the crash Rada went bankrupt and Forest Products
was c-ontrolled by Australian corporate giant Eldcrs. See B. Jesson, The Triumph of
Yenality Metro, June 1988, pp 78-96.
D. Barber Toking the Cake, The New Zealand Listcner, pp 16-19.
shares
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the end of import protected industrial expansion. The trend had already
begun in the Muldoon era; only 22 percent of imports were licensed in 1982
compared

to

100 percent

in

1958. Under Roger Douglas the process was

accelerated. Industry plan timetables for reduced protection were speeded up

and tariff levels were subject to annual reductions. Duties on consumer
electronics, for example, fell from 45 percent in 1984 to25 percent in 1990.s
These .measures along with financial deregulation and the floating

of the

dollar transformed sectoral patterns of capital accumulation. Banking, finance
and finance-related investment expanded while industrial activity declined.

In

the three years to November 1988 the clothing and textile industry lost 30
percent of its workers. Over the same period electrical machinery makers
(including whiteware) cut 35 percent of their work force. Meanwhile, in the
1985 budget the removal of farm subsidies signalled the end of state funded

pastoral production.r
Changes in the structure of capital accumulation transformed the role of the

state. In the 1940s and 1950s state regulated investment, import protection,

public sector expansion and welfare legislation could be defended on both
economic and normative grounds.z As outlined previously the 1960s and 1970s

saw a growing discrepancy between the investment priorities of corporate
capitalism and the social democratic principles of social minimum income.

After 1984 these kinds of values were fundamentally challenged by the
Proponents of free market orthodoxy. The public sector was said to be
overloaded

by conflicting

demands from lested interest' groups; the

universalist welfare state was vilified as an embodiment of social dependency

and the electoral cycle was said to undermine economic efficiency (by
5
6
7

S. Collins, Rogemontics, Pitman, Wellington, 1987, pp 41-43.

S. Collins, 'Rogernomics: The Economic Aftermath'. B. Easton (ed),77rc Making

of

Rogemonics, Auckland University Press, 1989, p 1.91.
For discussion of pcr capita G.D.P. figures and growth data see J. Gould, The Rakes
Prcgress: Tlrc New zealntd Econottty since l9M, Hodder stoughton, Auckland, 1982, pp

?n-Lalc,dpL7l.
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subjecting the investment climate

to the vagaries of politics). Under

the

tutelage of Roger Douglas with backing from Treasury the Fourth I-abour
Government acted on such beliefs by abandoning the Keynesian tradition of a

'trade-ofP between economic and social ends

in favour of a market

led

strategy (Rogernomics).

A

crucial step

in this strategy wuls the transformation of government

departments into commercial enterprises. In April 1987 nine new state owned
enterprises (SOE) were bought into being covering banking, postal services,
land management, telecommunications, forestry and mining. Each SOE had a

board of directors appointed by the government and two shareholders (the
Minister of Finance and one other Minister) to monitor overall performance.s
The principles underlying SOE reform included:

(1) The separation of commercial from

non-commercial

functions. This involved shifting the trading functions of
government departments into corporate entities.e

@ The separation of advisory from administrative functions. The

argument here was that government agencies should not
advise ministers on matters of public policy while also having
responsibilities for the administration and implementation of
that policy.

(3) Competitive neutrality. This invoked the notion of 'fair'

competition between state and private enterprise. It was
argued that state agencies should be free from unnecessary
political controls and operating requirements that may put
them at a commercial disadvantage. This also required pay
fixing to be more in line with private sector procedures.lo

(4)

Greater managerial discretion and decentralization. As was
standard in the private sector, senior managers were to be
responsible for general pricing, deciding inputs, marketing,

8

J. Boston,. 'Transforming New Zealand's Public Sector: Labour's Quest For Improved
Efficiency And Accountabrhty,' hrblic Adninistraliotr, Vol 65, Winter 7987, pp 423-4?.

9

Ibid,p 432.
Ibid,pp 4313-4.

10
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investment and staffing. Administrative policy guidelines were
rewritten accordingly (in place of the old public service
manual).

(5)

Financial accountability. Accountability to Parliament and the
executive was understood in financial terms. Results were to
be monitored according to the above SOE objectives.
Departments had to provide statements of intent speciffing
their organizational mission and the criteria for assessing their
performance. In this regard categories of financial
accountability included enterprise objectives, the nature and
scope of activities, performance targets, dividend policy,
annual and half yearly reports.ll

As this outline

suggests,

the organizational forms management systems,

incentive structures and financial control mechanisms of the new SOEs were
based on private sector models. This subsequently developed into a push for

privitisation. However,

corporatisation

for

it

it

is instructive to examine the distinctive process of

was at this juncture that traditional relationships

between state and capital began to alter.

To begin with the SOE network represented an extension of the interlocking
directorates established

in the

1970s.

After April 1987 the state and

the

corporate sector were administratively integrated. New Zealancl's major
public companies were pivotally connected to the SOEs. For example Sir Ron

Trotter (Fletcher Challenge) was appointed to the Board of the Reserve Bank
and to the Chairmanship of Telecom. Carl Ryan (Fletcher Challenge) was

appointed chairman

of the Airways Corporation. Similarly Alan

Gibbs

of the Forestry Corporation, the
Development Finance Corporation as well as to the Chairmanship of
(Ceramco) was appointed to the boards

Electricorp.l2 After re-election I-abour's December 1987 economic statement
announced a major privitisation programme. In March 1988 Sir Ron Trotter
11

Ibid,p 434.

t2

See an article entitled 'Our OId Boy Nctwork' in the Ncw Zealand Listarcr, 16
1988, p 37.
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April

was invited to chair a goveilrment advisory committee for selling State Owned

Enterprises and large public utilities. This was a radical change from the

Muldoon period; former state preserves were being absorbed and
restructured by co{porate capital. In such circumstances political
controversies over national development could be neatly sidestepped, sold
resources were no longer part
example

of a criticisable government stratery. For

it was proposed that Coalcorp and Electricorp

be privatized and a

controlling interest in Petrocorp was sold to Fletcher challenge.r:

This wholesale transfer

of

assets and administrative machinery from

goveflrment departments

to

state owned enterprises as

a step toward

privitisation was co-ordinated by Treasury. This represented another aspect of
the changing relationship between state and capital; the elevation of Treasury

to the status of a super ministry. It was here that the theories of monetarism
and market equilibrium were broadly articulated (in Economic Management)

and then translated into the practice of Rogernomics. In the 1984-85 period
Treasury provided technical advice on monetary and exchange rate policy,

(internal) deficit funding, labour market flexibility and soE guidelines
(leading to asset sales). In setting the precepts of macro-economic poliry and
the guidelines for implementation, Treasury implicitly exempted itself from a

major principle of state sector 'reform'

-

the separation of advisory and

administrative functions. This was the logical outcome of Treasury's strategic

location within the evolving political economy. The new super ministry was

the conduit between the most powerful elements of the corporate economy
and the most inlluential cabinet ministers who in turn dominated the major
policy committees.

M. Williams, 'The Political Economy of privitisation'. M. Holland (ed). The Fourth
Labour Govemment: J. Boston, Potitics and Poliq, i11 New Zealan4 Second Editior\
Oford University press, Auckland, pp I4I-43.
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In addition

Treasury officials were able to provide their own intellectual

rationale for new goveilrment policies by restricting the flow of alternative
economic advice to Cabinet ministersra and by actively supporting corporately

run 'new right' ginger groups.ls rhis brings us to another major change in
state-capital relations; the emergence of a new strata of think tanks, lobbyists
and mediators. Organizations such as the Business Round Table, the Centre

for Independent

Studies, Consultus, Strategos and Communicor were the

necessary lines of communication among financiers, brokers, corporate heads,

SOE managers, Treasury and the Reserve Bank plus Cabinet (Ministers, staff
and policy committees). This was a supervening network of power which, once

formed, effectively reduced the influence over government policy of
traditional pressure groups such as farmers, manufacturers and other
producer boards. This new situation was reflected in the changing scope and
composition of the Business Round Table. Formerly an informal lobby group

of business leaders, it became a formal organization of some 25 members.
From a small discussion group the Round rable developed into a highly
organized pressure group making submissions to the government on monetary

policy, state sector reorganisation and l-abour market 'reform'.16

It

also

published and disseminated its own publications Freedom v Employment and
Better Value for Public Monqt. The membership of the Business Round Table

replicated changes in the structure of political and economic power. In 1981

all but one of 10 members were from manufacturing and other industrial
zueas.

In

1987 the Round Table (chaired by Sir Ron Trotter with assistant

Treasury Secretary, Roger Kerr,

L4

15
L6

full time Executive Director) had only

5

Examples include the Treasury'Victoria School' debate culminating in the withdrawal of
fuodiog from Prolessor Philpotfs intersectoral research on macro economic
performance, Institute of Economic Research.
See New Zealand Sunday Timcs,5 October 1986 pp 15-18 for background details.
Op cit, NZ Listener, 16 April 1986.
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representatives

from the manufacturing sector; Most of the rest

were

directors of financial and investment services.rT

The Centre for Independent Studies emerged as the ideological arm of the
Round Table. In 1988 Alan Gibbs was chairperson of the Centre and 3 of
appointed trustees to the centre were Round Table representatives

-

4

Sir Ron

Trotter, Doug Myers and David Richwhite. During I-abour's first Labour term

CIS propaganda contributed to the 'more market' rhetoric which set the
ground rules
However

of

communication among business and government elites.l8

in terms of intergroup

cohesion within the rapidly evolving state-

corporate structure the role of media consultancies and public relations firms

was of far greater significance. Cabinet Ministers, for example, contracted
consultancy firms to send out messages

to the business world about future

policy directions (e.g., tax measures, tariff guidelines, import quotas). Their
role and influence was briefly illustrated during the Simon Walker episode of

July 1987. His sacking from the Labour Party Policy Council was a vivid
reminder to MP's that consultancy firms such as his own (Communicor) were

privy to the gestation and formulation of government policy. Conversely
government ministers were pnvy to imminent happenings in the world of
business, News of the Whakatu meat works closure

in

1985, for example, was

relayed to the government well in advance of any public announcement. This
enabled Cabinet Ministers to prepare, for the soon to be redundant workers,
a condolence package comprised of l-abour department assistance new skills

programmes and statements

of

concern.

At the point of disclosure the

freezing company was able to introduce its own public relations package of
sad inevitability, readiness to settle and support for government measures.

The major consultancies also ensured that the flow of information within the
state-corporate structure was not subject to external disruption. Prospective

ft
18

lbid.

lbid,p%.
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lobbyists of government were advised to formulate their proposals in line with

Cabinet policy agendas and to couch their arguments within the prevailing

'free market' paradigm. Thus the general pattern was for PR consultants,
advertisers and market researchers to act as gatekeepers for the bureaucratic

fusion between the state and corporate capital.
Fundamental changes within the New Zealand political economy altered the
class structure. According to one commentator the 'free market'revolution in

business circles replaced the rule of the few with the rule

of the fewer.le A

recent survey of 107 directors found that 25 percent fulfilled the 'inner circle'

criterion of being both top officers of large firms and directors of several
other large corporations operating in diverse environments. Of these directors
43 percent were also members of the Business Round Table and 39 percent

could be categorized as finance capitalists.2o In response to questioning these

elite groupings enthusiastically endorsed 'free market' principles. Below them
the composition of 'the new middle class' was changing. Corporatisation and

privitisation culled out senior employees of the old public service and
replaced them with a new strata of administrators, consultants and policy
mandarins. For example Forestrycorp, Electricorp and Area Health Boards

were run by managers with backgrounds in accountancy, law,

and

'management' courses.2t Those within professional occupations and with
salaries above $40,000 generally benefited from ta:c cuts announced
1985 budget. However

in terms of material wealth

in

the

a gap was opening between

ordinary salary earners and those with access to capital gains.

19
2D

Op cit,Jesson. Behind the Mirror Glass, p 176.
See G. Murray and C. Crothers, 'Corporate Decision-Making: Some New Zealand
Survey Evidence', Critical Sociologt, Vol 16, No 2-3, Summer-Fall 1989, pp 75-89. A
finance capitalist is defined as a director who is on a top financial board and a bank or
insurance company.
See S. Zavos, 'The Return of the Native Reporter', Metro, May 1990, pp 89-96.
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The blue collar working class was decimated by large scale redundancies in
manufacturing forestry, and the freezing industry. When Labour was elected

t-

in

1984, registered unemploymenr was 56,000.

By 19g9 the jobless figure

exceeded 150,000.22 These worsening circumstances resulted from state sector

restructuring, the scaling down of protection and high interest, high exchange
rate policies. In Auckland and Wellington the financial system and its satellite

prope$y and construction sectors deliverecl jobs until the stockmarket crash.
This shift in capital accumulation altered the occupational structure. In 1985

the tertiary sector (financial, business, personal and household services, real
estate, restaurants and hotels) comprised over 75 percent of employment in
the Wellington region.a In terms of living standards the demise of blanket
union coverage following the 1987 Iabour Relations Act signalled the
appearance of a central cleavage between secure

full time workers and the

low waged, casualised and unemployed.

'Free market'proponents within Treasury and the I-abour Cabinet believed
they could finally resolve the intractable problems of Keynesian government.

Thus, controversies about democratic procedure arising from ,think big,
legislation were avoided by selling enerry resources to the private sector. The
Keynesian balancing of macro-economic goals and expenditure priorities was

superseded

by monetarism; the belief that reducing inflation

through

monetary contraction should precede all other objectives. Roger Douglas and
his supporters also assumed that the political clamour for scarce budgetary

resources could

be silenced by

aggressively promoting

the goals of

commercial efficiency throughout the public sector.
Such measures together represented an attempt to depoliticise economic and

social policy. Keynesian problems

of

ungovernability were displaced and

22

B. Easton, c. Briar, s. chatterjee , (ed) Itnentploynrcnt in New zealand Dunmore press,
Palmerston North, 1990, pp 33-34.

?3

V. Wright, 'The Urban Shift', NZ Zrr tener, 9 Augusl.
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7996,

p L4.

redefined as issues to be dealt with by particular institutions, bureaucracies,
regions and local bodies. Thus the delivery of health services became a

problem

for newly established area health boards

instead

of

central

government. Similarly, the establishment of SOEs such as Forestrycorp and

Coalcorp distanced the government from industrial troubles in each sector.
However, the social casualties of tariff reduction, monetarism and devolution,
namely the unemployed, became a fiscal and administrative burden for the

ta;r funded welfare state. The proportion

of the budget devoted to

the

provision of health education, social welfare and social services increased
from 52.8 percent in 1983-84 to 68.8 percenr in 1988-89.a

After the L987 election displaced crises of ungovernability returned to disrupt
the stable workings of the state structure itself. Treasury and the Business
Round Table recommended immediate expenditure cuts and long term
private contracting schemes for health, education and social welfare services.
This would complete the job of state sector 'reform' and allow Rogernomics

to reach its 'logical conclusion'. Defenders of the social service ministries
including Prime Minister David I-ange drew the line at this extension of the
Treasury-Colporate agenda. A political battle consequently erupted within
cabinet over the boundary lines of economic and social policy. The pivotal
issue was that of taxation.

In December 7987, Roger Douglas forced through

cabinet a policy package advocating a flat income tax of 23 percent and a
Guaranteed Minimum Family Income aimed at ensuring a margin of $70

between the incomes

of families working and those on benefits.

Such

proposals undermined the principles of progressive taxation and universalist

welfare provisions. This generated political opposition within trade unions,

the recently appointed Royal Commission on Social Policy and the Iabour

Party at large. Inevitably, those Ministers whose poliry guidelines were
c. Rudd,'Politics and Markets: The Rolc of the state in New zealand Economy'. M.
Holland (ed) The Fourth Labour Govenvncnt: Politics utd Potiq in New Zeatan4
Ot'ord University Press, Auckland, p 82.
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determined through consultation with Treasury came into conflict with
Ministries such as Housing and Social Welfare which were not yet subjected
to market disciplines.s The resulting controversies culminated in David

of SOE Minister Richard Prebble in November 1988 and
Finance Minister, Roger Douglas, one month later. The subsequent
I-a,nge's dismissal

disintegration

of the Iabour

Government contributed

to the sense of

uncertainty held by groups and factions throughout the state-corporate
structure. Consultancy groups found it difficult to predict policy outcomes for
corporate clients and Treasury official had to involve themselves in positional
battles over the fate of their policy proposals.

The new forms of political volatility which emerged in Lg87 replaced
traditional party politics. The organizational unity of parties became
fractured. The plethora of market researchers, public opinion pollsters, news
consultants and public relations firms, isolatecl cabinet from the party grass

roots. By interposing themselves between senior politicians and their party
support these organizations severed traditional lines of accountability. As

policy formation became

a

collusive, unannounced exercise among

government, Treasury and corporate elites, pollsters PR firms and contracted
consultants used voter demographics to fashion media strategies in support of
economic liberalization and privitisation. Until mid 1988 this was a systematic
process which effectively insulated cabinet leaders from party pressure.26 The

new mediating groups also assisted in the preparation of individual reform
programmes (within the health and education systems) by measuring public
and professional sentiment and devising appropriate publicity packages.2z

Nonvithstanding their criticisnu of the I-abour PR machine the National Party

itself became more dependent upon hi-tech mediation techniques. The
?5
26

B. Jesson, Fragnents of Labour,Penguin, Auckland, pp 1Z{8.
J. Atkinson, 'The New Mediators', Politica! science,yol4L, December 1989, pp 85-105.

27
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introduction

of

'Hannibal',

a direct mailing system fashioned from

computerized market research, centralized party management and broke the
organi2alional connections between party leader and grass roots electoral
support.T This convergence of outlook between Iabour and National party
elites was not an isolated phenomenon. After 1984 it became increasingly

difficult to establish any grounds for distinguishing between party identities.
The conventional picture of a two party contest with conservatives on the
right and social democrats on the left was not even a rough approximation of
the contemporary political process.

The radical changes in New Zealand's political economy transformed the
ideological spectrum. The rightward shift of I-abour's economic policy after
1984 accelerated a trend alreacly evident in the late Muldoon period. Under

the tutelage of Geoffrey Palmer Iabour shifted from the notion of social
entitlement to the fruits of redistribution to that of equality of opportu nity.ze

This latter theme was either weakly definecl in the sense of individual
freedom from external constraints or strongly defined in the sense of
affirmative action for minority groups. However even this latter meaning of
the term was far removed from egalitarian traditions. The new orthodory was
that liberty, wealth, income and opportunity ought to be distrjbuted equally,
subject to the qualification that individuals ancl groups have the necessary
material incentives to create wealth and thereby generate economic growth.
David I-ange himself publicized this shift in party thinking through his famous
statement that while inequality is unattractive it is "the engine which drives

the market economy". In the 1984-86 period under Roger Douglas even a
modest redistribution of wealth was seen to be contingent upon economic
efficienry. However, reticent supporters of Rogernomics soon discovered that
28
29

rbid.
Ses J. Vowles from J. Boston and
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M. Holland, (ed). The Foutth Labour Governnrcnt:
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in New Zealanil Oxford Univcrsity

Auckland.
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the means for encouraging 'efficiency' throughout the economy Ied to the
abandonment of traditional Iabour policie5.ao
The official refrain was that social policy reform would follow deregulation of

the economy. However under the I-ange government the principle of
universality in the delivery of pensions and child support was rejected in
favour of targeting those in need. Progressive ta-:ration on income was
superceded by the notion that ta,res should be based on incentives for
investment. At the macro level all notions of co-ordinated planning and state
directed investment were cleemed anachronistic. The inequity of the 'more

market' strategy was acknowledgecl by the introduction

of an income

maintenance scheme3l (family care) for the lowest wage and salary earners.
This represented a 'top down' compensatory view of redistributive justice, far
removed from the central tenets of Keynesian social democracy.32

labour's leap to the right caused internal ructions in the National Party. The
demise of Muldoonism in favour of free market orthodoxy meant that
National could not lay claim to an ideological identiry of its own. By the 1987
election no principled debate was evident between the major parties. The real
battle was between free market extremists and free market moderates within
each party. Thus, the 'sunday Club' and the winston peters roadshow were
designed to appeal to the national party 'rump', farmers, small business, lower

middle class, provincials. Their predilection for a managed economy and an
imposed moral conservatism was at odds with the free market individualism
espoused by rising figures such as Jim Mclay, Ruth Richarclson and Simon

Upton.

30

rbid.

37

/brd Vowles.
For a discussion of this theme see W. Hope, 'Charting New Terrain: Politics and the
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This confusion of ideological boundaries was registered by a raclical shift in
the major party constituencies. According to poll figures first published in the

National Business Rqtiew on August 1986, 56 percent of those grouped

as

professional/socio-economic level one, intended to vote l-abour (as against 24

percent for National). Similarly, 47 percent of those from socio-economic

Soup trvo (managerial) preferred l^abour as against 33 percent for National.gs
As was confirmed by the 1987 election in seats such as North Shore and
Remuera these expressions of party support reversed the traditional pattern.

The surprising resilience of Iabour support among skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled workers formulated an electoral alliance of the wealthy and very

poor. This enabled l-abour strategists, as one writer observed, to crush
National in an electoral vice.s Many wealthy voters alienated from National

in the latter Muldoon era were delighted with Douglas' economic policies,
whereas most of the poorer voters were convinced that their deprivation
would be even worse under a National government. But under these electoral
conditions it was arguable as to whether the two party system was expressive
of bi-partisan political attitudes. A subsequent Eye Witness Poll published on
18 March 1988 showed that National was leading l^abour by 57 percent to 37

percent and that 21 percent of the sample was undecided.$

At the very least

such figures suggested that voter commitment was volatile and that public
suspicion of botb parties was widespread.

In light of all these developments any reference to

a single and coherent party

political process was quite misleading. What emerged were fragmented
political conflicts within parties, regions, state and quasi state institutions.

33
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National Business Review,2l August 1985, p 5.
B. Gustafson, Regeneration or Rejection? The New 7*aland Labour and National
Parties in 1988. Unpublished paper, Auckland University Political Studies, Department
Seminar, 6 April 1988, p L7.
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Beneath the two-party framework bipartisan traditions
politics were dissolving.

II:

of

participatory

OwhmnsHpAND MaNAcEMENT oF NEws Menrn
Oncar.nserroNs

In the 7984-87 period concentrations of media reached a maximum. The
major players - NZ News (Brierley), INL, wilson and Horton achieved
almost total control of the newspaper market while their corporate backers
strained the legal limits of radio and television ownership.

Furthermore in consequence of financial deregulation local conglomerates
forged connections with transnational media empires. Fairfax (Australia) Ltd
exerted growing influence over the holdings of Wilson and Horton (although

the extent of their influence was difficult to ascertain given recent shakeouts

of the Australian media industry). As of March 1987 Murdoch assumed

a

controlling 40 percent interest in INL.:6 Most significantly in August of the

following year the National Business Review announced Commerce
Commission approval of a rapid expansion in INL holdings. This resulted
from NZ News; (Brierley) $72 million sale of its Aucklancl suburban papers
plus the Auckland Star and Sunday Star.37 The 1984-87 period also saw a
growing propensity toward cross media ownership. This was the logical
outcome of trvo decades of conglomeration. With the demise of 'pirate' radio

and the family owned newspaper the major players manoeuvred among
themselves across different media markets. The corporate profile of the third

%
37

National Business Review, U May 1987, p 30.
National Business Review,5 August 1988, p 1. As of Novcmber 1988, NZ News sold the
Chistchurch Star to Wilson and Horton. See National Business Review, 15 December
L988, p 5.
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channel applicants clearly illustrate this point. Independent Television (ITV)
was backed by Brierley/NZ News 20 percent, the owens Group 20 percent,

FCL 20 percent and chase corporation, 20 percent. southern

cross

Television (SCTV) was backed by The New Zealand Herald owners Wilson
and Horton, Fisher and Paykel and NZI Corporation. As of December 1988,

ATV3 (the successful applicant) was supported by NBC with a 5 percent
shareholding. The major backer was Metro Media Investments Ltd, a
subsidiary of Metro Media Ltd. The latter organization was a constellation of

company interests including AMP, National Mutual

Ltd and Norwich

Union.rs

This commercial interest in television and other media outlets was not in
itself a new phenomenon. The emergence of a media bourgeoisie distinct
from family capital and the administrative machinery of government can be
traced back to the early 1970s.3e By the 1980s however, deregulation of the

corporate economy had radically altered the management as well as the
ownership of media industries. The closure of the Auckland,san was a vivid

illustration of the new commercial environment. As NBR journalist Virginia
Myers explains
. . . In the end the aims of an investment corporate

-

particularly a BIL selling off

of substantial New Tsaland assets after thc sharemarkct crash were vastly
different from those of a publishing company committed philosophically and
financially to the long haul of bringing a ncw paper into profit.

It was a clash of

business culturesJo

The corporate nature of media ownership together with the commercial logic

of media management represented a

comprehensive assault upon the

conventions of public broadcasting, the rhetorics of political journalism and
the nationally constituted public sphere.

t9

National Bwiness Review,13 February 7987,pp 4447.
For reminiscsnces on early private sector intcrcst in broadcast television
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.Red Gordon Dryden, Collins, Auckland, 1978, pp 193-205.
National Business Revicw,26 August 1988, p 21.
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see Out of

tlrc

The institutions of public broadcasting were subjected to a fourfold threat.
Firstly, licence fee receipts declined further as a proportion of TVNZ-RNZ
revenue. During 1987 for example, the licence fee only covered half the cost

of all broadcasting activity ($100 million total). By comparison advertising
expenditure per household in New Zealand reached $238 in the 1986-87
period.+t

In the face of growing commercial

pressure (upon programme

scheduling and format) TVNZ and RNZ decided to dispense with 'in house'
audience research.

In

1987

TVIIZ/RNZ

and McNair Surveys Ltd agreed to gather and deliver a

of nationwide audience statistics. This revealed that public
broadcasting regarded the general popularity of programmes as less
common set

important than the size and demography of segmented audiences. The cost of
advertising space and the product area to be advertise were deduced from
calculated patterns of disposable income during scheduled time periods. This

meant that the very notion of popularity was understood

in terms of

consumption rather than expressions of interest.
Secondly, private usage of videos and the entry of TV3 and Slry Channel into

the viewing market eroded public broadcasting conventions. As had already
happened

in the case of radio the tradition of paternally

addressing or

enlightening audiences was superceded by the imperatives of establishing and
extending market share. Thus speculation that TV3 would absorb as much as
$30 million in advertising revenue determined

TVNZ strategies of buying and

scheduling programmes.a2 Whatever the outcome it was evident that TVNZ
could no longer take for granted its own national centrality.

David Beatson, 'Ourselves to Sce?, NZ Listener, 1 October 1"988, p 21. Advertising
expenditure per household in other countries over the same period were tlK (5237),
Italy ($117), France ($92) and West GermanX ($6a).
National Business Review,12 August 1988.
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Thirdly, during the 1987-88 period TVNZ and RNZ began the transition from

the status of a nationally constituted administration to that of a semico{Porate network. In July 1987 the new Minister of Broadcasting, Richard
Prebble asked Trade and Industry and Treasury officials to prepare a report

on the broadcasting sector. Although the report gave interim support to the
general principle of public ownership it recommended that broadcasting
should have its entry barriers lowered, its ownership restrictions freed up and
a value placed on the use of the ainvaves.a3 This conclusion was based on a

pessimistic analysis

of

revenue returns within existing broadcasting

institutions. This bought the vicious logic of deregulation into play. As one
commentator pointed out the pending entry of TV3 as well as aspirants to

operate the fourth, fifth and sixth channel's on UHF-TV meant that costs
would have to be cut as each channels share of the advertising market became
smaller.aa This

in turn put further pressure on those

areas of broadcasting,

which were not revenue enhancing, i.e. local drama and documentary. At the

time of writing the vulnerability of such programmes to the logic of
deregulation was itself a matter of political debate.

the

revealed that developments in
telecommunications technolog5r were not necessarily geared to the
requirements of public use. International satellite systems, for example,

Fourthly,

7984-87 period

contracted out transmission rights either through intermediary merchandiser

or direct to users. AII kinds of sedentary consumers businesses/professional
groups/government agencies paid to enter private channels offering live
sport/entertainment, product promotions and packaged interviews (with

corporate heads, political leaders

or military personnel). These were

formative trends in the period under review but they illustrate the declining

centrality
43

u

of the public

realm as

a site of

NZ Listener,15-21. April, p 4.
rbid.
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mediated communication.

Furthermore the break up of the old Post office system (and the push to

privatize Telecom) reflected

the

demise

of

nationally chartered

telecommunications enteqprises in favour of intercorporate data transmission
networks.as The nature of this transition was politically controversial, but from

whatever point of view

it was clear that telecommunications

networks were

reducing their national identity. As intimated in earlier sections television-

video technolory was appropriated for the pu{poses of public relations by
cabinet Treasury and the SOEs. Within private corporations themselves
middle management, clerical and menial workers were addressed by their
dynastic leaders through slick vicleo presentations often with the assistance of

well-known media personalities.a6 This was in effect the modern successor to

governmental modes

of citizen address during the establishment of

nationwide television. Whether or not one presumes the corporate domain to
be parasitic on older lines of communication

it

was clear that television was

no longer serving a singular public realm.

All of the changes

described had a profound effect upon the practices of

journalism, the segmentation of consumer markets, for example, increasingly
determined journalistic style and content. On television the contrast can be

drawn between the Gallery Dateline-Monday era and the subsequent

of the 'newstalk' format.aT Liberal journalists involved in the
earlier programmes saw themselves as addressing and speaking for an
undifferentiated public. Rhetorical principles such as 'the right to know',
'freedom of information' and so on had been explicitly directed against
emergence

For a

46

discussion of the relationship bctwecn globally and nationally constituted
information llows see Hcrbert Schiller, Electronic Information Flows: New Basis for
Global Domination? pp 11-19. from P. Drummond, R. Paterson (eds) Television itt
Transition,london; British Film Institute, 1985.
The emergence of the'in-house'corporate vidco was accompanied by similar strategies
in the stal.e sector prior to the 'reform' process. In 1984, for example, the Railways
Corporation'sold' the recommendations of the Booz Allen report in this way, see Ner
Zealand Times,18 March 1984, p 1.
The emergence of The Hohrcs Sltow is an immediale example which come to mind.
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politicians who espoused paternal attitudes toward the citizewy. This
nationwide journalistic tradition was attenuated by the dual emphasis upon
presentational style and audience demographics. Regular changes to news
formats, for example were governed by the desire to hold over prime time

for late evening advertisers. Similarly the beginnings of US style
'tabloid' newstalk television were designed to widen the familiar
audiences

demographics of news audiences and to lengthen the peak viewing period. In

the case of print media what journalists wrote was increasingly a function of
the advertising individual readerships courd draw. The 19g4-g7 period

witnessed

a rapid growth in the number of

magazines.

In contrast to the more traditional dailies,

businesslifestyle-fashion
magazine journalists

catered for a market profile rather than an idealized general audience.as

The decline of 'the public' and the segmentation of media markets
represented a reconception of journalism itself. Within market culture
journalism became part of the consumption process. Only political journalism

in its most identifiable form rhetorically addressed an undifferentiated
audience.ae Elsewhere

in the new mediated environment information (the raw
material of journalism) was fast becoming a commodity instead of a resource

for communication. The

1984-87 periocl witnessed the emergence

of

two

complimentary media sfiategies for commodifying information at the expense

of a distinct practice of journalism.

In the first instance, the plethora of public and private

sector

pR

firms

drained journalistic talent and blurred the clistinction between reportage and
This was especially evident in thc battle for market share fought out by More, Metro,
Notth & Soutlt, TIrc Wonrcns Weekly as wcll as thc various businesi and lifestyle
magazines. Even 'serious' articles in lcss specialized magazines focused upoo the
49

anxieties, interests and opinions of ,the middle class,.
Television's Frontline became the only bona
fidc nows programmc.

In the print media
political journalists (as opposed to column writers) wlre not parl.icularll numerous.
Bruce Jesson, sandra concy, simon collins, Dcnis welch (and a few oiher Listencr
st_aff) virtually covered thc field. The quatity of thcir conrributions obscured the paucity
of younger writers. See NZ Listarcr,27 April1985.
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simple advocacy. Ian Fraser, for exampre, upon reaving TVN2 invested
his
journalistic stature with Consultus and the BNZ. Simon
Walker,s periodic
shifts of professional allegiance were newsworthy events in themselves, but

many lesser known journalists hacl made similar career decisions.so The
spread of the PR industry at the expense of journalistic talent undermined
the
assumption that news geues had an identity of their own. During the
sharemarket boom the finance pages simply reproduced the creative

of company reports. News stories of all kinds mostly originated
from PR supplied material.5l PR sources included prepared ministerial
accounting

statements, profit, planning and wage round announcements by newly formed

soEs, as well as the more familiar prognoses from Treasury, the Reserve
Bank and the major corporations.
Such developments originated

in the Mukloon period.

Nonetheless

it

was

during 7984-87 that the boundaries of journalistic practice began to dissolve.
As one observer pondered;
. . . is it the media which set the agenda? If the media are being second guessed
by
the men in Pierre Cardin suits thin it is they who set the agenda. andif so theri
is an irony in it ... PR men still have to check the media io ,"" what issues
are

around the corner. In which case they may be checking on an agenda that they
to form. In which case, everybody,-rR men and journalists
alike may be disappearing up their own expecrationsJ/
th.emselves helped

The second and related media strategy saw information, as a commodity
packaged as entertainment. This was clesigned to remove all barriers to media
audience membership. In this context the very qualities of 'serious' journalism

such as appeals

to critical

reasoning and respect

for

complexity and

specialised knowledge potentially limited the audience.sr If simple formulas of
amusement could be made instantly accessible across a range of media geffes
50
51

52
53

Vernon Wright, Without thc Warts, pp 17-lg.

Ibid.
Ibid, p 18.
See especially N. Postman, Anwsing Ourselves To Death:
Sltow Business, Methuen, London, 19g7.
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fublic Discourse in

the Age

of

then the methodologies

of

market research could be simplifiecl to
amalgamate segments of the audience. The obvious manifestations of this
process included the arrival of 'happy talk', television news,
the emergence

a news/gossip/talkback hybrid on the

zB

of

network, and the marketing of DJ

buffoonery rather than regular news slots on music based stations. For some
writers these developments illustrated the transition from a typographic to an
imagislic culture (or more prosaically the rise of television at the e4pense of

print media).sr
The technology equals epistemiology thesis which underlies such observations
is rather simplistic but it is clear that images were becoming less anchored by
language within media formats, genres, an<l institutions. This did not entail a
'slippery slope'into a television dominated universe, rather, it anticipated the

beginnings of a mediated terrain of public life which spanned across media
outlets. Amidst market culture particular issues of crime, clelinquency and

moral propriety were 'played out' across television, newspapers and talkback
shows. The fluidity of media imagery meanr that the public sphere was no

longer simply

a nationally

regulated structure

of

language incorporating

economy, polity and social values.

This is Postman's Thesis which he dcvelops from the seminal work of Walter Ong.
Orality and Literacy, Methuen, New york, 1gg2.
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III:

Nnws AND THE EcoNopry

Newswork and News Sources

During the first I-abour term the viewpoints of finance rather than productive
capital dominated news reporting.ss This reflected the fundamental changes
that were taking place in the structure of capital accumulation. Financial and
sharemarket analysts as well as major stockholders were central players in the

new economy and were often asked to make authoritative cortment upon
economic changes they had helped bring about. similarly, macro and micro
economic forecasting groups such as BERL ancl Infometrics whose reports
were the raw material for economic news, developed research methodologies

to suit the needs of finance capital. Not surprisingly keywords such as interest
rates, inflation figures, intemal deftcit and exchange rate
fluctuations dominated
media discussions of the general economy. Empirical measures of aggregate
demand, export returns, balance of payments ancl so on were still calculated
and reported but they were no longer central to the economic picture being
created.

The major corporations, as a result of their growing influence over New
Zealand's political economy were able to multiply their sources of media
authority. High profile figures such as Ron Trotter, Bob Jones, Alan Gibbs,
Ron Brierley and Douglas Myers could serve as founts of expertise about
economic matters by making personal statements and appearing in interviews.
The Auckland Metro of August 1985 in a cover article on the economy inadvertantly
revealcd this trend i.e. "[But] for thc ordinary person floundering in a sea of jargon ani
theory confused by the conflicting voices of experts, what is going on and how itls going
l9 affect them, their families and ultimately their country, nothing is plain. Metro ;skeI
The Minister of Finance and his advisors what it all-means. endthen we went to
Professor Allen Catt of the Economics Department at Auckland University, merchant
bankers and sharebrokers" (p 1).
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In their capacity as directors of public companies they could make general
announcements about economic conditions and prospects, typically by using
shareholder confidence as a measure of their own public accountability. From
1986'87 onward corporate icons would disseminate PR material or publicly
aPpear on behalf of the newly-formed state owned enterprises. Their cofirmon

to accelerate the progression of market logic throughout the
public sector. Many of New ZealanrJ's major corporate figures were also
purpose was

involved in the formation of 'new right'ginger groups. As news sources on the

economy these organizations acted as the conscience

of Rogernomics by

unfolding the free market agenda as each set of 'reforms' was completed. In

ideological terms the general strategy was

to make the practical

issues

generated by the perusal of free market ideals the locus of media objectivity.

Thus the parameters of debate would extend no further than the 'reform'
package which was under the spotlight at any given time. The advancement or

slowdown of market efficiency was the external criteria used by journalists to
analyse change. Unemployment reduced living standards \4/ere portrayed as

short term costs preceding the long term benefits of a 'more market' stratery.

Against this background

of

influences Treasury, the Prime Minister and

senior cabinet ministers poured forth a steady diet of proposals and prognoses

on day to day changes in the economy. These primary news sources would

either appear directly on radio and television or else have their views
processed for media consumption through the machinery of public relations.

The major source for daily economic news was initially the Minister of
Finance, Roger Douglas. Daily news journalists operated as if Roger Douglas

was the local originator

of free market economics and the initiator of

economic policies.

The major news sources just described could obscure their own biases by
employing the services

of

economists.

In the Muldoon period economists
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tpically derived their authority as news sources from the claimed impartiality
of their profession. This was in contradistinction to the partisan interests of
politicians and interest groups. With the triumph of 'free market' orthodoxy
after 1984 economists appeared from everywhere; the public sector (Treasury,
Reserve bank, Cabinet), the private sector (Banks, public companies) and the

Universities (Auckland, victoria, canterbury).

In order to qualiS as a

or

primary

'objective' news source prospective commentators with the
requisite expertise had only to acknowledge that past policies were
anachronistic and that economic 'reform' was necessary. Those economists

who understood objectivity in terms of academic rigour and professional
standards were rapidly marginalised, especially if their prognoses entailed a
critique of contemporary policies. The career experiences of Brian Easton
and Professor Philpott at the hands of institutionally powerful news sources

provided

a

salutary lesson;

the 'free market' rather than

intervening

governments must be left in control of macro-economic poliry. On no account
was this control to be contested by publicly funded economists.

Among primary news sources themselves the kind of knowledge which was
most highly valued and the least likely to be questioned was the abstract
rationality of economic forecasting. As explained in Chapter three, scientific
predictions of macro economic activity began with econometrics. In the late
1960s economists sought

to model economic performance by co-ordinating

growth and output data from different sectors over specific periods of time.
Subsequent elaborations of modelling technique routinised the scenarios of

forecasting
economy.

into a regular set of projections for steering the

After

Keynesian

1984 financial deregulation and the demise of Keynesianism

transformed the entire context of economic calculation. As a technical and
mediated exercise forecasting came to reifu the notion that the economy itself
was dynamic and self operating. An important measure of this trend was the

extent to which primary news sources and mainstream journalists were biased
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towards the most abstract measures

of

economic activity. This can be

ascertained at two levels.

Firstly, as American writer I-oretta Graziano points out the intangible nature
of modern economic categories arises from the inherent uncertainties of
monetary indicators.
One way to build an internal reprcsentation of inflation is from direct observation

at the supermarket and the gas pump. However this alternative is highly
inconvenient: the observations are likely to be unrepresentative at d t[eit
under$ng pattern must be laboriousty mincd from a mountain of cues.
Alternatively we can rely on the symbols and structures encoded by the
institutions of press, politics and the economics profession. In the case of the
nloney supply relying on direct perccptual evidcnce is even morc impractical since
the raw detail tends to be inaccessible as well as voluminous.56

In policy making terms monetarism masks uncertainty about the link between
money supply, interest rates and inflation. While money supply data became a

central means of predicting economic performance doubts arose as to
whether monetary eggregates could be accurately measured. The
establishment of information technolory networks throughout the corporate

sector

to

expedite the circulation

of

finance capital blurred monetary

categories.

Secondly the levels and domains

of uncertainty within monetarist

became obscured by media demands

for certitude in

analysis

economic news

coverage. Paradoxically, this certitude was made communicable

by

the

mediated practices of forecasting. Abstract indicators such as the (internal)

deficiq interest rates, inllation and the rate of exchange appeared as reliable
statistical guides to the economy by virtue of their relationship to each other.
Thus for example the deficit was depicted as the key to inflation and interest
rates were deemed to be a consequence of fluctuations in the exchange rate.

When taken in isolation media descriptions of each central indicator were self
56

L. Graziano,Inlcrpreting tlrc Money supply: Htnwn snd h$titutional Factorc, Quarom
Books, Westport, Connecticut, 1987, pp 95-96.
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referential. Interest rates, for example, symbolized the 'free market' economy
regardless of what they did. Whether rising upward or tracking downward
they were illustrative of unconstrained ntovernent in the economy. On radio
and television in particular the rhetorics and formats of interest rate stories
were effectively the context for accurate and vivid accounts of the economy at

work. As will be outlined later, the economy at work was equated with the
language and imagery of finance capital. For the moment it is sufficient to
recognize that financial and monetarist jargon was the primary means of
professional exchange among news and sources and journalists.

To the extent that such representations dominated the media terrain during
the Rogernomics period, the transparent coherence of the financial economy
served to conceptualise 'the economy' as a whole.

In the immediate post

1984

period counter conceptions of 'the economy'were

not so much marginalised as rendered invisible. This reflected the declining
efficacy of interest group lobbying and oppositional party politics within the
new political economy.

All the primary

news sources on economic matters

had regular and unhindered access to the major media outlets. Fundamental
changes in the professional environments of media institutions dissolved the

critical distance between journalists and their sources. Although columnists
such as Bruce Jesson, W P Reeves and Simon Collins detached themselves

from 'free market' orthodoxy, most routine news stories replicated or
enhanced the world view of bankers, financiers and company executives.
Their committed support for Rogernomics was translated by the media into
the language and imagery of inevitable change. Consequently the views of
trade union leaders, dissident economists, manufacturers and the 'old rump'
National party were either absorbed or swept aside by unfolding events.
Amidst the consensus - bull market - KZ7 euphoria it was difficult to
establish and impossible to sustain counterconceptions to 'the economy'.
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Alternative economic news sources faced these rhetorical obstacles because
they were in no position to challenge the structures of collusion which were
developing between media professionals and their primary news sources. The

inter-bureaucratic construction

of economic discourse was designed

to

exclude other sources of news. This was routinely the case in television where

public relations firms could shape their strategies to fit programme schedules
and formats.

Against this bleak landscape trade union leaders and their supporters had to
cope with the familiar distortions of industrial reportage.

advance

of

In this regard the
Rogernomics worsened the rhetorical climate of wage

negotiations. The traditional union recourse of debating the inefficiencies and

ineptitudes

of

government incomes policy was no longer available; they

instead confronted the efficiency and rationality of labour market 'reform'.

The unions did not have the political leverage or media influence to resist
reform in the state sector, however, in the private sector a partly successful
rearguard action was fought against the Labour Relations Act.s7

After Labour's re-election in

1987 media framed consensus over the necessity

of 'free market' policy began to unravel. The sharemarket crash, subsequent
business failures, increasing unemployment and the asset sale fiascos served

to fragment the overall economic picture. Within the primary news sources
themselves divisions emerged as

to the future direction of the economy.

Among business leaders, hardline supporters of Roger Douglas urged the
continuation of a strict monetary poliry coupled with the deregulation of the
social service ministries and the labour market. Here the major figures were
Ron Trotter, Douglas Myers and Alan Gibbs. Others maintained that existing

policies were systematically undermining the competitiveness of productive

57

Op cilrJesson, Fragnents of Labour, p90.
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capital.

As the Rogernomics

agenda unfolded this general

rift

became

apparent among economists and political leaders.

The technical debates centred around sequencing (i.e. whether financial
deregulation should have occurred at the beginning of the 'reform' process)

and the efficacy of targeting inflation over and above other economic
indicators. These arguments begin to colour the assessments of the various
forecasting groups. The Reserve Bank for example would deploy analytical

frameworks

for

predicting economic performance consistent with the
priorities of strict monetarism. BERL and the Institute of Economic Aftairs
by contrast sought to provide broader macro-economic prognoses stressing
the interrelationship between key indicators such as exchange rate, interest
levels, export growth and unemployment. These differences set the limits of
media debate. The general effect on mainstream news coverage was a decline

in the symbolic power of the financial economy. Technical arguments over
macro-economic policy became more apparent once the y.,27 and property

sharemarket boom had ended. Mediated disputes over economic matters
increased in rough proportion to the cabinet conflict between David l-ange
and Roger Douglas. This arose from the natural media tendency to gloss over

economic argument and personalise the policy process.

Disputes about Rogernomics were not

a replication of those surrounding
Muldoon's economic policy. Although the rationality of ,free market'
economics was criticized no counter conception of ,the economy'
automatically emerged. The major news sources themselves (i.e. corporate
leaders, financial analysts, Treasury, Reserve Bank, Cabinet, pR firms) still

retained their institutional capacity to shape the parameters of economic
discourse. In this regard it is salutary to note that the attempt by Messrs
Douglas and Prebble to depict the Prime Minister as an irrational figure (as
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with Robert Muldoon in 1984) failed precisely because David I-a.nge himself
did not threaten the bzrsic rationality of the deregulated economy.

Ihe Newsworld of Economic Management

After the July 1984 election victory David r-ange occupied centre stage.
Throughout the campaign his rhetoric gestures and very presence generated a
mood of consensus. As the new cabinet was assembled and the policy agenda
set, he appeared as a benign statesmanlike figure exuding command over a

complex world. This was accomplished through his proximity

to

and

conviviality with high ranking officialdom. Thus the Prime Minister was seen

to resolve the post election devaluation crisis by delegating the expert figures
of Rod Deane and Bernie Galvin to clo the job.
As more general economic problems presented themselves Finance Minister
Roger Douglas filled the breech. He was the beknighted 'super' technocrat
assigned to restore the economy.

In the afterglow of July 1984 the newsworld

of economic management was imbued with the sense of a new age. This can

be retrospectively termed the 'honeymoon' period of the Fourth Labour
Government. Its motifs of consensus, new beginnings, and authoritative
leadership were confirmed and amplified by the choreography of the August
economic summit; a staged meeting of politicians, employers, unionists, the

unemployed and business sector groups. This feeling

economic ground was generated

by exploiting the

of

breaking new

iconography

of

the

Muldoon era. Images of 'think big' the wage price freeze and the ex Prime

Minister in person were framed by pejorative terms such as inefficienq
regulation andinteruentioruThe major policy decisions of the first I-abour term

seemed apposite precisely because all past policies were conceived
anachronistic.
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Meanwhile, as was outlined previously mass media institutions were being
reconstituted directly or indirectly by corporate capital. This restructuring
process accelerated the dissemination of market culture. Most ostentatiously,

the covers of glossy magazines and mainstream media outlets celebrated the
elegance, charisma and entrepreneurial skills of the new financial moguls
such as Bruce Judge and Colin Reynolds. These major players clerived their
new found stature from the distinctive iconography of the financial economy.

Depictions

of the Barclays Index, the leader board, the foreign

exchange

room, mirror glass towers, the downtown building boom and the Auckland
skyline all combined to give the impression of dynamism prosperity and
Progress. Within this panoramic vista were news stories and advertising
catering to upper middle class lifestyles. Career success material acquisition

and self promotion were the dominant social values of the new mediated
world. This 'yuppie'lifestyle, as it was commonly termecl, had its local origins

in the gentrification of inner city Wellington and Auckland during the late
1970s. What began as a distinctive lifestyle and attitude to work was, after
1984, projected as an enviable way

of life associated with the new financial

economy.

Within this mediated world ruling politicians, economists, journalists and
business leaders were fore-grounded as initiators and interpreters of
economic change.

fu

the Economic Summit rececled into the background the

central figure among the cast of experts, officials and entrepreneurs was that

of Roger

Douglas.

His preeminence was such that

it

seemed virtually

impossible to separate the persona from the policies being implemented. The
shorthand term'Rogernomics' in its many locutions implied that prominent

political personalities directed economic processes. In the 1984-86 period
media depictions of Roger Douglas and the economic programme which bore
his name obscured the institutional sources of 'freemarket' doctrine.
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Throughout the first Labour term the imagery of the financial economy, the
rhetoric of economic expertise and the profiles of luppie' culture seamlessly
combined to form the newsworld of economic management. One prominent

of this process at work can be found in the hour long Sunday
progralnme Defining The Deficil.st The economists, social scientists,
example

politicians, top civil servants and businessmen who appeared on the screen
seemed indistinguishable from each other. During the introduction to the
programme from anchorwoman Angela D'Audney, they sat elegantly dressed
around a squared U-shaped table in front of a large screen emblazoned with

the title Defining the Deficit The impression created was that of collecte<l
e4pertise setting out to determine a complex technical problem. The notion

that different

percpectives might frame

the question of definition was

precluded by the introductory format. In fact the whole choreography of the
programme submerged all pretence of principled party debate over economic

policy.

In the absence of any underlying context of communication

the

abstract rationality of the free market economy was vouched for by a rapid
succession

of

computer graphics, symbolizing and delineating the rising

deficit.sc

The specific problems of the New Zealand economy were expertly defined

and analysed against a synthetic world of dexterity and accomplishment.
During 1986 these qualities were aggressively sold to audiences as part of the
media hlpe surrounding the YtZT America's Cup challenge. The nationalistic

fervour generated by TVNZ radio, and newspapers

in

collusion with the

Fay/Richwhite BNZ publicity machine not only established a market profile

for a growing financial syndicate; it obscured the class and regional biases of
the financial economy itself. Although the r<27 mystique was purely
ephemeral the campaign coverage itself encapsulated all of the most salient
58

Defining the Deficit, Sunday Programme, TVL, 4 May 1986.
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Ibid.
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trends within media institutions. The advertising spin offs demonstrated the

corlmon coqporate interests of finance capital and the media bourgeois, while
the vetting of news copy as a condition of access to the crew and syndicate
employees, suggested that journalism was beholden to public relations.6o Most
significantly of all, the publicity which surrounded the challenge accelerated
the dissolution of the boundaries between media genres. At its ma:rimum the

KZ7 phenomenon was a seamless dynamic of news, sport, entertainment and
advertising which enveloped all media outlets.

The opposite qualities of the financial economy decentred all news categories
associated with the 'old' economy. For example, most coverage dealing with

farmers and the regions discursively associated these very terms with all that

was marginal

or resistant to

economic change. This pattern

of

media

representation was accentuated by traditional divisions between city ancl

country.

In the 'free market' era the urban

mythology

of

comfortable

subsidized farmers was given a further twist, such figures were required to
share the 'burden' of radical economic 'reform'. Subsequent storylines about

the 'rural crisis' alongside vivid portraits of unfortunate victims carried
contradictory messages. Although the content of such stories explicitly
encouraged an empathetic public response, their narrative structure
effectively distanced metropolitan journalists from rural concerns.
Associated with this aspect

of the 'old' economy contributed to the poor
public showing of the National party. During the first I-abour term most
National MPs were tainted by 'Muldoonism', an epithet synonymous with
economic irrationality and anachronism. The figures

of Bill Birch, Venn

Young, Bert walker and the ex-Prime Minister appeared as yesterday's men

left behind by the pace and urgency of the 'free market'. The travails of the
National par$, gleefully seized upon by all manner of journalists reflected the

ffi

Op cit,Jesson, Behind the Mirror Glass, p 173-4.
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ideological structure of economic news coverage. As explained earlier this
was in consequence of the fact that transformations in the political economy

allowed the triumph of finance capital and Rogernomics at the expense of
constituency politics. The new mediated economy tvas expressive

of

an

abstract rationality which transcended party contestation. The I-abour
Government exploited the rhetoric and imagery of market culture to enhance

its own sense of unity and purpose at the

expense

However subsequent events demonstrated this

of the national

to be a fragile

strategl.

Labour's re-election

in

disintegration leading

to the reformulation of participatory political

1987 signalled

party.

an 'era' of party turmoil

and

ideals

outside of the party.

A further

of the old economy stereotype could be found in the
overlapping depictions of manufacturing, blue collar work and associated
union activity. This was the newsworld of a moribund economy deviantly
framed through an entire constellation of keywords which became the
source

parlance of mainstream journalism vested interest, featherbedding inefficienq,
dinosaur unioru and so on. Television and newspaper pictures of factory yards,

railway workshops and worksite meetings were

in iconic terms

logically

opposed to the mediated world of finance capital.

Dynamism

:

rigidity

Growth

:

stagnation

Optimism

:

despair

These binary oppositions, which will be discussed in more detail later, were

identified with vivid personal profiles of the old and new economy. Those
keywords from the left hand column were given ambience by images of the

tinancial entrepreneur and the SOE/corporate executive. The right hand
column was redolent of the redundant worker, the beleaguered trade union

official and/or the sedentary public servant.
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Juxtapositions of the 'old' and 'new' economy symbolized the triumph of

monetarist-free market ideology. The l{27 /btll market euphoria and
Labour's re-election were brash proclamations

of the

changed economic

environment. Such occasions allowed for little or no general assessment of the

policies being followed. The transformation which was taking place
throughout the economy and in the relationship between state and capital was

fragmenting the political process but the opposite impression was being
created.

It seemed as if the I-abour government was initiating economic

change with popular backing and the approval of experts.

From late 1987 onward this was no longer the case. The stockmarket crash
and the end of the property boom signalled a change in the rhetoric and
imagery of economic news. The economic picture which had been created

over the L984-87 period lost its cohesive power and became disrupted by
outside forces. The Barclays Index and the Forex Room remained
unspoken reminders

of the 'natural rhythms' of

as

market activity but

commissioned reports from the world of finance capital were detached in
style and sombre in tone. For sale signs, riches to rags hard luck stories and
allnouncements of receivership acknowledged the social fragility of the new
economy even

if

the process of collapse was rarely delineated. Amidst such

stories there appeared with increasing intensity high protile disputes among

political personalities. The growing fractiousness of mediated politics was
fuelled by a splintering of expert knowledge about the economy. Formal
displays

of expertise about economic performance and prospects no longer

enhanced the apparent symmetry of the free market. Instead the effect was to
disorganize the newsworld of abstract rationality.

Consequently there was a subtle shift

in the pattern of media

coverage.

A

barrage of news stories about receiverships, redundancies and interest rate
fluctuations were suggestive

of.

disequilibium in the economy. This unending
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flow of bad economic news often gave the impression that Cabinet leaders
and their expert advisers were reacting to uncontrollable events rather than

initiating change. Furthermore the increasing fluidity of the media terrain
which had accelerated the KZ7 /bull market euphoria of 1986 made news
management a difficult exercise. Government-Corporate publicity machines

were confronted with unstable discursive formations spreading

across

different media outlets. Company collapses, for example, carried a number of
news angles which could be simultaneously developed at different points in

time. The legal culpability
statements

on

of

directors ancl the effect of government
investor confidence were the focus of headline news

and an 'in depth' investigation by
journalists. This occurred on both radio and television, for example,
announcements, studio interviews

Checkpoinf and Eyewitness News.

At the same time talkback shows and

newspaper articles disseminated angry testimony from ruined investors. In

addition the business and popular media profiled the appointed receivers, set
out the legal parameters of inquiry and speculated about likely outcomes.
These different kinds of coverage fed off each other. Thus abuse of failed
company directors by an irate shareholder generated television news items,
which in turn became the unexpected focus of talkback radio shows.

Vivid depictions of bad economic performance and market failure collided
with media images of social crisis. This further disorganised the ideological

of news coverage and by so doing destabilised the mediated
economy. This process is best understood in the context of earlier
representations. In the mid 1970s the various consequences of economic
categories

restructuring were filtered through the routines of journalism and the formats
of news presentation as distinct problems to do with industrial relations, trade
and protection, regional development, family income, unemployment and so
on. The basic ideological purpose of such categories was to compartmentalize

the capitalist economy and to separate its general workings from questions of
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social policy. Nonetheless, in the late Muldoon era every economic sector ancl
social issue was a site of turbulence and contestation. During the first I^abour

term 'the economy'was increasingly depicted as a self operating dynamic no
longer distorted by politics. In this mediated environment the objective needs

of the economy set the boundaries of contention. The subjective grievances of
manufacturers, unionists, farmers and so on were framed as painful but
concomitant necessities of Rogernomics. At the same time structured
categories of news discourse were loosened by the growing fluidity

media terrain.

At first the convergent

imagery

of KZ7 and the

of the

booming

financial economy reinforced the ideological pattern of social compliance to

market rationality. But after the stockmarket crash the volatility of the
mediated economy began to interact unpredictably with a cluster of
overlapping images denoting insecurity, anger and crisis.

This raised a crucial issue whose ramifications can only be touched on here;
how would media depictions of the 'free market economy' react to market
failure?

Patterns in the Language

As earlier sections have explained Labour's election victory of July 1984 was a
cross-road in New Zealand history. But what direction the future might take
was not apparent at the time. The incoming administration announced an end

to Muldoonism and the beginning of consensus politics. Such rhetoric never
acknowledged that the Keynesian political economy was itself under strain in

the early 1980s. Powerful co{porate interests flexed against a regulatory
straightjacket of fiscal, financial and exchange controls. Trade unions and
manufacturers were concerned

to

reclress

low growth, job losses

and

stagnating demand. Not surprisingly the major economic news sources

-

Cabinet Ministers, National backbenchers, economists and senior civil
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servants, argued over policy prescriptions. And in the course of these disputes

the language and imagery of 'the economy' was openly contested across the
public sphere.

These developments meant that post election news coverage was not
predetermined. The means-end rationality of Keynesian economic
management was undermined by news of bad economic results, but it was not

inevitable that opposing rationalities would prevail. For all its weaknesses,
Keynesian discourse seemed resistant to Planning Council prescriptions and

the language of market forces. There were also entrenched rules of
temporality for each perspective. Reportage of the managed economy centred

upon the continuing performance of particular indicators. The language of
planned restrucfuring required negative reassessments of New Zealand's
economic past. According to some news reporting, national decline was the

result of government regulation since 1935. During the early 1980s the
clustering of keywords denoting market forces made the contemporary
Keynesian economy appear anachronistic.

The drama of I-abour's election victory and the subsequent devaluation crisis
obscured these routine patterns of economic discourse. However both kinds

of reportage were semantically and ideologically related. Immediate political
events helped to reshape the media domain. With the demise of Muldoonism

New Zealand capitalism had reached a critical conjuncture. The macro
economic policy decisions of the incoming government would have farreaching consequences

for the surrounding political economy, news-news

source relationships and

the

language

of

economic news. Media

representations of 'the economy' started to change with the 'opening of the

books'in August 1984. The new government released Treasury ancl Reserve
Bank documents outlining New Zealand's worsening economic plight. As with

previous changeovers, the outgoing administration appeared as irrational
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economic managers. However, on this occasion there was more at stake than

pafty rivalry. Unwittingly or not, the prime Minister was contrasting the
technocratic expertise of rreasury and the Reserve Bank with the past
mismanagement

of politicians. It was reported that David Lange did not

necessarily agree with all the policy prescriptions on offer. Nevertheless, as a

public relations exercise 'opening the books' establishecl Treasury and the
Reserve bank is primary news sources. From this point onward their diagnosis

of New zealand's economic problems took centre stage.

Such

is

clearly

illustrated in the following items fromThe press,31 August 19g4.

Treasury advice on
exchange-rate float
By MICHAEL IIANNAII

ln Wellhgton

The Government lollowed
Reserve Bank advice for a

"sizeable" devaluation alter

the July

lppears to

l{

be.

Election, but
implementing

Treasury advic6

tor

a

smooth introduction of a
lloating exchange rate,
This emerged from documents released yesterday by

the

Governmint in

' iti

"opening of the books" exercise,

The bank was

larly

seathing

oI

narticucbntrols,

export incentives and supplementary minimum pricis
which,

it said, obscured the
of misalignment in

the exchange rate.

The Reserve Bank

the incoming

be regarded as a long-term,
rather than transitorv. reaction to the 1970s oit sirocks.

The bank said that

told
Government

that the dollar was

"suband

stantially" overvalued,

the

balance-of-paymonts current account had been in
"persistent deficit" {or l0
years, and private capital
inflow had becn insuffiiient
[o finance this deficiL

The extenl of the overvaluation of the dollar was

obscured, however.

protective measures, and
support schemes such as

extent

laid the blame on a 2b-30
pcr cent drop in the terms
of trade, which it said must

change controls,

bv el-

impori con-

lrols, and other protection

arrangements. But the bank
reserved its harshest comment for export incentives

and supplementary
mum prices,

mini-

The bank considered that
"thcy effectively imnlv tbat
diffeient sectois tdc6 dif-

ferenl exchange rates.
which makes no sense at all
it contributes to the

slructural ntisallocation oI
resources."

In spite of all the indications of a need for a real

drop in the value of the
dollar, the real exchange
rate index had chansed
little since thc early lg70s,
the bank noted.
It coneluded,

"ln

our

view, both thc magnitude of
the prescnt imbalance and

thc urgent need to

progress

in

make

redressing it

leave no choice but to proceed with a significant'de-

valuation

of the nominal

in the near
future, supported by firm

exchan8e rate

monetary and anti-inflation-

ary policies."

lhe bank conceded that
the devaluation would have
pricc effects, but

[irnr monetarv

advised
control to

avoid the inilationarv

ef-

fects becoming permairent.

The Treasurv

advised
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firm monitary

also
con-

trol but as part of an
for an eventual

agenda

floating of the dollar. It said
that other measures which
should be taken before the

dollar was floated

should

include liberalisation of the
rnarket, and communication
of thc implications of this to
tlre public and particularly
to the labour market.

The Treasury considered

floating the most efficient

way of achieving an adjustment of the exchange rate,
but conceded that an immediate float would create
problems.

It

thercfore recommended

a tightening of the

mone-

tary policy, a reduction in
the fiscal deficit. and the

freeing of interest rate conl.rols as essential prerequisites. It said that it nright
be necessary to build up

,orergn excllange reservef

beforc [he Bxchange rate
rvas floated.

warnmg on
o

RIDDELL reflected by movements in
ratios, the report
New Zealand is not well llio.t*d"
placed to handle another
The export G.D.P, ratio

.

By OLIVER

exlernal shock of the kind

it

faced in the lg70s, according

to the Reserve Bank.
During the l0 years to
1983, the amount oi borrowing undertaken to maintain

domestie economic activity
and especially consumptioir

(as distinct from

invest-

ment) increased in response
to the decline in New- Zealand'g terms of trade stemmlng from the two oll
shocks and the lnternational
recesslong.

The economy had been
slow to adjust to these developments, and this was
-

had increased less than {
per centage points while the
import C.D.P. ratio had increased l0 per centage
points over thi decade, t[e
Ievel of external debt had

increased rapidlv.

The Reseive-Bank said
that an _increasing proportion of New Zeai-and's export- earnings were being
required to finance the ex,
ternal debt.

In the absence of

anv

policy change, the outloolr
for New Zealand would be
for further deterioration in
the debt and debt-servicing

lt

ftt-trt
-tt

l-.

i

llt/ ]J a,
-

ratios.

The most recent overseas
exchange transaction forecasts gave an oflicial debt/
G.D.P. ratio of 30.8 per cent

for the year

ending June,
and an official debtservicing ratio of 17.7 per
1986,

cent.

Longer-terrn

forecasts

showed the official debt
ratio reaching 3{.0 per cent
in l99l-92 and the debtservicing ratio reaching 29,3
per cent.
"These ratios are of some

concern," the Reserve Bank
said.

"They would be consistent

with those of a countrv that
had made slow progrlss in
reducing

its

balance-of-pay-

ili.Z.'s management
lacking 'balance'
By MICHAEL HANNAH
New Zealand's economic
management had not dis-

played the essential balance

seen

in

more . successful
countries, the Labour Gov-

ernment was told

economic advisers.

by

its

Treasury and

Bank

Reserve
papers criticised the

previous National Government's concentration on reducing inflation, while faillng to attend to the growth

It.'1i,.li"x.J',ilol'#a iill
effects on the exchange
rate.
"It ls fair to say that

monetary, fiscal, and exchange rate policies wdre
all given as- hostages to
support the freeze," the

Government was told.

"It is axiomatic

that the

Government can control the

quantity

of

money

and
credit or the price of money

and credit but

successfully
long."

it

cannol

do both for

Even the previous Admin-

istration's lowering of in:
lerest rates came in for
oblique criticism, as the incoming Government' was
told that lower rates could

be a factor in

Dromot-

inflationary dxpectailC
uons.
However, to restore con-

trol of the money

sunplv

would depend primarity'oir

permanently reducing the
Government's fiscal dificit.
t'This is the only way, in

the long term, of achieving
'an approprial,e balance between saving and expendi-

ture flows generally, and

reducing the burden which
the large fiscal deficit
places on monetary policy

to a tolerable level," adThe Reserve Bank

visers said.

specifically

recommended

the removal of interest rate
controls; aiming for growth

in the money supply to
match likely sustainable

real economic growth plus
the desired inflation rate;
using a Government debt
sales programme as the
primary means of controlling the money supply; and
de-emphasising

the

and credit guidelines.
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ratio

_

t

a

ra[ro
. ments

difficulties and would
indicate that New Zealand

was not well placed to
handle another - external
shock of the kind lt faced in
the 1970s.
"The corollary to this

would b0 that

if

they were

to continue alonr th6 same
track, New Zeaiand would
need to undertake quite

severe external adjustment
measures in forthcoming

years," it said.
_ "Borrowing for consump

tion" was rellected in the
lncrease In offlcial debt
(Government and Reserve
Bank) from f56{M tn March,
1973, (7.1 per cent of G.D.P.)
to $9U8M ln March, 1983,
(28.5 per cent).

The first item simpry recites Treasury
and Reserve Bank commentaries on
exchange rate policy. There
is no counterweight to the diagnoses and
prescriptions they provide. It
seems as if the government has no
economic
perspective of its own' we
are told that tlre Govemment
fottowed Reserue Bank
advice over devaluation and that
it is imptementing Treasury advice toward a
floating exchange rate. within technocratic
parameters Treasury and Reserve

bank advice co-ordinate perfectry. From
the range of papers rereased a

singular assessment emerges.

It is reported that controls,

and support sclrcmes are to
be avoided. The

protective mec*ures

dollar is overvalued, theexchange

rate is misaligned and these contribute
to the structural misallocation of
resources' The proposed solution
is the smooth, introduction of a floating
u'change rate. we are next tord,
in the second story, of worsening debt and
debt-servicing ratios in the ten years
to 19g3. Every statistical measure
past is suggestive of economic
decline and unremitting poricy failure.

In the third

news item a single keyword opposition
is used

to

of the

assess past

govenrment policies and recommend
new ones. successful economic
ma,agemenr is said to entail barance,
a quarity which has been lacking in New
zealand' According to released papers,
the previous

government was uncrury
concerned with reducing inflation
ancr introduced the wrong fiscal poricy.
Greater attention shourd have been given
to the ntoney suppry, the fucar
deficit and their effects on the exchange
rate. rtis implied that essential balance
in economic management requires control
of the monqt supplywhich in turn
depends on reducing the governmen
t,s fscar deficit. A government debt
sares
progrclmme is suggested as the
means for reaching this objective. This
will
allow for an appropriate barance between
savings and expend,iture
ftows. The
Reserve Bank has also recommended
the removar of interest rate controls and
the de-emphasizing of. ratio and uedit
guidelines.
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From the preceding articles one
can isolate keywords and phrases
suggesting
ruE
that all previous policies were
deficient in rationality. These
are listed below
in order of mention.

'

misalignment
structural misallocation of resources
imbalance
slow to adjust
lacking in balance

These pejorative judgments
about the economic past assume a privileged
status for the economic present.
It is from this vantage point that an overyiew
of previous shortcomings is possible.
Indeed, the past as such has been cut
adrift from the contemporary mediated
world. In this sense the ,opening of
the book' seemed to herard a fresh
approach to New zearand,seconomic
problems.

in the temporarity of economic

::.-t:r
rouowrng news

discourse can also be seen

in

rhe

item also from The press of 31
August 1gg4.

'soft options' no longer suitable
By OLIVER

RIDDELL

lefl' unattended, would. have irnprove
the pmition
tluti' ?*itni to ,1.- lod-inconre rimiry, of r.he .lifficult rlecisions would
tre saia. need to be rrra4e.
vrr r[5 overseas To 'inii'-L.ono-v
achieve thi'se objec- "But thc important thing
com.mitments, ltlr Douglai
ti".i
oi i is tJtiri'iteps which result
sott optiojtsl

wellington
. New Zealanders can
ronger.. afford
lu

t".'tti

according_toih;rvii"iiiii.-i,-i

"^:tl. -ori*..,,uq,o .$tI: i:Ji?j!,tl,f,ll?erfff [H,i: il,jf.li:""*[liluJ.fi,i,X?
i;""**dl t:tfJili.'fri
*ui:t,;-1ru.
H[, i1l,iilJtil;f.ffTl,
#,il:ii!_,.._";Lill::
full
po.loi. on. terin u,er.c'irnporr:rnt.#:lii;ff
fiJf.g,rji[*'opcnerl the
sorne sairr Mr

i.tyilii;l' ;'d

major

l)ougras.

-ccondrnic

n-

;:,Tf i,'.T'?[31i,,,#i",1,'l*
i:?.'*T"!,|1,:uff;""fi11 :lilJl'r".'il'tion'iil i" to u.
lFYe.rs;. nor was it suffi- An active publie dcbr
._

.cjlnl to tack on addilions

.,q{{:ii,i',,'N.ilF."i,T

i

.'lo
in

policy and the rlecontrol of

lf,

:'*::,Jf; ffi .

*l,i,$, *l

g

changes
cause renewed inflati<in, he
-_rar-reaching
economic
policy vrereissen- .sairl.
ual. ro make headwav' rre
r,ii

ir#.,rorn"

atil;rri, ,Jii,iilo
rares,

trad
tti,
c,iiiilii- oi-it.u". ou;r."r?:fii#|j,
--Tte,Govemment
ready.taken
three steps: de_ tives-jnj'ln il,;'k;;rr.
of rhe c,nsrraints it fatedrf.e
::Ii-d. t0
n,r. o"ugiir;;ia'ir,n ,*o
9grylotl..on .interest
a thrce-monur

;liqJ'iltJrt#

...Ihj,.r

measures

'il'4.
"

in;d;i;ni-;;;i;.i;6

had i-L.rgo

:[HX rJ.oiil.|,.|}'*,iL'nl'*,?

and

6o 1' n'l-fr1- pa-vnr

I

e n

continued
""
a uti-

ts"

Unsuitable large fiscal

deficiLs.

Governnrent

objec(ives

were [o- seek rapid grorvth.
In employntent opportrrni.
ues, rn(l lo prol.ect lnd
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Aucusr

1984, p s.

Here, the economic present is understood to be a time
of reckoning. The
headline says that soft optioru are no longer suitable.
The Minister of Finance,
Mr Douglas has announced his message to New Zealanderc.It
is reported that
reguluion and maior interuention in the econonry has
not provided answers in
the past' The same is true for tack on additions
to the economy in the form of
think big investments. The general prescriptions is
for far-reaching changes in
economic poliqt. Previous moves in this direction
are then listed; devaluation,
decontrols on interest rates and a three-month price
freeze.From here
clear

obiectives need

to be established. These include employment growth

and

protection for the low income family. Reaching
such objectives depends upon
how the economy as a whole perfomrs. Finally we

are told that seruible

economic policies require steps which

will bring permanent improvements over
the medium to long term. For this to happen policies
must emphasize the
medium term andnot the slrcrt term.

From this semantic account the following keyword pattern
can be assembled.
The two listings refer to the means_end rationality of 'the
economy' rather
than particular policies or indicators.

soft optioru
regulation
major interuention
tack-on additions

far reaching changes
clear objectives
sensible economic policies
p erm anent imp rovements

tlrc econonry

short term

medium tenn
Iong term

During the early 1980s descriptions of economic management
had become
ideologically framed and contested through the language
of market forces.
But the readings just completed suggest a more one-sicled
configuration

of

-

3/.t-

discourse' In the preceding diagram, terms like regulatio4
major interuention
and tack'on additiotu sigru& more than economic
mismanagement. They also
appear anachronistic and unworthy of challenge.
The preferred terminology

of economic management, listed in the right hand column is
uncoupled from
past shortcomings. This indicates that general
cliscourse on 'the economy, was
no longer internally contested. Two sets of keywords were instead
passing

each other by. The call for sensible economic policies in
the form of clear
obiectives and permanent improvetnents was not new.
But in this case such
prescriptions were associatecl wit?r an underlying shift
in the rules of
temporality. Put simply, the past should be abandoned and
the short term,
present rendered secondary to the medium term
ancl long tenn future.6l
The keywords assembled from the previous news item are
clearly associated
with the views of Mr Douglas, Treasury and the Reserve Bank. But their
prescriptions also formed the lexicon of economics journalism.
The initial
stages of this process can be seen in the following
Otago Daily Times editorial
of

3l August

1984.

Here we receive a sober assessment of what the opened books contained.
We
should not be surprised at citicism of the previous administration
or the fact
that the nation's health needs funher strong medicine, The mechanics
of the
exercise receive attention but we are tolcl that the content
of the book should
dominate attention. The editorial comments favourably on statements
made
by Mr Lange. The New Zealand people will be taken into conficlence
over

The failure of all past policies was an implicit and explicit theme
of economic news

coverags- see for example The New zealind Herald
3i eugust 19g4, p 1. An article
headlined. Sad Story of NZ Econonry is followed by a paragrup't
*t
readsA poor and
(teioraingperfomwnce of tltc New Zealand econonry is docuntettted i1 detailed Resene
Bank and Treasury reports nrade public by the Govcninent yesterday.
In the New Zealand
lnys-of 9 Septembcr J.984, an articlc in the business section diicusses the findings of
the Planning Council'sEconomic Monitoring Groups publication;
Strategy for Growth.
The headline reads EMG recontnrcnds tess fiictq, beak'itilerfcretrce.Thethird
paragraph
says that the publication .. .. adds credcnce to Treasuqy
ona economic ,urn-it ."!oit.
backing arguments for structural changes within the

i.t

".ooorny.
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economic planning but they are warned about the gravity

of

the present

economic crurs. The editorial maintains that past interventions in the economy

achieved the worthwhile objectives

of lowering inflation and increasing

production. Nevertheless it is conceded that the reportshavepainted a gloomy
picture, especially in the areas of overseas borrowing, unemployment and the

internal deficit. After mentioning government measures so far,
?Fnaungsal that further action is necessary

it

is

if New Zealand is to begin living

again wilhin its mearu. In this regard the economic summit will concentrate in

broad economic issues. Then, the budget should f.ace the cold reality of the
situation

cE now set

ouL Meanwhile the economic bullet is still being bittert This

means that public expectatioru in the immediate future must be tempered by
understanding the challenges which lie ahead.

The opened books
lYEgADBEENpreparedforlongeuought,okaow
nL^ h_!_- r,!_!-^^_ L^- _i_^ __:: ri^that when ,,tbe books,, were opened, tU, olll . n9r{le Minister has also said there woirld
about tbe past, but it was
goou,
would uot be
ina uat tlere wlr" uriety r-;;; !g io
^lTdT,t:I9ot
New
Zealanders
understood the
crluclsms ot"6e-ii&ious AdmtnistraUon. So'Ji vital..that
.all present
gravity.of
Thatwill
the
economic
crisis.
cannot be loo suiliisea at the inform;tio; th;;
bas now Ueen-aiicfied, nor that we f,""Jio speak for ilself. Yet while there have been
conclude the nation'j treatttr as being in neeC li criticisms, some of the past intervenlion ln the
worthwh-ile objectives, sucb as
someturtueistron!reorcr,o.. ' " €conomy achieved
AsubstaotialAlmountof paperwasinvolvedi" g:g$^,tl-. tn;!t_1u9n rate dowl, and keeping up
tneexeicise,wf6-tU.:fwopjrt'frearuryi";;;# production..But problems obviously have re325 pages, inotteiol pages from tne neseiJe 1g:q'-l*.thereports overall have painted a
sani, itul th; 6v;;;eit's summary uoonJ {lfj^v-_pr:!gl:_.,._u.b as rererring to the beaw
and i'pampltef .a"d altbough there- miy.';; 1"-"fi1..Fgyllg and seeing little cause for
reacuoni aiainii ttu- way tf,e release of *,i medi-um.'te.rmoptlmismontheemploymentfrout.
documents hai-ueen irlnoria, ii wouraieerio"i,u . lgs.ol thes,e,al98.s qeot Sreat concertr, and
is the internal deficit. But the new Government
fgr more tnportanl-that
-lavicu lhe conient ot--t[u :o
lnformagon ana
should domlnate inu nlt made a startat least with the devaluation and
attention. It is an e*ercG tnit may-"uU nr". i"i l!lll.T9"-"1'.,"ld,Ilth vesterdav's-release of the
a patern lor the future fori ii trli t ani. i;;"id; f.uryrt the scene is now set for the further actions
"19e propose to tske the people of N6wTeat;*i !!qt must be nece.ssary iI New Zealand is to begln
Inro o-ur donfidence in au oir economiJpran"ins.t

,ty"%r"tX'n*H',H"*r"iftTr"ft.lT.l"ffi"Jr:H

wilcb will concentrat,e on broad economic issues.
Then will come the Budget" when the cold rcality
of tbe situatioo as now set out should be faced. Tbe
economic bullet ig sttll being bitlcn, and public
erpectaUons in the. immediate future must be
tempered by the understanding of the challenges
[stng addressed.
OTAGo DALLYTrMEs,3l
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1984, P 5

The tone and language of this editorial reiterates traditional themes. The first

paragraph starts with the undifferentiated w€,
characteristic
reference
1930s.

a

mode

of

of NDC and early, Planning Council coverage. It

address

ends with

to the nation's health, an economic metaphor dating back to the

Mr Lange's reported proposal to take New Zealanders into confidence

over economic planning recalls the consensual optimism which emanated
from the tirst NDC reports. The editorial concludes with the sombre rhetoric
of planned restructuring. Public acpectations must be tempered in the face of

cold reality and the challenges being addressed. Despite these familiar
trappings, one can observe shifts in the structure of economic discourse. For

example, there is no longer any tension between technocratic and party

political views of 'the economy'. The 'opened books' do not encounter any

other source of authority. we are simply told that tlrc content of the
information and advice should dominate tlrc attention and that the reports
overall have painted a gloomy picture. Within such discourse only temporal
contrasts are to be found. The pivotal locution here is past intentention in the
economy. The editorial states that worthwhile objectives were achieved but

this raises a more fundamental question; why should the principle of
interuention be the focus of attention at all? In this case the term is associated

with all past economic policies. On this reading the immediate fumre
beckoned by the summit conference and the budget could entail a new kind of

intervention. Alternatively

it

might be that interuention as such should be

abandoned and a new strategy introduced.62

62

The underlying sense of a brcak from thc economic past can also be gleaned from The
Press,3L August L9M, p 5. In an editorial titled HonaewoRK FoR Tr{E NATToN the last
paragraph reads tlrc whole cowtry must hopc thot the exercise is a success. Attentpts to
anest New Zealand's econonic decline in the last few years have been hantpered
conslantly by the fear of a backlash front electon. Less has been done than Goventnrcnts
would lwve liked to do. Now Mr Lange and Mr Douglas can make the hard dccisions and
point to 'the bool<s'lor tlrcir justitications.
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Treasury and Reserve Bank opinions did not always monopolize news
coverage. But opposing macro economic viewpoints were confronted by the
changing rules of temporaliry and rationality. Such is evident in the following
exchange from the TYl. sunday programme of.Zseptember 1984.
Interviewer Ian Fraser: Ian Bayliss said that he thought the report was within a
framework of orthodox thinking. The kind of thing that you would get from the
OECD and so on. How would you describe the values, the philosophy which is
apparent in the Treasury from the document?
Professor Philpott: I wouldn't describe it as orthodox unless you describe extreme
monetarism as orthodory. I think that onc of thc great reuelaiions of this report is
the extent to which the Treasury has bcsn penctrated - I think that is the right
word - by monctarism. Thc prescriptions that tend to follow from the diagnosis
(and we want to deal with prescriptions later on prcsumably) but to some extent
diagnosis is itself also monetarist. It leaves the impression that tbe economy is a
self-regulating mechanism which if you interfere with it then you're bound to
strike disaster, that interfering with wages and prices, that introducing incomes
policies was a bad thing because it was an interference with natural market forces.
These are Lhe stuff of monetarist theology and I call it theology because in my
view it is not backed, and in the view of a number of my colleagues it is not
backed, by scientific research or good economy theory. And I think that this is
very very surprising indeed for people who havc a particular feeling that the New
7*aland economy is a rather special small tendcr sort of economy where things
that are not necessarily adopted and failed overseas can be used.

Mr F'raser to Finance Minister, Mr Dougtas: Did you want to comment on that?
Douglas: Well I must say that I don't sce the papers that way. I think in
I accept the broad thrust of the Treasury documents. For me I think they
laid out the necd for urgent action and they pointed out how thc appalling state of
the cconomy over the last 9 years as its devclopcd. To me I think the paper wasn't
so much monetarist. I think what it pointcd out \4/as a serious misallocation of
resources that had taken place in New Z*aland. And that misallocation of
resotucss has basically led to the extensive borrowing that's taksn placc. t think
they pointed out time and time again in that document where government had
given in to pressure groups. Where one manufacturcr had bcen favoured over
another, where one farmer had bcen givcn subsidies to the detrimcnt of othcr
farmers, where one group of unionists had benelited at the expense of other
unionists, where in fact you had scen the govcrnment selling its own resources
very very cheaply to the private sector and that means that we had movcd into
what I woutd've described as a capital-intensive future which wasn't necessarily
the right kind of future for New Zcaland.

Mr

general

s UNDAY, TY

In this extract the interviewer

asks a panel

I, 2 SETTEM

BER 1984

of economists about the values

underlying Treasury documents. Professor Philpott's strident reply can be
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contrasted with the 'objective' :rssessments of journalists and editorial writers.

He sees Treasury as a partisan institution with a pre-arranged agenda. It has
been penetrated by monetarism and this assumes the economy to be a self-

reguluing meclnnism. Such

an account regards

incomes policies

as an

interference with natural ma*et forces. Professor Philpott then characterizes
monetarism as atheologt unsupported by scientific research or economic tlteory.

He

seEs

this approach as particularly unsuited to the special, small and tender

New Zaaland economy.

sitting opposite, the Minister of Finance, Mr Douglas responds to these
criticisms by identifying with tlrc broad tlrust of tlrc Treasary documents.
Treasury is said to have outlined the appalling stue of the economy over the last

nine years. Such a view

is not monetarist, it

mkallocation of resources as a result
on to espouse Treasury criticisms

of.

of.

simply refers

to a

serious

utensive bonowing. Mr Douglas goes

government.In the past it has given in to

pressure groups. Examples of this perceived shortcoming are then mentioned.

Individual manufacturers and farmers have been treated differentially
through favouritism and subsidization. Similarly some unionists have been
altowed to benefit at the expense of others. The government is also attacked

for selling its resources cheaply to private sector. According to Mr Douglas
this resulted in a capital interuive future, one which wasn't necessarily right for
New Zealand.o

The preceding economic argument is loaded against Professor Philpott. He
says that Treasury has been penetrated by a new orthodoxy which gives the

impression that the economy is a self-regulating meclnnism. This is seen

monetarist theology because

as

it is not backed by scientific research or

Mr Douglas redefines this critique as subjective
opinion: Well I must say I don't see the papers tlnt way. He is able to do this
economic theory. But

63

In reviewing thc 'Opening of the Books' exercise
against the evolving econornic orthodory.

-%-

I could find no other public attack

because the different economic perspectives at stake are described through a

shared locution which didn't distinguish between the economic reality of these
perspectives. The argument that monetarism is unorthodox and unscientific

lacks rhetorical force because the econorny itself, as an abstract locution

in the structure of discoursen Professor Philpott's own
conception of. the economy loses objectivity because it appears anachronistic
objectifies changes

compared to the temporal authority accorded the recently released Treasury
documents. Furthermore, the language of these documents contains rules of

temporality which Mr Douglas can exploit to his advantage. He speaks of the
appalling state

of tlrc

economy over the last nine years

from the revelatory

standpoint of the present. In this context tlrc economy as

it was previously

understood is rendered suspect by associated attacks on past government
activity. Mr Douglas agrees with the Treasury view that the government has
given in to pressure groups such as manufacturers, farmers and unions. In

fact, Government as such, through its tnisallocation of resources, is held
culpable for the appalling state of tlrc economy.

This textual reading represents more than an uneven rhetorical contest
between economic experts. The shifting parameters

of

rationality and

temporality contained within media representations of tlrc economy actually

determined rhetorical opportunities

for

argument. Journalists

and

interviewers were also implicated in this process. Such is demonstrated in the

following exchange from the same Sunday programme of Zseptember 1984.
Interviewer

lan Fraser:

I

heard Sir Robert Muldoon

at a national party

Conference two years ago eloquently defending his policies of intervention against
the right win of his own party and against, the kind of philosophy which seems to
be apparent in the Treasury document by saying that New Zealanders had been

through a great deprcssion and that they would not easily tolerate that sort of
pain again and that they shouldn't be erpected ro, and that any right wing recipe,
any non-interventionist policy would cnd up bcing a recipe for higher
unemployment, lower living standards and business and farning bankruptcies.

Rufus Dawe (Economist): Well this is what we'vc got at the momcnt isn't it?
Surely this is the record of ten years of interventionist governmcnt which have
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produced that result and Treasury are safng this is

a failure, we must try

something else.
S r,tN DAy,

TV L, 2 SEmEMBER 1984

The interviewer here recalls a National Party economic debate between
policies of intentention and the philosophy which seeft$ apparent in the Treasury

docwnent.

on that occasion, Sir Robert Muldoon referred to

the great

depression as a lesson of national experience. New Zealanderc, he said would

not easily tolerate that sort

of.

pain again. The interviewer next summarizes

the reasons for this view. According to Sir Robert any ring wing recipe or non
interuentionist poliqt would bring about hrgher unemploytnent and lower living
standard.s along with business and farming bankruptcies.

For economist Rufus Dawe such results are attributable to ten years of
interuentionist government. He agrees with Treasury that this is a failure;
consequently, something else must be tried.

It is clear from this reading that the interviewer's
authorizes the changing rules

of economic

testimony unwittingly

discourse. The words used to

describe Sir Robert Muldoon's argument underrnine its objective authority.

At the national Party conference referred to, existing policies were defended
against right wing recipes. But in the Sunday programme such recipes appear
to cast doubt upon the rationale for Muldoon's policies. There are two related
ideological processes at work here. To begin with, the keyvord opposition
interventionist-non-interventionism shapes the interviewer's recollection of the

economic debate in question. Previously, economic orthodoxy was defended
against external criticism, but now, in the process of recalling that situation,

orthodory itself is essentially contested. On this programme, debate about
economic policy centres around the existence or absence of interventionism.

This is a one-sided contest for reasons of temporality. With the passage of

time, hlpothetical arguments about the negative consequences of. non-
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interuewionist

poW are

potentially undermined

by

evidence that

circumstances have worsened an) ilay. Not suqprisingly Rufus Dawe exploits

this rhetorical advantage.

If

htgher unemployment, lower living standards and,

bankruptcies represent, what we've got at the momenf and

of

if Muldoon's policies

the recent past then a clear association
emerges. Economic deterioration has been tlrc record of ten years of
interuentionism characterize

interuentionist government. From this follows the conclusion that past policies
have failed.

If this is true then it seems logical that we must try something

ebe.

The readings given thus far illustrate the beginnings of a shift in the structure

of economic discourse. The 'opening of the books' was a media event which
foregrounded the economic policy advice of Treasury and the Reserve Bank.
They projected a technocratic perspective whose authority was enhanced by

the absence of any government point of view. But this did not produce an
'objective' means-end diagnosis of the policy options available. Instead, all
past economic measures were pejoratively framed as interuentionist. This was
the fulcrum of a rhetorical structure which characterised the economic past

as

irrational and anachronistic by definition. Associated keywords and phrases
included misaligrunent, imbalance and structural misallocation

of

resources.

The vocabulary associated with the economy depended on the temporal
context. The econonry

of.

the present was disassociated from that of the past,

but the nature of this distinction was obscured by the ontological given-ness of
the master locution. These ideological shifts in discourse began to shape the
lexicon of journalism. Editorial writers, sub editors and interviewers analysed

the 'opened books' by means of the language that the books themselves
authorized. This meant that keyword oppositions such as interuentionist: non

interuentionist were absorbed

into news reportage as taken-for-granted

descriptions of economic change.
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At this point it

was unclear how 'the economy' might be ideologically

reformulated to fit present and future purposes. How would media coverage
accommodate normatively-defined economic arguments? An initial response

to this general question was provided by the September economic summit in

which the Fourth l-abour government bought together politicians, civil
servants, industry leaders, trade unions, the unemployed and social interest

groups to build what was termed a consensus over economic direction. This
was not intended to be a spontaneous event, but a staged summit conference.

The 'opened book' formed the basis of a background summit paper on the
economy: As the following Auckland Srar news item of 29 August L984 shows,

putting this paper together was a fractious exercise.
The headline announces a story of divided expertise. This is confirmed by the

news that splits have developed among experts and

fficials concerning

a

background paper on the economy. Criticisms have emerged from a meeting
of.

18 economists invited to read the draft. The document has been slammed

individually and collectively by economists for reasons of offrcial br'as. We are
also told that

it no longer

Zealand economy.

A

constitutes a non political statement on the New

strong govemment bias has instead been demonstrated.

According lo one economist the paper, which was intended to be neutral led
down

a

policy path. We are next informed that the paper in question is being

rewritten. The authors

of the draft are then titled and listed. Another

economist from the earlier meeting talks of Reserve Bank and Treasury bias in

the draft document. After naming some of the economists in question the
article summarizes the mood of the meeting. According to one participant,

Mr Harris, the document did not reflect the union moventent's point of view.
The critical comments of independent economist Mr Bayliss are next outlined.

The final paragraph reports attempts by steering committee chairman Ron
Trotter to ameliorate conflicts over the content of the paper.
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for summit
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The news item reports on a rhetorical struggle over expertise in relation to

'the economy'. The desired attributes are signified by the keywords neutral

and non-political. Non expertise

is

synonymous

with officiat bias

and

Sovernment bias. The authors of the draft and the meeting of economists each

claimed the authority

to set the economic terms of

government's summit conference.

reference

for

The pattern of discourse which

the
was

constituted differed markedly from that of earlier periods. Reportage of the

first National Development conference in 1968 stressed the complementarity
of interest between government and experts. This was expressed through the
language

of

indicative planning'. From 1976 media coverage

of

Planning

Council reports registered growing tensions between politicians and
technocrats over long term economic management. Such was evident

in

the

language of economic restructuring. However, in this instance the debate is
between neutrality and bias. Political or government views on 'the economy'

are not elaborated at all. The background summit paper is the subject of
internal disputes among experts, officials and economists. The article does

of interest among the various institutional sources of
Treasury, the Reserve Bank, the Federation of I-abour, the

suggest conflicts

expertise;

Planning Council and the Public Service Association. However this does not

constitute a normative argument over economic matters. Keyword analysis

instead reveals experts

at

odds

with each other over the

possession of

expertise.

As the summit drew nearer the economic substance of this debate unfolded.
During the opening session some reports suggested that there were opposing
points of view about 'the economy'. Such is vividly illustrated in the following
The New Zealand Herald's article of 12 September 19B4.
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The dramatic headline refers to a fundamental and crucially important contest
which has emerged since the 'books"ffere opened. The two arguments are
then briefly outlined. There are those who believe that industry must take on

if 'the economy' is to recover and grow. Against this
is outlined the view that trade barriers to protect industries are needed
the international market

because'the economy'is too small and vulnerable to compete internationally.

This is not simply an empirical or analytical dispute, rather

it is one of

primary definition. Thus, one side is described as that of the open economy.
experts adheres

to this conception of 'the

economy', namely,

government advisers, academics and business economists along with the

Minister of Finance Mr Douglas. Their views are set against the side of
protection supported by trade unions and manufacturers. The economic
prescriptions of the protectionists are then outlined. There's is a means-end
view of economic management. Closing out finished imports, producing for
domestic consumption and exporting where possible will generate growth.
This in turn will accomplish the normative goals of real income maintenance

and lower unemployment. This prescription is said to be supported by
advocates of. tlrc planned economy. They believe that performance can be
improved through better directed investment.
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The article then outlines the case for tlrc open economy. Apparently only the
market place can determine industrial profitability. On this account protection
distorts the whole economy by creating sheltered investment at the expense of

competitive enterprises. Reference is next made to the briefing papers of the

summit steering committee. This source of authority talks about investment

flow

in

relation

to

New Zealand's economic crisis. Specific problems

mentioned are those of persistent low growth and a falling rate of output per
volume of investment. These are attributed to a deterioration in the efficiency

of resource use. The article then quotes verbatim from Treasury briefing
papers. Their views are said to belong firmly in the open economy school. It is

concluded

that counter

arguments

from union economists may

be

marginalised since it is the ofticials who have the ear of government.

This reading suggests a new and distinctive configuration of discourse.n
Coverage of National Development Conferences and Planning Council
Reports revealed differences of economic opinion, but 'the economy' as a
singular locution set the range of discussion. But on this occasion the primary
depictions of 'the economy' begin to take shape. The contest wlticlt sitnmers
below the surface is that between the open economy and the planned economy.

Both cases refer to the capitalist economy but each locution represents a
different understanding of capitalism. However the contest between these two
formulations was an uneven one. The planning or protectionist argument is
criticised on the grounds that
economy viewpoint

it

distorts tlrc wlrcle economy, but the open

is not tainted by any accusation. In addition the

protectionist outlook of unions and manufacturers lose credibility because
See also TYZ Eyewitness Ncws, 1.1 Scptembsr L984. An exchange bctween studio
presenter Fred Cockram and cconomics reporter Rob Neil proceeds along similar lines.
Rob Neil is asked what thc economic issucs arc likely to be at the summit. Hc replies ^I
tltittk there is beginning'lo errte,ge lwo news of tlrc econonry. One which loolcs to the value
tlrut oveneas nnrkcts place on our products and soys we nntst get ou,r econonty itt line wittt
that. And anotlrcr one which lool<s closer to honrc and sa1,s the pioity sttould be for fair
shores,

for social equity.
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they are outflanked by an afiay of experts; official advisers, academic and
business economists along with the Minister of Finance Mr Douglas. The last

paragraph reveals that union economists are reduced to counter arguments
against officials who have the ear of government.

The fact that there were opposing views of 'the economy' became a central

feature of summit reportage.6s The following TVNZ news bulletin

of

12

September 1984 also reveals the political interests at stake.
Phillp Sherry (fuichor): In the news the economic summit conference begins but
alrcady consensus bas given way to conflict. Good evening
on the opening day

-

of the Government's economic summit conference unions and employers

have

clashed over who is to control and bcnefit from the economy. The Federation of
labour and the Combincd Statc Unions publishcd an alternativc economic
strategr which called for controls on investmsnts, profits and dividends. Union
speakers at lhe confcrencc argued that they must have a greater say in running
the economy however businsss leaders stresscd thc need to opcn up the economy.
6.30 NEws, TV1, 12 SETTEMBER 1984

The theme here is the transition from general coruensru to conflict between
unions and employers. This is more than a debate over economic strategy; the

economy itself is subject

to rival

conceptions. The opposed locutions are

running the economy and open up tlrc econonly. From the union perspective

the economy appears as a means of controlling investments, profrts and
dividends. However for business leaders the econonty is an end in itself, it must

on principle be opened up rather than controlled for ulterior purposes. The

bulletin is in effect a snapshot of how ideological representations

of. the

economy were then being reformulated against union wishes. We are told that

union speakers want a greater say in running the econonly but the parameters

65

for example The New Zealand Herold of 13 September 1984, p 5. A major article is
headlined Government Likely To Be Feeling Schizophrenic. The first two paragraphs
read as follows. Govenvuent ministen nutst have ended ilrc first day of the econonic
See

sumnil conference yeslerday willt on acutc case ol sclrizophrenia. Spokesnwr for business
interests kept praising lhenr for open nnrket steps alrcady laken, wiortists applauded the
eleclion pronrise of a centrally directed econonrt.
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of discourse are set at another level. The real debate is whether the economy
should be run at all.eo

As these readings demonstrate the two understandings

of.

the economy shared

little common ground. Nevertheless, journalists and conference participants
tried desperately to manufacture a consensus on economic matters. The
strategies deployed can be found

in the following

exchange from

a TVZ

Eyewitness Summit report of 12 September 1984.
Rob Neil: It was a day when the areas of harmony and those of discord came into
sharper focus

Nf Kirk

(Economist): I think therc's broad areas of agreement. The lirst one is
there a need for change. I think most pcople have bought that up, that we can't
carry on thc way we're going. Secondly the feeling that there will be costs of
change but that they shouldn't be borne by people who are relatively
disadvantaged. There's a broad agreement there as wcll. Thirdly that there's a
need for more consistency; that's starting to emergc. People are saying we don't
want thc stop-go policies, we want to undcrstand what the framcwork is. Most

people again, are bringing that up. Fourthly thcy want a more opcn and
consultative approach. There is a desire for that rather than not knowing what's
going on. So consultation on going consultation is emerging as an area of
agreement. And finally I think a very broad agreement that the goal is real
income. Austerity is a short term thing to get back on the path of real income
growth.
Rob Neil: Ian Douglas do you agree with that assessment.

Ian Douglas (Planning Council): Yes

I

think therc's wide agreement on the ends
the tension is more on the means of getting there.
Rob NeiL Where's the division?

Ian Douglas: Well, it comes through I think in two main areas. Onc is . .. the
overriding problem of how you dclivcr more equity on the one hand and get the
painful economic charges that are needcd on the other. And the second is ....
and its probably related to the first do you move to a more market dominated
approach or do you emphasizr the protectivc, centrally planned and controlled
allocation of resources.

6

Union perspectives on 'the econom/ were briefly publicized, only to be rendered
anachronistic by the relormulation of economic discourse. The union viewpoints of Rob
Campbell and Alf Kirk were cxplicated in 7'1rc New Zealand Herald 6 Scptember 1984, p

ti. Economics correspondent Simon Collins wrote an article headlined Utttot,ts erp
Bus[.IEss Tuc AT Gow's HEARTsrRrNcs. In it hc outlined the union strategy for the
upcoming economic summit. Such articles were notably absent once the summit endcd.
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Rob Neil: How deep's that division?

Ian Douglas: I think its quite a deep division but I think um I think the effort will
be on trying to find a way through. And my fecling was that Mike Moore in his
@mments was trying to strike that point when he sort of dismissed, if you like, the
two extreme approaches and said {hcre is a way through the middle, he called it
the negotiated economy.

EwwrN

ESs,

TVz,

12 SaFTwSER 1984

During this extract cameras centre upon Rob Neil, Alf Kirk and Ian Douglas
at the summit after the days proceedings have ended. In assessing the broad

arffN of agreement economist Alf Kirk points to the

for change and the
feeling that the cosls of change should not be borne by the relatively
disadvantaged.

need

He also mentions the need for more consistenq in place of

stop-go policies along with a more open and consultative approaclt Finally

Alf

Kirk observed a very broad agreement that the goal is real income. Short term
austerity is seen as a prelude to real income growtlt.

What should one make of Alf Kirk's assessment? It should first be noted that

the quoted areas of agreement never refer to 'the economy' as such, nor do
they refer to issues sectors or indicators within that economy. The mention

made

of real income growtlt

appears as

a long term ideal rather than

description of economic activity. All the areas talked about can be interpreted

in trvo directions at once. Thus the need for

change could be defined in

Keynesian or 'free market' terms. Similarly the cosfs of change can be seen as

inherent to any economic strategy. The need for cowistenq, rather than stopgo policies could be a left-corporatist argument against the Muldoon style of
economic management. Equally however, the keyword coruistenry might be
deployed to attack Keynesianism in its entirety.
economic meaning to the notion

of.

It

is hard to apportion any

consultation and

it is unlikely the goal of

real income growtlt will be opposed by anybody.6T
67

Notions of harmony and conscnsus could only be cmphasizcd by avoiding specific
economic issues. See for example the Auckland ^Star editorial of 72 September 1984, p 6.
Paragraphs four and five read It is also a good sign surely thal so nrany New Zealanders
would very muclt like tlis sunurtit.to be successfrtl. Exactly what will accorurt es Euccess
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Ian Douglas tells Rob Neil that he agrees with AIf Kirk's assessment and
asserts that tensions exist over means rather than ends. Divisions are seen to

arise from the need to balance equity against the need for painful economic
changes.

A

basic difference is observed between a more market dominated

approach and a protective centrally planned and controlled allocation of
resources.Ian Douglas concedes that this is a deep division and maintains that

conference participants will be trying to find a way through.

In this

regard

mention is made of Mike Moore's view that a way can be found through the
two extreme approacltes. This is called tlte negotiated economy.

In this exchange Ian Douglas puts fonward three separate inte{pretations of
the days proceedings. In the first instance he asserts that economic tensions
have emerged over means but not over ends. However the second
interpretation contradicts the first. The problem of reconciling more equity
and painful economic changes

is one of ends rather than means. It

is

conceivable that painful economic changes may reduce equity; conversely
more equity may prevent painful economic changes from taking place. Mr
Douglas concedes the existence of divergent objectives when he distinguishes

between

a more

market dominated approach and the protective centrally

planned and controlled allocation of resources. The quoted comments of Mr

Moore represent an attempt to manufacture consensus out of conflicting
points of view. In this context the negotiated econotny is a purely semantic
compromise between incompatible discourses on 'the economy'. The phrase

itself had no substantive meaning. Journalists and participants at the summit
were never able to outline how tlrc negotiated economy might differ from the
planned or more market variety. This generated scepticism in some quarters

may still be obsatre to nrcs\ bu few will deny it is a good idea to have such a get-togethcr.
it seems all lhe ntore adnirable because hannony has for so nnny yean not
been nudured as a national clnractcristic lhat nust have a kq role in gettittg us out ol our
econontic and social ddlicula'es. Effusivc proponents of thc summit such as David Lange
Doubtless

echosd these banal sentimcnts.
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as is evident

in the following cartoon from the Auckland Star of 12 September

1994.68

Nobodu

told'

AUCKTAND StutR,12 SeprEr\{srR 1984, p 1.

The Eyewitness extract catalogues the rhetorical ploys used to disguise the
conflicting economic perspectives at the summit. Of crucial significance was
the emergence of equity as a keyword within media discourse. Its ideological
purpose was to provide a normative counterpoint for free market discourse.

In this sense equity

was not an objective of economic management, rather it

was a parallel consideration. Such is evident

in the following

Otago Daily

Times article of 14 September 1984.

68

on Radio New zeolqnd Midday rcport, 12 september 1984, Dick Griffin made the
following commentary. Good aftenrcon the lnnourable Michael MOore, the Minister of
Overseas Trode launclted tltc debate. Hc spoke about sonrcllting tlrat is becoming a
consislent thetne in lhis conftrence, the need for a negotialed econottry tlnt's an econi,rty
t!a1
1ll Eectors of tlrc corttrttuttity have sonrc input rrrto. Needless to say neither Richard
Griflin or Michael Moore explained what a negotiated economy might mcan.
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Ifere, the headline announces the mutual dependence of social equity and
growth. This is the message delivered by Anne Hercus in the opening address

to the afternoon session of the Economic Summit conference. She sees New
Zealand as a land of opportunity but these opportunities are blocked for
many people. such people are

victims

the young, Maori, women and

children, and they are seen to comprise the statistics of poverty, alienation
and frustration. In Anne Hercuses' view victims are the result of a badly run
market economy. She concedes that a market economy will not provide jobs or
adequate incomes for everyone. The perceived need is to reduce the impact

of inequalities produced by the market economy. This requi res targeting people
who need help and redressing anomalies some of them grossly unfair. In these
areas the present system is said to have failed. Mrs Hercus next promises that

the budget will address the needs of low income families. She announces that

-xfr

-

the budget will presage the terms of reference of the Royal Commission of
Inquiry on Social Security.

The assertion that growth cannot be gained without social equity is never
substantiated. In the course of the article two separate arguments emerge. It
is stated that the vast majority of New Zealanders want amarket economy but
that the market economy inevitably produces inequalities. At the same time
social e(Pity is said to require better targeting of those in need. This will not be
possible as long as the present system is
with anomalies. Bat the likely

franght

tensions between the market economy and social equity are never specified. It
appears that social equity can best be achieved through better administrative

targetW no matter what the market economy does. It is already conceded that
iobs and adequate income cannot be guaranteed, consequently the market
economy is oblivious to normative considerations. The patterns of discourse

contained

in this article,

typifiecl government policy and associated media

coverage during the first l-abour term. Behind the rhetoric

of equity the
language of 'the economy' was being reformulated at the expense of
normative ideals.6e

The Economic Summit conference produced a communique expressing five
basic objectives, sustainable growth, full employment, stable prices, external

balance and an equitable distribution

of

income. Politicians, unions,

industrialists, financiers, employers and community groups supported these
objectives because the relationship between them was never specified.

Journalistic assessments

69

of the whore exercise were not unanimous. A

The summit communique and coverage of it expressed the rhetoric of equity. See for
example the Otago Daity Times editorial of 17 September 1.984. It concludei that the
obiective is social eEity and justice slenutting
fronr i st ong economy bascd ort fficienry
and growtlt. Simple assertions about the complementaiity of eionomic needs and
normative ideals can be found in articles such as that from The Ncw Zeatand Herald L7
September 1984, p 1. Under the headline SocrnI, EcoNoMIc BATANcE preoceo the
frst paragraph reads The econontic sunmit conference ended yesterday with a standing
ovatiott utd an agreed conununique tlnt efforts to generale economii growrh must be
accontpanied by improventents to social welfare.

-%7-

common theme was the twin desire for economic growth and assistance to the
Iower paid. The chief conference reporter for TV1 6.30 news catalogued the
economic differences among delegates and quoted Roger Douglas, view that
"making the economy work more efficiently was quite consistent with making

it work more

fairly'.zo The New Zealand Herald editorial

1984 headlined Now

-

of

15 September

THe SpeoswoRK is re-emphasized traditional themes

of national unity, hard work and

community co-operation.zr The

press

editorial however maintained that the summit objectives of discussion, unity
and co-operation were not really achieved. In this view the talking that took
place was never likely to alter the government's poliry course.72 The TVl
Money Report of 16 September, summarized the conference and iclentified the

conllict between a market and planned economy. A guest on the programme,
John Lister from the Export Institute maintained that the two economic had
to go in parallel.T3

70

7t

72

See thc 6.30 News TVl, L4 September 1984.
The New Zealand Herald, 15 September t984. The following passage from the second to

last paragraph is opposite. If lhe conununity is rtow conviniid ttnt initiative, hard work
and co'operation will be necded lront everybody for the country to regain econonic healtlt,
the time and etpatse put ittlo tltc sutttrnil will have becn woriltwhile.
The Press,15 September 1984. The editorial sceptically concludes It was not a sununit
but it night provide the basis for one in the funtre. It should have helped the Minister of
Finance Mr Douglas to define rnorc clcarly the aspirations of thc electorate
for his budget.
The Conference has net, talked and sonre pafts of it wilt talk again; ttrc ball however has
bcen left finnly itt the Govenunent's Court. The New Zealand Tintcs of 16 September

1984, p 4 carried an article headlined REAL SuMMrr BAcKsrAcn. Political reporter
wrote that two economic sumnits look place, one in the futt glare o! television and tlrc
naliort, utolher morc intporTanl one behind the scenes in private. By the tinrc tlrc swnmit
had begn on Wednesday, delcgates lwd fomrcd thentselves into infonnat caucus group*
Folcy identilied thesc groups as big business, employcrs, thc Federal.ion of
l-abour/combined state Unions along with low income and community groups. He
stated.f, was front wiilrin these infunnal caucuses that nrujor decisions canrc that affected

the contents of speeches, lhe ordcr of prescntation, agrecntenl on the alt irnportant
comntunique, the very directiort of lhe nunnur Such real politik style assessments were
73

however rare.
TIrc Monq Progranvne TV1, 16 scptember 1984. Interviewer Mary strang asked thc
following qucstion. One poittt of contlict inplicit itt the specclres were whether or ,rot were
to go with a market led ccononry or a planned econonry. Do you thirtk that was resolved in
lhe end John Lister replied No, becouse people have opinions and I thirtk the conference
did slrow there was a split of opitriort. Evar the politicians split their opittiott. I penonatly

-
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These different assessments contrast with the dull conformity of early NDC
coverage. However

it is mistaken to

assume that the Summit was engaged in

policy debate. Astute journalists noted that beneath the consensus rhetoric
participants were talking past each other and that economic differences were

not being practically resolved. This was

because

responding to particular lines of policy advice

-

the governrhdit

was

namely the Reserve bank

and Treasury. This was revealed during the 'opening of the books' and the

situation did not change as the Conference proceeded. Ideologically speaking

what happened at the summit can be deduced from keyword patterns of
discourse.

As the previous readings indicate the means-end rationality

of. a

planned or

controlled economy confronted the self operating rationality of. the free
marl<pt. These were self contained discourses with nothing in common except

the master locution itself. Recourse to the negotiated economy was a purely
semantic attempt

to manufacture a

consensus when there was

not

one

available. Rival economic perspectives were juxtaposed at the summit but
there was little actual conIlict. Rather, 'free market' orthodory superseded
Keynesian points of view. After Labour's election victory the sense of a new

beginning and the perceived need for change had given the 'free market' a

rhetorical momentum which opposing discourses could not match. These
rules of temporality meant that the normatively shaped discourses of unions
and community groups were passed by. After the conference

it

was market

logic which dominated public argument. Initially this was obscured by the
deployment of equity as a normative cover for the new orthodoxy. As earlier
readings have shown equity, was not a part
Instead

it

of

macro-economic discourse.

came across as an expression of social concern and as a goal of

administrative targeting. Meanwhile the self justiffing 'market' effected
believe they have to go itt parallcl, one can't go witltout Ilrc oilrcr. One can ntake the other
but botlt need each otlrcr to get there and tinally succeed.
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semantic closure over previously held normative perspectives

on

'the

economy'.

In simple policy terms the

Keynesian point of view favoured a prices and

incomes policy with a fixed or managed exchange rate. The nrnore market'
approach proposed a floating exchange rate and monetary controls to restrain
wages and prices. On

4 March 1985 in response to Treasury and Reserve

Bank advice the New Zealand dollar was floated with minimal rules for
government intervention. Two days later the government abotished limits on

foreign ownership in New Zealand financial institutions. This was a decisive
policy shift which reflected support for the interests of finance capital among
goveflrment advisers.Ta From this point on finance minister Roger Douglas set

out to dismantle the rest of the Keynesian system. Consequently, the patterns

of language which surrounded 'the economy' were reformulated. What were
the ideological dimensions of change and how were they justified in the
media? To begin with 'the (free market) economy' gained objectivity by
colonizing subdomains

of

discourse. The following readings delineate this

process in the case of ta.nation measures announced in August 1985.

The first item from the Otago Daily Times of. 21, August refers to the
introduction

of a new three-rate personal income tCI( scale featuring

a

reduction in the top rate from 66 to 48 percent.

ffiefcrmecd scale wiflf
cut nnc$t tex bfff,s
Thc rcformcd Dcrsonar incomc.

tar

scalc rnnounced last nig_ht

rvil cut thc
prid
"'e tr.,(
'e'r r'e's

"almostevcr)'onc,"'accordingrothetrfinisrerofFirrri6;rftiGiii.'it.biircrii.

by

OTAGO DATLYTTMES,2I AUGUST 1985, P 1

See B. Easton.

'From Run to Float: The Making of Rogernomics Exchange Rate Polic/.
B. Easton (ed) Tlrc Makhry of Rogentonics, Auckland University Press, 1989, p 109.

-w-

Here the RnnonMsD scALE is synonymous with measures which will cut the
tax paid by almost weryone. This rules out the possibility that different
taxation measures might equally, constitute reform of the existing scale. In
this and other such news items the root word reform, implied that the chosen
policy course was a necessary improvement on the existing situations.Ts Thus,
any opposition to such a course appeared supportive of the status quo and

antithical to the very notion
added turist

of.

reform. This ideological process is given an

in the following article also from the Otago Daily

Times of Zl

August 1985.

tsusiness tex changes

to reduce distcrticns
Major business ta.r changes over the next few years are part of the Government's
effort to "greatly reduce tlie extent to rvhich investment and work decisions are

distorted by the tax system.

OTAGo DAILY TrMEs,2l

Auausr

1985, p 5

The changes referred to here concern an increase in the company and fringe
benefit tax rates from 45 to 48 percent. This was intended to coincide with the
new top marginal income ta,r rate.?6 The headline states that such measures
75

This was thc major featurs of news coverage. The otago Daily Tilncs of 2\ August, p 1,
ran the banner headline HlsroRtc Tax Rnronv. The finance editor of The priss oi Zt
August 1985, p 3 wrote an article headlined Tax Reponrra WELcoMED. The first
paragraph read The radical refonn in tlrc tax st,ucture awtounced last evening by the
Mittister ol Fittutce, Mr Douglas - no less so because in Ilrc nwin ss expected - wiil not
only intro&rce a Sreatu degree of faintess irtto the tax systcttt but will provide importan
incentives to promote greater econonic growth, witlt nnre jobs and o iigtte, standard of
living. The Evening Post 2L August 1985, p 7 ran a two page budget speiiat. The leading
article was headlined Snans rAx LEADs BUSTNESS REFoRMs. On pug" six of the same
issue an editorial piece was headlined SHREwD REFoRMs ygrnt{et-y saraNceo.In the
cited articfe from the Otago Daity Times,I have left out the statistical breakdown of the
new scale.

The root word distortion can be traced back to the wage-price freeze era when in the
face of market forces 'thc oconomy' itself was secn as distorted over-protected, controllcd,
and subject to intenention. The paragraphs t havc excluded detail the provisions of the
new company taxes.
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are designed to reduce distortioru. We are told that investment and work
decisions are distorted by the present ta( system. Such a claim rests on two
assumptions. Firstly, that the present ta,x system is distorted and, secondly,

that the measures chosen will reduce these distortions. This rules out the
possibility that bwiness tax changes, might have distortionary effects of their
own. The rules

of temporality which underlie

present circumstances can only be improved

if

such reasoning imply that

the stated policy course

is

followed. In this way the changes wrought by Rogernomics were made to
appear inevitable and objectively necessary. The keywords refonn and

distortion enabled 'free matket' discourse

to

colonize poliry rhetorics

throughout the public and private sector.

The notion of ta,r reform objectified a radical shift from progressive to
regressive taxation. To this end the three-rate personal income tax scale of

August 1985 complemented the introduction of a 10 percent goods and
services tax nine months earlier. Meanwhile the principle of universalist
welfare provision was replaced by the strategy of targeting the lowest income
families. Consequent changes to the benefit system were seen as economically
necessary but socially painful. The resulting keyword patterns are revealed

the following article from The Press of

1.4

in

June 1985.

Christchurch poor 'angry
disillusioned, sceptical'
about Governrnent deeds
The Government may be getting
bargained for in
public submissions to its Budget
task force on reform of the income
tar and welfarc beoefits systems.
Social service Sroups which are
in the front line of helping the poor
and disadvantaged have told the

more than

it

THE PREss,14 JUNE 1985, P 17

task lorc'e that there is not onlY
unfairness and iaefliciencY h the
system, but that those on low
incomes are argry, disillusioned
and sceptical about the Per{ormancc of ihe present Labour Govern'
meot in tbis area.
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The headline quotes the reaction of the Christchurch poor to Govemment
deeds. Th"y are said to be 'angry, disitlusioned and, scepticat. Such feelings are
directed against the Budget task force on reform of the income ta:r and
welfare benefit systems. Social service groups representing the poor have
pointed to unfaimess and inefficienqt in the system. Furthermore, it is stated
that low income earners are anry, disillwioned and sceptical about the I-abour
governments performance in this area.u

The italicised keyvords indicate the ideological processes at work. From the
outset the views of the CsnrsrcHuRCH pooR are reactive and emotional rather

than constructive and reasonable. Expressions of anger, disillusionment and
scepticism do not contest the implied necessity f.or reform. Social service
groups point to the unfairness and inefficiency of the tax and benefit system

but these criticisms possess no countervailing principle to that of
Instead, unfaimess appears as

an

accusation

reform.

not an argument

while

inefficiency could be interpreted as a pretext for reform. The general result is

similar to that of previous readings; the rhetorical momentum of reform
continues unabated,

This keyword was the advance guard for'free market'discourse. At the same

time such discourse confronted the historically grounded normative principles

Numerous news items routinely used the kelnvord refomt to describe announced tax and

benefit changes. The Evenhry Posr editorial of 2L August 1985, p 4 was headlined
Ownoue REFoRM ls IIAR sEEINc. The first paragraph began. Revolutionary would not
be too qtrovagant a tenn to apply to tlrc contents of the econonic statenrcnt on tax and
benefit refomt annowrced last niglrt. TIrc Press of 2L August 1-985, p 20 published an
editorial outlining the main aims of the statement on Taxation and Benefit Reform.
Other news coverage also depicted the views of beneficiaries as emotional and reactive.
For example the Evening Post of 21 August 1985, p 3 featured the full spread headline
MoRlunc-er-rtR-BUDGE-r BLUEs. The first paragraph rcad Concem suspicion
disappointnent, a feeling of being let down . . . tlrcsc were the feelirrys espressed by a voriety
of people tlrc 'Post' taryeted today for budget conntent lor the second tinte this year. The
cntire page contained photos and storics of sad individual cases. In the article cited in
the text the abscnt paragraphs discuss the administrative difficulties faced by the local
social welfare departments.
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The new
welfare state
IN THE ERA of the New Economic State it might seem a littldold-fashioned to be
asking questions about the New Welfare State. However, fashions change and
they should never dictate the course of public debate about social need. Today
there is little debate about the future shape of New Zealand's business economy.
It is to be market-driven, internationally competitive, unprotected, unsubsidised,
flexible and efficient.
The buzzwords fall wilh equal ease and frequency from the lips of Labour and
National party members of parliament. Arguments occur over means, but not the
end. Eve;yone accepts that it is time to face the cold, hard world. The Lange
Labour Government has attacked the task of ripping away the bandaids that
strapped together an over-protected economy with all the vigour of a ward sister
who knows it is better to get the pain over quickly.
Prime Minister David Lange summed up the prevailing philosophy in his
Mackintosh Memorial Lecture: "social democrats must accept the existence of
economic inequality because it is the engine which drives the economy. Their
goal is to reduce as much as possible the socially damaging and disruptive effects
of an econo*y which depends on self-interest without interwning to the point
where the econom! loses its motiue force."

The difficulty of reconciling economic and social objectives is illustrated by

the experience of the farm sector. After whipping away state subsidies for

agriculture, the Government has had to stand back long enough for farmers to get
on *lttr the job of restructuring their operations, before unveiling the package to
help those who could not make the adjustment tb get off the land. A moment too
soon and the momentum for change would be lost. It was a tirne of high anxiety
for those hardest hit, and a time of high risk for the Government. The same
anxiety and risk exist whenever the market demands the restructuring of any
enterprise.
Fifteen years ago, one of our foremost social historians, the late W B Sutch,
issued a tinieless warning about the inadequacies of the market economy. "The
market," he said, "with i[s emphasis on competition, monetary gain, exchange of
goods, profit and loss ancl personal possessions, can and does divide society in
1nuny *ay., not the least of which is the sense of failure, inadequacy or alienation
from society itself."
At the time, Sutch commented that "those who prefer not to pay taxation for
fhe welfare of society . . . have managed to play on the ignorance, pre-concei.ved
ideas and even personal greed of some to the extent that many younger people
have become conditioned to the convention that one says 'welfare state' in a
deprecatory'tone". Many of these young people now occupy positions of
auihority, which may explain why there is such a consensus on economic policy,
but so little on matters of social welfare.
The need for a new consensus on welfare issues is clear. When market trends
move so significantly against a nation, it is to be expected that the adjustment will
be painful. This is precisely the time when people need the assurance that policies
are in place that guarantee to those who are unable to fend for themselves an
income, health care, housing, and educational facilities of a standard which would
be regarded as a fair, basic minimum by the majority of New Zealanders.
The current debatc on welfare issues ranges widely. Sonre champions of
individual responsibility reject the notion of state welfare altogether' Others
argue the virtues of taxed and universally available benefits against more
taigeted or means-tested assistance. In the main, this debate is conducted by
those who witl be called on to provide the means for welfare programn'les rather
and those who fear they may
than by the beneficiaries. The anxious recipients
await a verdict.
be about to receive
It is interesting to note that in Britain, despite years of preaching against
state intervention by the Thatcher Government, a survey last year showed that
65 percent of respondents favoured a government job guarantee, and 63 percent
noionly opposed any contraction of government services but also favoured their
expansion even if taxes had to increase as a result.
Here in New Zealand, economic change is producing rising levels of socia
division, friction, alienation and anxiety. The market may cure the economy
but the other ills can only be dealt with by a coherent social policy'

.

-

-

-

David Beatson
.EDITOR
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of the welfare state. The results are demonstrated in the followi ng Listener
editorial of 5 July 1986.
This editorial sets out to explore the relationship between the New Economic
State and tbe New Welfare State. The tone is one of detached assessment.
It is
noted that economic debate between parties is dominated by buzzwords
such
as intemationally competitive, unprotected., unsubsidizeQ
and efficient.

flexibte

They encapsulate agreement over ends but there are arguments over means.
David I-a,nge's Mackintosh memorial lecture is seen to espouse this
philosophy. In his view tlrc economy must not lose its motive
force. The socially
damaging and disruptive effects of that economy are of secondary importance.

For the editor such comments exempliff the difficulty of reconcil ing economic
and social obiectives. In the case of farming the removal of subsidies
necessitates market demands for restructuing along with assistance for those
who cannot make the adjustment to get off the land. The timing of these tnin

policy objectives is said to generate anxiety and risk. Social historian W.B.
sutch is quoted to explain the inadequacies of. tlrc market economy. In
summary these include competition greed, social division and personal
alienation from society. For young people these sentiments are said to
generate deprecatory attitudes toward the welfare state.
such people now occupy positions

In the editors view

of authority. This explains why there is

consensus on economic policy rather than matters of social welfare. The next

paragraph states that a new consensus in welfare issues is needed because of
the unfavourable consequences of market trends. Guarantees are needed for
those who cannot fend for themselves

in income, health care, housing

and

educational facilities. The debate on welfare issues is next outlined. The
opposition to state welfare as such is contrasted to the supposed virtues of
taxed and universally available benefits. The intermediate point of view is that

of targeted or means based

assistance.

It

i.s noted

that welfare providers

rather than beneficiaries dominate debate. British survey research is quoted
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to

show that citizens favour expanded government services even

if

ta,res

increase as a result. The editor next observes the negative consequences of

economic change; social division, friction alienation and anxiety. He
concludes that the market may cure the economy but other ills can only be
dealt with by acoherent social poliqt.

This semantic account shows that the editor understands how

various

keywords have been rhetorically deployed in policy debate. However these
sirme words also shape the agendas of debate. References to David Lange's

Mackintosh lecture acknowledge that the motive forces of 'the economy' can
overrule social priorities. But it is never recognized how such an economy
might restrict the opportunities for reducing socially damaging and disruptive

ffic*.

As previous readings illustrate, the Keynesian economy entailed the

notion that a balance could be struck between economically directed and
socially directed interventions. The kind of economy refered to by David
Lange determines whether or not any intervention can occur. In principle, the

need to preserve the economy's motive force might rule out intervention
altogether. Against these considerations the editorial merely observes the
difficulty

of.

reconciling economic and social objectives.It is stated that market-

led restructuring in the farming sector generated a momenfitm for change
which would have been lost if special assistance to those leaving the land had
been offered too soon. It is not considered whether the content and scope of
assistance packages might be shaped in the first instance by the restructuring
process.

The inferences drawn from W.B. Sutch's comments contain

similar

shortcomings. Various inadequacies of. tlrc market economy are recognised

and quoted.

It is observed that many younger people in Sutch's time

deprecated the welfare state. The editor argues that this generation has
assumed power and reached a (free market) consensus on economic policy.
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This contrasts \Mith their lack of consensus on social welfare matters. However
the possibility that economic

poliq

conserrsus might prevent

other kinds from

developing, is never considered. This shortcoming is made obvious by the
revelation that divisions exist over whether there should be a welfare state ar
all. In these circumstances it may be that market trends are moving away from

the possibility of a new consensus on welfare
anti-welfarist views

issues.

It

could be argued that

will strengthen the further market

tren"ds develop. As

previous readings have shown that is what happened once the keyword reform
colonized tax and benefit policy discourses. The editor does point out that

beneficiaries themselves are left out of such debates and that most people

in fact favour an expansion of government services. The negative
consequences of economic change are also mentioned. Nevertheless the
might,

analytical shortcomings which have been highlighted reappear
concluding sentence.
social

poliq

If

in

the

the market does indeed cure the economy a coherent

may not be possibls.zs

The floating of the dollar and the introduction of tight monetary policies
signalled the end of deficit funding as a strategy for economic growth. The
Minister of Finance Roger Douglas saw the gap between government income
and government expenditure, which had been bridged by borrowing as the
major impediment to economic recovery. In his view a lower deficit meant
less government borrowing, less interest to pay on future debt, lower interest

A similar editorial can also bc found in

the Lrsten er of ?n June 1987, p 5. As with the
cited example in the social consequenccs of 'free market' policies are well understood.
However the relationship between 'thc economy' as such, and the welfare state as such
are not explored. This is evident in the last sentence which rcads Equily nrcy have ils
appeal wlile the good tinrcs roll, brtt when tlrcy stop we will be left to confront the kind of
harch hrcEnlities in our sociegr lhat provcd so unpalatable to nrosl New Zealanden in the
Depression. In this instance cEilty is the normative cover for the harsh inequalilies that
are already emerging. During its first term of office cvcn critics of Roger Douglas such
as Margaret Wilson assurned that economic policy and social policy could be dealt with
separately and consecutively. The fallacy of this view was {inally exposed witl the
announcement of a llat rate tax packagc in Dscember t987. From that point on the
Prime Minister saw tbat establishcd principles welfare provision wcre threatened.
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rates and lower inflation. Reducing the fiscal deficit as a single polisy course

qymbolized

an economy which had abandoned the 'trade off

different objectives

-

between

growth, low inflation, employment and so on. Media

representations of the new strategy at work enhanced the status of the 'free

market' economy in terms of rationality, temporality and closure. Such is
evident in the following extract from DSFD,uNG rHE Dencrr a TVl Sund.ay
news sBecial of 4 May 1986.

fuichorn'oman: Good evening and welcome to the Michael Fowler Centre
Wellington for this curent affairs spccial. In the next hour we aim to give you the
basic facts about the way the government collects and spends our money, Why
some people are hurting at the momcnt and some of the options for alleviating
that pain. Behind me David Beatson is with a group of people who should know
the answers. Economists, former top public servants, businessmen, social
scientisk and of course politicians. Later we'll tap their collective brain for some
ofthose answers. But first lets run through the basic things you need to know as
we define the deficit. so, what is the deficit? Basically its the difference bctween
what the government spends during the year and what it takes 1n fusngh taxation
and other forms of income. Here are the figures for the financial year just ended

-
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,SuNDl v PRoGRAMME, 4 MAY 1985

The computer modelled graphics which introduce this programme express
geometric frrecision and exactitude. These in turn are co-ordinated, focused

and given pulpose by the title, that of DrnNIuG THE Dnncrr.

In the first

instanco, the problem at hand is a quantitative one, that otdefuing the deficit.

This is the stated objective of the entire news progralnme. The deficit has no

it

to

any other indicator.
Consequently, defining the deficit is a self evident, self justiffing exercise. In
contrast to this celebration of expertise, the personable anchorwoman
addresses the television audience in a colloquial manner. Her role is to

normative meaning and

appears unrelated

demystify the deficit on behalf of the public. Behind the anchorwoman, the

interviewer David Beatson is with a group of people who know about the
deficit; economists, former top public servants, businessmen, social scientists
and politicians. They are described as a collective brain acting on our behalf.

This suggests a singular understanding of the problem at hand. This
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impression is reinforced as the anchorwoman colloquially explains what the

deficit entails. We are told that its the difference between what the
govemment spends during the year and what it takes through income.
The sense of melded expertise unswervingly directed toward a single technical

problem, ideologically framed subsequent economic discourse. This is shown

in the anchorwoman's treatment of the deficit

issue.

Anchorrvoman: h-we look.iif ihe governmsnt,tleficits ovcr the past tcn years you'll
see there's a fair amourit ol'Variiition and'o['coursc iuflation means that the dollar
in the 1976 deficit was worth a grcat deal morc than it is today. So the common
method of assessing the relativc position is to compare the dclicit with the size of
the whole economy; what everyone of us produced during the year. That mcasure
of the economy is the gross domcstic product, GDP for short. If we ask how big
was the governments delicit comparcd to the GDP over the last ten years, the
picture looks like this. It toppcd nine perccnt in 1976, seesawed in the intervening
years and this years figure is a littlc ovcr four percent of the estimatcd GDP. As

we noted at the beginning therc are really only two factors in the deficit;
government spending and government income.

'DEnMNc'iltE DEFIcn", ScalpayPRocRAMME, 4 MAY

1986

Having defined the deficit in general, the anchorwoman specifies the context
of the problem. She proposes a historical comparison between annual deficits
and relates each one to the size of 'the economy' as measured by the gross
domestic product. Percentage figures are then quoted. As a percentage of

GDP the deficit topped 9 percent in L976, seesawed in subsequent years and
is now just over 4 percent.
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These assessments represent a crucial shift within the discourse surrounding

'the economy'. To begin with, the primary importance

of.

the deficit derives

from its privileged relationship to 'tlrc econony'. No other indicator

is

mentioned and the size of the deficit relative to 'the economy' is a qualitative

measure

of how that economy is performing. This new and distinctive

objectification of the capitalist economy is then projected ten years back into
the pas!. The assumption that the deficit was the primary economic problem

throughout that period points up an important temporal shift. Before and
during the Economic Summit the economic past was itself the focus of news
coverage. The parameters of discussion were narrow

-

they centred around

the keyword intenention but public comment did take place. In this
instance, however, the new 'free market' orthodory of deficit reduction
unproblematically characterises previous economic circumstances.

The prograrlme went on to cover one side of the deficit problem, that of
govemment expenditure.

In the following exchange David

Beatson asks

economist Paul beVin about the domains of government and private sector
activity.
David Beatson (Intervienrr): Paul Bevin,looking at the range of government
activities we linance. What do you think muld be provided more cheaply and
efficiently by the private sector specifically

Well I'd be very surprised if you asked anybody that had visited a hospital in New
7*aland if they thought those were running as efficiently as they possibly could,
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that there was no waste and no scope for improving the use of resources within
I think the same must be true for the education services as well. And I
think the problem there is that if you have a system which provides services
essentially free a lot of the incentives to find the most efficient ways of meeting
the demand of the consumers of those services is reduced. A lot of the incentives
that are on managers to economize and to best allocate the resources that they
srn get are taken away and over time that can accumulate into substantial waste.
So it would be my view that in both the health and education areas there is
substantial scope for improving efficiency.
hospitals.

David Beatson: There seems to be a consensus emerging that the extra efficiency
is the way rather than making dramatic and instant cuts ancl in a moment we'll
turn to the question of government income and what ought to be done about that.

,l'll''lr----.
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The question posed here is, what government activities can be provided more

cheaply and efficientty by the private sector?

In his reply paul fu,t^

is

sceptical about the efficiency of hospitals and education services. In his view a
system which provides free services lacks the incentives to find efficient ways

of meeting consumer demand.

Managers cannot economke

allocate the resources and this can accumulate waste.

or

optimaily

It is concluded'that

substantial scope exists for improving efficiency. From this ancl other responses
the interviewer draws his own conclusion. He observes a consensus about the
need for extra efficienq as opposed to dramatic and instant cuts. The studio
discussion then moves on to the question of government income.

This exchange moves beyond the technical problem of defining the deficit.
Discussion about govemment activity is colonized by the keyword efficienq.

This is accomplished through tautology and binary opposition.

In paul

Frater's assessment fficienqt refers to the means by which the private sector
can economize and

qfi waste. But the same word

is also an end in

itsell in the

sense of. improving efficienqt. That course of action is not tempered by an

other principle. In addition efficiency is Iodged within a pattern of binary
opposites which objectif the encroachment of the private sector into
govenunent territory. Thus govemment activity is synonymous with waste and

the prtvatu sector appears efficient by definition. Thus if. fficienqt is a
desirable goal then reducing waste means reducing government activity. The
interviewer lends authority to these processes of colonization by claiming that

efficienq has consensus support.

This programme illustrates'the triumphant self confidence of 'free market'
ideology. The means-end rationality of the Keynesian economy is replaced by

the abstract rationality of defining the deficit. This conception of

New

Zealand's economic problems was projected back into the past as a substitute

for historically informed economic

argument.

-3n
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To this end, technocratic

understandings

of 'the economy'

outset the assembled

erased political points

of view. From the
experts seem unanimous in their desire to tackle the

deficit problem. The hour long programme revealed differences of opinion

over policy but these were obscured by the language, format

and

choreography of Deru'flNc rse Dencn. Socially grounded normative outlooks

were excluded by the strict technical parameters of the programme. As the
exchange

with Paul Frater demonstrated, this allowed 'market led'

technocratic discourse to colonize other domains. Nevertheless the language
and imagery of the 'free market' proved remarkably brittle. Successive finance

ministers were saddled with the task of actually reducing the deficit in an
economy which possessed its own recalcitrant logic. In abandoning the means-

end rationality of Keynesianism politicians were left vulnerable to the
uncontrollability of economic events. The temporal logic of 'free market'
discourse lost its rhetorical power as Keynesian representations of 'the
economy'receded further into the past. Inevitably monetarist economics was

tested against

its own claims of

efficacy. Moreover, official closure of

normatively informed economic arguments proved counter productive.
Monetarist and financial jargon was designed for initiates and could not lay
claim to consensual values. Meanwhile the structure of capital accumulation
became riven by bankruptry and depression. The public sphere fragmented

into private parts and political loyalties dissolved. Central to

these

developments was the disorganisation of 'free market' discourse, but that is
another story.
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The period 1984-1987 saw the beginnings of a simultaneous shift in the
structure

of New Zealand

capitalism and

representation. This explains

in the basic forms of

the apparently

media

seamless transition from

Keynesian to 'freemarket' depictions of the economy.

Under the fourth I-abour Government corporate capitalism set out to
dismantle the Keynesian political economy. Convulsive takeover activity was

driven by finance capital. Their supporters in treasury and the Reserve bank

eventually persuaded Roger Douglas

to float the exchange rate and

deregulate the banking sector. The relationship between state and capital was

radically altered by the corporatisation and the privatisation of government
departments. Staying within the period under review,

it is clear that corporate

capital was in the process of absorbing public sector resources. Thus State
Owned Enterprises were directed by the owners of New Zealand's largest
companies. The wholesale transfer

of

assets and administrative machinery

was co-ordinated by Treasury. It was here that the theories of monetarism and

market equilibrium were broadly articulated and then translated into the
practice of Rogernomics.

A

new strata of Think Tanks, Consultants and

Mediators forged new lines of communication between the corporate sector,

State Owned Enterprises, Treasury, the Reserve Bank and Cabinet
Committees. This supervening network

of power effectively reduced

the

influence over Government policy of traditional pressure groups such

as

farmers, manufacturers and other producer Boards. These developments

together undermined bipartisan political traditions. Policy debates
increasingly occurred not between National and labour but between
freemarket moderates and freemarket extremists within each party.
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The magnitude of these changes undermined the institutional and rhetorical
character of the public sphere. Local newspapers were appropriated by trans-

national media conglomerates. Their corporate backers strained the legal
limits of radio and television ownership. The commercial logic of owning and
managing media resources fundamentally challenged the institutions of public

broadcasting. Licence fee receipts declined as a proportion of TVNZ-RNZ

At the end of this period
TMrIZ and RNZ began the transition from the status of a nationally
revenue as advertisers dominated the airways.

constituted administration to that of a semi-corporate network. International

satellite systems, corporate in-house videos, and the push

to

privatise

nationally chartered telecommunications networks fragmented the public
realm. This environment of communication inevitably altered the practise of
journalism. The commodification of public information meant that journalism
became part of the consumption process. Public and private PR firms drained

journalistic talent and blurred the distinction between reportage and simple

advocacy. Meanwhile simple formulas of programmed entertainment
undermined the qualities of serious journalism; appeals to critical reasoning
and respect for complexity ancl specialised knowledge.

It

was evident from

such developments that images were becoming less anchored by language

within media formats, genres and institutions. Given the underlying changes
and capital accumulation and political influence it was not surprising that
financial images predominated. Depictions of mirror glass towers, the foreign
exchange room and yuppie lifestyles all combined to give the impression of
dynamism, prosperity, and progress. The ruptures and concentrations of
capital accumulation in tandem with the transformation of public

communication helps

to explain how new configurations of

discourse were encoded ancl disseminated. In the former instance

economic

it is crucial

to note the emergence of new primary news Sources. In general it was the
viewpoints of finance rather than productive capital which dominated
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reportage. Financial and sharemarket analysts as well as major stockholders

were central players in the new economy and were often asked to comment
upon economic changes they had helped bring about. Similarly macro and

micro economic forecasting groups whose reports were the raw material for
economic news designed research methodologies

for predicting

financial

indicators, namely; interest rates, bond rates and stockmarket activity. At the
same time major corporations were able to multiply their sources of media

authority. Figures such as Ron Trotter, Bob Jones and Alan Gibbs could

make personal statements, appear

in

interviews, and publicly address

In each instance general prognosis about economic conditions
and prospects could be made. Corporate icons were also well placed to
orchestrate the dissemination of PR and freemarket literature. As new
sources on'the economy' the corporate-PR network acted as the conscience
shareholders.

of Rogernomics by unfolding the freemarket agenda as each set of reforms
was completed. Against this background of influence the Treasury, the Prime

Minister, and senior Cabinet Ministers, poured forth

a steady diet of

proposals and comments about day to day changes in the economy. The major
sources just described obscured their own biases by employing the services of

economists. The authority enjoyed by these ubiquitous figures depended on

their attitude to Rogernomics. Those whose prognosis entailed a critique of
contemporary policies were marginalised

for as long as it took to

cement

freemarket policies. Despite differences among them these primary sources

lent considerable weight to the momentum of freemarket discourse. The
ideological shifts can be summarised as follows; firstly there was a period of

transition from the late Muldoon period until the Economic Summit. Initially

the instrumental rationality of managing 'the economy' was contested by key
words and phrases denoting freedom and movement, namely; deregulatioq
competition, and market forces. When the summit arrived 'the economy' as a
master locution was openly disputed. Many of the groups and organisations
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bought together under the rubric

of

consensus were resistant

to

the

of

'freemarket' discourse. News coverage of the time
amplified the contrast between two formulations of 'the economy'; the
encroachments

planned or controlled kind and the freemarkef variety. Crucially however, the
keyvord patterns of each economy had no grounds for compromise other than
through the rhetorical gesture

of.

the negotiated economy. This was because

prevailing rules of temporality held that 'the (Keynesian) economy'was an
anachronistic as well as irrational. The 'opening

of the books' exercise in

which Treasury viewpoints were given objective authority hacl rendered the
economic past unserviceable for future purposes. This ideological momentum

through time was obscured by the keyvuord equity, a cover for the 'freemarket'

of normative perspectives. After the summit 'the economy' as a
master locution took on a 'freemarket' identity. Once this occurred subclosure

domains of discourse were colonised. In the readings made of tax policy, the

keyvord refonn carried the process through. It was impossible to criticise the
idea of reform without appearing anachronistic.

It

appeared as

if all change

was for the better. This general pattern was to be replicated throughout all

policy areas.

In 1986 a high-water mark was reached with

the sunday

programme DenwrNG THE Dencrr. This choreographed monetarist objective

temporarily

at least

erased

all other conceptions and memories of

economv'.
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'the

Crnprnn Srx

Cottcl,ustor
In the preceding chapters critical theory fashioned the task of

examining

ideological processes against shifting material circumstances without reducing

one to the other. More specifically the question posed was, how do media
practices and discourses depict structural transformations in the political
economy. In this context chapter one saw the mass media in ideological terms

as that confluence of pressures forged between the recurring logics of
capitalism on the one hand and socio-political constructions of reality on the

other. To put this insight into operation several strands of literature were
bought together.

To begin with a critical-theoretical understanding of ideological processes was

built from the newswork case studies of sociologists. In this regard it

was

observed that news events obtain factual status through a verification process

in which media professionals make judgments about the credibility of news
sources. Journalists then publicly distance themselves from the news stories

which result by appearing as presenters, commentators, reporters and so on.

In this way news

as a

form of social knowledge appears relevant and objective

while obscuring its own selective constructions of reality. Detailed accounts of
how the news gets assembled and presented in this way raises questions about

the contextual determinants of media messages. If journalists collude with
their sources, the question arises; to what extent is news a consequence of
external pressure exerted on media organisations? In answer to this question
the historical origins of news journalism were recounted within the context of
capitalist development. To this end the insights of Claus Offe were employed.

In his view the cyclic and structural imperatives of the economic system, the
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bureaucratising tendencies

of the political-administrative

system and the

normative principles of the socio-cultural sphere are in irreducible tension

with each other. Analysing these tensions over time is the key to
understanding capitalist development.

In

this. scenario traditional

class

antagonisms between capital and labour have not been superseded by history;

rather the technocratic outlook of "the new middle class" has sought to
depoliticise class oppositions. In this way modern capitalism legitimates itself
through the deep background ideology of instrumental rationality, a mode of
reasoning which conceals behind the facade of objective necessity the
interests of classes which actually determine the function, direction and pace

of capitalist development. The internal logic of instrumental rationality is self
justiSing in that the availability of technical means in a given circumstance
predetermines the range of decidable objectives. Thus means directed ways of

thinking delimit normative goals to the point where socio-cultural values as
such are not brought to bear on socio-economic problems but are filtered

through rational decision making procedures. From this viewpoint, it is
conceivable that technical means may be extendecl to values themselves so

that they are pragmatically

assessed

rather than socially and politically

articulated. Technically determined objectives are also the result of present
choices, directed toward an open endecl future. How the present depends on

the past is excluded from consideration.
These workings of instrumental rationality were categorisecl according to the

principles

of.

rationality, closure and temporality.It was argued that they were

communicated through an ideological field, that

of the

mediated public

sphere. In the writings of Jiirgen Habermas this is a space in which citizens
can,

in principle, confer without restriction on matters of general

interest.

Habermas use of this term brings to light a contradiction in which the political
expressions

of democratic values confront particular ruling

class interests.

Under modern capitalism the mass media in general has to publicly reconcile
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the often discrepant objectives of large corporations, incumbent governments,
party leaderships and trade union organisations. In this context it was
suggested that the political and ideological configurations of discourse which

resulted could be analysed under four headings; the ownership and
management of media instifutions, newswork and news sources, the mediated

imagery of the public sphere, and patterns in the discourse. Recalling Offe,
each of these elements are historically shaped by the inter-relationships
between the structures and cycles of the economic system, the bureaucratising

tendencies

of the political-administrative

system and socio political

constructions of reality.

The institutional and rhetorical structure of the public sphere reiterated
above, provided one perspective for examining how news media practices and

discourses might depict structural change

in the political economy. For this

purpose Chapter One also developed a second, textually focused perspective,

that of ideological representations of 'the economy'. Raymond Williams
analysis of how individual words and word formations develop meaning over

time was seen to be especially relevant. In his view certain keywords assume
status in two connected senses. They are significant binding words in certain
activities and their interpretations and they are pivotal indicative words within

patterns

of signification. In given economic and political

circumstances

keyword combinations perform ideologically.

On this interpretation, 'the economy' as analysed by Mike

Emmison,

circumscribes its own field

of meaning as well as those available to other
discourses. As a self description of capitalism it represents a benchmark for
examining media depictions of structural change in the political economy. In

this respect it was argued that the ideological structure of the locution could
be precisely, unravelled. For example 'the . ...'implies a universal ontology.
'The economy' silences representations which express the capitalist nature of
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that economy. Related to this is the insight that, in substantive terms the
'economy' prevails over non-economic discourses. The patterns of language
internal to the sub domains of social policy industrial relations, the
environment and so on are circumscribed by patterns of language internal to
'the economy'.

Media constructions of objectivity and ideological representations of .the
economy' were seen as open to challenge from rhetorical traditions of
journalism. In this context rhetoic focuses upon the qualitative feature
of
message communication. This includes methods

in public reasoning which

may inspire confidence and the persuasive dynamics of language that could
help citizens construct their own social reality. The conceptual boundaries of

rhetorical knowledge are defined through argument. This potentially
undermines media objectivity since the boundaries of debate are not totally
predetermined but partly subject to political contestation. In terms of the
research problem at hand it was decided to examine the tensions between

normative social democratic discourse and ideological inscriptions of 'the
economy'. Chapter One concludecl that the political economy-public sphere
approach and discourse-ideolory analysis could be used simultaneously to

pinpoint how 'the economy' might percolate through the constituent parts of
the public sphere. However it was decided to focus mainly on ideological
patterns of language surrounding 'the economy' in terms

of.

rationality, closure

andtemporality.

The theoretical framework assembled in chapter one was reconstructed to
answer a specific historical question. How had news media practices and
discourses depicted structural changes in the New Zealand political economy?

In the period 1840 to

1880 colonial capitalism was established provincially

and then nationally co-ordinated through the Vogelian strategy of borrowing
for public works and infrastructure. The early-modern political economy was
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directed by a ruling landowner oligarchy and shaped by the contradictory
pressures of development and dependenry. Consequently distinctive forms
of

public communication appeared, In the absence of an urban-industrial
bourgeoisie New Zealancl was imbued with a local village small town
atmosphere in which the pronouncements of businessmen-politicians became
ideological orthodoxy. Such men owned and edited provincial newspapers and
shaped the early traditions

of news journalism. Press coverage empirically

recorded the workings of colonial capitalism through the keywo rds of progress
and

fugality. These were initially the means for comparing the viability of
provincial economies. They then became the criteria for ascertaining the
general position of the economy. In all economic news coverage the root word

colony contained the assumption that British-New Zealand circuits of trade
and borrowing were constitutive of economic activity. With the establishment

of the United Press Association in 1879 economic matters were reported in an
institutional tone of clipped formality and factual authority. This mode of
public address complemented arithmetical depictions of economic activity.

In the 1880s an export slump and credit
capitalism. However from 1890

Liberal regimes

to

squeeze dislocated colonial

of trade enabled
to integrate rural and financial capital for the puqposes of
1914 improved terms

pastoral production. On this basis systems of welfare and industrial relations
were assembled. These were also the achievements of a political coalition
comprising workers, small farmers and manufacturers. From l9l4 to 1935 the

external vulnerability of New Zealand capitalism was once again exposed.
After the Wall St crash falling export prices ruined terms of trade and caused
bankruptcy and unemployment. However this was an externally induced
depression; the basic structures of accumulation remained. Evolving material
circumstances were ideologically articulated through provincially centred
family newspapers, the NZPA system of news gathering and, from 7923, state

controlled broadcasting. During the Liberal era economic news reports came
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to recognise the interactive nature of capitalist activity. The
trrin motifs of
Irugality and progress were deployed within the ideological framework of
national capitalism. However the 1930s depression was portrayed

by
conservative dailies as a problem of national solvenry
ancl equilibrium. In
contrast reports of speeches made by Michael Savage during
the 1935 election
campaign suggested that economic systems of money, production
and
distribution could be co-ordinated by governments.

After 1935 the first Labour government, rebuilt the New

Zealand, political

economy' Import controls along with Reserve Bank regulation
of credit and
foreign exchange precipitated manufacturing growth as export
prices began to
rise' These were the foundations of the Keynesian welfare
state. In the late
1940s

it functioned as an infrastructure for growth, redistribution of product,

aggregate demand and normative integration. But L^abours
egalitarian ideals
did not alter established structures of communication. Broadcasting was
used

as an official counterweight to the conservative press. In the post
war era
successive governments continuecl to clirect the flow of information.
The

establishment

of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service instituted a

nationally defined public sphere but journalistic traditions were not given
the
opportunity to develop.

Within this field of communication capitalism itself was officially portrayed
as
a dynamic manageable entity. During the 1950s the New zealand economy
appeared as an objectification

of

national capitalism. From 1960 .the

economy' as an unqualified technocratic locution began to emerge
in media
discourse.

In the

decade which followed newspapers became corporatery owned and

central government legislated for the introduction of a technologically
modern semi-independent television network. The general result was
a
nationally constituted commercially influenced public sphere.
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At the same

time the modern political economy shaped the ideological
content of public
communication. Increasingly, during the post war periocl governments
were
obliged to co-ordinate the complex macro-economy
to secure profitability for
different fractions of capital. This took the form of countercyclical
fiscal
policy and, eventually, national, intersectoral planning. These
economic
activities were not easily explained through traditional
ideological formations.
New Zealand capitalism was instead projectecl as a volatile
abstract entity
steered by government leaclers alongside public and private
sector expels.
This was a local expression of instrumental or technocratic
rationality; sociocultural values as such courcr not shape economic direction.
Against this background, encoding and disseminating
economic news became
increasingly formalized. Journalists routinely translated
the capitalist views

of

primary news sources into factual economic reportage. Governmenrs,
producer organisations and business advocacy groups all held
definite and
sometimes conflicting opinions about New Zealand capitalism
but these were
rarely specified as such. Routine news gathering and news production
was

streamlined by a shared locution; that of 'the economy'. In the
late 1.960s ,the
economy' as a public locution was ideologically constituted within
a dual
pattern of syntactical use. The first of these was indicative planning.
This was

the stated rationale of the first National Development Conference held
in
August 1968. Media cross sections of associated news coverage revealed
a

means-end rationality,

in

which ,the economy' appeared as

a

national,

intersectoral unity guided by experts toward calculated targets
of growth and
productivity. The public efficacy of NDC growrh targets was affirmed
by the
procedural rationality of NDC decision making. This proved
to be a self
serving process which operated independently of economic circumstances.

The means-end rationality of indicative planning also involved partial
closure
of normative perspectives. Ideals such as the quality of life and practical
concerns about living standards and social services were reported
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to

be

dependent upon faster economic growth. Normative justifications
of
indicative planning itsell stressed the involvement
of ordinary citizens. In this
sense there was a popular corporatist dimension
to NDC rhetoric. Editorials,
cartoons and news bulletins sought to integrate
economic expertise with the

traditional folk wisdoms

of hard work, Kiwi

pragmatism and nationar

solidarity. Journalists never considered whether
or not indicative planning
might favour some social groups over others. Indicative
planning
also

contained unspoken rules

of

temparality.

until this time economic

development was portrayed retrospectively as
a culmination of past efforts.
official history recounted the achievements of pioneer settrement,
modern
agriculture and industrial production. By contrast
the indicatively planned
economy was cut adrift from the past and pointecl
into the future.
Meanwhile day to day news coverage depicted ,rhe
economy,as subject to the
mean's-end rationality of Keynesian management.
In this context journalists
stressed that 'the economy' was vulnerable
to irrational forces such as
inflation" strikes and the wage price spiral Such discourse
implied or stated that
unions, worlcers and the FOL were sources of irrationality.
Industrial relations
stories portrayed their interests as threatening to ,the
economy,. By the early
1970s inflation and union disruption were portrayecl
as barriers to the
achievement of normative goals. Editorials especially,
asserted that unions
and inflation were undermining 'the economy' along with
the prospects

of

social prosperity. Keynesian news discourse focused on the
concerns of the
present' It was on this basis that short term predictions
of economic activity
were made. The economic future was the raw material
for what would happen
next. The contingency of the past upon contemporary
economic problems was
left unsuggested for aucliences and readers. These rules of temporality
were
different from, and hard to reconcile with, those of indicative planning.
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The rationarity of both pranning
and managing .the economy, was
self
referential

and self undermining. Thus, journarists
discovered that the success
or otherwise of indicative planning
was assessable through its.own
criteria of

future targeting. After 1g6g
the procedures of target revision
appeared
tautological' tones of public
address were less consultative

and normative
ideals were mentioned onry
in passing. By 1,972the means_end
rationarity of
planning had splintered
over the protection issue. News
coverage of the time
tilted toward
reduction by depicting efficiency
as a prior objective ro
'uriff
growth' This shift in economic
discourse bought the indicatively
pranned
economy face to face with
the managed economy. The resurt
was a crash of
temporal perspectives which
.the
revealed
economy, to be a singular locution
spanning two incompatibre
patterns of syntacticar usage.
But the Keynesian
economy in general still
confronted the task of achieving
instrumental and
normative goals; a task that
proved increasingly difficult
in the decade ahead.

From 7976 to rgg4 the nationalry
constituted, terevision_centred, pubric
sphere was subjected to growing
commerciar pressures. By

19g0 corporate
capitalism had encroached
further into the media sector. Most
individual
papers were ownedby INL,
Nz News and, wbon and Horton Ron Brierrey
bought a stable of radio stations
through Hauraki Enteqprises. This
concern
w:ls indirectry involved in chailenging
the ryNZ monopory through
Alternative Terevision Ltd, a
bidder for the proposed third channel.
on the
two channel network the licence
fee dwindled as a proportion of
broadcasting
revenue' consequently advertisers
and market researchers influenced
the
format and content of programmes.

within this field of communication
economic news coverage was prefigured
by fissures in the structure of
capitar accumulation. The o'
shocks, fa'ing
tenns of trade and the concentration
of corporate capitar generated rival

macro-economic prescriptions.
Major firms such as Fletchers and
carter Holt
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reaped profits from joint venture projects and tended to favour 'planned'
restructuring. Corporate takeovers of small manufacturers and retail outlets
marginalised the proponents of import substituting development. As takeover

activity intensified and unofficial money markets developed worldwide an
entrepreneurial finance sector became implanted within the New Zealand
economy. During the early 1980s they proposed that the Keynesian political

economy be dismantled

in its

entirery. Against the background

of

these

conflicting interests New Zealand capitalism was publicly projected as a

volatile abstract entity lurching from crisis to crisis. Government leaders,
businessmen, public and private sector experts increasingly argued over
economic diagnoses and prescriptions. The technocratic rationality of
economic management became the subject

of rival

interpretations

as

economic conditions worsened. Advocates of restructuring, deregulation and

left-corporatism proffered different solutions to the intractable problems of
inflation, unemployment and sluggish growth.
The fragmented structure of capital accumulation along with changing forms

of public

communication generated controversies

in the gathering

and

presentation of economic news. Because the capitalist views of primary news
sources were

in conflict, journalists delivered different kinds of

economic reportage. During the mid

'factual'

to late 1970s economists, politicians,

business leaders and Planning Council technocrats had discrepant views about

what economic restructuring'objectively' required. This confused picture was

simplified

as

primary news sources diverged over Muldoon's style of economic

management. Academic and private sector economists came

to

provide

abundant news copy concerning the plight of the regulated economy. Muldoon
and his cabinet supporters were tainted by this description but they could still

set economic news agendas. However, after the wage price-freeze Muldoon
appeared as an irrational figure even though he still held centre stage. By this

time most primary news sources (economists, banks, finance houses and
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employer groups) had absorbed the anti-Keynesian rhetoric of deregulation,
competition and marlcet fo rces.

These shifts in news source

-

newswork relationships generated changing

media representations of tfte economy. Throughout the 1970s'the economy'as

an abstract locution supplanted traditional representations of economic life.

In public discourse Keynesian management of this economy was accompanied
by the means-end rationality of restructuring. T};,e keyrvord originated from the
belief, held by some economists that astructural imbalance characterized New
Zealand's terms of trade. From here

it was a short

step to the view that the

In December
Task Force on Economic and Social

economy itself suffered from a stntctural imbalance.

1976 the

goveilrment-appointed

Planning

proffered the antidote of restructuring. This represented an important shift

from early NDC discourse. At that time indicative planning was exclusively
oriented toward the future whereas planned restructuing sought to rectiry past

mistakes and prevent them from happening again. From the outset news
reports emphasised that successful planning needed to resolve the day to day

problems

of

politicians

as threats

steering the economy. This involved attacks on politics and

to the long term requirements of technocratic rationality.

The economicpolicies of government were held responsiblefor administrative
restictions, stop-go measures and general infficienqt. Planned restructuing of

the economy independent of political processes sought to appropriate and

delimit normative perspectives. Throughout 1977 and 1978 it was commonly

reported that economic recovery required New Zealanders

to

accept

declining standard of living.

From L979 the general noiion

of. restructuring became subsumed

by

an

ideological debate over whether tlrc economy should be regulaed or
deregulated. This was a crucial shift in economic discourse and

it was to have

long term repercussions. The rhetorical dimensions of the change can be
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measured against the ideological benchmarks

normative closure.

of.

rationality, temporality, and

In the first instance the very notion of economic

management was bought into question. News coverage started to imply that
Keynesian means'end rationality did not meet the needs

of.

the economy. The

logical corollary was that a deregulated economy was necessary. In accordance

with this view the rules of temporality also started to change. It was widely
publicised that New Zealand's economic past, since 1935 was one of excessive
regulatioru On this reasoning deregulation was simply a recognition of past

economic errors. As this binary opposition came

to

dominate the public

sphere normative considerations were downgraded further. The need

deregulation economy was virtually

self explanatory and no

for

a

outside

justifications seemed necessary. Policy objectives such as job creation, welfare
provisions and the social minimum wage were still spoken of in relation to

those

of growth, productivity and low inflation but this was becoming

a

desultory exercise. The nature of these linguistic changes was obscured by the

ubiquity and taken-for-grantedness of the master locution; the economy was
simultaneously constructed as a Keynesian entity, as an object of restructurtng
and as a focus

of.

deregulatiort

By the early 1980s the economy in its Keynesian formulation appeared as a
fixed, beleaguered entity against the keyword momentum of deregulation, free

marlet, market forces, competition and pivate enterprise. This pattern of
discourse received a further twist with the introduction of the wage price
freeze

in June 1982. From this point on, Keynesianism Prime

Minister

Muldoon, his supporters and associated policy measures were all tainted by
the epithet

of.

interuentionism. The implication here was that all opponents of

Muldoon were anti-Keynesian and anti-interyentionisf no matter what their
political affiliations.
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The fragmented structure of capital accumulation along with changing forms

of public

communication generated controversies

in the gathering and

presentation of economic news. Because the capitalist views of primary news
sources were

in

conflict journalists delivered different kinds

of

'factual'

economic reportage. During the mjd to late 1970s economists, politicians,
business leaders and Planning Council technocrats had discrepant views about

what economic restructuring'objectively' required. This confused picture was

simplified

as

primary news sources diverged over Muldoon's style of economic

management. Academic and private sector economists came

to

provide

abundant news copy concerning the plight of the regulated economy. Muldoon
and his cabinet supporters were tainted by this description but they could still

set economic news agendas. However, after the wage price-freeze Muldoon
appeared as an irrational figure even though he still held centre stage. By this

time most primary news sources (economists, banks, finance houses and
employer groups) had absorbed the anti-Keynesian rhetoric of deregulatton
competition and market forces.

These shifts

in news source

-

newswork relationships generated changing

media representations of the economy. Throughout the 1970s 'the economy' as

an abstract locution supplanted traditional representations of economic life.
In public discourse Keynesian management of this economy was accompanied

by the means-end rationality of restructunrzg. This keyword originated from
the belief, held by some economists that a structural imbalance characterised
New Zealand's terms of trade. From here it was a short step to the view that
the economy itself suffered from a structural imbalance.In December 1976 the

govelnment-appointed Task Force

on Economic and Social Planning

proffered the antidote of restructuring. This represented an important shift
from early NDC discourse. At that time indicative planning was exclusively
oriented toward the future whereas planned restructuring sought to rectify past
mistakes and prevent them from happening again. From the outset news
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reports emphasized that successful planning needed to resolve the day to day

problems of steering the economy. This involved attacks on politics and
politicians as threats to the long term requirements of technocratic rationality.
The econornic policies of government were held responsible for administraive
restrictioru, stop-go mecaures and general inefficiency. Planned restrucftting

of

the economy independent of political processes sought to appropriate and
delimit normative perspectives. Throughout L977 and 1978 it was commonly

reported that economic recovery required New Zealanders

to

accept

.k

declining standard of living.

Under the Fourth I-abour Government the corporate sector set out to
dismantle the Keynesian political economy. Convulsive takeover activity was
driven by finance capital. Their supporters in Treasury and the Resenre bank
persuaded Roger Douglas

to float the

exchange rate, and deregulate the

banking sector. Meanwhile the corporatisation and the subsequent push for

privatisation allowed corporate capitalism to administer or absorb public
sector resources. Thus the owners

of New Zealand's largest companies

directed State Owned Enterprises and facilitated their sale. This process was

co-ordinated by Treasury.

It was here that the theories of monetarism and

market equilibrium were broadly articulated and then translated into the
practice

of

Rogernomics.

A

new strata of think tanks, consultants and

mediators forged new lines of communication between the coqporate sector,

state owned Enterprises, Treasury, the Reserve bank and Cabinet
Committees. This supervising network of power marginalised traditional
pressure groups such as farmers, manufacturers and other producer boards.

The magnitude of these changes undermined the institutional and rhetorical
character

of the public

sphere. Thus the institutions of public broadcasting

became administered through a semi-corporate network at the same time as

satellite channels, video culture and the push
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to tender out

frequencies,

^.1

fragmented public forms of communication. The commodification of public

information which resulted meant that journalism became part

of

the

consumption process. Public and private PR firms drained journalistic talent
and blurred the distinction between reportage and simple advocacy.

The ruptures and concentrations of capital accumulation in tandem with the

transformation
disseminations

of the public
of economic

sphere pointed

to new encodings and

discourse. Thus, the new primary news sources

were now financial and sharemarket analysts rather than manufacturers and

producer boards. Macro and micro economic forecasting groups, whose
reports were primary news source material, designed research methodologies

for predicting interest rate and sharemarket behaviour. As this was happening
the leaders of large corporates were able to multiply their sources of media

authority, through personal interviews, company statements and the
orchestration of 'free market'PR material. The corporate-PR network acted
as the conscience

of Rogernomics by unfolding the 'free market' agenda

as

of 'reforms' was completed. Against this background of influences
the Treasury the Prime Minister and senior cabinet ministers made
each set

pronouncements about economic prospects and day to day economic change.

More so than ever before, primary news sources employed the services of
economists to objectifr the interests of capital. Those who were sympathetic

to Rogernomics lent considerable weight to the rhetorical momentum of
'freemarket' discourse.

How 'the economy' was represented in discourse depended on how far
Rogernomics had progressed at a given point in time. From the late Muldoon

period until the Economic Summit the ideal of managing 'the economy' was
contested by keywords and phrases denoting freedom and movement, namely

deregulation, competition and market forces.

At the summit

conference 'the

economy' as a master locution did not engender consensus among delegates.
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News coverage amplified two formulations of 'the economy' the planned or

controlled kind and the freemarker variety. Crucially however the keyword
patterns of each econo,ny were dissonant from each other. The artificial
construction of the negotiated economy was used to bridge the gap. This

fact that the 'Keynesian economy' was being
superceded by the 'freemarket' kind. This reflected a radical shift in the
dissonance registered the

under.$ng rules of temporality; 'freemarket' discourse rendered the economic

past unserviceable for future purposes. This rhetorical momentum
obscured by the keyword equity, an ideological cover

was

for the closure of

normative perspectives taking place. Once 'the economy' as a rnaster locution

took on a 'free market' identity, sub domains of discourse were colonized;
usually through the keywords reform and efficienq.

The Sunday programme Drnlunc rHE DsRcrr choreographed the fact that
'freemarket' monetarism now determined what 'the economy'was. This was

in no sense a final accomplishment, because the new discourse proved more
brittle than the old.

In

theoretical terms ideological processes and material circumstances had,

temporarily at least, converged as a unified force.

In the context of

my

historical research, the newly constituted economy registered for the first
time, a simultaneous shift in the structure of New Zealand capitalism and its
component forms of media presentation.
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